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The Mission of AGARD
inthe
Charter, the mission of AGARDi isit) biring together the leading personalIities or the NNATO nations
According toits
fields of science and technology relating itoaerospace for the following purposes:
-

Recommending effective way.%for the member nations to use their research and development capahilities for the
common benefit of the NATO community;

-

Providing scientific and technical advice and assistance to the Military Committee in the field of acrospace research and
development (with particular regard to Its military application);

-

Continuously stimulating advances inthe taerosopace sciences relevant itostrengthening the Coaltion defence postlure;

-

Improving the co-operation among member nations inaerospace research and development;

-

Exchlunge of scientific and technictal Intformation;

-

Providing assistance to member nations for the purpose of increasing their scientific and technical potential;

-

Rendering scientific atd technical assistance, as requested, to other NATO bodies and to member ntationslen conntection
with research and development problems In the aerospace field,

The highest authority within AGARI) is the National l)elegates Boardt consisting of officially appointed senior
representatives from each member ination. The mission of AGARI) ii carried out through the Panels which tire composed of
experts appointed by the National D~elegates, the Consultant and Exchange Programme and the Aerospiace Applications
Studies Programme, The results of AIARI) work tire reported itotlte member tnttions atid the NAT'O Authorities thttought the
ACIARIJseries of'publications of which this isone,
Participation in ACJARI) activitics Isbyitnvitatiott otnly and istnormally limited to citizens oftlte NNUO naottionts.
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Since man realized that birds could fly, he has wanted to do so himself.
It took us
thousands of years to get there, and ever since we learned the basics - and understood
the basics behind the basics - the development in aerospace operations has been overwhelming. Normally we want evolution - in order to be able to master development.
Within the
field of aerospace we have been forced to accept revolution In order to cope with the
progress in aviation at large.
It took less than 7& years to go from the first flight of
man and onto the first human step on the surface of the moon.
This development is really astonishing dnd to be honest - also slightly frightening.
Can we keep up the pace and hopefully keep the human being on top and thereby ahead of
the developments in aerospace activities, not least in aerospace medicine?
The keynote
address to this symposium will center on the way ahead,
The euperts have learned a lot
from history,
We have to preserve ill this knowledge and transform it beyond our present
state of the art to make sure that the aerospace establishment, including all the players
from scientists to amateur pilots, will be able to cope with the situation - no matter If
it isa question of safe passenger transportation or efficient military air operations In
order to maintain peace and democracy.
Aerospace operations have now evolved so far that people who fear flyingI must fly
anyway itf they want to be full members of modern society.
Aerospace operations are part
of daily lIfe and almost any kind of military operation.
Aerospace operations are vital
for environmental, scientific and space exploratio:s purposes, and they constitute a substantial amount of public and private spending,
Looking ahead - and looking at the AGARD overall objectives - the subject of this symposium seems to be extrernely relevant.
"SITUATIONAL AWARENESS IN AEROSPACE OPERATIONS" touches on probably the single most
Important issue of all - common to us all, regardless of education, rank and occupation.
If the players involved in aerospace operations are not aware of their own and their fellow operators' situation - disaster is Just around the corner.
For a great many years a substantial amount of effort was concentrated around making
objects fly.
Thereafter It became quite clear, that It took a great deal of skill and
talent to fly these objects.
As flyIng developed into what we know today, we also learned that there is no easy way
to safe and efficient aerospace operations.
The accidont records are enormous.
The challenge oh leaving 'terra firms" in the early days seems to have had its own law of gravity,
Nobody - or more correctly few - accepted that It took more than talent (and a pood portion
of luck) to operate in the aerospace environment,
However, since the beginning of flight, mankind has slowly learned to adjust to the
enormous challenges of operatIng airplanes and spacecraft.
The responsible organizations
have put a considerable effort into training talented pilots to become efficient commanders
of reliable aircraft, be they civilian or military.
It Is interesting to note the evolution In pilot salection procedures.
During the last
twenty years the leading nations within this field have been able to Improve tic prodecures
to almost perfectIon,
In the Royal Danish Air Force the failure rate of pilots that havn
passed the Initial selection process is close to 5%, which is extraordinary considering the
problems Involved,
However, we must all realize that the real challenge lies ahead, when
thL training 'vatom has to turn the remaining 95% of the student pilots Into safe and efficient operators,
ABLTY (TAL ENT)
The initial selection process might be characterized as the measurement of basic knowledge and ability - or talent - to go through the whole process of pilot training with a
high probability of success, ivcludlig lobugLerm efficioncy And survival rate.
We rate
not only the handling skills, but also deeper emotional and personality clharacteristica
in order to assure a righ degree of success, both for the LrganIzation and for the Individual,
A good esample of just one very Important factor, that has been become increasingly important, Is the ability to reject applicants with no or little
sense of fear.
In
the early days this kind of person was estimated to be the best type of candidate for pilot
Now we know that a fearless pilot In a menace to his own and everybody Plses'
training.
safety.
TRAINING
It is probably unnecessary to spend much time on the importance of training,
end age It is generally accepted, that it takes a lot of effort and concentrated
to become efficient in aerospace operations.
The basics to build on is a certain
of knowledge and ability - or talent - as described above,
However the training
become a very sophisticated one, capable of exploiting and developing the talent
rather short span of time, so that the combination of talent and tra ining evolves
basic skill of flying.

In our day
training
amount
system has
within a
Into the
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PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT (MAN/MACHINE/MAN)
- unless
It is put
- anytime with
The basic flvl:ig skill will not bring anybody - anywhere
the physical
the operator
to use in a ,roi.,r man/machine interface, which provides
environment
r essary for on time - day or night - delivery of passengers, weapons or maybe
Haven't we developed
What Is the perfect min/machine interface?
spacecraft ur satellites,
the machines to perfection?
Maybe so.
But have we bPen able to develop ourselves to cope with the almost perfect machines?
These are extremely important factors in our dealIng with aerospace operations approaching
year 2000.
A keynote address is too short to give a lot of answers, but long enough to
raise a few questions.
How are we going to preserve and maintain the baslc flying skills in our new generation
of pilots flying airline and air furce "electric jets"? How will those pilots perform in
an emergency If they have to fly the good old manual way (no autopilot etc.)? How are the
crews going to perform when all the old airline captains have retIred, wIth new young captains having non-experienced Co-pilots with a grand total of approximately 300 flying
hours? How will the aIr force pilots be able to keep on going in the 9-G environment?
DO the scientists and engineers really understand the needs and limitations of the operators? These questions are great challenogo to pilots, but probably even greater to a lot
of other people Involved in aerospace operations,
For future work in this field it will be necessary to emphasize the min/machine interface more as a man/machine/man interface, thereby indicating that there is a third party in
the relationship, namely all the people not directly involved in operating the machinery.
The human beings involved must be able to work together and "understand" what Is going and what is not going - on.
PSYCHOLOGICAL

ENVIRONMENT (MAN/MAN/MAN)

We are able to recruit sufficient people that possess the required amount of ability,
We have developed training systems and created physical environments almost to perfection,
but all these efforts will be to no avail, unless the individuals involved are working In
a proper psychological environment.
We can measure, test and evaluate talent, skills and man/machine/man interfaces to a
very large extent, which gives us a good background for improvements and refining of hardware and procedures.
However, it must be realized thet by far the most complex and unpredictable factor in the equation that leads to efficient and safe aerospace operations is
missing, namely the human being.
The strongest com puter of all - the fragile human mind,
which is utterly strong in the right type of psychological environment, and correspondingly weak when emotions, lack of concentration, complacency - a multitude of factors - may
suddenly degrade performance to a critical level.
This is the real issue facing the symposium.
This is the key factor - around which
a major part of all thinking in this very important panel of the AGARD shoald concentrate,
How do we create a psychological environment that leads to a fruitful exploltation of all
our knowledge and advances in the field of human ability, training systems ond man/mschlne/
man interfaces? I postulate that the overall answer to this question is the very subject
of this symposium:
SITUATIONAL AWARENESS
IN
AEROSPACE OPERATIONS
The subject is fundamental In all our endeavours to reach the common goal of safe and
efficient operations.
Therefore, - as the keynote author - I find, that the subject of the symposium is a
really brilliant one,
I find that this title could be the basic general title for all
meetings and symposia in the AGARD panel of aerospace medicine.
Even if we all are Aware
of our own situation, we might not possens what is really incorporated Into the expression
"situotional awareness".
The span and scope of this expression is a delicate and intrigui,,g
intriguing one.
It contains so much that it is hard to come to grips with it.
In the
Danish language we lack a proper translation,
As with quite a few other expressions related to the sciences of aerospace, the English expression is by far the best.
What does it take to be able to be in control of the situation?
It takes "a person"
with a good deal of knowledge, ability end training in order to use the machinery - in the
physical environment provided - which will only be posslble if the human being performs in
a proper psychological environment as has already been touched on before.
Figure 1, illustrates the total capacity of s "situational awareness system" related
to one single person as indicated by the solid square,
The interrelationship between the
main areas discusted earlier is demunotrated by the arrows leading from ability through to
psychological environment,
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As mentioned earlier
the psychological environment is not directly linked to either
ability or physical environment - in other words a less than optimum psychological environmerc cannot necessarily be compensated by above average ability or a perfect man/machine/man interface.
However, it must be realized that a break-down In the psychological
environment might indirectly lead to an instantaneous disability
(break-down or destruction of talent and/or skill),
possibly causing disastrous chains of events - ultimately
fatal accidents.
On the contrary a peraon in an optimum psychological environment
person In possession of situational awareness - w1l1 in many circumstances be able to compensete for flaws or break-downs In the other three areas.
It goes without saying that a lot of effort must be put into the "situational awareness" part of our understanding of our own situation and that of our fellow operators, be
It directly related to aerospace operations or equally Important the research, planning
and Froduction in support of such operations.
It follows from the earlier discussion, that while it is possible to compensate for
weaknesses or strengths in ability,
training and physical ervironment, the psychological
With the , .. olutlon In aerospace in mind,
environment is much more of a stand-alone area.
we must realize that It is utterly important to stay on t
oncerning situational awarenests.
This Is the only way to maintain control, We must
yve to improve the situational
awareness field by "expanding the single person total coap.
,y".
This expansion is illustrated
by fig. 4.
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should

not be regarded as

an in-

dication of add-ons but rather as an expression of better exploitation of already inherent
capabilities, thereby improving the overall situational awareness.
What should we be looking for when developing the ability
to attain and maintain situational awareness?
The terrifying answer could very well be:
Everything.
The task is
theoretically almost impossible, but fortunately we are dealing with the immense capability
of the human mind.
Experience has shown that we can get quite close to mastering
situational awareness, but it takes a lot of listening, a lot of discipline and a lot of
co-operation between Individuals Involved.
Even though It Is hard to spell out the main issues involved In defining situational
awareness,
I dare suggest the following list as good examples of some of the more important ones:
-

Listen to experience.
Keep priorities
clear in relation to task.
Use common sense and suund judgement.
Know own limitations (stop before exceeding).
Set the example.
Be aware of other individuals'
situation and limitations.
Be fit for task.

As can be seen the subjects almost exclusively fit
into the psychological environment
they are thereby heavily dependent on the man/man/man interface.
Situational awareness in aerospace operations has normally been related to flying
operations.
But honestly - is it only a pilot's
challenge?
I postulate: Certainly not.
We are all equally involved.
You as well as I have to maintain situational awareness.
We are basically all in the same boat as the operational aviators and spacefliers.
The
immediate and personal consequences of lossng situational awareness might obviously be
much more disastrous for the pilots, but could disaster be a result
of some of us having
lost situational awarenesn in our capdcity as scientists,
medical officers or ordinary
staff
officers?
The answer might very well be: Yes, we could be directly responsible.
By the way, have YOU ever driven a car, knowing very well that YOU were too tired to
drive?
Probably; in that case situational awareness was apparently lost.
Situational awareness is a challenge for every single Individual Involved in the
endeavours to devolop and sistain
safe and efficient
aerospace operations.
L-t that
challenge lead us on through this symposium and Int
our future work within the auspices
of the Aerospace Medical Panel and the overall objectives of AGARO and NATO as a whole,
and

Les determinants de Ilappr~ciation de la situation tactique et le
d~veioppement de syst~mes d 'aides ergonomiques.
Factors Involved Instactical situation awareness
and
the future of support systems.
J.P. MENU & R. AMALDERTI
Centre d'Etudes at do Recherches deMidecine Adrospatiale (CERMA)
Dipartement dErtionorre Atroapatigae
5 bis Ave doInpontede Sbvres
Paris cedex 16, 75731, FRlANCE
Summary ,The paper presents a review of Tactical Situation Awareness (TSA) studies and discusa some posaibilities to support
the pilot in the assessment of TSA by the mesn of cmue- idst isdivided Into four sections: (1)an introductive discussion
highltghts some differences between the concepts of spatial orientation ( static & absolute references to upright and hotiwontale),
situationt awareness (absolute geographical references and dynamic evolution of the process) And tactical situation awareness (relative
review of the various factors involved in TSA is
evolution of the situtttion), (hi)thus, a short The
sndtodynamic
threats
positio of(iii)
paper conclude% with the description of Some
propose a model of tactical situation awareness ; (li11)
presente
inorder
current or future ergonomic systems capable of improving thc tactical situation awareneaa. Special attention Isalso paid to training
improvements,
An extended onglish abstract IsIncluded atthe end of the paper,
I-Introduction
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desaissds
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modtle du processus
L'iddo quc I'honune utlifse pou conduire Is,. processus une reprtsentation mentaei
do I'dvolution de I&situation qui prend en
conle tsca
slot It15linisnf
tie It machine estnislnmanant bles dtablie. On retrouve cc concept chez Cony & Demansart
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4-perspectives d'aldes orgonomiques
4-1 probldmAtique des Aides
La structure rrdme du nsa&le esplicid dane let parsgrahes pr&c6dents conduit t acposer question "Aides &tquoit": aides b
ilisagit aumoins pour le demier
aides AIn peception deIssituation ou ade AI&perception tactiquel&P6 41vdec.
l'orlentAtion spatialle,
cis do problimos do nature asset Erentese
-luido ItaIcomprihmnhion do I&situation, par Is tits (onsfeedback existent aut lorlentation spatiale, devreit penmetue une
on cc soen,
carte Wie donlveau supirltour oat Itprivlllgier itune aide dopremier niVcau qsii ne
rdsolutlon rapids dos coesfilt eisaoodels;
fait us dglar lea problbmss ponctssula doslentatlons spatlale. Tauteoals cotta opinion peut4tra pond"r~ done leacasd11volutlons nil;
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leacas sinepert significative
accord avecleanmd~les at Is: Facteurs anallysds prilcddemment; dana
pourraleat tsreddvloppdoa atn
wu rdserv&soax actions do formation des pilotes.
4-2 Aides rdpondaist Itl'olentation spolateaoeta II perception do to situation
4-2-1 Aides favoriaant ]'orientation spaliate
4-2- 1-1 Actions sur lei systbmes:
L'archltecture desaplaisches do bosd actuelles, notasinment avec l'intoduction do; VTII, ripond I Isn~ressitd do maintenir le pilote
diana
I&boucle pour des dontaines doperformrances do plus enplus Elovdi aout tort facteur do charge ltossd~volutians rapides-, iI
on
Nautpresnre tuwapilots de girder sonregard sur le monde extdrieur, ItIs (ois pour lul tiviter deatransitions VTII-VTB, cautouseas
tactiques (Evolutions repides doI&situation extdrieure). Uno
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temps at gndsrarices doconflita saensorils, maim
premlres solution eat pureoment systdimiqus (automats do ramise Itplot do laovion );une deunlitme solution consist. anoptimiser InVTHoi~t I Iacons ltor prdaoutres diaposltifa do prdsentation dinfarmatlona. Une troil~me solution conaiste itrempiscer lensemble
doInplancho dobord par sinviseur-visuell do casque.
toitmitu coup do poing lui penstottant an cas doddsatlentation spatiule
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Iscadre dol'intilgrationsaun planches dobard actuelles.
En rdsumE, Alllos conserve Iot architectures actueliles des planches dobard, lesaide. it l'onientation spatial. nosolimitent plus it
Issimple optimisation do champ at do Ia symbologie deIntVTH. Ellas doivent concernor I&crilation doesymbologlos piriphitiqucs
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4-2-1-2 Actiounsde formation
une deshabilctdo dobase du pilotago; 11pord
L'entrslnement classiquc su vol sux instruments ratio d'actualitil at demoeure
cependant dol'importance avoc to ddveloppernent des VTH-tLas formal modemes d'entrninement pour combaltre Is ddsortonsation
sapatialerdsident plutbt daionludilsatlon de diapositifi limitstndes ntirlatlon emlessans aux piloescade faire lexpdrience sur commande
de cerusins type do ddsorientasions, tnsntoutefoil pouvoir soma
cmoclser
r une situation opirationnetll concito (on neutrniine len
feedback BitsI Is connaissautce do Is situation adronautique). Cost particu~lrement to cas du GOlndrateur d'Illusions Sensoelelles
(CiIS) WInItalln France au Laboratoirn d'Etudes Mddico Phyarologiques deMuni-deMarsnin D'ana,, nyastmes domlime ordre
exinstent dupuis plusisurs sadnaidansn
diffdrentatornitaes dol'it despays dol'OTAN.
Mowtts oxpdriences. plus dloipges do Is edallid journllibre du vol, concemont lentralnement dea4116von
ot dos opdritaurs h
mintax
conatnila
lour style cognitif (ddpondant ot inddipondant du chimp visual) at itglobaloement
mlaisx irnteprilter Iosneounaions
vistiolles, Des onspdrienoes
do oetypmosnts
did oonduises
an milieu scolirie avoc
do& rdstattiw plut~t contradictoires dane denombreux
labonswimsi
4.2-2 Aides &t
I&perception doI& lsiuation
4-2.2-1 Aetions annivosan
don
syssimes
Dlsaigt Ici dofournir Lupiloto do&aides I I&navigation at It Idvolution deIs tnijoctoiro. 11ems
Welir
quo liIntroduction do
domain..
cartographtic embauy~, coupl. Itdnens
enles Itinertia repriionte one aide mtijoure onces
Powr
Is gagotin cotu onnae par is idlection en modes automistiques, contechnologien permanent mtoourd'hul dessuivis do
torrain automatiquen qui pasioulaioemont rdaolvent Ionprobltmos dolocanilnition adoagnahique alum quilas gdnbrest parfola ties
disotientations apatialon ott plus ossactensent des aensations
do malaise Iors do vol'l imem
-M (dtcoupingo antre Is logliquoe t lea
r~actions don
automateseslea proc~dures qunurtolens utilisdes spontiusdment lts pilases dint leammnes circonstatnces),
Pour l'anticipadion Itlong tonne, Ionsyntinien cartographiquea no foomiasent itcc jour quo des indices k pantir doaquols lepilote
dtablit matreprisntation mentale; dossPrqrs sont encore attmndus dint Isvianailataton des didplacemants grace Itlintroduclion do Is
trolftime sionwit par rendu do mj 2D (perapectives. d~gradds docouleur) soil par rdolles productions d'imagos 3D
Chololiphie, iyatimo dorestitution binoculairo do Isvision du tolilet (typo PLZT)). Des progei sonsdgaiement attendus pour I aide At
lI'nticipation aurIs trajectoire enAvolution rapide ouen navigation trimbuss altitude :on cliera lea wavaux our Is aymbologio do
1ulda a "tunnel" (k I&Navy Filarsky & Ryan, 1983, ou on France learecheruhes mends sous contrlel du STTE ,contrat
628)on VTH ou . ottvialimsation tile-basse,
Darna
tous lei canI&prparation doIsmission toss.
use phase
contribuant dotaqon cddelaivo Itl'vitement do ddsoriontationi spatial@
ou dopmublims doperception do situations pendant in vol. Lei syst~nles dasides k Is prdparnsion tons done des aides indiroctes 11
loriontation spatisle at ItIs pnerception densituations, Lensyastmes visualisant par simulation cc qui pourrait litre ts situation en
fonction doplanten court ddisboratlon sonsdo prdcicuses aides quani-opdrationnelles ( NATO WG014, Systems concepts for
tactical million planning).
4-2.2-2 Actions doformtation
L'ontrainement on sitnulateur, parniculitromett l'utilisation opsimilm dam
rensources du cockpit (aymbologins, modes dot
visoallsmations, entrainonient soCRM(cockpit resources management)), maste
un ditinent inconsoumnable doIscomprdhension den
wnoies comtplexes, H maste
I ddtlnir quol typo dosimulatour (fixe, simplifl' (soil danaIs reprodtnction dolit cabin., soil dana Is
repeoduction do snouvotnens), comples avoc mouvomont) etguoi typo doprogramme (sctinario dopannen. ou misaionsa
computtes)
A c tpo d'entrainamont. L'dtnl actual a nos connaissancos sembierait favoriser l'utilisation desimulateora
cosvnntnntblo
complets avec scinarios domislions rdollos pawe
qu'lisnttoonsleeula succepdibles doprdsenter une rtalitd complexe cohdroent; mail
louro co~lls restondsdo
frnino Atourn ddveloppements otsssifs,
4-3 Aides renforcant I&paeeption doIs situation tactique
4.3-1 Actions norlet syatinnes
daevion tie
fl Wesiaso pank cc jour dosyitbmo opdratlonnel dovisualisations lactiquea onunitE,. Autx USA, cortaines versmions
doune
visaulsoiation taclique 2D, positionnde on silo moyannno, non collirnutdn,
k itheoxpdrisaiensAll
combat amdricains mons
dqsalpdoa
do
hnostiles, ispotontial agressif dosonnemia, ntis potential ddfensif de layton. Cotypen
pnieontant powr tn champ limitd It buln dna
vianalluiston, ciblans particulliement losconditions do combat mulsicibita eit 01galomens en diveloppemoent au niveau deIa simulatilon
tanssor I. plan loglique dessyalimen et niodiles des
chat plusicurs Eiqulsentiors Frangais at Etringers. Lea progrbisno dtalisent
dotinfonnation ltntroduclion do 3D). Tout ces
ntoI plan doIs pednontation
intentions deshostiles prdsents dans I&acbne quaou
tochercboa appartlesnenl plus ou momns
andostimno do copilote dlectroniquo ot dovealest dovonir opfdhtonnel I
prgame
Lutilisaston doV'
audition ou doIs ssdetolocmIisation scountique constitue une sant aide compidmentafre A lappr~cation doIn
situation tactique (positions at ddplAcements des hostilen), Do nombroux travaux (Nalnh (1989), Pel~lnux &sal 11989), oet)
examinent carte poailbilid do mieux ildrer Inpartage do rewnurces intersensorielles,
4-3-2 Actions ouonIformation
actique desaides Ais
HWagit
Id tdelenuslbenome journsier des unitts do combat On notora dgslement l'Impow-ace Atcc niveauta
peiparation domission, istdgewt IltI&nrjectoire Ins panan~traes attondus de Is situation tactique.
CO NCL US ION&S
L&prim tic conscience deIs situationt opfrationnelle, par is, nature mime, va bles audell des classiqoen ddyeloppemients sur Ia
disorlent~tionspataiale. Aider le pilote pour lul Eviter tenddsorientationt spatiales nordsoud pasIa compr~hension donituations
ensegalement diffdrento (entraincments spdcitiques, aides
opirtionnelles; I natute des problImen est diffirente, Isnature desaiden
viszellel, coIlote ilectroniquol.
eouva
progria rnqniors In ddveloppontont domouilles tin fonctionnement dol'optrateur intdgeunt lennemble do ces
Tout
ddrme, lea
Isevhitecture globale d'un synt~mm
ditfftrentms notions. II requiert Egaicemnt one intdgration profonde denaides dams
solutiona dieeajous
ayant loutes mostriles leuis granttes limitations.
un Elfment cid d'une bonne perception lactique do
Dans tou@
leacis, isformation, adaptie aux diffdrenta niveaux dintodlle, reuse
I ,nvironanment.
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English Extended abstract
es
ergonomniques
Lem
dilermtinants dclI&primc
dcconscience delIs situation tactique et Icdeveloppemnent dc syanialdde,
Factors involved In tactical situation awarenenese and the future of support systems
Dr Joan-Pierr Menu & Dr Rend Amailberti
Aerospace ergonomic department
Aerospace Medical Research Lab (CERMA), Paris, 75015, FRANCE

Fuurew combat airnrefts will have to be capable of Il ing anywhere, anytime andto engage air-to-air or alr-to-ground attacks
againvt avey unfavorable rati of enemy forces, It isof ciw consequence that diepilot's role "Il definitively turn to supervisory
ctknol Atndsndidua
and long tents tacticial decisiona whereas automatons will manage engines
hsndllas and sahot term aodvttas., In
this regani,
andbecause themachines areof comparable technology in various ocountries, shequality of tactical situation
awareness will probably largely explain tse withi!" pilots variation ort performances.
T1hus,
one of the most Inoponant offon for the future of combat abilities enthancement will beto favour a good and relevant
tactical situation sa.~rentes by several meanss
including cockpit design andtraftllnAit.lhossh a vry lar, amount of scientific
papers deals with spatial orientation, very few papasrs
deals
with situation awareness and only Asmall part scientific papers
deals
wish tacticall aspects
of mitusaio awareness, Everything goe suif "spatial orientation" was the scientific expression of "situation
awareness' and,anif the tarm "tactical'wiasoftno irnpoetamc.
Amere anallysisof fsctors involved Inthueseconcepts demonstrates alt the reductionism of this position;
Useabiliy to position onesellpar referencetouurght and horizontal directions asdefined
nnalaawansst~n(SO)concerns
are oftwo natures: (1)local :perception and psycisophysles with special emphasis on
tudies in this(ii)field
gramvity,ý
ear~th
the ind
Zb
global: cognitive style, namely the rteception of the upright and the concept of visual field
v?'ion
vestibular
interactions.
dependency. Nose that much more is known ontspatial disorientation (actors envolved in.,) than on the basic mechanisms of
satiaal orientation, In any %ase, model of apiatlel orientation isbased on the analysis of agives stats of sheenvironment and, thus
nwodl (as opposed to a dynamic model).
cluses asa state
to O tluaillity sogeopahcicaly position oneself and to understand where one comes from and
,m~
(SA)leada
tiWAlld
where one goes
to,
mental
model of process Involve in this activity belongs to a class of dynamic models, It Is panlially
feeded by thehistory of passed spatial orientations. When sheprocess model fits the dela as picked up In the environment, one say
this the situation Ia understood. As a logical feedback, a satisfactory stuation awareness considerably enhances the
pillots'caipabliiat analyse their spatial orientation and thus severely diminishes the occurence of spatial disorientation,
Ign~ln~gjln~nnj~ M al..O
yeads sotheAbility; to position oneseft
according to relative references ( friends and
class of dynaml-. models,
enemies), Once again, the mental model of expecliticti which hastso be developed belongs to a
However, the expectation model Isnot closely connected to the two previous Items (a a aloriintation andsituationawirneses); of
course, some dependenciesa exsdt; SOWan
SA could beprerequisites for atpowerful TSA but, because of the comnplete changes In
icfervctccs (fixrd rcrtuaiwd~s-earth for SO and SA, not fitxed referesces-relativea objects of the environment for TSA), TSA is not
feeding back so much the SO and SA levels; these differences are of large consequence for the design of the aids and for training
Improvement;
In brief, the paper presents Anheuristic model of tactical situation awareness with relative positions of spatial orientation,
situation Awareness
and tactical situation iwarencess(tible 1), The global model isconsidered ana two stages model : one level for
SO tied SA, and orie forT'SA.
Thecomplete French version of the piper details the mechanisms snd concepts involved Is the two levels, namrely vision an
vestibular factors, sensory interactions, cognilive style, process model, expectation model,
The last pantof the paper analyses the various ways of aiding the pilots intactical situation awareness,

OT.

.1.ha More~ of tastlynl situations awareness assitasnea

The amlrehtuns of te pevous elicited model clearly distinguishes two level of action for aids :(l)re-inforcing the earth
references awareness (SO &SA)and (ii) re-inforclng the quality of theexpectation modlel which isdeveloped according to relative
references ( friend &enemies) (TSA),
must keep off moat of
*(l)becosse of the feedback mechanima between SA and SO, Asatisfactory understanding of the scene
spatial disorientations. Thus, maximum efforts have to be done to enhance tb'sgeneral understandingl of the bituittiun rather than
orientation. Exception could beobserved during poorly anticipated sIr-to-sir minoentvers in which the
factual stair-wnce to spatial
assistance could focus on punctual indication of spatial orientation In oider to recover assoon aspossible ageneral Lnderstanding
of the taecoy
Introduction of new
.1 ::=tactlcsituation ussistance cannot usethe same aids uswere previously defined and necds ithe
of pl~ot' assistant. Because of the non-comtmunallty betweett the two levels (SO&SA I'TSA), the aids have to
concepts like thtis
operate in parallel and thin point questions the integration of complex assistance Into new cockpits which Isfar from being trivial
whereas human resources remain constant)
(mainly because of the additional man. machine dialogue gencreted bysheaida
Anyway, assistance cannot bereduced to hardware and sofwsre Inmprovements; It must be part or pilots' training.
organilse theplan of the paper
T1hese
preliminary notes
nee
nnsto
iua ptltO a4igntatinin

2-2-I hardware A software aids: the current instrum~ent panel architecture, namely with the introduction of HUMs.
allows the pilot to remain in the loop although performances are always Increasing (g.speed) HUD definitively contributes to
keep thepilot'sgz outside of the copckplt. HUDs enhance this combat capabilities because they faour the elaboration a batter
expectation me1el ofenemiles, Various solutions of hardware and software based ussistance are proposed:
-the first family of solutions could conaiat In automatons capable, of merely getting back to a Rafe andnfatpositon OnPilots
orders, Although these automatons could save the pilot from very confuse positions, they arenot good tactical tools, on the
contrary!.
-enhancement of HUD Ispeobably mncre efficient to preserve tactics. For many yeaseconsiderable efforts have concerned
the design of symbololes Inordlerto pruvent spatial disorientation induced by HUMs (Newman, Santucci & Qi; special attention
has been paid to the siz of oymbologlIn presented in the peripheral field of HUD (the more the excentricity, the larger the size
ghto)
~ ne ysool aeas en iserted during air-to-alr mnoenocvers
hehmnvso-e ofteaiiyo
because~~~
(naelys
o the
Mssepl~
rvi"W
iniaor
c
haI enisredI h U)
WhnsI
iatee
th leffor the miishe
rem
inlimitd to Ieta visin and nea cntra v iao (the field of a "ictrret HUD isless
than
of visual st'uli is a large handicap.
rgtanisatulon
eaureentforjudingth
god
ofasuch
abenc for
forcenralvisonU
Ou
tb delop new
concepts
a meaurenn
~ tlsvlD
.
atnspaial
Menu),
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Because of the previously mentioned limitiations of HUDs, other efforts have been paid out of the context of HUDs: Atthiti
drinve
the best known isthe Malcolm 'shotizon (extension of the horizon projected inthe canopy was inserted in the peripheral field
of view). Unfortunately, this tentative tailled because of the inadequation to peripheral viG0on
Capabilities (too A.nyline of horizon).
Since this time, many studies have been conducted in order to develop specific synibologies to be Inserted in periphery of the
cnpunfortunAtel~ sgain, up to this date, iteydid not succeed because of the technological diffiulties to mnix
them with Actual
insmmnt
anel'amitectutes.
-as antAlternative to current lnsmtrmcns-panels, helmet tmounted display offers new solutions to facilitate data pick-up And
tactical awareness whatever thedirection of space
whieh isto bemonsitored. But, for spatial orientation , helmet mounted display
amra ther worse than classic instrument panels because
they include several possible laps :horizon t Atflicts (the pilot isfree fron
what helooks atbut the horizon isalways defined AsIn reference to front plsane
estimation), lack of cabin marks (Papin & Menu
hadevidenced for helicopter pilots tht thecanopy columins was to bere-inserted inthe field of view of the helmet display in order
HUD andthehelmet display: some significant
the
(between
super-impohltions
symibologios
disorienlanlots),
spatial
pent
to
effor
a been
paid
in the US to sove this psoblem by defining low level BUDs). Finaly, a list Sop of actuail helmet mounted
display ismoinocola technology which can generate addtonnal conflicts.
2-2-2 geaining actons: the head down classic instrumental flying training retmains of interest aseabasic flying abillirý
In spits of its beinig
prgesvely replaced by sew concepts of flyinsnml h s iHDadtt"eeoto h aoy
ocince1s Modern tra=in Actions mostly consist In the u&4of specfc oasmulatots (illusions siulatora) in order to let the pilots
e nedesosientation out of the context of atask (and thus out of thepossibility to use the feedback of scene understanding).
The 0318located In the LEMPe lab (Mont de Mumsa)
is a good exatmple of such simuslator. Numeros other examples aregiven
by similar systems Inthe Allied Faeces.
Oathers
complomm:n2 training cnbe envisaged According to the cognitive style of the pilots. It has%heen attempted witha
satifacorysucessto
pople noelystudents, to useAdifferent cognitive style than they uscspotntaneously in order to
improve tlseb fit to situations. Some of these applications concern aerospace
training but they Aredifillcult to Apply because of the
lackn
of proficient psychologists ins tructors,
2.1hrwransotaeaids: Hardware and sotware assistance to situation awareness could result in
Improving navigation dis~plays
and underlying technologies (inertial units and navigations automatons),
Current nav'igation automnatons amnow capable to operate alow-level high-speed mission according to the fluhtplan (e.g.
Miragle 2IDO N). Such systems hays opened new domains or flight Verformances. Nevertheless, they am an addit vo factor to
spatial dieorientatioss because
the ptlot remains out of the loop; moreover, because
of the logic of flight they use, they leave the
pilot unaware. Strong Improvements Areexpected with snore pilot-like style of programming tot the future of navigation
Automatons (Amalberti & id,1987,1989)
Another way to Aid the pilot innavigation and situation awareness isobvously to dispiay an operative representation of tht
outskde world. This representation could help the pilot asmuch for Anticipating the Automaton reactions when he flits in ant
automatic mode asfor elaborating the fuiture of the route and the needed tactlcal diversions when heflies manscaly, At the time
being, 2D realtime representations of the outside world become available, They could largely improve with the introduction of 3D
vision either by the better useof several surfsce features of images
(color gradation, perspectives, tunsal synibologies, etc) and/or
bythe Introduction of holographic. techniques, virtual image orPLZT goggles.
Whatever the instrumrent pasteimprovement. Improvements In mission preparation are Also of great Interest in diminishing
the occarone of spatial disorientation; namely, the mission rehearsal before flying isexpected fcoconsiderably enhance piiots
esiuation Awareness during several key phases of the mission (considerable efforts aregiven to this perspective , namely with the
on going NATO program (Nato WO 15, systemsuconcepts for tactical mdission planning),
2-3-2 TrainIng improvemnents : the use of flight simulation becomies an Inescapable tool tor improving situation owarentess
nhe questions arestill to define (i)whst kind of simulators has to be used according to their reapectives advantages and
disadvantages (tactical aimplified simulator, flixed aimulators, interactive simulators, full flight, etc) And(ii) what kind of traiing
program hasto heused : Inscidental situations, failures, sir-to sir combat, complete misision, etc. Actual training results clearly
demnonstrate the greater value of line oriented flight training and complete cockpit resource maniagement (executing complete
mission) either than simulating isolated failures or Isolated Air-to-sir combat (because
a complete coherent mission tirvidcs the
pilot with a strong flight context which can largely feedback Andmodity the local tectics Aslearned In very limited combat
simulations or incoping with punctual failure.)
2-4

ituso
awa
asttAsfm: At thetIme being, there Isnot existing operational tactical display. However,
ticrldislaysaretated on flight (US AirForce) ; theytake stock of the enemies And of thefriends and they
suggest weapon engIagemnt,
Three D tactica displays could beoperative for tho next generattion of combat airplan; soimeadveanced studie areenge for
theRafais-plaine in order tooperationaly define the requiremenss of a 3D representations of outside world: should It bedisplae
In the HUD (probably no), or the head level display (probably yes). Several other Aspects of this 3D representation still question
the scientist. namely (i) the angle andthepoint of view of the3D vision (ii) the principie of Image coupling according to plane
motion (III) the level of details to be displayed, fill) the fidelity of data According tore" world etc. Anyway, such a ID display
will befuly compatible with additioall representatons.A threats And tactical notes and will probably definitively enhance situation
Awareness,
'Me use of stereo-acoustic sounds to detect the enemides'
position isalso very promising because of the better use of human
resources (Nasgh, Peilleoux & Ql
Ans
Itwu for situation Awareness, end whatever the technical improvements, daily operational tiraining, namely traiing
using realistic simulation of tactic fraaea~will beunescapable conditions of success,
tatia m

"And~a
vesoso

fil

2afuaion~ Awareness isfar ftoms
being limrited to spatial orientation. Numterous studies have
been devoted to enhance
spatial orientation andi
Actual stnte the art confirm the signilficative progres done on this topic. But, Asa paradox and because of
the increasing capabillssa of automnation in handling the nlight. punctual spatial disorientations of the pilot will probably beof ict
dramnatic cneuence in the future ; inversely, the key=
problem will he mnore Andmom to enhance the understandability of the
outside world (situation Awareness) incot er to plan r umn Andlong termAlternatives (tactics) rather than Immediate reactions. In
this regard, changes inthe pillot task challenge thefuture Of tacdical situation awareness1
assisltAnce.
Dacaus0 Of the neWnature Of
probloems new aid have to bedeveloped; thepsocess isalreadly on progress.
Note also that mny
new signtificant proges requires to reenvisage the whole Interface In order to correctly integrate theside,
No definitive progress can bedone only with corrective ergonomlice.Whatever the techniollogical! progress, trainingi must be
coisideredl Asoneof thekey point for the enhaascsenent of tactical situation awareness
and must take into account the new tool
And
new concpt of Wraining
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SUMMARY
(Ioniroiled nfligt into terrain causted severtil accidents within the Royal Netherlands Airforce,
209~ RNI.AF fi hter pilots (NlF5 and 1,116)
were Interviewed! to obtain Information atbout the occurirence
of spatial disorlentati (ot In flight.
or each pilot the Incidenti, which left theagreatest tItpressloti, wastatnalysed. 34% of those Itncide nts in4
considered bythe avintoin ano
u very serious risk for flight suafty.
Thew
incident,%are caused by u comnbination of faetors, of which weather cotidititma, pstycholiogicali faictors
and visual reference are the miost Important,
Vinoaul and vestihular illusions tire comnmon, as well us certain psychological cond itons which lead to 1t
wrong perception of position or motion, The aspects of tile setisation or disorientation are, described In
deitil,.
All pilots have expe rietnced to-'''tnietation lit somtie
way andu
26 % report thait It tas cauii oed oti
r itoro
riuhrrow escap~es.
73% otfilic pilot.%report atgreater susceeptihillity for disoriemitat ion littthe 116i, cottparned witit otiher types
of aircraft,

SaggeiOtta1
for prevettilon of' disorientatiton accidenots are givetn,

INTRODUCIION
Although much research tas been done In the field (if spatial disorientation records showt-d no decrvage
lindisoricittatlon related accidentts duie tot that cause.
After the Itttroduction of the F216"Fightt ing Falcont" iniiath Royal Nethterlantds Airloree tS aircrafit wcre
lost In thea1t years of operatitonal tise. Seven otf those:
rcedeittn
were nmostprobablly attic tt p1111ills r lenrtaiitt i,
In the UISAF 23% of tite aiircraft lisses and 2/3 of thit atalb lea is causted by disotrienttationi, ant altthough
ilia Fiii appears to have it very gootd sufety rtiord, conitrollced flight Intotterrain continuos to he at hig
problem. (MCC(Arthly),
The F1l int,good chtaracteristics for aircitittlit lit clear daylight coinditionis. buttfit hail wcoiettc, It( tight
iitd dintintg high workloaid, some advantage% heconte ilinadvinttitgo:.

M1I1ll101)
'The obectives of tlta survey were to mtake an inventory of tlia problem and detection of' tile caiusal
factors and circtinistatices orf tooine
Icidemtin
2
All tivilahibe piilot.%,
W4t~,
were Interviewed, of which 104fflew theaFlo
itttd 63 tihe N1
5, lThis is itui sttlatiii lii
attd represetitative sanmple of the fighter piilot pttpulatition.
The method of personai Interviews was chosen because of the advantage onfa hetter respnsitte, aitd titia
detailed questhioninflu
potssiblility
Burlig tilieotf
Interviews the p1ittts were asked to describe their most lImpressive ditorietttatittt Incident withI
a1%1nmtiay
details at they remiemnbered. Subsequetntly tlta whole Incident wanantalysed with Iatittettiotinaire,which ct onsisted
ttf detailed, categorland lisotm
of possible causai factors. Purtlierniore tlte eitenral Incidetcec,
suse'ptpibIlity in tue F16 und suggestions fur prevention were sub~ject tof the lItterview. Atiottiitlmy wits
aissured.,
RElSULTS
The ageuofthe tubjects ratnged from 21ttiii 53 years and the eaperienee level ratnged from beginninrg
studetnt pilloin totinstruetor piloti with 12WX
horstin the typ aIrrIft
'lo illtistratte theaprohlem two examples tf Incitdents will re literally presented,

'Ihle first Incidenat occurred to a 26 year (old pilot with 5801
hroo
ott the Flo atid atCraid toital of 10510
hrs.
'I Kwav
flving t/lrodg/i scaltercd clomiv at 120)0
ft dureing a dark night appiroach under Isi~cngintett Meteorological
Conditijons (IiC ). When die planepy' free of tit(, loaudsi
flt' attentiton wavs.tropiglt' gattracted by lit iibiroaed
roatd that ran tit it vtronge' atigh, to fll-e oio~ruji.
lhieou.se I was lookinig lthroughi
tnt I /.'id iI,) i/ploy, illy s/ia/i' pe'ripheflvisual fleli was1.
siall/il
u'/di this
l/int., is/lbic agie-das a fgdtse.
Ijoi,
g/zu
l71'. i/filowan Oint I wavcJhs
tug h/i muchiiPharkandcc
pitch w'tv so .itrorg, ithat I got scared'gandi bloink )Jj'the
iJ/iliuati.I 7i/s /irtppened a seaondl i/ta, biefore 1 iuianaged to vI' hold of cutueff anit coutld lauld vasi/el

nt isincdent weather, ground and cockpit design factors payed a role,

'rite second Incident happined to two

pilots at the same time, ttne oft which wait a 45 yeiar toldinstructor.
hitekacat wIh 43MXhrs flying time, of which 300) In the F16,
"Daurig an Interc'ept between two cloudhryers, we. tovrshot theItrege't plane. To get linto an avnit'nntagousc
pavtios//,we nutcde avi
'losib/ing riom and entered die top layer. Hecause we nirpected to colni ont again atit'
Piilfinte, wekept lookluig outtlide,
It took smeiniiiehi,butaI didn 't loo ratthteInvctutsntsa~
b)ecauset It watvall routine.
After a while I uuggcsted it) break offlland .ic' tip at new intercept, and when we camte clear of the' c/nai/s,
under a 90 angle, we were. lookiqi at tie radar it) find thectarget.
FThent
I felt /that .otinel/i/ag wav wrong. The srkywasm
m~t/ier
dark and I/ile whiteItrots turned'ill to Piewave
tops, 7/tv .cinuairon of Clib/i/pg lip out of the lop cloud layer writ soon changed for tile reality of a 90' d/ive.
We puslled QCY,
In recoiver at an altitude rf a 1001/
ft.
Thewtwit cloud layers hiid tme
rged and hecatise of the soinmitogriivlc illusion, Ithey didn't NOethat the ir
Clito1hing
turn had becomre a coordinated loop,

pilot Inithe

All tilieIncidentts call lin ciititgiirIzedi s typec
11disorienotatioin, the rccognlized ty W.
'Type I, the itiireciignolezed type aiid, often fatal, cituse of conitrolled nighit Intititerra ii, canntiot he Itivcsilgatted
by nitteis itt ait Interview, Itnrtuniuitiy, mtany or' tie typte I disorientatitoin Chuiged Ill tiliti Ill tylte 11 tot
avoid ait accident.t
Circumistances aiid causal faicior
((itt tliost Iimipressive Inicidenlts we re.anitlysed Ilitdeutil, 'The categories if factiors that coiltribitted hu tmotst
toi tilc problemi were iveulither ciinditiions, psychoilogical factiirs atid the vistual referenices (fig. 1), Ilitmtany
Inclidents, It wits a contlhilriatiiin of factors, that nmade
It potssilbe for tite disorientation to ovolve,

Factoirs like cockpit layout and airplane chitracte ristics scored substantially higher Ili the FloIiinceidenits thaii
Ilitthe Np5 Incidents.

Thie
flyfiluexperience oif tile aviator played only a mtinor role Ili must cases, Pilots oif iiil ages antd loill
enxtcrciliene levels experienced disorientatioin, Ini those Inicidents, where experience played it role, s(inio
younige r, anexpereitened piliits (tad difficulties witl' tile vast amounlat
of possibilities Iinthe planiie or didnit
knlow its limits very well, Thiis caus~ed
distraciliui and high wiirkloitd. H owever, some Lolpericaced plilols
hiaidoverconfidence.
Static ot pilots tomwell ats flighlt leadlers, cionvoinxters toid intsriuctior pilots got dlsiirieititteii
Must pilots (tadanloperat Iionil status. Tholise whit flew after a Ilng period uif iiotlflyinig sointintiies
enicoiiuntered trouble, 'llhIs occurred also durling thie first night fhyitig trfl after Atsummlner pierliod,
'(lie fuci during the mission played a role when It was a "close ftirniatliin' sitiuatioin. lNIsiClally StudienIt
pilonts, whit often fy its wi ognian, had priiblenits withltihe "lealts". A clinih olut, with thieradar iiicked till
the leader, wits a rcisimn for tivercioncenitrat cut in the riadar screen In a few cases, ITie iihoenlt Intstrumenet
crinsisclicck pureventied detecting a diescenlding flightpiiti, whit"- Plichlp was felt biecause tif the snintiiiigritvllc
IRI
A ltitti~lICtuhiltigslitCtInle lJUtiItIgU
tatd ' bit SCeialithICS'
VUANOiis
high wiirkload anid wroiitg :nioIitriNtyeitlitg
Illt sisiti cases aild gave disiirieitlidiiit achtance. And uiicleur preflight bdcifl1W, hriiAigli Ipilots Iii
Linespceted situations, which led Iliiextra workload.

The

Lily iif the week antt

lmeii' day played iit cleiar role Iii ciausinig tile disiorietatitt

onit,

LIjLa~uic was slightly imore Important, Fatigue Lifter it liing flighit ori rapid changes right after take ioff
contiributeiLd to tile disitrientaiolin.
050 ofcuthe Iticidenits ocecurredi unditer (It gul~tiiiutt, In thoise Incidents were (to playediti rile, high G.
firces (ir negative (IZ were InVOvolve
tiid cau:ieil distinct ion or vestibula r Illushions,

Ii 8311b
(ittthe 11 I incidents aiid 63% (itfthe NP5 iitcIdcits Asa reference played Atm
initporlaitt role,
c itlte P16 pilllit dili tii the nomenlit
throughn tile Illead UjpDisplay (111311)),wicii 22%~
liiokIng
pecially
s
Ilf the I cident, catjised
disorleittatlion, I1his due to the pool I oilcan Intdicat ion,the rapild changitng digital
mnumers and the peripheral visual Inflaence. Overeitneentruticin on the radar wits ialso it reasoun
fur payitng
less aittenttion to the priltaty flight inastrumentts (IJIFI).
3Y/%of thleNP5 pilots itmd 47911
of the F16pilois tie ntiioied, tliat tile fact they were liooki ng oiutside for
sotmetimne, wanta major cause for the distiorlentation Incident. '1iliti occurr-ed Ini closec rhutie uirectihat,
during flyiig 'ciii the wI " arid while staying visual Ili tile cltouds or withcutitta well defined hoizilon.
Constantirvrmion
.
t1if"o"'Mtion
tito
i the outside wotrld, radioi, U1111), radlar and the I'MI aisoievoiked
disorletitaolliun (fig, 2),
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Major categories of causal factors.
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The JtAswas of great importance in causing disorientution, Especially airconihut was a factor (24% F16,
11% N75). i'agerness to win led to fixation on the targetplune and a wrong priority setting, The rapid Crzonset and overloud because of inexperience were often reasons for this significance.
Acrobalir aircraft manoeuvres during homibngtrips made the pilots susceptible for vstlibUlar illusions,
Night missions were dangerous, because of the confusing lights, that gave visual Illusions,
Formation flying often ceased the "leans", while weapon exercises sometimes led to target fixation (fig, 3).
The flown Via& was of Importance, when the pilot had to make many manoeuvres and hud no time
for a crosscheck, while he was influenced by confusing vestibular Input, Turning the head during such
profiles aggravated the problems.
The manneure at the moment of disorientation was also mentioned as contributing factor, Climbing
caused "pressure vertigo" and the take off with after burner caused pitch up sensations, long turns or
subthreshold turns were cause of many sensations also, like the "leans" and the sensation of climbing In
a turn (fig. 4),
70% of the F16 and 84% of the NF5 Incidents occurred during day time. 57% and 70% respectively
occurred under visual meteorological conditions (VMC).
The weather cndiions formed the most important group (tf causal factors, Weather conditions were
involved in 79% of the NF5 Incidents and 881o%of the F16 Incidents it played a role. Especially flying
under Instrumental Meteorological Conditions (IMC) was disorientating,
Sudden entry In IMC caused a "lost horizon" sensation and was confusing, us well us flying through
scattered clouds. The pilit can also loose his correct Idea of the horizon when flying itn a "fish howl",
caused by cirrus clouds that give a total white surrounding with an otherwise good view,
Night flying sometimes caused star-groundlight conflicts or "black hole" approaches. A haqy layer or a grey
mix of low clouds and sea surface deprived the pilot of a horizon also and gave way to Illusions (fig. 5),
The various gujnd[L= that played a role in causing visual illusions (F16 34%, NFS 32%) were flying
over open sea, which caused a false perception of height, flying over a dark terrain with few grounl ligltts,
which caused a star-groundlight conflict and illuminated roads or dikes, which gave false horizons. Climbing
terrain wax mentioned as an important groundfactor also, It was detected late In some cases,
Problems caused by interaction with u Iltalaus (F16 55%, NF5 45%) occurred especially during
aircombut ("loss of situatltnal awareness") and flying on the wing ("leans"). Warnings from the gr ,mod;or
o:het aircrafts radar during Intercepts, caused problems because of distraction and ctntng of atlentitn
(fig, 6),
The aircraft Itself was the source of several ilsorlentating factors, In 50% of tite Fit Incidents this played
a role, compared with 9% of the NF5 Incidents,
Lack of speed sensation, rapid acceleration and high manneuvrehility were the most itmportant factors, The
moving landing lights can he disorientating when the landing gear comes down. They reflect on the clotds
during a night approach (fig.7).
In the NF5 it was mostly ai rcraft malfunctions that were disturbing.
Another difference between P16 and NP5 was found Itt the role the Lugkal tj
played, 54% t; 1201,o
'rhv high sitting posifionomf the pilot, the frameless bubble canopy, the low canopy edge, lack or airplanic
reference and a large peripheral visual field were the causal factors,
Moving, colourful reflections of the Inatrument lights, or (f bright sunlight, i[ tite cattopty caused the "Star
Wars" effect, which Induced distraction, irritation and vection Illusions. as well as
d mintlnshed visibility,
ihe instrument location and the small F16 instruments were also factors that played a role,
Characterlitics of the Hu-id Up Display played a role in causing a disorientation incident, The small size
and the interpretation of the digital speed and altitude Indication ladders were a problem, as was tile
ithrlzon indication (fig. 8).
Physicators
involved were: Itead movements in turns, which caused G.excscss and Corlolis effects.
"Grey outs", because of high Gz-turns. RhInIds, that led to pressure vertigo, Illness because of fatigue or
alcohol. These factors played a role In 29% of the F16 Incidents and 27% of the NF5 incidents.
ft
played a substantial role (F16 86%, NF5 88%).
Oereconfdence was a factor, both before and Infllfht. During flight common factors were: luck of vigilance
and risk awareness, early relaxation after a target and a false sensation of safety, the "flying carpet"
fenomeaot. A high workload did lead to chbnnelized attention, distraction, preoccupation with one task
and t'vksaturation. This gave illusions a chance. Target hypnosis occured more in young pilots because
they wanted to perform optimal (fig. 9).
SyaWj1ifuc, were less important (F16 '77%, NF5 15%). Changing frequences during stremsfull periods and
busy radio communlcat,,in led to distraction.
ElighLrule played a role In 84% of the F16 Incidents and 76% of the NF5 Incident.
The main factor that was indicated to cause the lncident was the lack of Instrument cro~scheck, Incunplete
crosschecks and maintaining VFR under IMC were also a problem. And there were several pilots who
disregarded procedures oi broke rules. Poor lookout and headmovements during turns were also mentioned

(fig. 10).
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Of all the specific causes the most important was the fact, that the aviators had no attention for the
instruments. Other closely related factors were looking our for too long, flying under IMC, and having too
much attention for the target plane during aircombat. A complete, frequent and conscious crosscheck Is
missing in many cases, (fig. I1).
In many cases i complete, frequent and cimsious crosscheck Is lacking.

The sensations experienced by the aviators are categorized In 5 groups:
Visual Illusions

A. focal vision
B. peripheral vision

Vestibular Illusions

C. semicircular ducts
D. otolith organs

Other phenomena

E. mental states

In the latter case there was no clear sensory Illusion, but a lack of mental control over the whole situation
which gave the pilot a false Idea of the correct position, Often several Illusions occured at the same time,
illustrated by the incident of a pilot during air refueling at night: The constant turn gave him the "leans",
all the lights caused a star-ground light conflict, the anti collislonllghts caused "flicker vertigo" and a closely
overflying airliner, with Illuminated windows, attracted him so much that a vection illusion resulted (fig. 12
and 13),
The most common illusions of the focal.vision were a false perception of height, absense of adequate
visual stimuli and the star-groundlight conflict.
Low level flying over smooth water surfaces, deserts, snow :overed laidscapes or climbing terrain were
major causal factors for a false perception of height, This occurred to 6% of the P16 and 9% of the NF5
pilots. In combination with distraction this led to near disasters.
An example of absense of adequate visual stimuli (6 and 2%) Is the aviator who was topping fleecy clouds
at night and discovered only just In time that the next cloud was a snowcovered hill topý Loss of detail
causes wrong Interpretation of distance, shape and speed.
The star-groundlight conflict in 5% of the F16 incidents, was caused by flying visual over a dark terrain
or sea with some light spots, The real horizon was sometimes hard to find,
The difference In periuheral vIual illusions between F16 (37%) and NF5 (20%) might be due to the
high sitting postin of the F6 avIator under the frameless bubble canopy.
The "lost horizon" (13 and 4%) was often the result of sudden entry In the clouds while the pilot flew
visual or was busy with demanding missiso requirements. The total loss of any horizon reference can be
very confushl!l and gives also rise to vestibular Illusions, This also occurs in dark nights ("black hole"
approaches), after lightning strikes and at very high altitude,
The "false horizon" (7 and 3%) was often caused by illuminated roads or dikes, sloping clouddecks and
the wings of the leader, during close formation flying In the clouds,
Vectlrn Illusions (8 and 2%), rotating as well as linear, were the result of rotating anti collision lights or
landing lights reflecting tin the clouds, stroboscopic runway lights or relative motion or other aircraft.
The reflectiom of Itstrument lights caused a severe "Star Wars" effect of moving, colourful stripes in rarc
cases, Some of tfle pilot. experienced the "Icari on the sun illusion" when flying In the clouds with the suat
shining vaguely through the clouds.
Although the 2 vestibular systems, semicirculuir ducts and otoiitlls, are closely related, some of the Illusions
are clearly caused by Information derived mainly from one to the two,
,rIgaa.
37% of the illuslOts in the FI- and 29% of those in the NF5 originated in the otllut
The high acceleration in the F16, duilng take off with afterburner, caused somatogravic illusions lit ll%
of tite cases (NF5 3%). At night or under IMC this occurred more often, Attention for other lnstraments
than the attitude indicator, like radar, led to pitch input as a reaction to the Illusion.
The sensation of climbing In a turn was a clear illusson in 13% of the cases in both groups. Especially
In situations without horizon reference, It led to raise input,
tleadrmovetments during turns, such as a switch from Ilead Up Display to rudar, was the cause of the Gexcess effect, This led to false sensations of altitude (I and 3%).
The classic illusions originating ;n the semicircular duct were as common as expected (Fib 39%,
NF5 41%).
7
A fulse sensation of bank wis experienced by 12% of tile P16 and NJ 5 pilots. They started a
sMiithreshhold turn without knowing, Especially under a high workload during low level flying, or because
of distraction under IMC, this type I disorientation almost caused accidents, Only by crosschecklng the
instruments In time or seeing the ground coming up, a collision could he prevented.
A distinction Is made between a false sensation of bank and the "leans", In those cases, 5% of tie Fib
and 21% of the NF5 illusions, the pilots knew from the start, that what they felt did not fit the Instrument
information. They were struggling against their known wrong feelings while flying In close formation. 'lire
sensation was very strong and lasting in some cases and caused dangerous shiuations during approaches
and landings, Student Jet pilots fly the NI5 at the beginning rf their career and a great deal of that time
wreat difference In occurence.
Is spent "on the wing". This explain
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Most frequent causes.
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Most frequent illusions.
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Sensations caused byturning the head during aircomhat, without visual reference, Occurred In 4% of ili
F16 und 1% of the NF5 cases. These sensations were very confusing and contributed to U lossof
situational awaureness, Trhe Coriolis sensations mireprobably for it great deatl due toi thc (i-excess effect
(Gillioghaml).
hy flying
Furthermore there were somle cuses of somnatrigyral Illusions, due to "prcssure vertigo", causet(]t
while suffering front a cold,
In 47% of the Incident& there were no evident sensory illusions which caused the disorienmtatiton, In those
ta psychological satezn.ofL.mind wits Involved, that gave the pilot an Incomplete Idea of his position.
catses
The most common sensation of this cateagory wtts the "loss ttf situatitinuil uwareness", 29%/ of the F16 pilots
and 27% of the NFS pilots experienced this In a severe way.
In those caues the pilot was so busy with aircombat that he lost the overview of the situtation, lie knew
where the target was, but realised, that he did not know hia own position or where the ground wasl or
where the other planes were, This explanation Is assumed in mote and more accidents, The present
genaration fighter planes are very advanced and live the pilot more, Instead of less, workloadi. They also
allow a short range, high Oz, doiigfiht, In which there Is hardly time for a good crosscheck, Because of
But In the NF5 also It was a,freqluent illusion.
overload, the aviator looses the totatl picture of his pos~dition
When he Is not aware of It, the pilot can collide with the ground in the middle of aireombat (type 1).
Visual and vestibular Illusions can contribute to the problem.
A typical F16 sensation Isthe "flying carpet"~ effect (4%). Sittitng high and comftortable ttn tttp tof"the best
airplane In the world" some pilot. got a false sensation of safety andthe feeling that nothing coultd happen
to them. They just cruised Into bad weather with little vigilance sir came much ltoolow without seeing
the dangor,
Other phlenoimena were "'flicker vertigo", irritating sensations because of anticollision lights reflecting til
the clouds, and target fission, especially In NF! Incidents (7%) because of the new, frequent weapont
exercises of student pl~itt, Who were eager to Mcore,
Analsivis of the disorientation seusjJju
TIhe quality of the Nensmation and the effects differ between the Incidents,
rh dte
slo~Un of the fact that the pilott was disrirlenitated wag In nmost
cases "a multter of Intstintct", In 701%
of the F16 and 43% Oifthe NF5 disorientation cases the aviator just "felt that there wits "Sontlething
wrong". They felt uncomfortable, bectutus
they noticed that they lost potsition ttwareness osrmissed vistuat
grip on the outside world. This led ttochecking titeanintruentsn or visutl verificationl tif tile distance itt
the ground, A much smaller percentage (1716
21%, NFS 11%) noticed disorientation for the first time1,
while checkiing the attitude Indicator, 'rhe altimeter was usefull in 19% otfthe NFtScase,%,
ctompared whith
7% in,the F16 Incidents.
Sonietimes different cues torgether led to the detection,
The tdifference in percentuags (instinctive detection, altimeter) INprohably causied by the cotckpit layouttarid
titeahigher sitting position Itnthe F16, Other ways to detect the problsem were audiowarnings, crewnuenber
or grround warnings, aircraft be'haviortr Muitden sweirenes% olf tlb distanne to tile grotind totd tite attitude
lInict~ation In the I-lead Up Display. ithis last one Only helped In 2% ttf the F16 canscbecause of the
difficult Interpretation of the HUD Inftrmration,
Alihough IsiN hard to say how lontg onte was utuknrmwitugiy disorientated muost Illusiotts were detected Iin
2 to 10 meconds.
TIhe subjective sctreg11l of the Aenvutloit varied. Ini 509% of the Incidents the aviator said it was ti strontg
sensatiotn, Around 20% could not get rid of the sensation utttill the catusal factors, stucituslack of visual
referentce, disappeared. Using the Intruments solely was tnotenough,
Trhe realizaitiotn of being ditorie stated had sosme
Imtportant psychologicalaflgict
Most rif the pilots (NF5 44%, 1`16 56%) acted according i) the Instrument although ithey were tuntized,
confused, or shocked,
More rluungertuiu
effects were reflex aictiomns,
25%1
otfthe NP5 and 184%
of tile 1-16pilots reacted to tlia
feelings before evaluating thtemn.
for example pitch down Input after Noniuatogravic Iliustuits or pitcit up
during take off. The "giant hand" pitenrimenon wits mentioned aswell. A srmal get)up did Suit believe the
instrument Information for at while, were fixated tonrite ingtrument ionly or even sat "rrtzent at titia
cointrotls".
Cointrol of the aircraft was tint In 6% tif the FP16and 3% of itheNr5 cases. Inlabout 5t0%tOftile 1t1c6(1ct1t8
the aviaitors kept fttll controli over the itirplane, In the remaining cases control was decreaised torthe
autripiltt osr erewmember flew the plane.
of thet Nt'S
'rhe anullos~n of the problem was mainly done with information of the malin Instruments. 47%~l

attd 59% of the F16 p~llrts Could recover frrtt the sensation that wiry. Manoeuvrlng the uiiirirmn often
helped to get the correct Ides of position again.
Outside reference wastalso important. For 51% otr ste NPS pilots and 29% oif the I'1(6 pilots;. it
enmiugh to seethe ground cioming up fast to forget theaIdea that the aircraft was iii straigh ntiA
201
minutes befotre the piliot felt ullrIght igaiti, hot ttus~:
flight. In some cases, like the "leans", It tooik up tom
setnsatitnius lasted rotin u couple orfseconds tim2 minutes.
Whu n the platte came on an ajgundeiredfLigi-Ljath because otfdisorientutirmn guided inubt, It bud iti lie
instrument (45%) or byusing the oiutside reference (NF5
corrected. Most of the pilots did ibis, byusi7ng
44%, 116 20%).
role iii endin3 the sengatirin itr coirrectinug tite flight path.
The HL-ad Up Display played oinly a mninomr
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All interviewt-1 ýviitw~i remained unharmed, although the aircraft sometimes was damaged during these
roost impre~u:-k41 irIdertv byhitting treetops or making hard landings.
About 33% oft he oiiio:s intet viewed categorized their incident asa major risk for fliabht saret . 101.15%
saw no risk In the sittiutiurn,
OverallInicideince
Apart from the moat Impressive our't'ui~t dangerous Incidents, the pilots were asked about the general
Incidence of diaorieu~tlittot. All pruats had uxperienced some kind of disorientation during their career, In
molt cuses this Involved "the leans", beside some visual illusions.
Of the F16 aviators, 26% had a noRa
.gdent during his flying career and 81%mentioned to have this
once a year, lInthe NF5 population these numbers were 1896 and 59b.
Theme are subjective rnunbars; an objective observer could have had another opinion.
"LotsAof situaltnal awarertes" wstsmost often Invoslved In these situations (120/ F16, 5% NFS), This was
caused by a high workload during airuroobat,
other causes of near accidents were the raise perception rtf height (5% F16. 3% NMI). false sensation
of bansk
and the "flying carpet" phectunoenorr.Targel fixation scored especially In tite NF.1 ptupulrttiot (W%,
Distraction and high workload were Important factors,
Disturbing sensationsu that were not dangerous (1716
60%, NF5 31%), were in motit cases also "loss of
situational awareness", but the "lesans",
"lost horizon", sormtogravic illusions, false horizon and G-excess (itr
Coriolos Illusions occurred frequently also.
And all pilots regula7 encounter minor Illusions lit the form of rast detected rind solved "leans", star.
groandlight conflicts. 'false horizons", etc.
Disorientation andi the FJt
aretih s "u dixisrrientatinn In itheFiti
!Th
M16
'16avators
were asked If they experienced more disorientation while flying Its the Flo as
compared with other pluane,such amP104, NP5 and other types.
259% menitioned It was Identical. A group orf73% experienced mitre disorientation itt tlie 116, itf tltani
48% had Aonsewhttt more problems rind 25% had far more disttrentation sensations, In some cases the
aircraft Wasappreciated aaless disorientating.
'no ci~rcumsutance In which the Flo pilots were more sutidued ltoillusiorns. Involved mainly flying utnder
IMC (51%). at night (35%), In aircombat (30%) and during formation flying (109/0),
'Il'ia mum~ for greater susceptibility were diverse,
F16 flight ehisugcterjgtis
were a very imtportant factor, Because of the aeroidynamics oiftire plane there
Is inosensation or speed. The pilot feels or hears no difference between 200 or 6(10knots. Es4pecially its
airecombat this causes problemis,
'rhe "Ifly bywire stmiwhcthe computer doek the actual steering, causes a tack toffeedback from
ihe stick. There are no forces from the stick that let the pilot know what the aircraft Is dointg. 'ITe correct
setmsatitin of attitude Is more difficult to get that way.
iecsurse of the high manoieuvrabiiity, titia sharp turns with high G-ornset. tile pilot experienrces moure
diflorientatimmn. The workload iqhigh and because tif the prussible tasksrrtururtitn this canl lead to clranneli7.ed
attention and tack of a gouod
Instrument crossecheck, which can resuit In "toss of situirtiontul aiwareness".
'The linear acceleration daring afterburrner take off caused momnatnigravic itiutnioais. 'The ftact that tire trlane
Is easy to fly In a comfuirttable prsitirrr led to the "flying carpet" serisatitnit inRome icases
'There arc soinic aspects abottotite p1I~it1l~Llho-piluj litttire aeroplatie that lead tio more disorictitatioti
lit a numbiter of piltsr~Tire lower etigc of the cockpit is near itopilots uppertegs anid lie ISsitti tg utide r
a bubble cuno ty with at360f field ot visitiu and no frame for sir plane reference.
Becauso oifthis high sitting posiiiuur there Is a large infuencerfrointt~ire peripiteral view, for exampiile
wteneit
c Is looking through the IHub,) The aviator hus Ilitle or ni possibillty to escape frirntr Intertnai iir
external lighrt retlectioris.
Sitting high tin top of the aircraft, that can hardly he seen. alsio contributes itsr tse "flying cairpet"
phenotimenon.
'lie 11caLLiz.j2ignig (HUDl) is a sophisticatcd Instrurment that creates several prohienuis 'The 37" angte
betweent tIM) and -the radar screen necessitates pitch movenrents of the head, which cart create 0-encest
Illusions In turns. Also tireadistance to tlie tither Instrumrents Is too large. Interpretation of tire digltal
speed artd attitude Indication Is very difficult In periodsm
of stress. There Is hardly airy differetice noticahie
between rapid changing numtbers, ism1 ft can beInterpreted as10.0100
ft. Hotrizorn and up/duiwt Initdcationt
inanother proiblemn During approach this creates problents. In the dogfitht niode there Is rti hotrizonr
indication at all, arid In these situationis, that lead to loss oufsliruatirnna uwrrreress tquickly, tire pilot
primtarily needs Just that. Especisally whren (here Is no well defined horizon. The present IIUt) isltirusittall
(I10by 10 em), srothe piliot has tit make movenrent around to seealt Informationr. and tire motionu
siftite,
projection Itself Is distaubing.
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The~occnh~nv~j~is itdisorientating factor because the primary instruments, like the attieidctr
arc ...
i
o fml,
ar away mudplaced too low, Developed as u daylight fighter, the main Instruments
wer, less Important tihan the view, In the Europeant Theatre with its had weather however, tile pilot needs
atquick and easy crosscheck pos~sibility. Certain instruments he needs In stressfusl periods uire placed at
dist ractitng locations anti make hcndmvnttvcttnts neesay T~hemodtern aiviotnics and the vast numbher of
possibi litics raise the workload.i
Another disorientating factor, thut Isconnected with flying the F16, is the 5possibility of climbing out after
the leader while locking him with the radar, Thia can cause channelized attention on the radairscreen
and reactions on iomatogravic Illusions,
The moving reflectionts of lanslinglightsa on the clouds, when the goar cornes down during antapproacht In
ltheclouds at night, can cause vection Illuaiorts,
of the high workload during demanding missions
Theoperational ase of the F16 alsto piays atrole becausan
In hdweather.
Sug~gestions for pravantiots
The causes, Illuaionst, Incidence and P16 sttsceptibiiity give a picture of the disorientation problemt within
the Royal Netherlands Airforce, To prevent any future Incidents and accidents many citnangs and
Improvements are needed, The interviewed piloats were asked for suggestions to solve thia problenm and
made the following recommendationsa:
Fro eqasttbih
on the subject airevery Important, From flight commander and flight safety oifficer to
medical ctsrpsap,
alI levels should regalary brief on the Imposrtance of a good, regular crsa~check and the
dangers of flying Before special exerciaes, like iow level flying over the desert or over sntow covered areas
attentoin shoutuibe drawn to specific prttblems. Studetnt p1ilota that gt on their first speciai mission should
he briefed ttn tileadangers of that mission, Accident Investigation reports should coame
to tite squadrons
uikly, otherwise the preventive effect will be lost. A preliminary report, within two weeks, Is Important.
eaIstic recordings of accidents, will have an Important inu1ptct,
Dulily de briefing of ali Ittcidents, and a
ptsssibiity, ttoanosnymousiy report an Incident will provide cttlleagues with useful ittttrmaiion.
With dennnstnlrthMn ths offsect tf high workittat on tileacrosAcheck and the effect of disorientation (in
performatnce can be ahtswn ctotvincingly, Initight demonstrations arfe very useful, because the aeslautitus
are real and the psychtulogicai effects will have a grettt import, 'lhcaie demattetratititt, howaver, canntti
altow everything, moreover, they are riot without dattger,
Groutnd bsased devices are nttre practical and catnAhtw rmtre illusions1,
hut have tit lie vcry realistic t
ctotvince the aviator. They Ahtittd heequi~pped with a very gisod visual systemi,
it reaiistic cockpit latyout,
feedback posasihility, nsotiton lit 3 axeaand stont amount ti cl-fircoN to he reai eiotught. Alsot tise piiiit
has ttofly a 'real" MIsaloti with it high workltiad and distratcineg feittures. otnly titan the ntecessity of atgosod
and reguluar crtssscitck can he demontstrated,
Sonte distorientation demnonstratiton cott he dtnte In at ioperationtai flighst trainter tor litsat tuircutbust
lisnutiattir, ttoshotw vmisual
Illusions or the developmietnt tif the 'loss of sltbuational ttwarsness",%
Inflgb(E)..,aluaing should he practised often anti thoroutghly, stothe piltot wili list he In atnew
!11,uaknz
stualtionwe he enters bad weather, which Is tine of tlie mtost Imptsrtant factitls calming dIlatrienttItstlol.
'fitli must hedone In tisesimulator, bsut InflIght alsto, More IF training htours are needed and there sistittd
he reguilar IF checks by instrtsctors,
To practise Instrument flyInp In good weather, there shosuld hiepossibility ttocosver the cotckpit or otherwise
prevent tsutside reference, 'All weather" strike titissions; can he exercised thee,
TIhe p~iltots
ntutst learn httw to fly an apprtoach witituut twoeof ttse HIUD, And when the plante gets Inttto
all
tattusai attilttle, the aviator titll%
ttoknttw very well how tto recover In time, 'hNltoio shoul d bietratined
motre oftett, so tite pilot knows what to eapect.
'Tte nrinligallun Itself needs to be changed alsot
or severtil pokittt, according to the aviatoirs,
The F16 Is a lerniandIng neropluast thtat hasto be fltown reguiary ttostay ptroficient, It takes qui1te
s40tt0
tineo to get fttlly acquInted with tlia pluane
and esp~ecially student pilotts seed mttny flying hosuirs it week Its
learn huiw to fly the platne safely and efficientiy.
'Me NATiO standard oif 240) hours a year shoutad its flown, wil)1
tisatoitlni sitl oif90 houtr.%ftor staff jilitt1,
liThetechnical kntswledge tuf the pilitsl about the P16 is jeopardized by msandattory attenttionto otther
activities like exercises, tmeetings, coutrass
More wtartimie task tvi;-!iIIItrg is4
necessary totktntw houwthe plaits will reuset
ttoa full hususilutut, fur exanmple.
Tile tick otfexsperiencett piltits is a higl proslemsn.
Matty of thent left the usirfuirce fotr better paidstor
tisey %vere transferred Itoa "paper" jot)sat the airftirce staff. 'The consetiuctice is less
otbtr
"tealtte"
insruclsstYtsngisi~tltt are teinlg pushted iti fly difficult otisaituns withsout prtpe r enlsrrleice tsrtostaike
resopiussitill ties beytond their capablilfti es. Measures should is. taken ito keep experienced pilots lit tlie
alrftre and In the field osfflightI nstruction, Mttre demanding furicttionA shtuld osnly begiveti ttothe aviators
wito mueet the reqairemetnts.
Stupervision remains Imlportant, to prevent young pilots going too far to impress thteir colteugues and to5
prevetnt overstressed or unfit piloists
going oil a demanding tttlsslon, There alaso
Ktuald hit regular flight
sitfety checks, The lImpot
rance of regulatisits anud
prsscedures has lto be osften repeated,
tosprevent high wotrklotad during the flight, the planiniitg must hetsptinial, including the last part tf the
mitssiotn, after the target Is mtadte.
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autopilot. Using this feature
nion
that have been made, Is more use of thea

in "sltitude hld" duig instrment flying over flat terrain decreases the workload.

After a period of nott-flying a G-warmup is necessary. After airconbtiba I S not advisiblie to enter lite
cloudq In close formation, to prevent tile 'leans'.
Young student pilots should go on their first difficult trip with an nintructior.
A "radar locked on behind" climb out withi several aircraft has to he avoidel! especinlly fv, unexperienced
veydemanding or distracting actiott to be taken during low level flying should ho preceded hyclimbing.
All attention has to be on the flying and when there Is not much detail visible the pilot Should not go
vety low.
To prevent reflections In the canopy, non-reflecting materials should heused.The HIUD should not betused
during enxtrome manoeuvres or during had weather. If there Il ainy problem the pilot should transfer to
SrImury flight Instruments (PFI) and remain there,
rifthe pHot comes to the onneltmient that he Is disorientated hemust tssrminnte the manoeuvre, level oft,
use on ly PFH,keep his head still, switch on the autopilot In altitude hold and put all Instruments correct
again.
'r'he 1:6 enki antcauses atgreater Susceptibility for disorientation.
Several structural changes are needed. A lower Illumination level of the Instrumtents and radar tind non
reflecting materials can prevent the "Star Wars" effect.
The basic Instruments should be placed right In front oifthe aviator lIt the right order for it good, quick
crosseheock.
"Heads up and hands on" decreases distractiont and heaclmovemonts.
The Instruments should be larger and more reliable, eig. tlie standby attitude Indicatotr,
Ali equipment itobe used In combat sittuatiotns shttuid be forward, like the fire controtl navigation panel
and ilia. switches for chaff, flrar anti electronic coutiter measures, uswell as itia video Switcht, T'he last
iteat cut possibly he ctonnected to the "dogfight override" Switch.
The 11mUD:V!"u is going to be epiaceti by it wide iingle version (I15by 15 cii). lThisnittet give tire
hele vIe of al Informatiaton, A better up/down Indication, Instead of the present dotted liltes
Pilt
Nshttld he presented as well as a good horizon hiiiath dogfight niode,
A goosd
"ttff'.intlication Is necessary, To wvtro tile pilot that the HIUD hatsa unulf nctlirit,
Rttund dIiIalare perhaps better Interpsretedi in atresefuil periods with rapid changitig speed atid taltitudec,
Tihe present IHUD) Is not yet fit to lie tused as atprimary Itistrumetit because of tlte toeniltoted shttrt
comings antdIt is not to be used In stressful pecriods otr ltomtiva disorietialtiott.
Many Itechnical Imor hcmnhlla have to be made.
chance to avoid atcollislitt wthitile
A ctombined altitude radar altimeter (CARA) will give the Pilott nmore
ground. An automatic low altitude wartnittg with taudicsignul has to lie built in. and thils may,~ proesot a
number of accidents,
A moving map display will htelp the piltot to create the correct pictutre of where lie Is gointg. 'Ihis lowers
thea
workltoad, 'The abstract wayptitts. like thtey tire shuownt
tow, tir no cotnvittcing etiough. looki rg oni
at imp during ltowlevel turtis creates dangerous situtations.
P'erhraps a transparent frame can he fixed on the canopy, to have an aircraft referettce. Visual illusions
dulring appnutacit can be partly compensated for by a visual approach slope Indicaitor systemt (VASISI nti
iti airfie IsN.
It Is poesibie that some oifthe mnissions flown In the F2Ini,
such asl"all weather" strike, are lt)o detnanditig
for tilea person. Dual I16's otay be nteeded In those cases, untlill better hard and Sotftware cart take stilic
of III. wotrkload away fromt the pilot.
fCortain techniques which are being tested may prevent part ttf tile disorienitatiotn ucecitirIt.N
IliaeData 'Transfer unit (I~rU) will reduce workload dutring flight preparaition,
ITheterrain fotllotwing rader, whicht Is lIt use itt severall types of aireraift, Is tecessatry for sure loiwlevel
flight itt mountatinous terraitt, at night, or In had weathar. 'rile itgutive side Is ilie tracing ptroblemit.
A
terruitt reference systetm is passive and will tell theapilost where theagrouttd Ix (ir where ttiistitcics :lie at
till litiesotnid warn hint In every possible way, while the aviatoir piltots tlie platte hitmself, with ttr without
tiight visittt go gles
A ground avoutiance system can taku over If ainultImate 9 Oz pull upsIs needed tit avoid it collilsion, other
navigation systems, tire theaglobail positiotning systetm and "fusion' systeinsin wIch rttdir and itifritred
Intftirnmatiotn Is contibited with ilie mtap display, A ciontbinattiont (if these sysitertis tiay reduce liItewvorkloadi
timd will beati Itmprotvenment fur f~lighltfitfety.
sensitive screens antd lcint ttttititttd
I levolopmnteitt like the Malcolit horiztot, direct yole. cntmttol. ouc1h1
dispilays If fail safe and utsed IItthe@
right way contttake flying [itthightperformamice aircriaft even 4safer.
CONCLUSIONS
All Interviewed aviators have biern distirie tutted In stttoe way during titeir career. It occurs aitall itgcs, til
all expserience levels and In all aircraft and it Is often a ctombintitott oif factors that causes%the probllemi.
Most important titre weather factors, visual referente,. psychtolotgical and procedurail factors,
All these factoirs lead to a poor Intstrumient crosticheck. rhis ntakes It possible filr visual, ittd vestibular
illusitons, amwell usfur certain ritental states, ttodevelop.
Tile most conmnon Illusion n ilath"leans", experienced by miost pilots In a light or disturbisirg fornm.
The nostl dangerous is Sthe"liss of situatiotial aswarenesst", which INcisited by aithigh wttrkload stud
chanrielized attenttiotn durinig itirctnnbitt withtout weli defrined hotrizonti TIhis phetnotmenon led totOw mosl
near accidetnts.
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Other causes of near accidents are false perception of height, false sensuitton of hank during low level
maonoeuvrcs, and target fixation,
'lie disorientation Is In most casest
detected by "instinct", with the detection of en uncxpected attitude ott
the attitude Indicator during a crosscheck taking a second place fer behind.
One third of the most serious Incidents were a Pogrious risk for flight safety and 5.M%of the aviators
experiencing a near accident, due to disorienttation, evety year.
73% of the aviators mentions to biemore susceptibie for disoricnuat ion do ring flying in the F16o
than in,
another aircraft, especially while flying at night, under IMC or In aircombat. The reasons 'Ire: The high
stiting position under atframeless canopy without aircraft reference; little feedback and sensation of speed;
high mrsnoeuvrebility with high az-onset and lineuir acceleration; small HUD with difficuit Interpretation;
with small Instruments anti large necessary heitdmovements; and the mission
poor cockpitwichlayout
a
requirements
cause a high workload,
To prevent future disorientatiort Incidents and accidents the cro~scheck should teitIproved and the
workload lowered, Also technical Improvements are needed, This can be ra,.ched by:
A. Better and more briefings on the subject, with realistic naterial.
B. InhlIght and, realistic, groundhased tiemonstrutions.
C. Regular and better IF training,
1). More flying hours,
13. Bet te supervision and no pushting of unexperienced piltots,
F. Less reflecting materials,
G. A wide angle H-UD, with better information presentation,
cockpit layout, with the Inflight stress management system up front, attd larger lintrumnetus,
better technical
11,
1, A
Several
Improvements, like a terrain reference system, a grountd avotidance systemi and,
perhaps, a dual F16 for "all weather" missions.
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The ability of the pilot to maintain situation awareness is recognized in the pilot community as crucial to mission success and
suivabillity. The design of the pilot vehicle Interface must threrfore be guided by the goal of maintaining and enhancing pilot
situation awareness. A formal definition of situation awareness Is presented In addition to a detailed description of the Situation
Awareness Global Assessment Technique (SAGAT). SAGAT was developed as an objective measure of a pilot's situation awareness,
Including pilot knowledge of ownship status, the lacticol environment, his overall comprehension of the situation, and Nolability
(o project the tactical situation Into the near future, SAGAT allows for a variety of system design concepts to be evaluated on the
basis of situation awareness, as well as workload and performance, thus providing the design comr-unity with a much needed tool,
INTRODULCTION
Situation awareness (SA), the pilot's knowledge of the world around him and his place ii it, has become a design goal of
major Importance Inthe past few years. Research is flourishing In many areas, Including:
1.) sensor technology slid sensor Integration,
2.) advanced control and display devices, t.ead-up displays IHUD), helmet mounted displays/sights ýHMD/HMS), voice
activated controls, touch sensitive display screens, panoramic and virtual display concepts,
3.) Integrated, symbolic, color an " three-dimensional display formals,
4.) automation of pilot lasks through expert systems/artlficial Intelligence, and
5.) Intelligen, aircralt systems for Integrating, priorliizinq, filtering, and communicating Intormation to the pilot in a
timely, siluasionally appropriate manner.
All of this research has one goal In common: to improve some aspect of pilot situation awareness, and thus, hopeluily, his
overall mission performance and survivability. Designers and researchers in these areas have been hampered by two major
problems, however. First, d common, conliaient definition of siluation awa-enes is needed. A researcher concentrating on
spatial awareness, for Instance, must be a&Ware
of tow this aspect of SA interacts with the pilot's simultaneous desire to obtain
awareness of other aircraft In the environment, A researcher designing an expert system for the cockpit needs to know just what
aspects of the siluallon are important and when. As moat people working in this area have dscovered, this is not a trivial
problem. A preclse definition and detailed understanding of situation awareness Is required,
The second Inalor problem hindering researchers has been the lack of an objective technique for evaluating computing
design concepts. Subjective techniques for evaluating SA (e.g. rate your SA on a 1 to 10 scale) have serious short comings. Since
the pilot does not k=n what Is really happening Inthe environment, his ability to estimate his own SA Is quite Ilmited. A pilot
may think he has perfect SA and be totally unaware of the enemy aircraft on his tall, his depleted fuel state, or a slight, but
lethal, pitch down.
It a pilot Is asked to aubiectively evaluate his S3Ain a debriefing session, his rating may also be highly talnted by the
outcome of the mission, When parfo;mance is favorable, whether through good SA or good luck, the pilot will most likely report
good SA, and vice-versa. Furthermore, as this Information Is gathered after the run, the pilot will probably be Inclined to
rationalize and over generalize about his SA, as has been shown to be the case when Information about mental processes Is collected
after the fact 1151.
While performance is always the 'bottom-ilne" criterion, much of pilot performance in the tacticas environment is, by
nature, highly variable end subject to the Intluence of many other factors besides SA. In other words, a new system may provide
the pilot with better SA, but in evaluation lasting this fact can be easily masked by excessive workloads or poor decision making
if overall mission performance Is used as the only dependent measure. The second problem with this type ot approach saems from
the Interactive nature of situation awareness sub-components. ItIs quite easy for pilots to bias their attention to a single Issue
which is under evaluation. However, Improved SA in one area may easily result Indecreased SA in others, yielding misleading
results If only one Issue Is examined at a time, What researchers really need to know Is: how much SA do pilots have when taxed
wllh all of the multiple, competing dearnrds upon their attention that ococurin tflght.
For this reason, a global, objective mea3ure of SA Is Important. To Improve pilot situation awareness, designers need to be
able to evaluate the Impart of design concepts on GAdirectly. Only through scientific, objective evaluation of these many concepts
land resultant concept refinements), can the desired Improvements in pilot SA be realized.
It Is the purpose of this paper to present the results of ongoing research at Northrop In the area ot situation awareness
definition and measurement.

1,2
SITUATION AWARENESS DEFINITION
A modal of pilot decision making Is presented In Figure 1, It Is the pilot's situation awareness, his mlntal model of the
world around vim and vis place in It, that directs his decision making and tactical performan's. Sltuatlon aiwareness forms the
critical input to, but is separate from, pint decision making, which Is the basis for all subr.equeni pilot aclions. Even the best
trained and most experienced pilote can make Ih.ewrong decisions it they have Incomplete or inaccurate SA. Conversely, a pilot
may acurately understand what is occurring In the environment, yet not know the correct ,•llon to take or be unable oary out
Ihnt action. Fur this reason, it Is important that SA be oonsidered separately from decision making arid performance,
The piloyc SA Is derived from a number of sources Including ths aircraft Interflao, communications with other aircraft,
The quality of a pilot's SA Is moderated by his personal napabilltllas (a product of his Inherent
end the environment directly.
abilitles, training, and experience), his preconceptions and objectives (typically establiEhed in the pro-rission brieting), and
his ongoing talk workload,
The SA construct Itself can be broken down into three levels, as Isdepitted in Figure 1.
Loal
.IBA The pilot perceives the elements (eg, an aircraft, a mountain, a warning light) that are present In the
environment, along with their relevant characteristios (e.g, color, size, speed, location),
Lal 2•SA - Based upon his knowledge of these ieaments, particularly when put together to form patterns with the other
elements (geostll). the pilot formi a holistIo picture of the environment, comprehending the lignfitiance of objects and events
For example, the pilot not only detects that a red light has appeared on the warning panel, but he also comprehends that the
appearance of that light Indicates the tlalure of e particular system which is life threatening. He comprehends that the appearance
of three enemy aircraft within a otain proximity of each other and in a cerlain geographical location Indicates certain things
about their objectives, which, In turn, leads to a projection of possible future scenarios,
Level SA . It Is the ability to project the future actions of the elements Inthe environment, at least in the very near term, that
forms the third and highest level of situation awareness. For example, knowing that a threat aircraft Is currently offensive and
is in a certain location allows the pilot to project that the threat aircraft Is likely to attack in a given manner, This gives him the
knowledge (and tlmhi necessary to decide on the most favorable course of action to meat hislobjectives,
Interviews with pilots indicate that a common setof elements Is appropriate across a wide variety of tactIcsi missions and
mission segments, Due to changinrg situations arndobjectives, the relative importance of each of these variables changetr over time,
however. At any point In time there is a subset of this Information which Isprimary and the remainder which Is secondary, but
still of some importance, A classic example of this point occurs when a pilot becomes heavily involved in defealing a missile, Ha
may fall to pay attention to his flight parameters and consequently fly Into the ground, even though hn Is sucossul at his primary
task at defeating the mls-,ile, it Is clear In this Instance that while Information concerning the airborne missile is of primary
importance, other information is also Important, just s•condary, The atlentional narrowing brought on by high workload led to an
unacceptable and lethal decrease In8•A.
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From this description, $A Is detined formally as:
"the perception of the elements In the environment within a volume of time and

apace,

the

comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their statue In the near future'.
The eloments In this definition have been explicitly deflned for air-to-lar tacticai missions through task analysis and extensive
Interviews with pilots. Elemnent fall Into the following categorils:
1) AIRCRAFT - knowladge of ownahip, friandlles, and enemies, Including their tocation, weapons, system, and spatial
attributes;
21 GROUND • knowfodge of ground forces, terrain, features and reference points;
3) MISSILES - knowledge of airborne missiles, their Iocation and status;
4) COMPREHENSION - higher level comprehension of the situation
Eadvantoges/disedvsntages, threat knowledge, capabilities and objectives; and

au0h as priority/immlnenoe

of threats,

5) PROJECTION • projeotion of friendly and threat actions In the near future.
The perception elements, comprehension end projection requirements can Ealsobu described explicitly for different missions end

ailrcraft lypes,

Thia definition has savor.,' Implications. First of all, I lls Important that Iho pilot understand the situaiion, as well as
merely peraeiva it A novice nay be able

10 deteot red warning lights ot enemy pianes, b"t the pilot with true SA will know the
detailed implcationsl of Eagiven system failure
(e~g,possilble causes, impacts on other syst~ems,
importance to the mission aind
survivablity) and wiii oonprehsnd enemy laoies and intentions baeed on aircrah formations and location. The really eupert
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it we
are to hoip pilos over the information proliferation problem which Is currently engulfing them.
mecondiy, there truiy is a large number of elements that pilots ire required to atend to, in order to achieve 8A, They need
to
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arrangements
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tasks,
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level many
l overall
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concepts
which
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Intowhile
account
thisl colieclvo
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In en
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COONITIVE FOUNDATIONS
So, how do pilots m anage to achieve GAunder suchdemanding ciroum stance? A limited capacIty, aeriel procesiong model

isl depicted in Figure 2, as one possible framework for undorstaendlng the 8A process Intoditled from Wlekene t5J ). The

environmentIs
initially procesmed proattentivoly by the pilot through peraile conic and
I
echoic mamory stores (lensory
regitrs
c o r vIn
t ual
I
nd audio Input to the bravi,
Certin oroporties will be obsored at thie atage, providing cues for further
toclll d attentio n, The pilot m ay choose to dire ct his attentio n tow ards certi n obje cts In the environm ent b aseldupon
oharacteriltics such a
. tocation,
sh.ape,color or movement,
Further prk
ocessng of these obneoChAenature

wili
s
typicaily be directed by their

aleony wi

roepect to the
lh

getle,

objectives and tasksl urrentiy active In working memory eandby their saliency in tight of pertinent schema aclive in long term
memory, Scheme ere memory stioresl
which organize bodieg of knowledge into integreted maninpnful frameworks, Scheme can
c~d
oherent frsnnoworks of 'andersltanding, encompassing highly complex systelm
components, states Eandfunctloning. For
11ce,. lahmafr"lli enmpioyment" might inciude: dynamic relative positinsot'lO own end threat Eaircraft (Iocation,
altitude, airspeed, heaoding, tlight path) and current weep, n lesaction inctuding Weapon enveiope/caabiiidebls, current Ph, and
rate ot Ph cahnge. If thisl schema was nactive,the pilot would be Inclined to seek out eindproceir., thoss portions of the environment
which wore required by the schema,

Hayes, Werman and Robinscn [10) and Robinson and HayesIt?7 found that schemewiii be uead to rake junDements
noncernnlg which informhhton ic reievant to a problem, Hiniey, Hares and Simon
tound
I1t] that people wi oatngcrize
n

Intormietion ailmosilIrmedlnleiy into a schema that directs, problem eoiv ng.
In Sddition, the pilotm Ndeoslon m Auking
pro cess ain
be view
asadadual prooe
whereby aoeivescheme and ina llript
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which information to foalie
psoncebtually
attention on
drivent,
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nd imlgtaneously the presence of cefllif objelcts or
1itrbules n he environment will
soivate new schema in long-term memor (data driven) [1by if the piiot deteo ted
e
now
threat, for example, he might easuet oporete on the 'nmisoie empioyment' schema, EandA "thria staeepromvngschema f might be

activlatd,
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MECHANISMS OP SITUATION AWAFIENEB

willbe heaviily loaided, as active prociesIlng willbe required
When scheme era not prelent o drew upon, working me~mory
to compreheind, project, and osrry-out daeison acllviie, Fric'ker (5 has hypothealced thae working memory oonltitules the
ma~in
bottleneck for elfuuIlon ewariness, Hlariman and Seorist (el have proposed that highly experienced pilote "ill1use largely
autorate d proc~ease (suoh as an automatted peroep iontaction sequence directed by tong term meimory) to circumvent the
limitations ot workxing memory, (The risk ot extenslve automatic processiing is that it tends to proceed with limited use et
less date reslponslve In1such situatIons.)
teed~aok, Pilots may
Whereas eroie• pilots may have to rely on sImple rules and heuristics (rulea.of-thurrbi, the evport pilot wilttypically
have a mouchricher base of Intorinatlon to drew upon, aepreanied in schema In long-term memory, These schema, detailing tie
relevant system components, attr butes, and tunctioning In such a Way asto provide cues Ior pattern matc'hing to the a~ileme, ca'n
BA will be lairgely
provide predictabililty ot system dynamics, end tieso appropriate scripts for situational outoumes.
dependent upon the existence 0f well developed representations In tong-term meimory, deitailing ai model ot thei turciloning at
objects alone and with others in the environmeint and providing for the projection of future actigns of that object, When such
scheima do not exist, BA willbe limited by theiconstraints of worfring memory.
in the compes env ronmenet o the tighter pilot, attentional demands due to lnfornaicntlns oveirloaid, ompiex deisillon
maekingand multiple taskecan qulokiy elxceed limited og~nitlve resource• caaiptles. Problems with non-optimal informaiiton
sampling, visual dominance, and aftentlonal narrowing under suchl high demands alsOseriously limitpilot BA,
is a compliex proeiss of peirception eindpeiteirn maitching greatly limited by working
In summary, llluallon awarenessl
memory and altenlixnal Oapsitlies, Attention sharing and aiutomeled processing may serve to ellieviete thiese limlletions to smeri
degree, Overall, it can be seen that the combat pilot must develop BA on the buljia of well founcted alnddetilelld scheima or menial
models ot the einvironment If he isto be succasItul in hie task'.,
A current chil ellueIs to delniri aindfurther understand the appropriate scheime for good BA, A goai-direcled taslkanalysis
wee conducted towarda hs alnd, an example oi whiot i Is hown in Figure B. The BA required to support eaich goelisubobjectlve
scroeea vaiirety ill a r-to-alr missions wal daaovibed in detail. The nest step in this ongoing eftfor wilt bet to empiricailly
validate these f ndings and construct more defilead menial modelsiwhioh fake Info account the interactionse nd relntlonilllp
among thei components. When such moctis can be constructed for aillof the pilate major tesks, a major knowledge besse or
training and deigln decisions willbe available.
MEAMUREMENT
SITUATION AWAREN701

Thei challenge of designing syseoms whioh enhannc BA, given the complex, mutit-dltnenslonal nature of the construct, Is
design concepts' impact on pilot SA, The S11uatlon
great. To achieve thli goal, designers need to be able to objectively eivaluaem
Awarenesl Olobel Assessment Technique (SAGAT, hasebeen deiveloped (SI [Sj,(7 as enobjiclivei measurei of pilot BA Inmanned
slmulltlons, SAGAT provides a comp arison of the real situatiOn (as it exists in theisimulaitor) to the situation thai thei piloat
percetvesa, his BA. BAG ATasseiixeii pilo BA in the following manner',
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*The pilot tIiesa mission scenario using a specified aircraft system in mom-in-ths-toop simulations,
At random points, the simulation Isstopped and the Cckclpit and out-the-wlndow displays are blanked.
*The Pilot Is asked a series of questions to determine his knowledge of the situation at that exact moment In time, The
to the pilot's specific SA requirements Inclusive of perception, comprehension and projection
correspond
questions The
elements,
BAGAT queries are currently progirammed off a Macintosh Computer, available at each piiot station, to
allow for the rapid Input and storage of highly spatial Information, Anexample of a SAGAT query Is shown In Figure 4,
Each query his been designed to allow for rapid pilot Input by framing the questions and responses in a manner which Isas
Compatible with pilot knowledge representations aspossible,
*AsIt IsImnpossible toquery the pitot about all othis SArequirements In a given stop, itprtion of the $Aquestions are
randomly metlowed and asked of the pilot each time, This random sampling method provirdes consistency andsltlatistcal
pilots, systems and missions. Some ofthe questions
validity, thus allowing SA scores to beeasily compared across ntras,
In any particular query pentain to highly Important BA Information and some of the questions pertain to more saecpndoaryr
SA i1111f711r1Maton
This prevents infadvertently cuolng the pilot and keeps himfrontbiasing his attention to Issues under evaluation.
basis of what was actually happening In the
query answers are evaluated on thedata
the trials, theby
the ocompleton
;,At
collected from the simulation computers,
smulation,
This Isofaccomplished
comparing the pilot's answers to
(Whore noessasry this may beaugmented by subjective evaluation@ from a team of 6=p1rt0ii.t, e.g. for a determination
a1rnaur of plol AA.
-raodatalr
rvd.a
ohir,
nthe IILnodp
an
otthe priority threst,i The Comparisonof
Thus, SAGAT provides anobjective, global measure of thepilot's EA. The Air-to.Air Tactical Version of BAGAT consists rit
36qureiclusive of the pilot's knowledge of his ownship status and his awareness 0f the location and attributes of hisl
opoethshigher level comprehension ot the situatio~n. and his ability to project future stares of the tactical environment,
Dyobet~ey vluating pilot SA, and using this Information to select and reline design concepts and overall aircraft system
design, the goat
ofoptimizing pilot SA Canbecome achievable.
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FIGURE 4

SAGAT QUERY EXAMPLE

i-h)
Reearoh at Northrop over the past several years has been directed at validating that SA Information can be colltcted by
this type of method and at determining the exact conditions under which it should be administered, In determining whether SA
Information will be reportable via the SAGAT methodology, several posilbililles must be considered:
1) Data may be processed by subjects in short term memory (STM), never reaching long term memory (LTM). In this case,
Information would not be available during any SAGAT testing which exceeded the STM storage lImitations (approximately 30
seconds with no rehearsal). If a sequential Information processing modil Is used. then it is possible that Informatlon might enter
Into STM end never be slored in LTM where It would be avaliabie for retrieval, There Is a good deal of evidence, however, that
STM may not precede LTM, but merely be an activated subset of LTM 131,1141, t61. In this type of model, Information proceeds
directly from sensory memory to LTIM, winch Is necessary for pattern recogritlion and coding. Only those portions of the
environment which are salient are then highlighted in STM (either through localized attention or automatic activation), ThIs type
of model would predict that BA Information which has been perceived and/or further processed by the pilot would exist In LTM
stores and thus be avaliable for recall during SAGAT testing which exceeds 30 seconds,
2.) The data may be processed In a highly automated fashion, and thus not be in the subject's awareness, Expert behavior can
function in an automated procesilno/aotlon sequence In some cases, Several authors have found that even when etfortful
processing is not used, the Information Is retained in LTM and Is capable of tfloating subject responses 1121,1131,111. The
type of questions used In SAGAT, providing cued-reoall and categorical or sailer responses, should be receptive to retrieval ot
type of Information.

"this

3.) The Information may be In LTM. but not be easily recalled by the subjects, Evidence suggests that when effortlul prooesslng
and awareness are used during the storage process, recall is enhanced (3, BA, composed of highly relevant attended to and
prooessed Information, should be most receptive to recall, In addition, the SAGAT battery, requiring calegorical or scaler
responses, is a cued recall tlak, as opposed to total recall, thus aiding retrieval. Under conditions of SAGAT testing, the subjects
are aware that they may be asked to report their SA at any time, This too may aid In the storage end retrieval process, Since the
SAGAT battery Is sadtiniatered immediately after the treer* In the slmulalion, no time for memory decay or competing event
Inlerference is allowed. Thus, the conditions should be optimized for the retrieval of the SA Information, While It cannot be said
concluslvely that tOO percent of the subject's SA can be reflected in this moannr, the vast majority should be reporltble vie the

SAGAT technique,

To Investigate those issues and others surrounding the use of this technique, two etudies were conducted,

SI

A study was conducted to detlrmine how long shatr a tlreel" In the ilmulttlon SA Intormatiun could be obtlaied from
the pilot, A set of Air-to-air engagements was conducted in Northrop's manned Itleraotlve ntultl.engsgement simulator laollIty.
A fighter sweep mission with a two versus four force relti was used for the trials, Fitteen trials ware conducted. At e random
point In each trial, the simulator was "fromen" end SAGAT data Immediately coilected from all six partiolpanls, providing
:pproximately 20 date points per query, The subjects were all experienced fighter pilots currently employed by Northrop All
subjects answered alt the queries in the SAGAT ballery in a random order at oech slop. IEach query wee therelure askd at a
varlty times ftaerthe stopacross subjects and trials,) Following the completion of the SAGAT battery, a new trial was begun,
The SAGAT data was analyzed to determine at what point BA components decoayed in the subjects' memory, It was
hypothelized that Level I BA components would deteriorate fairly rapidly, end only Level 2 and 3 SA components would be
acoessible for longer periods of time, as this information would be more highly processed. The result el the study, an example of
which Is shown In Figure 5 did not reveal the expected decay for Level t components, however, even when a given query was
answered five or six minutes after the break In the simulation, Similiarly, Level 2 and 3 components did not reveal a decay over
the SAGAT testing period,
Two explanation@ can be offered for these findings. First, this study Invesligated expert subjects' knowledge oi
Informallon which was extremeliy imporanrt to leek performance during a realistic simulation of those tasks. Most laboratory
studies which prdlici fairly rapld decay times (opproximatily 30 aeconds for short.term memorvi IvDIcIV emplOe
y 1Ire use ot
illmull which have little or no Inherent meaning to the subject (norsense words or pltures), The storage end utilization of
relovant Information may be quite ditterent than that of Irrelevant information 121.
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KNOWLEDGE OF OWNSHIP ALTITUDE
AS A FUNCTION OF TIME AVFTER STOP
IN THE SIMULATION

400

Second, the results Indicate that the SA Information was obtainable from long-term memory micorse.
If schema, or other
mechanisms, were used to organize SA Information (as opposed toworking memory processes only), than that Information would
be resident In long-term memory (LTM). The tact that Level I Intormalton was resident In LTM mawell as Levet 2 and 3
components Indicates thAteither: (1)the Inputs to higher levelprocessing were retained as well asthe outputs, or (2)the Level
icomponents were retained as Important places ot pilot SA In their own right and aresigniticant components of LTM schema
(a~g.
target altitude itself Is Important to know arid not just the implications of target attitude). Both of thoeeexplanations inay be
correct, Theae findings suppoil the predictions of a processing model In which Information passe. Into LTM stores before being
hig~hlighted
In STM.
(Asa caveet it should be noted that the subjects were actively working with their SA knowledge byanswering the SAGAT

queries for the entire period that thesimulation was stopped, No Intervening period of waiting nor any competing activity was
Introduced prior to adminIsterling any SAGA? query. The pilot's knowledge of SA Infoarmation may be Interfered with it time
delays or other activities (part icuiarly flight tasks) areImposed before SAGAT Isadministered.)

The mo~or
Implication of these results Is that, under these conditions, SA data Is readily obtainable through the SAGA?
technique for a considerable period of time, up to 5 or S minutes, after aatop In the simulation,

Alegend study was initioatd toaddress an Issue of simulation practicality, Onces
atrial has beenInterrupted to collect
this type otdata, cam It beresumed again, or must a new trial be started? To address this question, a se of air-to-air
engagements were conducted Inthe same manned muitipie-ongagement simulator environminf, Atighter Sweep Mission with a
two versus four force ratio was used for the trials. Five subject teams completed the test metric shown InFigure 5, The
Independent variables were duration of the stops (I/2, 1 and 9 minutes) and the frequency of stops (I, 2,or 3 times during the
trial). Trials Inwhich no stops occurred were used of a control, Each team participated twice In each condition. Conditions were
adimInIsteted Ina random order, Pilot performance was ocollouted as thedependent measure,
FIUDY.J
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Asdepiletd InFigure 7, liters wasno sigrtificant diflference In pilot p~~eriformance
(a to.05) between trieis In which there
werestops tocollect SAGAT date sod those in which therewere
nostops. The number of stope during the trial, shown In Figure 8,
hadno significant Impact or pilot performance I(m- .05). nor did the duration ofthe siop, is depicted InFigure 9, This would
Indicate that the stops to collect SAGAT date(asmany sothree
for up to 2 minutes III duration) will not have
a significant impact
on later pilot performance. The lack of a significant Influence of thilsprocedure on pilot performance probably rest on the fadt
that the relevant schema areactively utilized bysubjects during the entire trsees
period, Under these conditions, ifi pilot's BA
does not have a chance to daoay
before the simuiation Is resumed. Thus, their BAIsfisrly Intact when the simulation continues,
allowing them to proceed with their flight tasks where thuy Ishoff.
IThese results arebeing viewed with some caution, More such telost
are probably nesedai to assess with certainty that the
freeze riid restart doese
not Influence subsequent performance, Subjectively, the pilots did fairly wail with this procedure, and
were able to reedilly pick up the battle wiererthey left off, The recommendation for OJAGAT
adfministration st lhilspoint Is that It
SAGAT data is collected In this manner, some trial shouid beconducted during which BAGIAT Is not coilected, so that a check Is
provided for any influences thaf a freeze and restart In the simulation may cause, SAGA? may stilt be administered without
restarting the trial afterwards, Ifassessment of BAIs the primary objective.
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RESEARCH IN SITUATION AWARENESS

With a concrete definition of 1A and a tool for measuring BA, much now research can be conducted,
QNSI(Ib,. The many new and promising technologies and concepts being considered with the hope of Improving pilot SA can be
developed, evaluated, and rfilned to beal meat that need, includingi 1) avionics systems, 2a advanoed control and displsy dovices,
3) display formats, and 4) Alluxpert systems for the cockpit. To date SAGAT his been used to assess alternative sensor
configurations, display hardware options and new Itactoil situation display formalts In each of these cases, Itprovided new
Insights Into design Issusa surrounding these concepts.
TRAINING . Tie goal of Improving pilot sltuallon awareness can be met by incorporating SA Into training programs In severai
Nays. (See Endasly 14]for a detailed discussion).
1) SAGAT provides a criterion measure for directly evailuting training programs and assessing pilot achievement,
2,) SA.crlented trlilnlng programs can be developed that Instruct pilots In the components of Important soheme, the
dynamics and functioning of toltcal elements and projection of future actions based on these dynamics, This type of SA.
oriented Iralnlng Is greatly needed to supplement traditlonal feohnology.orlenled training,

3,) Feedback is an Imporltnt component of the lteming process. The BAGAT technique can be modified to provide feedback
to pilots cn their BA during silmulsllons, This typeof training would allow pilots to understand their mistakes andbetter
assess and Interpret the environment.
4.) SA Is not a passive process. Pilots must actively work to achieve It. The skills required for achieving and maintaining
good BA noed to be Identified and formlly taught In the training program.
CONBTRUCT EXPLOBATION - There is much that Is currently not known about BA, Which cnoponents era most Important? What Is
the ,mposlplion of mental models? What makes one pilot so much better than another? How Is higher level BA generated from
lower level componerlls?
BAGAT Is currently being used to begin to answer these type of quesations, In an attempt to ascertain why some pilots are
betler at SA than others, resesrch is currently under way to compare pilot obillties at SA to a set of measures asseasing their
abilliles Ina number of areas which are hypoheslitud tohave some Importance to BA, Including:
1) Spatial abilities, the degree to which an Individual can mentally visuilize and manipulate objects spatially as well as
onu's own orientation relative to the objects (spatial mapping),
2) Perceptual abiltlisa

Including vigllance, perceptuil speed, encoding speed, and pattern reoognillon.

3) Attention abilities - Including slletivlalttleintlon capecity, ard attention sharing ablilly,
4) Loglatl abilities • Including general analyltc capabilllits, end capabilitlis for predicting system functioning and
ailessi=g end diagnosing patterns,
5) Personaltity fatoora - Speciteiltly, cognitive complexity and flaid.Independence, since these have been related to
problem solvlng and workload manhgement.
6) Memory - Including short.tirm memory ospeolty.
In a &operate study, Individual BA components are being correlated with performance scores to determine which
components are most Important. Ongoing researeh Is exploring the mental models pilots use to perform their teaks. A great deal
mora research of this type is needed, It designers and engineers are to be highly eftective In thegoal of Improving BA.

I -U
CONCLUSION
The potential forenhancing pilot SA through well developed aircraft designs and training programs hinges on en objective
evaluation program that considers the global SA reqluirements of the pilot. Bsycaretully defining SA and using this knowitidge to
design Integrated aircraft systems thit meet the dynamic needs of the pilot, greet imprc~emenls In mission
pertormance/suryvavblllty will be poosilble.
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SITUATIONAL AWARENESS HATINO TECHNIQUE (SART): THE DEVELOPMENT OP A TOOL
FOR AIRCREW SYSTEMS DESIN
by
ii.M.Taylor
Royal Air Paoie Institute of Aviation Medicine
V'rnborough, Hants 01114 68Z
United Kingdom

IUMMARY
Human engineering activities in airorew system design traditionally have been
concerned with the reduction and management of operator workload,
Recent advances Ln
automation technology have radically changed the role of the human operator and
highlighted the essential human function for making adaptive decisions in situations
involving uncertainty.
Improving and enhancing operator 'situational awareness' has
become the major crew station design driver for achieving survivability and miesion
effectiveness criteria.
The purrose of the research reported in this paper is to
investigate how aircraw understand "situational owareness" (SA) and to develop tools for
its subjective estimation.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Situational awareness is a relatively new concern in human factors (1,2).
Its
origins are probably in airorew jargon - some may USAF P15 operators - because they need
it and sometimes lack it.
Based on a series of' Interviews with air combat experts, In
1979 KELLY at Al (3) developed a taxonomy of skills, traits and performance measures
important for air-to-air combat which included aggressiveness, deiaolveness, hands-on
flying skilln, knowledge, ability and "situation awareness" which was described as
"probably the sum of numerous perceptual and cognitive skille".
Operational r,quirementM for situational awareness have implications for flight
safety as well ae combat effectiveness.
In 1994, "Loss of situational awareness" was
cited ams a probable contributory factor in 20 out of III USAF operator-rfctor accident
revie•tu
(
L),
nosaof SA is related to and a potential contributor to upattnl
disorientation (8DO). However, SA is intended to be the broad,,.r term, encompassing morc
then spatial disorientation references, and includitg more clearly payohological aspects
of attention and cognition as well as sensory phytiology considerations,
Recent
accidents in advanced single-ceot tactical fighter aircraft (Fi6,F18) Involving controlled
flight into terrain (OFC1) have prompted concern over loss of "attitude awareness" 05)s
IIn theme aocidents, the pilots seem to have collided unknowingly with the goound under
circumstances not uypically associated with SDO visual/vestibular conflict.
Awareness problems in advanced aircraft have important impliloations for crew-systems
design and crew training.
The major crew system Integration implications cousirn the role
of automation, its effect on operator funotionalitb,
and the management and cognitive
qua'ity of cockpit information.
In reirospeot, it seems inexcusable that advanced
systeme, asuch as the P16 and F18, oar sense impending ground impact from height., spses and
attitude data, and yet fail to communicate the situation to the rilot, The major training
implications of awareness problems concern task prioritisation arid attention marnagerusnt
procedures.
Much of the OFIT debate haa focused on the usabilicy and priority .1' HUI) arid
ADI attitude references.
It is disappointing that ,Yen after over 20 yearm rlyini
experience there is utill uncertainty about whethes
,I, not the HUH should be used as n
primary flight reference.
Lsving situational awarene-s has much in common with the factors contributing to
geographical disorientation (6).
Therefore, it is not vurprisl g that Improving
situational awareness was rnoogniued as a crew-systemn integration objiotive out of
research on the design of advancel aircr'aft tv.atical situation displays. Loukiag I'orward
ti the cockpit of the year 2000, Reining arid ýmereon (7) noted the' "the key advantage of
pictorial formats is to provide the pilot with situational awareness not only in the
tactical area, but also in all areas which aro important for ih.i suuceaisful completion ur
the mission".
Notwithasanding the 16/0I8 mxprerimnoee, i: should ba poesihle to enhutce
pilot awarenese by design if advanced automation and oontrol/dis~aay technology are
harnessed and applied ueing hood engineseing psy'hology practice.
The potential In
1.sahnology for enhancing pilot eatuationul aweasnasn intuitively, by design, without majou,
training penalties, is Identified as the major desirgn driver behind advanced orew sat "ms
programs, such re Super Oookpit (ba) and Piloti Aeso.iate (9),
These program.s sMi to
couple advanced Al computing techniques for hssion and information canaermen. with
intuitive 3-D virtual interfaces
pictorial rormats and voice tcohnology.
This suauceesful
integration to form an "rlectronLa crewmember" is intended to improve the pilot's
situational awareness leading tr improved denial.rn-mak,.ng, survivability end uombtt
efiCuc . 'rei'esc.
Situational awa~snees is proably the pre-repu it is
tstate
ci krnowledgu for making
adaptive decnsonns irasibuatione Lnvolving uncr •ainty I.a. a vsrlidsca model of reality.
As such, it ireates tie potential for behaving adaptively up to a knovaedge based level, Ir
only by trial And error minimuiation. Since situ&t onal awareneas Is probably not a
permanent nor a univereally achieved s ate, it is urderstandable thab tlere is uncertainty
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about what it means and about how it io created.
Definitions of situational awareness are
probably about ae useful as lecturesa for octogenarians on how to evacuate eggs.
This may
be, as William James wrote in 1890 about definitions of'attention, "Everyone knows what
attention is..,"
tHis deacription of the antithesis to probably more interesting: ", .,the
confused, dazed and scatterbrained state" (10).
Notwithstanding, HQ USAF APISC/S•I Saety
InvestigatJon Workbook (APP 127-1 Vol I11 1986) defines Situational Awareness as "Keeping
track or the prioritised uignificant events and conditions i,, one'c environment."
Confuslon here may affect the sequence or priority of taolks Lo be performed (Ootting
behind the power curve),"
Put more bluntly, and focusing on process rather than state
implications, situational aWarensea means "What-on-earth-is-going-on?" (11). Other more
pragmatic definitions describe relevant knowledge sources, e.g. "the crew's knowledge of
both the internal and external status of the aircraft, as well as the environment in which
I1 is opuvalting" (12).
The USAP Tactical Air Command definitluii (13) identified five
source. of relevant knowledge:
(a)
(b)
(a)
(d)
e)

Knowing
Knowing
Knowing
Knowing
Knowing

where the friandlies are and what they are doing.
where the threats are and what they are doing.
what my flight known and our options for attack/deraene.
what other flights know and what their intentions are.
what part of the above is not known or is miusing.

Knowledge state descriptions involve a degree of specificity which may be
inappropriate for other situations and tasks.
They also raise the issue of the
organimation and structure of knowledge, in particular the role or implicit and explicit
It whs once addressed under
knowledge,
Knowing what it not known In not a new concern,
the aetiology of "unawareneas mistakes" (i4,15).
Unawareness errors continue to interest
accident researchers (16).
Recently, research has identified the dissociation between the
performance of complex skills and the ability to make explicit, through verbal expression,
The knowledge related to self-taught akille
consolous declarative knowledge of the task@.
is frequently unavailable to conscioum thought or verbal expression (17,18).
A comprehensive understanding of SA needs to take into account the active, dynamic
characteristics of the process of maintaining awareness, as well as the role of knowledge
structures in decision-making.
Morshinge and Retells (19), in a description of air combat
and the Pilot's Associate program objectives, note that "Perhaps the key factor in thle
maturation of a fighter pilot is his ability to anticipate situations rather than simply
to react to them".
Failure to anticipate the danger in situations wns ideonl'led as the
primary cause of errors of inattention in the early Cambridge Cockpit ofudiea on the
'Iilorganieation of behaviour (20).
The validity of any understanding or airorew jargon
that 'eleAs on non-airopew construnts will always be questionable.
However, there clearly
is work r'slevyt' to the under tanding of situational awareness in research on human
cognition such as on uognltive etylo (21). visualisation (22), models of human problem
solvill behoviour (.3) and theuries of attention (24).
The research strategy underlying the present study is influenced by experienne with
the wzorkload paradigm.
Optimising operator workload has been traditionally regarded as
the Holy Orail of hucian engineering: A much sought after but never certainlyb Phleto'
objective,
Objective and subjective teohniques for measuring workload abound, not in th.
least because it is a multifaceted, miltidimensional construct (25,26).
SuLjective
workload measures are used extensively during orew-systems integration activitied be -'mae
of their practical advantages (e.g. high faus validity, mass of administration, lowintrusiveness) and their apparent senseitivity to changes in demand.
They have mostly
evolved pragmatically,
OonsequentJly, oritioiem of subjective workload methode haii focueed
on consideratlons of validity, theoretical consistency and diagnostic power (27).
Enhancing situational awareness would seem to be, at least at face value, a higher, design
objective than optimising operator worklcad, particularly for syntems in which the
essaential human funotion Is to maue decisions in uncertainty.
Optimum workload without
situational awareness Is probably more under.lirable thatn the converse,
The attractiveness
of the awireness paradigm derives from its potential to focus more clearly on cognitive
skills and on goals and intentions, rather than oi:activity-related analyses.
The intention of the present study is to derive methods for the subjective estimation
of situational awar~eness in order to asolst in the quantification and validation or design
objetives for orew-systems integration.
Like workload, situational awareness is probably
a complex construct. Reliable prediotions about docision-making performance are unlikely
to b, derive] from single subjective measures of' situatirual awatrene~,
The Intention is
to uFe knowledgm elicitation procedures to examine the dItmenwtunality of aircrew
constructs for situntional awarenese.
It is hoped that this will achieve some noitstruot
validity for the eLtimation tools that emerge, since they are intended ultimately for
aircrew use.
Also, like workload estimation, the utility of subjective
seasures of
situational awarsness will depend on the uontribution to decistun-making performance of
processes available to consciousnaess.
The approach adopted tho.r rests on assumptions that
human operators' use some understanding of situations in making decisions, that thim
understanding is available to oonsolcusneas
and that it can readily be mad's explicit arid
fluantifiable.
2.

METHOD

Eigi.ty four Tent and Operational RAF aircrew were interviews,] in three phases: 1)
Scenario 0enoration, 2) Construct Elicitation, 3) Construct 5trujcture Validation.
The
intervie'in were meml.etruotured, conudoted by psychologists according to a rixed protocol
for knowledge elicitation, based on the Personal Construct/Repertory frid Techniquo (28).

Interviews wire supported by appropriate briefing material Including a video film
demonstrating advanced erew=eystema integration concepts,
The interviews tooR place at
HOD@E) Research Establishment (Royal Aerospace Establishment, Farnborough; Royal Aircraft
Establishment, Bedford| A & AK• Boecombe Down) a.d st RA• Stations in UK and Oevmany (RAF
Marham, RAF Laarbru•h, RAF BrugBen),
2.1.

•CENARIO gENERATION

Descriptions of flight
scenario| involving BA were obtained from i0 felt
eirorew,
mostly pilotl,
at RAZ •arnborough and gAB Bedford, based on the following agreed working
deflnltion comprising both situetlonal and awareness components:
"Situatlonal •warene0a in the knowladKsj cognition and anticipation of events, factors
and variables afreotln|
the safe, expedient snd effective conduct of the mission".
The 43 scenarios obtained
examples listed
below,

•,l

4.
5,
6.
7.
8,
9.
SO,
Ii,
12,
13.
14,
15.
16.
17.
lB.

R.2

3.
•.
5,
6,
7.
8.
9.
io.
Ii,

reduced

to the set of 29 familiar,

generic

Approachin¢ to land at an unfamiliar airfield
in poor weather in an unfamil•,ar
aircraft
fitted
with poor handling qualltie|
and displays,
In air
oomhet over a smooth sea with a poor horlxon, your opponent is unetghted.
On a low level transit
sortie,
you are flying over unfamiliar terrain with poor
visibility,
in sn aicolaft with inadequate handling qualities
and dlaplaya,
In formation flight
on a long duration transit
at high level over sea.
M•king a olimbinR aooeleretlng turn on a hamy day when the Rround is not clearly
visible,
Whilst flying in formation in cloud •o a wlnKman, you molentarily lose sight of your
leader.
On a singleton low level trlnsit
sortie
in VMO wlth no other task than tranett
from A
to B,
Oarrying out an exercise flown regularly over a familiar area,
•lylng for a long period of time in an uncomfortable so•t.
•lying a neW aircraft
with similar but different handllng qualities
to those already
flown,
Whilst 0arr•il1• •ut a routine repetitive task, a subtl• but important change occurs in
the environment whloh you do not notice,
•lying in formation in an •nf'amiliar air0raft
working st the limit of your capacity.
You are flying in weather J/8 puffy cloud and while completing an avoiding tl•rn into
the cloud, you have an extremely kear miss with a •lider.
On a night flying exaroise, while attempting to change the radio frequency the initial
input to the computer fails
and oonseqUentl• a IonR time ie spent on the input,
On an instrument flylng sortie,
the autopilot fails
whilst you are completing a
manoeuvre,
?ou are oroasin• in combat with a eimllar aircraft,
and through pullin• g to gain the
advantage, you overstretoh your aircraft.
You are transiting at low level in formation and sppcoachlt•g bad weather,
A• leader,
you attempt to penetrate the bad weather but then find you have to pull up and thus
lose the i•ssrity
of the formation,
You complete s roll Lu the left
but unknown to you your head-up display is frozen end
so even though the rest of the Instruments register the roll you attempt to roll
again.

2.
3.

2.

this way were

LOWAWARENESS FLIGHT •C•NARI081

i.

i.

in

Ilia}! AWARENESS

PLIGHT SGENARIOSI

Approaching to ].and in good weather at e familiar airfield,
in • faliller
aircraft
fitted
with good displays.
In air
coabet, yOU are behind your opponent and over a familiar area with Rood horizon
•nd height cues,
In a einRle-soat aircraft,
leading a • ehlp low level attack formation in poop
visibility,
approaching the Porwsrd Edge of •attle Ares wlth threat air, craft •nown to
be in the vloinity.
•lying at low level through mountainous terrain
wearing NVg.B,
YoU are •marlng the •nd of a sortie and be•Innln• the descant through cloud as
approaching to land.
PlyinK straiRht and level st 20,000 ft
on autopi!ot,
You are transiting at low level me leader in a • man formatio• and approaching bed
weather.
Oail to close formation and turn to avoid.
Plying in deterlo•atlnR weather, an elnerg•ny occurs which require, a quic• ears
landing and so you turn towards the heading whur-, from the orlefin•, you ktlew the
weathsr was OK,
On a low level trsnelt
mottle, you are flying over fsmillcr terrain in Rood weather in
an aircraft
with •ood displays,
I• menoeuvring flight,
a fault oonura and you immediately recover your aircraft
to a
flight
patll and altitude which will lead to s safe haven.
On a general handling sortie,
requirln• a Orou•d Oontrol Approach, maintaining
position in the instrument pattern with four other aircraft
overhead and e new
controller.
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2.2. CONSTRUOT 9LICITATION
The 29 selected scenarios were presented to 15 test airorew, mostly pilote, at A &
AEi Bosoombe Down to elicit knowledge of generic constructs.
Each construct was elicited
using the Repertory Orld triadic method of presentation.
Three randomly selected
sosnariio were presented to the aircrew subject on each oocasion.
The subject was asked
to imagine being in each cituation. Then the subject was required to identify two of the
scenarios which contained something important for situational awareness, in accordance
The
with the agreed working definition, that was not a feature of the other soenarto.
subject was then required to identify the discriminating characteristic, and the construct
thus elicited was recorded.
The elicited construct was then used to define the poles of a
7-point scale on which all 29 scenarios were subsequently rated.
Additional constructs
were ullcited using different triads of scenarios.
The procedure was repeated with each
A total of 44 SA
subject until no more original constructs were readily elicited.
construct dimensions with associated scenario ratings were obtained in this way, ranging
from one to four constructs per subject.
The 44 elicited SA constructs, end their
associated rating dimensions are listed in Table 1.
TABLB 1. ELICITED CONSTRUCTS AND RATING DIMENSIONS
SUBJECT/
CONSTRUOT
NUMBER
S1.01
S1,02
S2.0l
53.C0

S3102
S3,03
A3.04
84.01
S4,n?
S4.03
Ca.Cl
05.02
05.03
S6101
S6.02
16.03
86,04'
ST.01
37.02
18.01
88.02
58.03
89.01
89.02
S9.03
SI0.C1
IO.X2
811,01
SilX2
311.03

112,01

812,02
S12,C3
S13,01
313 02
'93.0
S14,01
slC02
814.C3
31A.a4
815,01
515,2
815.03

CONSTRUCT

Attentional load
Concentration
Risk
ramiliarity
Oonsciousness
Attention
switching
Motivation
Arousal
Familiarity
Receptivity

DIMENSION

A lot or things to attend to
Low level of concentration
Low risk of failure
Pamiliar
Conscious decision
Low degree of attention
switching
Low level of motivation
Low level of arousai
ramillar
Unreceptive to additional
infornation
Info. quality
Poor informatiun quality
Info availability No information available
Stability
Dynamic situation
Low level of workload
Workload
Spare capacity
Low capacity to monitor
external events
Distraction
Undistracted from situation
Arousal
Low level of aroual
Variability
Fcw variables
Concentration
Low level of concentration
Stability
Stable
Complexity
Complex situation
Anticipation
Attention concentrated on
present
Demand
Demanding
Info. quality
'oor quality ref'erenoea
Concentration
Attention not concentrated
on task
Info, quality
Poor i•furmation quality
Fatamiliarity
Famniliar
Division of
Divided attention
attention
Complexity
Low complexity
Info. quantity
No useful information
Spare capacity
No spare capacity
Pocuding
Unfocused attenti.on
Control
Have control
Pamillarity
Familiar
Focusing
Broad attention
complexity
C13,0ý
Low complexity
Info. quality
Poor information quality
Concentration
Low level of' concentration
Risk
High possible future risk
Info. quality
Poor informstiozn quality
Pamiliarity
Pami liar
Attentional
Low demand on attention
demand
Predictability
Unpredictable
Focusinrg
Broad attention

- Pew things to attend to
- High level of concentration
- High risk of failure
- Unfamiliar
- Instinctive decision
- High degree of attention
switching
- High level of motivation
- High level of arousal
- Unfamiliar
- Receptive to additional
information
- Good information quality
- All Information available
- Static situation
- High level of workload
- High capacity to monitor
external events
- listracted from situation
- High level of arousal
- A lot of variables
- High level of concentration
- Unstable
- Sictple situation
- Attention concentrated on
tuture
- Undemanding
- Good quality references
- Attention concentrated on
task
- Good informetion quality
- Unfemiliar
oouumed attention
- High co'cplexity
- A lot of useful Information
- A lot of spare oapcoity
- Pocused attention

-

No control
IUnfamlliar
Pocused attention
High complexity
Good info,'mation quality
High level of concentraiion
No posaible future risk
Good information quality
Unfamiliar
High demand on attention

- Pvndiutable
- Pocunsed attention

I
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2.3. CONSTRUCT RATINGS ANALYSIS
The structure of the elicited $A oonetrUCtS WAS investigated by statistical analysis
of construct/snenario ratings.
INITIAL CONSTRUCTS

2.3.1.

lfirstly, the construct/scenario ratings obtained during construct e]101tation were
subjected to Principal Components analysis with Varimax factor rotation, This analysis
revealed that 4 components accounted for 65% of the total variability in the data.
Constructs calculated as loading strongly on these 4 compuients are listed in Appendix
Tables I-IV.
The two major oomponents, contributing 30% and 21% of the variance produced
strong loadings for ir,aormational, attentional and, to a lesser extent, situational
As a method of vlsualisation, the calculated loadings on the 4 ractors were
constructs,
used to define a space which could be clustered using a single-link clustering algorithm
based on Euclidean distance.
The results are displayed in Figure 1. Guided by this
analysis, generic constructs Were selected for further evaluation using the criteria of
elicitatioi1 frequency, strength oF uomponent loading and inter-correlation clustering.
The 10 generic SA constructs selected in this way, with associated descriptions and
dimensions, are listed in Table 2.
FIOURE 1.

CORRELATION CLUSTERS

NO.

CONSTRUCT

S1.01
S9.01
S12,02
S15.02
S4.03
S6,02
89.,2
S12101
85,.0•

Attentional load
Demand
Focusing
Predictahility
Receptivity
Spare capacity
Information quality
Spare oapadity
Information availability

1
I
I
1
I
1
1
1
1

S6101

Workload

1

110,01
S3,0
S13.0
S4.02
S8.02
S8,01
S13.03

InFormation quality
Pamiliarity
Fam'liarity
Familiarity
Complexity
Stability
Complexity

I
1,2
1,2
1
1
I

S5,03
310,02
114.02
S6.03
S13.02
S13,04
815.03

Stability
Familiarity
Risk
Distraction
Focusing
Informatlon quality
Fonusing

3
1
3

,I94.03

Information qualtty

3

S7.01

Variability

I

S1,02
s4101
36.0411
812.03
.47.02
39.,3
83,03
315.01
81i103

Conouenlt'etion
Arousal
Arousal1
Control
Concentration
Conaentration
Attention awitohing
Attentional demand
Information quantity

2
2

S2.01
S,11.0
311.02
514.01,

Risk
Division of attention
Complexity
ConcentratIonil

2
2
2

S14.04

Familiarity

2

83.02
35.,1
83,04
q8.03

Consciousness
Information quality
Motivation
Antioipation

4

m Link length Inversely

COMPONENTS

I
J

2
2,3
2
2
2

4

proportional to link strength

CLUSTER LINKS$
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TABLE 2.

NO.

GENERIC SITUATIONAL AWARENESS CONSTRUCTS
GENERIC
CONSTRUCT

DIMENSION

DZSCRIPTION

RELATED
CONSTRUCTS

C0

Familiarity

Unfamiliar
V Familiar situation

Degi-ee of acquaintance
with situation
experience

S3.Cl; S4.C1
SIO.C2; S13.C0
S14.04

C2

Focusing

Focused
v Divided attention

Degree of distribution
or focusing of one's
perceptive abIlities

S3.C3; Sll.Cl
S12.02; S13.C2
S15.C3

03

Information
quantity

No v A lot of
information

Amount or knowledge
received and understood

S5.C4; Sl1.C3

04

Instability

Unstable
v S'able situation

Likeliness of situation
to change suddenly

52.01; 55.03
S8.Cl; S12.03

relevant

S14.02
C5

Concentration Low

level

v High level

of concentration

Degree to which one's

SI.C2; S6.C3

thoughts are bruught to

S7.02;

s8.03

bear on the situation

59.03;

S14.01

C6

Complexity

Simple
v Compli,- situation

Degree of complication
(number of closely
conreoted parts) of
situation

S8.C2; SII.02
S13.03

07

Variability

Few V A lot of 'tnings'
to attend to

Number of variables
which require onelz
attention

SI.C1; S7.01
$9.C1

C8

Arousal

Low level v High
level of arousal

Degree to which one
is ready for activity
(sensory excitability)

$3.04;
86.04

09

Information
qua]itý

Poor v Good quality of
information

Degree of goodnesc
value of knowledge
communi,]ated

S5.C0; S10.01
S13.04; 514.03

CI0

Spare
capacity

No v A lot of spare
capacity

Amount of mental ability
available to apply to
new variables

2.3.2.

or

$4.01

54.03; $6.C,
SI2.C1

GENERIC CONSTRUCTS

Next, th3 10 generic SA constructs and 29 scenarios were presented to 10 test aircrow
at RAE Farnborough for further scenario/oonstruct ratings.
The 29 scenarios were divided
into two arbitrary sets.
Five aircrew rated each set to give 2 independent sets of data.
The ratings obtained are summarised in Appendix Tables V and VI, together with the results
of an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)
across scenarios.
The ANOVA results indicate the
relative sensitivity
of the constructs to the differences between the scenarios.
Only
Focusing (02) tnd Information Quantity (03) failed to achieve statistical
significance
(Set I scenarios only).
Both sets of ratings were subjected to Principal Components analysis with Varimax
factor rotation.
The resultant correlation matrices are reported in Appendix Tables VIl
and VIII.
The Principal Components loadings are reported in Appendix Tables IX and X
with a suamary of the highly loaded constructs at Table 3.
Three components accounted for
79% and 71% cf the variance in the Scenario I and II sets respectively.
In both data
sets, Complexity (06), Variability (07) and Instability
(04) were strongly interiorrelated
and loaded highly on the let
Component.
Similarly, Information Quantity and
Information Quality were inter-correlated, and loaded highly on the 2nd Component in the
Set I data, along with familiarity (Cl), and loaded on the 3rd Component in the Set II
data.
Focusing (u2)
loaded highly on the 3rd Component in the Set I date, and on the 2nd
Component in the Set II
data, along with Concentration (C5) and Arousal (08).
Spare
Capacity (C01) was inter-correlated with Concentration (05) and Arousal (08),
and loaded
highly on the let Component in both data sets.
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TABLE 3.

CONSTRUCTS LOADING HIGHLY ON PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS FOR PLIGHT SCENARIOS
SCENARIO SET I
1st Component (Var:

47.89%)

Complexity

0.849

Spare capacity
Variability

-0.823
-0.819

19.75%)

Component

(Var:

0.924
0.915
-0,720

Instability

-0.650
0.607
0.571

Arousal
Concentration

2nd

Component (Var:

0.859
0.750

Focusing
Concentration

Familiarity

0.728

Arousal

20.15%)
0.859
-0.688
-0.671

3rd Componetnt (Var:

11.52%)

Focusing

36.52%)

Complexity
Variability
Spare capacity

Information quantity
Information quality
3rd Component (Var:

2,4.

Ist

0.919
0,914
-0.858

Arousal
Concentration
Instability

2nd Component (Var:

SCENARIO SET II

0.956

15,25%)

Information quantity
Information quality

0.896
0.748

CONSTRUOT STRUCTURE VALIDATION

Guided by the analysis of the two independent sets of construct/scenario ratings,
which showed similar data structures, and from an understandiny of the theory of attention
and cognition (29), on the basis of strength of component loading and inter-correlation
clusters it was postulated that f'r
purposes of simplification and theoretical consistency
the SA conitruets should be ten.: ,vely
considered as comprising 3 broad categories or

domains,

namely:

(a)

Demands on Attentional Resources

(b)

Supply of Attentiontl Resources

(Instability,
(Arousal,

Complexity,
Ccrcentration,

Variability).

Division of Attention,

Spare Capacity).
(c)

Understanding of the Situation (Information
Familiarity).

Wuantity,

Information Quality,

In order to examine the validity of this postulated structure, and to test its
applicability to othcu situations, a further study was conriucted using dcaision-making
scenarios generated for an investigation of Humnn-Eleotronic Crew Teamwork (30),

2.4.1.

VALIDATION METHOD

Descriptions of 12 scenarios Involving tactical
decision-making behaviour were
obtained from eight operational Tornado atrcrew at RAP Marham.
Six scenarios concerned
Navigator decisions and mix concerned Pilot decisions.
All the decisions in the scenarios
were made without consultation witK the second crew member.
In each Pilot/Nav decision
category, three scenarios described "High Trust" decisions and three scenarios descrle.d
"Low Trust" decisiona.
Situational awareness was not a specified scenario variable.
The
12 decision scenarios obtained in this way are described below.
PILOT DECISION SCENARIOS:
P1 EVASION: In a low level evasion scenario, the Pilot sees an: enemn
fighter in front.
Ori the basis of ability
to get a successful shot off, risk to own aircraft,
ground
threats, other air
threats, hit
probability and what the enemy will do if not killed
first,
without consultation, the Pilot decides to attempt a shot oather than to run away
(HIGH NAVIGATOR TRUST).
P2 WEATHERt When flying low-level, the Pilot sees a potential weather problem ahead.
On
the basis of visual information on weather, and on terrain and map information, without
consultation, the Pilot decides to change course right/left
to avoid weather rather Ihan
to oontinue on course (HIGH NAVIGATOR TRUST).
P3 EW; When alerted by sidetone that a missile or electronic warfare threat is lockedon, the Pilot visually detects a missile.
On the basis of the electronic visual strobe,
elootronic audio sidetone and visual information, without consultation, the Pilot
decides to break right/left
rather than to maintain course (HIGH NAVIGATOR TRUST).
P4 LOW LEVEL WEATHER ABORT: Flying at low-level with poor visibility
conditions, the Nay
considers that conditions are unfit to continue on course and queries whether it is safe
to continue.
On the basis of visibility,
cloud base height, ground height and terrain
shape, controlled airspace, safety altitude,
without consultation, the Pilot decides to
continue on course rather than to pull up (LOW NAVIGATOR TRUST).
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P5 ROUTE CHANGE IN WEATHER: Flying low-level with bad weather ahead, the Pilot makes a
late decimlot, to turn left/right towards clearer weather area rather than maintain
original course, without consulting the Nay regarding airspace restrictions (LOW
NAVIGATOR TRUST).
P6 COUNTER STARBOARD: Flying low-level, with an enemy approaching unseen on starboard
beam, on hearing a "counter-atarboard" call from a buddy aircraft, without consultation,
the Pilot decides to break port (LOW NAVIGATOR TRUST).

NAVIGATOR DECISION SCENARIOS:
NI ROUTE CHANOE: In low-level combat, with the Pilot busy flying the aircraft, on basis
of time, position, fuel and perceived threat, without consultation, the Nay calls a
route change to come right/left, to out short rather than extend route, to save rather
than extend time and fuel (HIGH PILOT TRUST).
N2 AIR THRIEATs In a combat formation of aircraft, the Nay perceives air threat in a
threatening, firing position, loosing bullets. On the basis of disposition of own and
enemy forces, position in space, perceived threat and assesament of likel, actions by
aggresscr and counter threat success, without consultation, the Nay instructs the Pilot
to weave, rather than buster (fast straight line), turn, climb, descend, drop bomb (for
retard defence), chaff or flares (HIGH PILOT TRUST).
N3 COMMAND EJECTION: With the aircraft in a dive, and the Pilot not responding to
'recover' inputs, possibly suffering target fixation, and with ejection switch set to
'both',
the Nay evaluates possibility of ground impact, lack of time, ground proximity
and aircraft attitude, and chooses to eject rather than to take no action (HIGH PILOT
TRUST).
N4 BOUNCEi When bounced on a pairs trip, the enemy fails to gain a good position and
flies away out of view.
Assuming that the bounce is over, the Nay decides not to
continue to look out for return of the enemy, and without consultation, recommends the
Pilot to return to track (LOW PILOT TRUST).
N5 WEATHER
box) under
recommends
(LOW PILOT

PENETRATION: Flying low-level in had weather, the Pilot sees a hole (letterthe weather, not observable from Nav's back-seat position.
The Nay
the Pilot to pull-up to avoid the weather rather than continuing on course
TRUST).

N6 RE-ROUTE:
After being bounced, with Time-on..Target behind schedule, the Nay
recommends the Pilot to speed up to out corners and conserve fuel rather than re-route
(LOW PILOT TRUST).
Next, the 12 decision scenarios were presented to 43 operational Tornado aircrew at
RAP Laarbruch and RAP Bruggen for SA construct rating.
Twenty four Pilots rated the 6
Pilot decision scenarios and 19 Navigators rated the 6 Navigator decision scenarios.
Ratings were obtained on a 7-point rating sontim - LOW (1) to 1IGH (7) - for the 10 generic
constructs, the 3 construct domains (Demand, Supply and Understanding) and the single
dimension of Situational Awareness.
The 14 constructs were preventei and described as
shown in Table 4.
TABLE 4. CONSTRUCTS FOR DECISION SOENARIO RATINGS
NO,
0.1
0.1.1
C.1.2
0.1.3
0.2
0.2.1
0.2.2
0).2.3
C.2.4
0.3
0.3.1
0,3.2
0.3.3
0.4

2.4.2.

CONSTRUCT
DEMANDS ON ATTENTIONAL RESOURCES
Instability of sitL :tion
Complexity of situation
Variability of situation
SUPPLf OF ATTENTIONAL RESOURCES
Arousal
Concentration of attention
Division of attention
Spare mental capacity
UNDERSTANDING OF SITUATION
Information quantity
Information quality
Familiarity
SITUATIONAL AWARENESS

DESCRIPTION

Likeliness to change suddenly
Degree of complication
Number of variablee/factorn changing
Degree of alertness; readiness for activity
Degree to which thoughts are brought to bear
Distribution/spread of focus of attention
Mental ability available for new variables
Amount of knowledgereseived and understood
Goodness or value of knowledge communicated
Degree of prior experience/knowledgu
Dearee of situational awareness involved

VALIDATION RSSULTS

The ratings obtained are summarised together with results of an ANOVA across
scenarios in Appendix Tables XI and XII.
The ANOVA resulta indicate that only
Information Quality (C3.2) failed to achieve statistical significance (Pilot Deoision
Scenarios only).
The additional postulated domain constructs - Demand (01), Supply (C2).

Understanding (03) - and Situational Awareness
the decision acenarios at the p<O0.5 level.

(04)

were all sensitive to differences in

Both Beta of ratings were subjected to Principal Components Analysis with Varimax
factor rotation.
The resultant correlation matrices are reported in Appendix Tables XIII
and XIV.
The results of the Principal Components Analysis are reported in Appendix Tables
XV end XVI, with a summary of the highly loaded conutructs at Table 5.
Four components
accounted for 739 of the variance in both data sets. Both data sets exhibited similar
structure.
Instability (Cll), Complexity (01.2) and Variability (013) were highly intercorrelated with Demand (01) and all loaded highly on the same Principal Component.
Arousal (02.1) and Concentration (C2.2) were highly inter-corralnted with Supply (02) and
to a lesser extent with Demand (Ci), and all loaded highly on the Principal Component that
accounted for the largest proportion of the variance.
Information Quantity (03,1) and
Information Quality (03.2) were highly inter-correlated with Understanding (03) and to a
lesser extent Situational Awareness (04), and all loaded highly on the same Principal
Component.
Division (02.3) and Spare Capacity (02.4) were moderately inter-correlated
with Pamiliarity (03.3) and all loaded highly on the remaining Principal Component which
accounted for the smallest proportion of the varianoce
However it should be noted that
Famillarity (03.3) correlated positively with Understanding (C3) (pOC.01)) and that Spare
Capacity (n2.4) correlated negatively with Demand (01) (picO.OOl).
The structure of the postulated construct domains showed some variation between the
data sets.
The correlations for the construct domains are shown in Tables 6 and ?. For
Navigators, Understanding (03) correlated with Supply (02), and Situational Awareness (04)
correlated with all 3 construct domains.
For Pilots only Understanding (C3) correlated
with Situational Awareness (04),
Generally, Demand (0l) positively correlated with Supply
(02), but only Understanding (03) consistently correlated with Situational Awareness (04).
TABLE 5.

CONSTRUCTS LOADING HIGHLY ON PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS FOR DECISION SCENARIO
PILOT DECISIONS

NAV DECISIONS

lot Component (Var: 22.10%)
Supply
Arousal
Concentration
Demands
2nd Component (Vart

19.69%)

Variability
complexity
Instability
Demands

18.89%)

Information quantity
Information quality
Situational awareness
Understanding
(Var:

Division
Familiarity
Spare capacity

2nd Component

24.48%)
-0,894
-0.878
-0.845
-0.591

(Var:18.77%)

Information quantity
Understanding
Information quality
Situational awareness
3rd Component (Var:

-0.899
-0,795
-0.778
-0.658

12,61%)

(Vart

Arousal
Concentration
Supply
Demands

0,830
0.807
0.774
0.496

3rd Component (Vart

4th Comp nent

lot omo

0.826
0.825
0.809
0,686

16.27%)

Variability
Complexity
Instability
Demands

0.885
0.874
0.508
0,484

4th Component (Var:

-0.820
-0.696
-0.635

-0.838
-0.833
-0.815
-0.501

Familiarity
Spare capacity
Division

13.34%)
-0.838
-0.695
-0.651

TABLE 6. CORRELATION MATRIX OP DOMAIN CONSTRUCTS FOR PILOT DECISION SCENARIOS
NO,

CONSTRUCT

Ci

02

03

Ol
02
03
04

Attentional Demand
Attentional Supply
Understanding
Situational Awareness

i.C)O0
0.6o1
0.084
0.041

1.000
0.139
0.078

1,0C

o,417

c4

1.000
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TABLE 7.

CORRELATION MATRIX OF DOMAIN CONSTRUCTS YOR NAVIGATOR DECISION SCENARIOS
NO.

CONSTRUCT

C1

Attentional Demand

02 I Attentional Supply
UnderstandingAwareness
03 04 Situational

3.

C2

Cl

03

04

1.000
0.55

1,000

11000
0.532
1,000
0.489
0.133
0.9 1.64

DISCUSSION

Knowledge elicitation procedures indicate that three domains oharaoterise airorew
situational awareness, namely Attentional Demands, Attentional Supply and Understanding,
The study provides 10 airorew constructs within these domains offering a deeper level of
apeoiicity.
Quantification of these three construct domains is probably necessary and
eufficient for a comprehensive measurement of SA. Uni-dimensional subjective estimation
A Situational Awareness Rating Technique
of SA offers little, if any, diagnostic power.

(SART)

can he proposed with alternative three-dimensional (3-D) and ten-dimensional (10-D)

forms providing increasing specificity and diagnostic power.
The most appropriate tool
for a given application will depend on the degree of' intrusiveness permitted by the
measured task.

For highly dynamic real-time applications,

such as flight simulation and flight

trials, a relatively un-intrusive approach may be needed to minimise interference with the
measured task.
In such circumstances, the 3-D BART will be the more appropriate form,
presented at intervals as a continuous or 7-point rating scale, or, with reduced visual
and manual interference, as requiring a verbal report, such as LOW (l), MEDIUM (2) or HIGH
(3) ratings, as in SWAT workload measurement (sI). As an alternative to direct subjective
estimation, conjoint soaling procedures or more simply, ipsative pair-wise comparisons
could be used to calculate a uni-dimensional SA representation from the 3-D SART data.
The 10-D SART will be a useful adjunct when a higher degree of specificity and diagnostic
power is needed for projective and post hoc measurement of non-real time applications.
Whereas the 3-D SART probably offers the simplest multi-dimensional representation of
SA - a I-D or 2-D SART would be inadequate *- the necessity and sufficiency of the 10-D
SART is governed by the requirements for specificity and diagnostic power.
Pewer
constructs would-shorten the form and make it speedier to implement,
Some semantically
dissimilar constructs within domains are highly correlated in all data sets and appear to
be redundant, namelyt Complexity, Variability and Instabilityl Information Quantlity arid
Information Qualityl A.,ousal and Concentration.
However, contraction across these
constructs would reduce diagnostic power in situations and tasks where they are
dissociated.
On the other hand, alternative or additional domain constructs may improve
diagnostic power for a particular appliottion.
Additional Understanding constructs could
be particularly useful airnes, for decision-making scenarios at least, Undevstanding
correlates highly with Sitiational Awareness,
However, some caution should be exercised
since arbitrary additions raise validity issue.j.
The 10-D SART Is valuable because it is derived directly from aircrew constructs and
this gives it validity as an alrorew tool,
Some constructs are not always highly
correlated within domains such as Concentration with Division of Attention, and
Familiarity with Information Quantity.
This is a good reason for their inclusion.
Indeed, the decision scenario data suggest that one feature of the 3-D SART is that
ratings of Supply may not be influerced by consideration of Division of Attention.
Division, focusing, distribution and rate of switching of' attention ers important
constructe that oharacterlse the structure of attention or the attentional style.
Dissimilar constructs and orthogonal dimensions are the source of diagnostic power.
Differences were found between the structure of the Pilots and Navigators 3-D SART
data.
These differences could be due to variations in content between the nwo sets of
decision scenarios.
However, this finding also raises the possibility that BART may be
sensitive to differences in role playing and attentional/cognitive style (32).
The
relationship between self-awareness and situational awareness is probably important if'
both draw upon and compete for common resources.
Demands on resources arising from self
awareness may reduce the supply of resources for situational
awareness, and vice versa.
In lire-threatening situations, situational awareness is probably affected by individual
differences in psychological defence mechanisms, coping strategies
and emotional/affective
style (33,34).
People who are terrified
may not notice what is going on around them.
Further work is needed to demonstrate the applicability
of SART to the measurement of'
situational awareness in real tasks.
So far,
the development of SART has been based on
imaginary, though familiar, scenarios.
Refinement of the SART scales through
clarification
of ambiguous working, standsrdluation of briefing, presentation procedures,
data analysis and interpretation should be based on real task applications.
Real task
assessments are also needed to Investigate the relationship between SA and task
performancs, and to check the primary assumption that situational
awareness is important
for decision-making.
Experimental work is also needed to investigate the role of implicit
and explicit knowledge in decision-making and to establish and improve the sensitivity
of
SART to knowledge variables.

1-]I

Finally, it may be useful to use the SA paradigm and SART constructs to draw together
Situational Awareness and
some of the major implications for crew-systems integration.
decision-making can be enhanced by systems design, ci through the Electronic Crewmember,
in three broad ways:
1, Control Demands on Attentional Resources This can be achieved by automation of
unwanted workload, by fusing data and by reducing uncertainty.
rove the
f Attentiunal luppjy
esmourcee This can be achieved in several ways: a)
cue ng tasks to obtain the optimum attention-allocation strategy in
rioFMtiing
accordanoe with mission goals and objectives
b) By organising the structure of tasks to
exploit the available resource modalities; ca By maintaining pilot involvement and
activity at the optimum level for resource availability,
2.

By

rove Underetanding Methods for improving understanding by design include: a) By
3.
the
r
a on or information in cognitively compatible forms (3-D voice and pictorial
multi-modal displays); b) By making accessible and sharing a wider knowledge base
through knowledge oommunication/dialogue techniques such as interrogation, explanation
and oritiquingi c) By extension nf the pilot's relevant experience by simulation
training through mission planning and preview facilities,
4.

CONCLUSIONS

Knowledge elicitation procedures can be used to identify aircrew constructs for
structural awareness.
Aircrew constructs provide a multi-dimensional oharaoterisation of
situational awareness consistent with the theory of attention and cognition. Rating
acales for the subjective estimation of situational awareness can be derived from these
ocnostruots that are sensitive to differences in a variety of flight and tactical decisionmaking scenarios.
The simplest representation of situational awareness comprises three
dimensions or domains corresponding to constructs for situational demands on attentional
resources, for the supply of attentional resources in response to situational demands, and
for the understanding of the situation.
Further research is needed with real tasks to
investigate the diagnostic power of subjective estimation of situational awareness, and to
refine the technique as a tool for airorew systems design.
5.
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APPENDIX

TABLE I.

LOADINGS ON IST PRINCIPAL
COMPONENT (VARIANCE: 29.77%)

TABLE II.

CONSTRUCT

LOADING

SI0.01
S6,02
S12.01
S4.o3

Information quality
Spare oapaocty
Spare
capacity
Receptivity

-0.907
-0.891
-0.87
-0.870

S9.03
Si.02
52.01
S14.01

-0.812

815.01

S9.01
86.C1
89,02
M7,CI
513.01
S3.01
S12.02
S8.01
S1.01
58.02
S1O.02

Demand
Workload
Information quality
Variability
Pamiliarity
lamiliarity
FOculing
Stability
Attentional load
complexity

Familiarity

;
94
+0,783
-0.783
+0.743
+0.728
+0.727
+0:,00
a
+0,688
-0.669
-0,643
+D.5__

SII.03
S11.02
S4.01
S14.04
S12.03
S7.02
86.04
13.C1
511.01
S3.C0

£13.04
S15.C2

Intormation quality
Predictability

-0.544
-0.539

Information availability

S4.02

Concentration
Concentration
Risk
Concentration

+0.874
+0 o.53
+0.743
+0.T16

Inforation quantity
Complexity
Arousal
Pamiliarity
Control
Ooncentration
Arousal
Pamiliarity
Division of attention
Pamillarity

-0.676
+0.643
+0.643
+0.641
+0.615
+0,596
+0,574
+0.574
-0.570
+0.501

Attentional demand

LOADINGS ON 3RD PRINCIPAL
COMPONENT (VARIANCEi 8.49%)

TABLE IV.

LOADINGS ON 4TH PRINCIPAL
COMPONENT (VARIANCEi 6,16%)

NO.

CONSTRUCT

LOADING

NO.

CONSTRUCT

S14.03
S7,02
S25.03
85.03
S14.02

Information quality
Concentration
Focusing
Stability

-0.821
-0,556
-0,547
+0.534
+0.515

S3.02
83.04
013,03
S8.03

Consoliouanea5
Motivation
Complexity
Anticipation

TABLE V.

+0.6 2

+0,558

Familiarity

TABLE i11.

LOADING

CONSTRUOC

NO.

NO.

S5.02

LOADINGS ON 2ND PRINCIPAL
COMPONENT (VARIANCE: 20.75%)

Risk

SUMMAH1
OF RATING MEANS (N - 5)

LOADING
0.689
0.578
-0,554
-0.502
.....

AND ANOVA's VOR fIETI PLIGHT SCENARIOS
CONSTRUCTS

FLIGHT
SCENARIO
01
P1.1
F1.3
F1.5
P1.7
P1.9
V1.11
FI.13
P1.15
P1.17
P2.1
P2.3
T2.5
F2.7
F2.9
P2.11

1.2
2.6
4.6
6.8
6.6
3.6
3.2
4.0
4.2
6.6
4.4
6.4
5.8
6.6
4.6

03

O
04

05

.078..1
06

07

3.6
5.8
3.6
4.2
5.0
3.6

4.0
3.8
3.2
4.8
5,3
2.9
5.0
4.2
4.6
6.2
5.0
4.8
4.8
5.4
4.8

2.0
2.4
5.2
6.4
6.8
2.8
2.0
2.4
P.6
6.6
1.0
5.0
2.8
5.4
3.4

7.0
6.4
1.2
3.0
3.2
2.5
6.2
5.6
6.4
3.6
7.0
4.4
.8
4
5.4

6.0
5.2
2.8
2.2
1.4
2.4
3.6
4.8
6.0
2.6
7.0
3.0
4.4
3.2
3.6

02

.4
4.4
4.0
4.2
4.9
3.8
.6

4.4

08

09

010

6,6
5,6
2.8
2.2
0.7
2.8
3.4
4.8
5.8
3.0
5.8
4.2
4.6
3,4
4.8

6.4
5.4
3.4
2.4
3.0
2.4
6.6
4.8
5.8
3.2
7.0
3.4
5.4
3,8
j.2

2.4
2.4
3.8
6.2
4.3
1.2
5.0
5.2
4.2
6.6
4.4
5.4
4.2
6.2
3.6

1,8
4.0
4.8
6.2
4.8
5.0
3.6
3.0
2.8
6.4
2.8
4.8
4.0
5.2
3.6

MEAN

4.74

4.31

4.58

3.79

4.98

3.8v

4.04

4.54

4.34

4.J8

F RATIO

8.22

0.619

1.753

11.16

7.00

7.02

6.97

6.59

10.91

3.34

PROB.

0.001

NS

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

NS

0.001

0.001

0.01
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TABLE VI.

SUMMARY OF RATING MEANS

(N - 5) AND ANUVA's FOR SET II

WOLTRT SOENARTOS

CONETRUCTS
PLIGHT
SCENARIO

01

02

C3

04

05

06

C7

P1.2
P1,4
11.6
11.8
P1.10
P1.12
P1.14
P1.16

4.2
5.8
4.4
7.0
3.4
2.6
4.6
5.0

4.4
4.4
3.8
4,4
2.4
2.0
3.6
2.6

2.6
4.2
2.4
5.5
6.2
5.0
3.9
5.0

2.0
5.J
1.2
6.a
3.4
2.0
3.5
3.2

6.4
3.0
6.8
2.4
s.8
6.8
4.6
5.8

4.2
2.4
5.2
2,8
.
.4
3.2
2.8

12.2
F2.4
F2.6
F2.8

5.6
4.o
4.8
5.0

2.8
3.2
6.0
4.6

3.6
4.6
.6
.O

3.6
2.6
6.8
2.0

6.0
6.6
1.4
6.6

5.2

3.2

5.0

4.0

MEAN

4.62

3.75

4.38

1 RATIO

2.02

1.97

PROS.

0.05

0.05

P1.18

"12.10

TAULE VII.
NO.
01
02
01
a
05
06
C7
08
0(9
010

01
02
o•
a
05
06
07
08
09
010

5.2

09

010

3.6
2.6
3.6
2.7

6.0
2.2
6.6
2,

4.2
2.8

6.2
4.8
5.4

3.4
5.4
2.6
5.6
.6
4.2
3.9
5.6

4.0
5.6
2.4
6.8
3.2
1.8
3.4
3.6

3.0
4.8
1.2
6.2

3.0
4.4
1.2
5.8

6.2
5.4
1.2
6.0

6.2
3.6
5.6
3.8

N
2.8
6.4
3.0

5.8

5.4

4.8

5.4

3.8

3.4

3.48

5.17

3.99

3.88

4.81

4.28

3.88

2.38

7.57

11.72

5.56

4.42

13.41

4.41

7.62

0.05

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

5.0

2.4

4.4

Familiarity
Foousing
Into. qualitl4y
Inotability
Conoentration
Coomplexity
Variability
Arousal
Info. quality
Spar. owapsitY

01

02

03

4,4

0.001

OORRELATION MATRIX OP OONSTRUOTS

CONSTRUOT

TABLE VIII.
NO.

3.2

08

5.0

5.4

4.2

1.6

0.001

a

OR SET I PLIGHT SCENARIOS
04

05

06

I7

08

09

010

1,000
-0.039
1.000
0.4139 0.002 1.000
0.4J8 -0.207
0.115 1,000
-0.488
0'211 -0.072 -0.793
1,000
-0,373
0.320 -0,088 -0.727
0,766 1.ooo
-0.313
0.355 -0.026 -0,657
0.728 0.811
1.000
-0.402
0.227 0.024 -0,805
0,846 0.757 0.680 1.000
0.583 -0.182
0.442
0.456 -0.379 -0.394 -0.475 -0.307 1.000
0.397 -0.176
0.151 0,674 -0,744 -0.683 -0.765 -0.711 0.472 1.000

CORRELATION MATRIX OP OONSTRUUTS FOR SET I1 FLIUHT SCENARIOS

OONSTRUCT

0l

02

13

04

05

06

07

08

09

010

Familiarity
1,000
Focusing
0,061
1.000
Info, quantity 0.077 -0.106 1.000
Instability
0.253 0.136 0.076 1.000
Concentration -0.203 -0.374 -0.027 -0,652
1.000
Complexity
-0.206
0,109 0.161 -0.558
0,560 1.000
Variability
-0.297
0.055 0.210 -0.488
0.478 0.808 1.000
Arousal
-0.085 -0.337
0.048 -0.698
0.817 0.527 0.525 1.000
Info. quality
0.161
0.046 0.421 0.417 -0,268 -0.356 -0,328 -0.213 1.000
Spare oapaoity 0.304
0.114 -0.057
0.615 -0,647 -0.558 -0,5pi -o.651 0.322 1.000
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TABLE IX.

LOADTNO0S
O CONSTRUOTS ON PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS FOR SET I FLIGHT SCENARIOS
PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS

NO.

CONSTRUCT
VAR,

Familiarity

O1
02
0N
05
06
ON
09
010

TABLE X.

2nd

3rd

VAR; 19.75%

VARi 11.52%

lst
47.89%

Focusing
Information quantity
Instability
I
Concentration
complexity
0
Aeroulal

-0.398
0.14;
0.08
-0.858
0914
0,849
o0.819
0.919

0.728
-0.016
0.85
0.201
.0.145
-0.123
-0.113
-0.026

Information quality

0.143
-0. 23

0.750
-0.225

~rabitzz•

Spare capacity

0.122
0.956
-0.002
-o.o47
0.037
0.245
0.033 ý
-0.197
-0.077

LOADINGS OF CONSTRUCTS ON PRINCIPAL OOMPONENTS FOR SET 11 FLIGHT SCENARIOS
PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS

NO.

CONSTRUCT

lot

2nd

VARi 36.52%
01
02
a
05
06
07
U6
09
010

VARi

-0.335
0.202
0.200
-U 0S
0.571
0.924
0.915
0.607
-0,365
-0.720

pamill.avity
Poousing
un
n
Inatabill~y
Concentration
coamn
laxity
Variability
Arousal
Information quality
Spare capacity

3rd

20.15%

0.142
0.859
-0.0p6
o.4~4
..0.618
0.002
-0.002
-0.611
0,046
0,376

'TAHLH XI. SUMMARY OF CONSTRUCT RATING MEANS (N - 24)

VARI

15.25%

0.214
-0.086
0.896
0,283
-0,113
0.011
0.063
-0.0115
0.148
0.103

& ANOVAs ?OR PILOT DECISION SOPNAIIIOS

I)FOISION SCENARIO
NO,

QONST'RUOT

0.1
0.1.1
0.1.2
(1.1.3
0.2
C.2.1
0.2.2
0.2:
0..4
0.3
0.3.1
0.3.2
0

Attentional demand
Instability
complexity
Variability
Attentional supply
Arousal
Concentration
Division
D
Spare capacity
Understanding
Information quantity
Information quality
Familiarity
Situation awarenese

P1

5.62
5.50

P2

4.15
4.21
3.71
5.:1' .
5,60 4.66
4,83
6,42
6.21 4,79
3.96 4.71
3.83 5.04
U 17 5.45
',79
.00
4.25 A.79
4.50 5.58
5.50 5.08

P3

6.03
5.50
5.17
5.33
5.75
6.46
6.29
3.54
3.13
5.00
4.75
4.71
3.67
5.46

P4

5.24
5.00
4.83
5.041
4.94
5.25
5.17
3.92
.13
4.89
4,67
4.33
5.21
5.26

P5

P6

4.13
4.33
9
US
4.70
4.71
4.71
4.Ou
4.75
4.72
4.5
4. 2

5.47
5.79
5.13
5.46
5.38
6.08
5.58
3.96
3.6

.?l

.83
'.50
'.3
4.83
1
4.61

PHOBI
F
MEAN VAbLUE

5.11
5.05
4.72
5.00
5.17
5.62
546
4.01
4.o9
4.92
4,60
450
4.86
5,10

16,60
6.40
11.36
11.17
6,52
22.90
16.97
2.88
1o.19
3.37
3.17
u.79
10,14
2.42

0.001
0.001
0.001
O.00l
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.05
0.0ol
001
0.05
NB
0.001
0.05
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TABLE XII.

SUMMARY OF CONSTRUCT RATING MEANS (N" 19)

CONSTRUCT

NO.

Spare oapaity

Underetanding
Intormation quanity
Information
Familiarity quality
Sitilational awareness

TABLE XIII.
01

DECISION SCENARIO
-T---N
Ni
N2
N3N
N14
N5

14.64 5.71 5.64 4.29
4.79 5.63 '4.42 5.63
4.32 5.32 4.79 4.37
4:.79 5.68 4.84 5.11
4.74 5.56 5.68 4.21
1,26 6.26 6.11 4,95
.8
6.32 6.26 •4.7
'4.42 3.16 2.63 14.5
'4.37 3.47 2.47 4.58
5.T7 5.59 5.0 4.28
68 3.814
I .32
5.17 4
5.21
5.32 3.18
4.74 3.74
96314.42
Z.11
CT7 15,63 5,: 4 4.00

Attentlonal demand
Instabillity
Oomplexity
Variability
Attentlonal supply
Arousal
Conoentration
Divi ton

C.1
0.1.1
0.1.2
0.1.3
0.2
0.2.1
0.2,2
0..21
0,2,1
0.3
0.3.1
0.3.2
a.,
.4

NO.

--

& ANOVAs FOR NAV DECISION SCENARIOS

N6

5.00
4.50
3.26
4.00
5.21
5.47
5.42
3.89
4.58
5.06
4.32
4.68
5.11
4,95

4.57
3.89
3.32
4.47
4.66
5.0
4.7
4.58
4.79
5.62
5.05
5.11
5.26
5.00

MEAN

F
VALUE

PROB

4.97
4.81
4.23
4.81
5.04
5.52
5.15
3.88
3.99
5.27
4.78
4.80
4.85
5.19

3.01
3.01
5.47
2.81
4.26
3 .78
6.96
14
8.92
4.29
3.98
3.64
5.50
4.99

0.05
0.05
0.001
0.05
0.01
0,01
0.001
0.001
0.001
0,01
0.01
0.01
0.001
0.001

CORRELATION MATRIX OF CONSTRUCTS FOR PILOT DECISION SCENARIOS
01.1

01.2

01.3

0P

02.1

02.2

02.3

02.4

03

03.1

03.2

03.3

04

01
1.000
01.1
.506 1.000
01.2
,65
.561 1,000
01.3
1661
.619
.871 1,000
02
.601 :346 .430
.14521,000
02.1
.698
'421 .47
.418
.687 1.000
02.2 ,65
.400
.485
.1498
,593
.770 1.000
02: .- 21
-o0 -.077 -. o•: -o6 -.055 -. 012 1.000
0.ý -,612 -:359 -.546 -,4
-,0
-. 399 -. 383 .444 1.0oo
01
,nA4 -.16i -.180 -.126 .139 .062 .101
.154 .232 1,000
03.1 -.124 -.147 -,260 -.197 -,058 -.084 -. 091 .134
.442
.607 1.00O
2 -. 173 -. 13 -. 284 -,269 -. 096 -. 152 -. 191
.178
.3Wj .426
,638 1,000
03.3 -,315 -. 182 -,237 -.222 -,012 -,212 -.146 .283 .4811 ,422
:181
.229 1.000
.041
.010 -. 022 .010
.078
.123
.139
.140
.272
.1417 .595
.461
.227 1.000
(R
TABLE XIV.
NO.

01

0.21
0
p-t4.051 R - 0.27 p-O,Ol

R - 0.34 p-cO.0O1)

CORRELATION MATRIX OF CONSTRUCTS FOR NAVIGATOR DECISION SCENARIOS
01.1

01.2

01.3

02

02.1

02.2

02.3

02.4

03

03.1

03.2

03.3

01
1.000
01.1
.260 1.000
01.2 .541
,333 1.000
01.3 ,3614
.281
.718 1.000
0a
.532
.078 .191
.223 1.000
02.1
.507
.090
.256 .190
.796 1.000
02.2 .56
.068
.30P
.166
.739
.862 1.000
02
-.291 .028 -.207 -.16 -101 -. 119 -. 200 1,000
02N1 -.1419 -.182 -.3145-.2144-.190 -.207 -.282 .513 1.000
03
1133 .120
.134
.145
.489 .358
.325
o069 .143 1.000
03.1 .2143
.137
.251 .151
137 .281
.361 .094 .083
.723 1.000
03.2 .2032 078
073,
051
.61 .3Z' .333 .0o5
.08 .682
,634 1.000
03.3
03 -123
.04,9 .227
.0
.
-. 005 .31
.394
.313
.225
.167 1.OO0
S
02
2.
6 .6149 .585 .566 .00O9O.0)
-.108 .5
.537038

,7.4
6i-,'
.2

'

Al

(R - 0.23 p-40O5j R - 0.30 pwO,Clj H - 0.38 p40.-001)

,

04

.54u .2o9 1.oo00

3-.7

TAB3LE XV.

LOADINGS OF CONSTRUCTS ON PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS FOR PILOT DECISION SCENARIOS
PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS

NO.

CONSTRUCT

2nd

let

VAR:

22.10%

VAR:

4th

3vd

19.69%

VAR:

18.69%

VARl: 12.61%

0.1
0.1.1
0.1.2

Attentional demands
Instability
Complexity

0,666
0,217
0.354

0,496
0.774
0.807

-0.019
0.036
0,153

0.1.3

Variability

0.361

0,830

0.100

0.049

0.2
0.2.1

Attentional supply
Arousal

01826
0.825

0.178
0.299

0.002
0.000

-0.017
0.101

0.323
0.030
0.104

C.2.2

Conoentration

0.809

0.295

0.2.3
0.2,4
0.3
0.3.1

Division
Spare oapaolty
Understanding
Irf'cmatlon quantity

-0.098
-0.346
0.346
-0.063

0.138
-0.350
-0.297
-0.120

-0.077
-0.316
-0.658
-0,896

-0.820
-0,635
-0.211
-0.068

0.3.2

Information quality

-0.183

-0.093

-0.795

-0.073

C.3.3
0.4

Familiarity
Situation aWarsenus

0.071
0.102

-0.313
0.i06

-0,176
-0,778

-0,696
-0.1 7

TABLE XVI.

LOADINGS OF OONSTRUCT8 nN PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS

0.017

FOR NAVIGATOR

0,029

DECISION SCENARIOS

PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS
NO.

CONSTRUCT

list

VARi
0.1
0.1,1
0.1,2

Attmntional demands
Instability
Complexity

0.1,3

Variability

0.2
0.2.1
0.2.2
0.2,3
0.2,4
0.3
0.3.1
C.3.2

Attentlonal supply
Arousal
Conoentration
Division
Spare oapacity
Undserstandind
Information quan:tity

2J1,48%

-0.591
0.179
.0,186
-0.114

2nd

VARt 18,77%

16.27% VAR:

13.34%

0o1.84
0.508
0,871

0.285
0.293
0,090

0.000

0.88F

-0.114

-0.8115
-0.894
-0.878
0.188
0,263
-0,256

-0.289
-0.157
-0.167
-0.155
-0.160
-0.833

-0.184

-0.838

Infor:mation quality

-0.278

-0.815

Famiiarity

-0.080

-0.120

C.4

Aituation awareness

-0,652

-0.501

Controller HMSO London 1989.

VAR:

lth

-0.092
-0.320
-0.079

r,3.3

Copyright (0)

3rPd

0.085
0.097
0.118
-0,158
-0.327
0.053
0,1114

-0.059
.0196

0.097

0.002
0.024
0,122
-0.651
-0,695
-0.181
-0,092
-0.036
-0,838

-0,113
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Arnis romgAcrospicc MeŽdicaI Rcnecrcb I,norvatry
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Humilton & Asociatem, Inc.
200)1 •FIumlnjo Rd, Suite 204
L.enVaex, Nevuda NOlIl1
United Sttas
SUMMARY
Pilot situation awareness Isnot a well-understood concept, Most attempts at understanding
situation awareness have relied almost exclusively on subjective reports, and have not led to a clear
understanding of the concept. The present work represents a performance-based approach to assessing
situation awareness, whire the relationship between pilo-reported situatiorl
awareness and tactical
task performance is Investigated. Aspects of a high-realism air combat simulation were analysed In
taims of a priori hypotheses regarding performance of a tactical task (firepoint selection), Its
relation to ptlot-roported situation awareness, end its relation with mission outcome. Results showed
that pilot-reported situation awareness by itself was not e reliable Indicator of pilot performance
(based on mission outcome).
Further, pilot performance by Itself was not systematically related to
fire point selection. DOly whan the sinultaiiuus uperation of pilot performance, fire point
selection, and pilot-reported situation Awareness are considered doesa systematic relationship
emarg.o The highest mission performance scores were associated with kit a FPS within a preferred
lone ( 10-20%1
RMAX2)
la high pilot-reported SA ratings, Lower performance scores were observed as
Pilots ' PS diverged from the preferred FPS area and reported lower SA scorei.
The drop-off in
mission performance is more severe when pilots launched their weapons inside the 80-10s RMAX2
Area
relative to launching outside this preferred area, These findIngs are Interpreted in terms of fire
point selection as one potential measure of merit for tactical situation awareness,

INTRODUCTION
To date, pilot situation awareness (SA) his been an amorphous concept whose Interactions and
influence on pilot task performance Is largely undefined. One approach to lunding structure to
defining SAmeasures Is to determine the information elements the pilot uses to develop an adequata
"state of knowing" relative to specific tactical tasks, and to determine measures for pilot "states of
doing" that optimize overall mission performance. Current studies have focused on th' tognitive
models, paradigms, and mental states nf the pilot as he proceeds through a mission,
At bagt, these
studies loosely define pilot SA level as s stand alone value based on recall or worlih,,d. None of the
studies relate SA level with pilot performance In measurable terms. Given that a "uttv of K owing"
and proper task execution based on that knowledge state are eusential elements for successful mission
performance, measures of merit for situation awAreanss must include both subjective ,nd objective task
performance measures to adequately aisses
SA.
The purpose of this paper is to report the developmnnt of measures of motrit for pilot situation
awareness by defining measurable relationships between the tactical pilot's reported "state of
knowing" and his "state of doing" for specific air combat tasks, This relationship Is reflected In
tie P10l1t'1
overall Perforlmance based on mission goals. The methodology presented here reflects An
embedded task technique for determining situation awareness. Variations in some knowledge state
(i.e., situation awareness) are Inferred from variations in a measured objective perfornance (l.a., a
tactical air combat task).
In order to support the analysis of a knowledge state/performance relutionship, a data base for a
representative air combat sImulation was selected which contained task-based data, mission outcome
data, and subjective SA date. This simulatlon was the Advanced Medium-Range Air-to-Air Missile
Operational Utility Evaluation test (AMRAAM OUE) test conducted in 1961-82. Specific hypotheses were
formed relative to five critical tactical air combat task areas. These five tactical task areas were
identified based upon the results of a previous determination of critical tactical tasks. These tasks
were I) fire point selection (FPS), which is that relative spatial position where the pilot decides to
fire his weapons (air-to-air mtssile)1 2) weapons envelope management, which is energy maneuverability
end
P4specific .acass energy) in relationship to achieving weapons launch parameterst I) target sort
and selection. which ia the Identification and prioritiustion of targets based primarily on
information from onboard sensorsl 4) defnsive/counter-offensive maneuver, which is the pilot response
to threat actions or attacki and 5) mutual support of formations, which Is the complex relationship
among flight elements to provide synergistic enhancement of offensive firepower and survivability,
This paper presents results from the fire point selection analysis only. The core of these results
Involve a descriptlon of the complex relationships that ware found between mission outcome, salfreported pilot situation awareness level, and fire point selection.
A number of relationships were predicted in the analysis of thu relationships among IA, FPS, and
mission performance. First, it wa6 hypothasized that pilot SA level would be posItivela
correlated
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with mission performance, Second, It was predicted that mission performance levels would be
influenced by fire point selection within the missile launch envelope, Third, it was expected that
the most accurate predictions of good and poor mission performance would be obtained through
consideration of tie joint operation of fire point selection and pilot SA level.
METHOD

Subjects
Sixteen ticticai piloL5 porLicipated in the original AMRAAM
Operdtional Utility Lvaluation
simulation. Eight pilots were experienced F-15 pilots and eight were experienced F-16 pilots,
Measures
.q~IPat ro
Index, The only mission nutcome datecalculated during the original AMRAAM
test
were
.eiEon
Fcoi•e-ForT
overall flight, In order to evaluate relationships between individual
pilot task performance and pilot SA levels, an index more sensitive to Individual performance was
developed and used. Mistion outcome was measured by the Pilot Perfomance Indenx (P1), which was a
weighted score haoed on the ratio of the number of adversary aircraft "killed" to the number of
friendly losses. The PPI values ranged from -443 to 1196. Values loes than zero were classified as
poor mission performance, while values ranging from 04-99 were considered as average performance, and
values greater then 299 were classified as good mission performance,
RIportad SA nmeasur.The pilot-reported SA date consisted of subjective ratings collected at the
tinme-ai14
i emua
and were obtained from three sources, After each trial, the pilot rated his
own SA level,the flight lead rated the overall flight SA livel, and a trained observer (a qualified
tactical pilot) elso rated the overall flight SA level. These ratinigs
ware based on planned tactics,
executed tactics, an assessment of the flight's response to tactical situations, and the participants'
awarenses
of on-golnj tactical events, independent of the final engagement outcome, A fourth SA
ratIn0 was derived, which was the average of Individual pilot SA ratings for eauch flight,
fýJ•n E •fa
Selection, Task-based data collected o~n fire point selection included actual missile
launcflhuange, no eucape range, aspect at launch, and 0,inimum and maximum range data for all AMRAAM
launches,
f25 The
values used In the present analyse% were enpressed as a percentage of RMAX2,which
was calculated by dividing the actual launch range by the no escape range (no escape range may be
conceptualized here as the minimum range at which a tdrget could execute a successful evasive maneuver
to defeat a missile), The percentage of RMAX2
values used in this study weru npproximately equivalent
to no escape range for the AMRAAM,
A total of 48 trials (24 F-I and 24 r-18) were used in the analyh s,
RESULTS ANDDISCUSSION
Three relationships were investigated using self-reported SA and Pilot Performance Index data,
First, the extent of the relationship between pilot-reportei SA and Pilot Performance Index wao
enamined to evaluate mission performance sensitivity to sulf-reported SA level, Second, the Fire
Point Selection and Pilot Performance Index relationship was evaluated to establish mission
performance sensitivity to specific task execution, which, in thiscase, was FPS, Third, mission
performance was evaluatud as a joint function of FPS and pilot-reported SA.
Reportd 6AInd iinIrfln
!,: Correlations were computed to determine the relatlonship
betweenilY-raporter
lA levels and mT slon performance (PPI).
The pilot-reported SArelationship
with PP2 was moderate (r • ,55 for P-IS trials; r - .60 for F.16 trials), The observer-reported SA
relationship with the flight composite PPI (overall flight performance) was also quite strong (r - ,63
for F-15 trialsi r • .85for F-16 trials). The relationship between pilot-reported SA and individual
pilot PPI wac eoamined more closely by categorizing pilot-reported SA and PPI into tthrne categories:
good, average, and poor. The distribution of SA ratings as a function of PPI Is presented in Table I.
Based on thesi data, three observetions may he made, First, those pilots who rated their SA as poor
iliahad low PPI scores, reflecting poor performance. Second, those pilot': rated their SAas average
Table I, The distribution of SA ratings as a function of PPI,
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had average PPI scores. Third, and most importantly, for those pilots who rated their SA as good, a
subset hod superior PPI scores, while aoother nubset had average or low PP2 scores.
It appears that
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subjectively-reported $A m6Ynot he an accurate predictor of good mission performance. Good SA, as rated
by the pilot, appears to be , necessary but not sufficient contributor to good pilut performance.
FPS and mission pfrmance. Three missile firing regions were idencined; 1) a preferred region
-pji s unched missiles (80-100% RMAX2for the nose and front quarter aspects, and
wiore mo"oTT
oeglon
where most of the remaining pilots launched
60-70% RMAX2
for the beam aspect); 2) secondary
s
(100-130% RMAX2); and 3) a transition region. Note that the term "preferred" used here refers to
observed pilot FPS and does not necessarily imply an opLimum FPS. The highest PPI scores were in the
preferred region for the nose and front quarte- aspects. For the )eam aspect, which Is P,.Ilcative of
later stages of an air combat engagement where the participants arr closer in range, the highest PPI
scores were in both the transition and preferred regions. Average mission performance scores were
found in the secondary FP1 region. It Is of significant interest that the poorest scores were found in
tie preferred region, indicating that FPS, by itself, Is not an indicator of iood mission performance,
To obtain information concerning the overall distribution of scores by FP1 area, individual PPI scores
were summed for all trials and plotted as a funntioe vf FPS, These data are shown In Figure 1. which
region, Mission performance values
shown that mission performance is highest within the 80-100% RMAX2
aria) relative to FPS values beyond
are lower at closer FPS values (e.g., inside the 80-1001 RMAX2
this preferred area.

neonO
(Normalized for
25 Gas)
5480

P
P

40

mc
3220

"/i

41

aleSO

a1.i00

lelilae

Ito

FPS

Figure 1. Mission performance (PPi) as a function of fire point selection area.
A numoer ,f stAtements summarize the FPS-performance relationship. First, launching within the
Second, launching
80-100% RMAX2
area may lead to high mission performance, but does not guarantee It.
within the secondary FPS region red-.. r, the opportunity to achieve high mission performance. but
increases survivvbility. TVlrd, launching outside the preferred and secondary FPS regions loads to
poor mission #erfornance.
that the most uccurt', predictions of
s
. It was eKperted
SAj and mission
through consideration of the joint operation of
perfnrsasca u-uldT-bie5tained
poor-'mi-ssion
good FPS
and Reported
fire point selection and riat-reported SA level. The relationships among PPI, FPS, and pilotreported SAare presented in three-dimensional space in Figure 2. Each set of points represents one
participating pilot's FPS values averaged over aspect geometry. Data points represented by cubes are
those pilots who have hl•ih PPI and who also reported high SA levels. Points represented by Pyramids
are those pilots who have averaje PPI levels, and who reported average SA levels, Inverted pyramids
represent pilots who had low PPI scores and who reported low SA levels. fanally, the black bells
represent pilots who obtained average to low PP1 scores, but who reported high SA levels. It can be
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Mission performance CPPI as a function of firepoint selection area (expressed
as a percentage of RMAX2 and reported situation awareness level.

seen, in Figure 2, that the highest PPI stores were associated withota FPIwithin the 80-1001
RMAX2 region and high $A rankings. Lower performance score were observed )s pilots' FPS diverged
from the 80. -10
RMAX2
area and reported lower $A scores, It can also be seen that the drop-off in
performance is more severe when pi1ots launched their weapons Inside the 80.100% RMAXZ
area relative
to launching outside this preferred area. Consideration of the relationship of all three variables
allows an explanation of variability of PPI values within the preferred FPS region. The SA ratings of
individual pilots allows a rank ordering of pilots' PPI values within the 80-100% RMAX2
region: as
pilot SA increases, performance also increases. Neither high SA or proper FPS by themselves predict
the h!ghest performance It Is their combination that produces optimal mission performance.
It was observed that sonm pilots tended .ooverrate their SA level relative to their mission
performance.
In order to investigate this further, pilot PPI scores wor; rank ordered and compared
with their respective self.reported SA ratings. This ranking allowed the ieparation of pilots Into
two groups: I) pilots whose •elf-reported SA scores reflected actual mission performance as It varied
from high to low, and 2) pilots whose self-reported SA scores did not correspond with their overall
mission performance. As can be seen by the black balls In Figure 2, pilots whose self-reported SA
levels were not representative of their performaoice tended to launch outside the 80-100% RMIX2 area,
resulting in lower PPI values. These pilots tended to deviate from the preferred FPS area for nose,
front quarter, and beam aspects. It is possible that erratic and inconsistent FPS patterns were
evidence of a lack of an accurate internal representation of the air battle. This incomplete or
inaccurate "state of knowing" forced pilots to enter a "state of dolig" that was less than optimal,
and possibly even random in some cases, which resulted in poor mission performance. On the other
hand, pilots who reported high SA levels and launched weapons in the preferred VPS region had built an
accurate mental representation of the air-attle, and actively searched for and found consistent and
cuntrolled FPS liunch patterns.
Two statements sunmarize the relationships amon FPS, pilot-reported oA,and mission performance.
First, launching within the 80-100% RMAX2area may Lead to high mission performance when accompanied
by ruported high IA levels. Second, launching at extreme or erratic FPS values may be an indicator of
poor situation awireness.
There appears to be a relationship between FPS ane mission outcome that indicated evidence of
aspect-dependent optimum FPS areas. Launching weapons within these zones, on the average, produced
higher performance than launching outside these zones. Launching inside these zones reduces
performance dramatically because the increase In Pt is overridden by the decrease in P . Firing
outside these zones also reduces performance, but he effect is less pronounced since this performance
decrease Is primarily due to decreasing P5. EUperienced fighter pilots know that these FPS zones
exist, but sevoral Information elerants m st bp provided to the pilot In a cohmeent format before he
can make practical use of this knowledge. These information elements are task-specific rather than

on air combat training experience). Such Information
global In nature, ind are often Inferred (based
elements Include relative spatial positions, changes In these relative spatial positions, closure
rates, ownship weapons envelopes, target aspect angles, estimated enemy weapons envelopes, perceived
enemy tactics. These are the knowledge elements that In part comprise situation awareness.
Typically, these information elements come from several displays as well as the pilot's own senses.
The Information must then be Interpreted by the pilot and Integrated Into his rapidly-changing
representation of the air combat environment, Unfortunately, present dispiAys do not afford easy and
efficient Integrdtion for the pilot, which in turn makes it difficult to achieve satisfactory
situation awareness. For example, in a beyond-visual-range engagement the only indication a pilot has
of an tbrupt adversary rounter-maneuver may be a rapid decrease in indicated closure rate. The pilot
Is then forced to obtain information on the adversor asaspect angle from another display, and
displays to determine rapidly changing
integrate that data element with Information from oer
geometries.

P

Definable relationships appear to exist between pilot-reported SA level, task execution, and
overall performance based on the trials selected from the AMRAAI
OUEsimulation. This data base had
several limitat
th ffectaJ the accuracy of SAmeasurements. Due to these problems, the exact
nature of the complex SA-performance relationships could not be rigorously assessed. These results,
however, provide a basis for structuring data base organization and data collection elements In future
high-realism simulations of air combat.
APPLICATIONS
The methodologies and results deacribed have applications to design areas that include the
development of tactical displays, artificial Intelligence applications for fighter aircraft, and
develonment of cockpit automation concepts.
DUE simulation, RMAXZ
was displayed In
As an example, It Is Interesting to note that In the AMRAAM
standard F-1S/F-15 heads-up display (HUD)and In vertical situation display (5 t)
) formats. However,
the pilots chose very different FPS patterns, Indicating that the displayed information was used
differently, or in some cases may not have been used at all. From the perspective of tactical display
design for the cockpit, It Is crucial to develop display formats that allow quick and accurate
extraction of relationships among elements related to situation awareness. Portroyal of thpe%
relationships are Influential In determining effective execution of tactical tasks such as fire point
selection. A specific example of a potential display format that Indicates information relationships
relevant to fire point display i shown In Figure 3, One candidate SA display format is shown on the
left, while in alteinatIve display format including FPS relationships is shown on the right. In these
dliplay formats, own aircraft Is represented by the arrow at the bottom center of each display, The
In
other three arrows represent adversary aircraft at different aspect angles and different ranges,
envelopes are referenced to two in-range targets
relationships, the launch
the display showing FPS(Note
the difference in launch envelope shapes for the nose-on and beam aspects,
versus own aircraft.
reflecting the effects of geometry), The shape of the envelope attached to each target aircraft
reflects a possible preferred and secondary FPS regions, giving the pilot an accurate and usable
representation of launch options. The target beyond maximum range has no envelope. This example of
an FPS-based display provides the pilot with relationships that map more closely with the pilot's
mental representation of geometries Inherent In air combat, allowing greater correspondence between
the display format and the mental riodel of the dynamic situation.

l/

Figure 3.

Possible Situation Awareness displays showing missile launch envelopes.
Typical Ofan" display is on lefti FPS-based display Is on right.
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SUMMARY
The Situational Awareness Rating Technique (SART) has been developed as an
evaluation tool for alrorew systems design. BART provides subjective estimates of
attentional Demand and Supply, and ratings of Undershanding, which are postulated to be
the three primary components of situational awareness.
Whilst consistent with
contemporary theories of cognition, the application of SART requires knowledge of
performance.
SART sensitivity seems likely to depend on the contribution of *kill,
rule,
and knowledge-based behaviour, and on the role of explicit and implicit knowledge in the
candidate task situation.
This paper reports an evaluation of SART in three airorow
systems design studies with different task requirements i (1) Multiple Task Compatibility
Study, (2) Attitude Reocvery/Attention-Switching Study, (3) Warninge Comprehension Study.
SART Demand, Supply
and Understanding ratings showed significant effects of experimental
manipulations in al1 three studies.
The relevance of the specific BART components was
related to the contribution of skill, rule, and knowledge-based behaviour to the tasks,
The BART ratings also highlighted weaknesses in the performance measures and improved
their Interpretation.
Thus, in combination with performance measures, SART provides a
powerful tool for aircrew system design.

INTRODUCTION
As Situational Awareness (SA) has become reoognised as a major design objective,
many attempts have been made to provide a working definition of it.
These definitions,
which have proved almost as numerous as the authors making them, these are listed by
Fraoker [l]. They all contain, however, common elements.
These are 'knowledge of the
pilot'; 'understanding of gcals';and 'tactical awareness'.
They tend to ignore
considerations of workload, which tend to be treated as independent of SA,
Fraoker's
description of SA is in terms of the knowledge structures of the pilot or his 'schemata'
E2), The more applicable and accurate these schemata are, then the better the pilot's
assessment of the particular situation and hence the better his SA.
This is mediated by
the working memory limits of the pilot i.e. insufficient spare working memory will
interfere with echemata being called up from long-term memory, thus resulting in reduced
capacity for situation assessment and refuoed SA.
The approach taken by Pracker is an essentially theoretical one, with empirical
testing of it as a consequence rather than an antecedent.
An alternative approach to the
definition of BA was taken by Taylor L3,41. He used Personal Construct Theory [51 as a
method of eliciting knowledge from airorew about the fartors affecting SA. Thus this
approach used no a priori definition of SA, but elicited that definition empirically from
the knowledge and experience of aIrorew.
Taylor found that ten independent bipolar
constructs or 'dimensions' emerged.
These he formed into a ten dimensional (10-D)
Situational Awareness Rating Technique (SART) shown in Figure I (below).
Further
analysis of the 10-D scale results indicated that there were three major groupings or
'domains' within the ten constructs.
He classified these under the headings of Demand on
Attentional Resources; Supply of Attentional Resouroes
and Understanding.
The 10-D
constructs within each of these three domains are indicated in Figure 1. These generic
groupings were formed into the three dimensional (3-D) version of the SART scale shown in
Figure 2 (below).
The advantage of SART is that, since the dimensions were elicited from the knowledge
of airorew, then they are likely to have high ecological validity.
This is likely to be
beneficial in applying the scale in the design of sirorew systems, particularly in
oomparison to more theoretically derived approaches to SA measurement.
Further, since
the erole takes account of both demand and supply of attentional resources, it should
provide
,cme measure of how differing workload will affect SA, As well as how the more
'knowledge-based' measures apply,
What is unclear from the provious SART work is the
accuracy of the scale in the complex, dynamic situations facing airorew and the degree of
'dlagnosticlty' or predictive value that it will have in the real-world.
This paper describes three experiments which were conducted to try to evaluate the
utility of SART as a tool for atrorew systems design, both in terms of its accuracy and
its diagnosticity. Rasmussen [6) provided a taxonomy of task performance in terms of
three types of behaviour. These he called Skill-based i.e. manual/visuo-spatial tasks
requiring little
application of either rules (algorithms) or knowledge (heuristics);
Rule-based i.e. where algorithmic computation of information is required to perform the
task by means of defined rules; and Knowledge-based i.e. where existing knowledge must be
applied heuristically to perform the task. This taxonomy was used across the three
experiments to attempt to test the SART scales with the three types of task, in an
attempt to show that any utility of SART will be generalisable across the variety of
tasks faced by airorew. The three studies also use performance testing, in addition to
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SART ratings. Although a full report of the performnance measures nbtained is beyond the
scope of this paper, a comparison of performance data and SART data Is used to
investigate whether the scale can be a useful predictor of operator performance and the
degree to which it is sensitive to design variation. The studies also attempt to
ascertain the utility of the 3-D SART scale as a low-intrusiveness alternative to the
The length of the 10-D SART might prohibit it from some airborne
original 10-D scale.
applications because of interference with the Fight task. Thus the shorter 3-D BART may
Theme tLudleb, thti'F.-ro, attempt to
be more applicable to in-fligh6 testing.
investigate whether the same generic constructs would emerge from the 1O-D scale and if
so, whether an administration using the generic constructs only would have sufficient
diagnosticity to justify its administration in place of the 10-D scale whes
intrusiveness is a primary consideration.
SART
It contains the ten
Figure 1 (below) show& the lO-Dimensional (10-D) BART scale.
unipolar constructs described by Taylor. Each is rated on a seven-point scale from LOW
(1) to HIGH (T).
FIGURE 1.
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It contains the three generic
Pigure 2 (below) shows the 3-Dimensional SART scale.
constructs derived by SART, plus a fourth rating of subjective situational awareness.
Each construct is rated by marking a continuous 100 millimetre line from LOW (0 mm) to
HIGH (100 mm).
FIGURE 2.
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An administration of the BART scale using a combined 10-D and 3-D scale was also
used.
This was similar to the 10-D administration with the inclusion of the four generic
constructs shown in Figure 2 and used the seven-point rating scale shown in Figure 1.
STUDY I - MULTIPLE-TASX COMPATIBILITY STUDY
INTRODUCTION
This study investigated the compatibility of left/right hemiephere-speoifio tasks in
competition for ottentional resources.
Wickens et al [71 showed that dual-task
performance was Improved when information was given direct access to that hemisphere
dealing with its processing.
For 'right-handers'
there will be a benefit when vieuospatial information is displayed to the left visual field (and hence to the right
ocerebral hemisphere), with the opposite being true for verbal Information,
This finding
has potential Implications for the allocation of inforsation on Head Up Displays (HUDs).
This study used a simulated HUD to investigate whether, with a central (i.e. left and
right visual field) tracking task, there was a benefit in displaying additional
peripheral information according to the Wiakens et al model.
The experimental tasks were
essentially Skill-based calling on both manual tracking and attention-switching skills.
It was also hoped to show that the SART seale would be sensitive to the differonnes In
attentional demand induced by the experimental variables.
METHOD
Subjects were required to perform oombinations of four experimental tasks. The first
was to monitor the random movement of a pointer against a fixed vertical scale, and to
respond when the pointer reached the upper or lower scale limit. The visual field to
which the pointer task was presented was varied.
The seoond task was to maintain the
position of an aircraft reference symbol in relation to a pitch bar. The pitch scale
movement simulated deviations In both roll and pitch.
This tracking task occurred in the
centre of the S's visual field. The third task was a short-term memory task [8].
Subjects were presented with a series of seven single digits, displayed in the centre of
the aircraft reference symbol.
Subjects were asked to read the digits aloud, as they
were presented, and to report whether a subsequent digit (presented after a two second
delay) had occurred during the initial seven. The fourth task was used as an alternative
to the memory task only.
This was a simple vigilance task.
Subjects were required to
monitor the centre of the aircraft reference symbol and to respond when a target (the
letter X) was presented.
The pointer task was taken as the primary task, and was carried
out with and without the oonourrent tracking and memory/vigilance tasks to provide the
variation in task workload. The number of correct identifications made on the pointer
task was taken as the main performance measure.
The combined l0-D/3-L SART
administration was used.
RESULTS
TABLE 1. VARIMAX ROTATED FAOTUMhS OBTAINED FROM THE COMBINED 10-D/3-D SART
FAC.I

FAC2

FAC.3

FAC,4

DEMAND

0,88

-0.03

0.10

-0,10

INSTABILITY

0.79

-0,04

0,27

0,01

COMPLEXITY

0.88

-0,09

0.17

0.02

VARIABILITY
SUPPLY

0.81
0.59

0.08
-0.08

0,32
0.54

0,03
-0.23

AROUSAL

034

0.05

0.80

-0.14

CONCENTRATION
JIVISION OF ATTENTION

0.27
0.23

0,01
0.07

0.83
0.62

-0.05
-0.04

SPARE MENTAL CAPACITY

-0.55

0.50

-0.13

-0,18

UNDERSTANDING

-0.01

0.57

-0.32

-0,44

INFORMATION QUANTITY

0.06

0.86

-0.14

-0,01

INFORMATION QUALITY

0.04

0.82

0.27

-0.06

-0.26

0.51

0.19

-0.07

0.02

0.09

0.18

-0.88

FAMILIARITY
SITUATIONAL AWARENESS

A Principal Components analysis using Varimax rotation, was performed on the soores
obtained from the combined lO-D/3-D AART The result, are shown in Table 1 (above). Pour
factors were found, which accounted for over 75% of the total variance.
The first factor
weighted highly on the generic 'Demand on Attentional Resources' plus the three original
dimensions which had been grouped to produce that construct.
This factor accounted for
the largest proportion of the total variance.
This is in line with the predictions of
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the study where demand was the main experimental variable.
The second factor weighted
highly on the generic 'Understandlng' construct plus the three original dimensions
grouped within it. The third factor weighted highly on 'Supply of Attentional Resourcas'
glue three of the four dimensions grouped within it. The exception was 'Spare Mental
apaoity' which appeared more linked to Demand and Understanding in this study.
The
fourth factor, whioh accounted for only a small proportion of the total variance,
weighted highly on the 'Situational Awareness' construct. Thus the factors emerging
appear to be in line with those round by Taylor, with the only deviation being for Spare
Mental Capacity. Situational Awareness, as a construct, accounted for little
variance and
showed only weak links with the other constructs.
The primary performance measure (Pointer task) showed significant differences across
the experimental conditions.
The number of 'Hits' sacred on this task was significantly
reduced by the addition of the Tracking task (p(O.00l) and the Memory task (p(0.001).
It also showed a significant Memory by Tracking interaction (p(O.001) with scores
showing the largest decrement where the two additional tasks were required concurrently.
The implication of these results Is that the Pointer task was sensitive to Increases in
workload, with scores being reduced as additional sources of norkload were imposed.
ANOVAe were carried out on the factors obtained by the Principal Components
analysis to determine the sensitivity of the factors to the Increases In workload across
conditions.
Pactor l,which corresponded to the Demand constructs, showed a signifioant
increase with the addition of the Memory task (p(O.001) and the Tracking task (p(0. 001).
There was also a significant Memory by Tracking interaction (p(0.01). This provides
further evidence that this factor provided a measure of the demands of the tasks since it
showed the same pattern as the primary performance measure.
Factor 2, corresponding to
Understanding. showed a signifiosant effeut (p(O.O01) of the presence of the Memory task
only.
Scores on Factor 2 were lower during the Memory task.
Since the Memory task was
the only Rule-based task used, thil supports the Idea that Factor 2 is measuring
Understanding, since it is understanding that is likely to be sensitive to changej in
rule-based behaviour. Factor 3, corresponding to Supply, showed an Increase
p(O,05)
in scores when the Tracking task was present.
This is a smaller effect but may imply
that supply of attention was being increased to cope with the continuous Tracking task,
There were no significant effects of Factor 4.
DISCUSSION
The results of this study provide good support for the intornal SART structure
suggested by Taylor.
The three generic coostructs of Demand, Supply, and Understanding
and their associated dimension groupings appear to re-emerge in this study.
The only
exception to this is Spare Mental Capacity which no longer appears to lie within the
supply construct grouping.
It Is unclear from this study, however, whether this
dissociation is an artifact of the design or a genuine effect.
A comparison of the
performance and the SART data shows that both appear to have sensitivity to the design
variables.
They provide a further indication of the validity of the generic groupings,
since the factor scores obtained are consistent with the a priori predictions within the
experiment.
Demand was sensitive to the increase in the number of tasks subjects were
required to prform. Understanding was sensitive to the inclusion of a more rule-based or
'oognitLve' task. Supply appeared to be sensitive to the inclusion of a continuous rather
than discrete task.
The lack of diagnostic power of the fourth factor, which appeared to
represent the unidimensional Situational Awareness rating, can be taken as further
evidence of the need for a multidimensional scale to represent accurately a concept as
complex as $A,
STUDY 2 - ATTITUD

RECOOVERY/ATTENTION-SWITCHINO

INTRODUCTION
This study Investigated whether there were penalties during attitude recovery caused
by the need to switch attention between more than one type of attitude reference, Where
the HUD is being used as the primary flight instrument, penalties may occur in switching
from the HUD attitude reference system to a conventional Attitude Indicator (AI) within
the cockpit and vice versa,
Such difficulties may occur if having to switch attention
rapidly between the two, as during emergency attitude recovery, results in the operator
having an inappropriate mental model or schema in his working memory.
This may lead to a
delay occurring before he can proceed with understanding the attitude representation,
whilsý the appropriate schema is being selected. Such delays may suggest that a common
representation should be available both Head-Up and Head-Down.
This study used an
attitude recovery paradigm to investigate this !ffeot. Three types of attitude reference
were used. The first was a canted pitch bar HUD scoale.The second was a simulated computer
graphics AI ball.
The third was a pictorial 'Follow Me' Command Indicator ý0I).
This
was In the form of a line-astern view nf a 'buddy' aircraft which, if followed, would
guide one's own aircraft back to the desired attitude L9,10).
METHOD
lighteen aircrew subjects were tested.
All subjects were student pilots receiving
combat training and were of similar age and flying experience.
All subject's had
experience of Al symbology but were naive to HUD o mbologyI Pairs of static attitude
representations were presented taohistomcopioally to subjects, with a two second interval
between the first and second presentations. The first attitude was presented as the
Desired Attitude. Subjects were required to hold this in memory until presentation or
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the second attitude, designated the Aotual Attitude.
Subjects were required to make the
appropriate input (via a joystick) to recover from the Actual attitude to the Desired
attitude.
Desired attitude was represented using either the HUD or the AI attitude
reference system.
Actual Atti.tude was presented either uming the HUD or Al systems or by
the 'Follow Me' Command Indicator.
Where the CI was presented, subjects did not needto
calculate relative differences between Actual and Desired attitudes, but merely to malce
the control Input necessary to follow the displayed airoraft.
Six conditions were given
to each subject I.e. both initial reference systems with each of the three types of
seeondary representations.
There were eight trials per condition.
In order to study the
rule-based aspects of the task only, suvjects were required to only make the initial
input towards the recovery rather then to complete the series of control Inputs needed to
make a full recovery.
This was minoo, to be able to make the Initial Input,
understanding of the attitude differential must have been gained and the relevant mental
rules for recover,, instigated.
Subjects were required to complete a 3-D SART scale after
each trial (pair of attitudes) and a 10-D SART after completion of each condition.
RESULTS
TABLE 2.

VARIMAX ROTATED FAOTORB OBTAINED FROM THE 10-D SART

FAC. I

FAC.2

FAC.3

INSTABILITY

0.05

0.75

-0,24

COMPLENITY

0.20

0.85

0.05

VARIABILITY

0.15

0.89

-0,12

AROUSAL

0.01

0.15

-076

CONCENTRATION

-036

0,12

-0.41

DIVISION OFATTENTION

-0.37

0.13

-0862

SPARE MENTAL CAPACITY

-0.22

-0.3

-0.44

INFORMATION QUANTITY

-08,2

-0,24

-0,17

INFORMATION QUALITY

-0.78

-0,10

-0,26

FAMILIARITY

-0,72

-0.10

0.19

A Principal Oompon'pnts analysis on the data from the 10-D SART produced three
factors which are shown in Table 2 (above).
The highest weightings on Factor I are for
Information Quantity, Information Quality, and Pamillarity.
This is the same grouping
found by Taylor with in his generio Underatandine construct.
The highest weightings on
Factor 2 are for Instability, Complexity, and Variability.
This again corresponds with
the grouping found for Demand on Attentional Resources.
The highest weighting@ on Factor
3 are for Arousal, Corcentration, Division of attention, and Spare Mental Oapacity. This
in turn corresponds:to the original grouping found for Supply of Attentional Resources.
This pattern is further oonfirmed by the greatest amount of total variance being
accounted for by the understanding dimrnslons, which is what would be predicted for a
predominantly rule-based task.
ANOVAs were performed on the three factors derived from the 1O-D S.A.H.T and on the
scores from the 3-D SART to test their sensitivity to the experimental conditions. Factor
I (Understanding) was found to differ, significantly across the representations used for
both the first and second attitudea.
Factor I scores were lower overall when the HUD was
shown first (p(O.Ol). This is probably due to the subjects' Inexperience with the HUD
pitch scale reducing their understanding of It.
Factor I scores were also significantly
lower (p(0.05) when the HUD was presented second than when the Al was presented second.
Again this would imply a reduced understanding of the symbology in the HUD
representation, which was unfamiliar, as compared to the much more familiar Al symbology.
SBores for the 01 condition fell
between the two other conditions. Nigh understanding
was not expected with the 01 since it lid not require the same depth of understanding to
complete the task. An ANOVA on scores from the 3-D Understanding rating showed a similar
pattern of results with tignificant differences between attitude reference systems on
both the first
(p(O.01)
rndsecond (p(0.O00)
representations.
In both oases the HUD
provided reduced understanding.
Factor 2 (Demand) shuwed a significant difference between the attitude
repreamntations presented second. The HUD produced the highest scores while the CI
produced the lowest (p(O.Ool).
The HUD eymbology would be expected to require higher
mental workload to use than the Al since it was a unfamiliar to the subjects. The C0
would be expeooo to cause the least workload since it did not require computation of

relative attitude differences, as with the other representations, but merely a control
input to achieve an attitude relative to the pilot's egocentric position. 1or the 3-D
Demand scores, a similar pattern was seen with difrerences occurring only between the
second typee of attitude reference.
Again the HUD was round to produoe the highest demand
and the 0I the lowest (p 0.001). Neither Faotor 3 nor the 3-D Supply construct detected
any significant differences.
These results are consistent with the performance data. where conditions In which
the second presentation used the HUD symbology produced longer response latencies
(p(0.Ol) than those using the Al symbology.
The shortest response time. were produoed by
the CI conditions.
DISOUSSION
It appears that the reduced understanding (and consequently higher workload)
produced by the HUD symbology affected the time needed to begin recovery or the aircraft.
By providing a OI, which reduced the computational workload even further (by reducing the
need for understanding of relative attitude differences), then recovery was instigated
more quickly.
Both the 10-D and 3-D SART scales appeared to be sensitive to these
differences.
Also, the construct groupings found by Taylor within the 10-D BART
reemerged, showing the same close correspondence to him throe generic dimensions.
Further, it provide1 evidence of the diagnosticity or the SART methodology for rule-based
tasks within the aviation context.
STUDY 3 - WARNINGS COMPREHENSION
INTRODUCTION
Helmet Mounted Display (HMD) technology offers the facility for the presentation or
graphioal warnings to the pilot at, or near to, his locus of fixation. These could take
the form of visual "icons" or pictures of the warning situation present. The
availability of voice technology in the cockpit also allows the generation of spesch
Lcons or verbal warning messages
for presentation.
The aim of both of these types of
warning is to inform the pilot as quickly as possible or the nature of the problem facing
him, thus allowing him to take correct remedial action immediately.
Thus both speed and
depth of understanding are important for the pilot to understand and sot quickly and
oorrectly.Integrality theory predicted that the use of integral bi-modal information
xresentation would improve understanding [11.
This study aimed to demonstrate that an
mprovement in understanding would occur, and that the BART scale would be senmitive to
that change.
METHOD
Subjects were presented with either Visual, Auditory, or Both types of warning loon
describing real aircraft 'Warning' (high priority/threat) and ICaution' (low
priority/threat) situations.
The Visual icons Used were generated by Airorew as being
meaningful representations of those situations. The Verbal warning messages were based
on the 1/Ale Voice Warning System and described the same Warninge/Cautions as the Visual
icons.
Where both types of ioon were presented simultaneously, the ituations given in
each modality were always matched.
EuubJact were asked to classify each situation as
either 'Warning' or 'Caution' and then to rate the threat associated with it, Response
times were taken from the onset of the verbal messages. They were also required to
oomplete a 3-Dimensional BART rating for each stimulus.
Twelve non-airorew subjects were
tested, all with normal hearing and vision. Training was given to subjects prior to the
experiment to ensure that the situations presented would be meaningful to them.
RESULTS
TABLE 3.

MEAN RTa and SART scores for modality presentation conditions.

VISUAL

AUDITORY

RT (see)

1.64

200

1.03

S DEMAND

43,02

0.61

45.97

SUPPLY

55.21

57,37

53.34

71.79

73.90

74.76

BOTH

R
T IUNDERITANDINS

5.7
It can be seen from Table 3 that the shortest response latencies were produced by
the Visual icons (p(0.01), with the Both condition being faster thar the verbal icons
alone (p(O.05).This is contrary to the predictions of integrality theory where the Both
condition would be expected to show the shortest latencies. This may be explained by the
length of the voice meseages introducing a baseline increase on RTs because or the
arbitrary point from which timing. were taken. This was confirmed during debrief of
subjects, nome of whom reported waiting until the message was completed before responding
even when understanding had been achieved. This is further supported by the results
obtained from the 3-D SART scores. It can be seen from these that Understanding was rated
as significantly higher for the Both condition thus supporting the Integrality hypothesis
0(.05). The Understanding rating also correlated significantly with RTs within
conditions (r= -0.38, p0O.05), implying that increased Understanding reduces RTs and that
between rondition differences in RT& are likely to be the result of experimental
artifacts.
DISCUSSION
The results or Study 3 provide further support for the diagnoeticity of the SART
scale.
The experimental task used was entirely 'knowledge based' and thus the coals
would be expected to ehow differences in Understanding cocres. It can be seen that
variations in information quality produced significant improvements in rated
understanding by subjects.
These differences are small since only one piece of
information was being presented (rather than the multiple sources found in a cockpit,
which would be expected to produce greater differences),
The amount of weight that can
be attributed to them is unfortunately reduced by the presence of a probable artifact in
the Response Time measure.
However, the significant negative correlation between
Understanding scores and RT's implies that the Understanding scale was providing
measure of performance as predicted i.e. as understanding improved then the time needed
to perform the task was reduced.
Fur*ther research will need to be conducted (using more
complex multiple infomation sources) to develop a complete picture, but it seems likely
that, where the design variable is understanding/conveyed knowledge, then the SART scale
will have utility as a predictor of performance with that system,
GENBRAL DISCUSSION
The three studies described here provide support for the SART methodology. Principal
0omponento analysis on the 10-D BART data, for both or the first two studios, revealed
very similar construct groupings to those found by Taylor.
These seem to oorreepond to
the dimensions of Demand on Attentional resources, Supply of Attentional Resources, and
Understanding.
This is further confirmed by the inclusion of theme generio dimensions as
a 3-fl SART implementation.
The close correspondence between the two sources of data add
validity to the existence of the 3-D BART an a meaningful scale.
Further, the pattern of
the relationships between the SART data and the performance duttA also support the three
dimensional interpretation of the SART scale. Thus, although the definitions of the
three generic groupings should not be regarded in any way as absolute, they do provide a
useful, low-Intrusive alternative to the more time consuming 10-D SART,
These studies also show that SART can have utility for predicting performance on
okill, rule, and knowledge-based tasks.
Por skill-based tasks, it is likely to provide
the greatest sensitivity through the Demand group of constructs, whilst for rule and
knowledge-based tasks the Understanding constructs are likely to become more important,
The utility of the Supply constructs as a diagnostic measure did not become apparent in
any of the studies.
This may be since the time span of each was short and thus did not
highlight differences in supply of attention. Such measures may become more relevant
where the period over which supply of attention is required in increased, and maximal
supply strategies cannot be maintained.
Thus supply conit'ructs may show greater
diagnoeticity when applied in the more demanding arens of extendsd real-time flight
task,.
Also, effects such ss boredom may be sensitive to the Supply domain.
Further
research in required to identify accurately the role which supply is playing in pilot SA.
A better understanding of the relationship between Demand and Supply may also prove
useful in the application of workload analysis techniques based on measures of
attentional demand [12].
The SART approach has mhown itself to have utility in the d'rivstion of a rating
teohnique dirently from the knowledge of those operators it was designed to measure.
Although the approach was contrasted, earlier in this paper, with other attempts to
define SA, it should be noted that the results of each may combine to produce a better
understanding of the concept.
Considerations of 'Schematt,' [1], 'Cognitive Style' [131,
and individual differences may prove useful in refining the technique.
It call be seen,
however, that BART can provide not only a definition of what $A is and what arfeats it,
but also a potentially powerful tool for Its measurement.
More research is required to
develop a method of conjoint scaling for the BART dimensions, to allow the generation of,
perhaps, a single numerical value for SA. This would provide a simple but meaningful
index of SA between systems.
There is also the need for validation of the scale within
the more complex and dynamic setting or real-world aviation.
It is likely to be within
this context that a fuller understanding or the relationships between scale dimensions
will be achieved.
As the situation facing the pilot becomes increasingly uncertein, then
any shortfalls in the scale are likely to become apparent.
The ability to maintain eelrawareness sufficiently, under the extreme mental and physical pressures facing the pilots
of military combat aircraft, to use a subjective rating scale accurately, may prove an
important consideration in the application of BART in airorew systems design.
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ATI'ENTION GRADIENTS IN SITUATION AWARENESS
by
Martin L,Frscker, Major, USAF
Human Engineering Division
Armstrong Aerospace Medical Research Laboratoiry
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433-4573
United Stales
SUMMARY
A model of how people develop end maintain situation awareness was explored in a
series of four experiments,
These experiments focused on the role of attention allocation
in situation awareness,
All four experiment@ supported the hypothesis that attention is
limited in supply contrAry to recently proposed unlimited supply theories.
Unlimited
supply theories do not predict attention gradients in which more attention is allocated to
some things than to others,
Spatial awareness data from all four experiments ehowed that
more aLtention was paid to enemy aircraft that directly threatened the subject than wae
paid to other aircraft.
Experiment 2 showed that the resulting attention gradient steepened as enemy number increasedi
when attentional demand was Increased by increasing the
total number of aircraft, subjects asemed to increase the amount of attention paid to
direct threats by reallocating attention previously paid to other aircraft.
Experiments 3
and 4 provided additional support for the reeatocation hypothesis by showing that less
Attention was paid to individual neutral aircraft when the number of enemy aircraft incressed--even though the total. number of aircraft had not changed.
These data suggeat
that attention is allocated to objects based on the degree to which they threaten or can
assist the subject's task performance.

I,

TNTRODUCTION

in a rapidly chenoging tacLical situation, how nwere are pilots of those far toe t1h:nt
should influence their rrsponse decisions? When engaged in aet-to-air combat, two of tih
more important qosationa pilots need answers to Include which aircraft are friend, foe,
and neutral (PPM), and where each aircraft is at sny given moment in time.
Answers It
these eiwquestionsl arm comnponents of the pitlotl. a .m4lt2utiz aweranrts l
I refer to thren
compone.ts a "IFpN ewarenasS" and "spatil awarane
rsspectively,
In order to improve
these two components of a pilot's attuation awareness, now types of informatLon dlilayiy
may be needed,
But what should these new diepisys he I ike?
If a triml-mnd-error appronich
to snawering this queastion is to he avoided, a guld ing theorypf aituation nwaretneas in
needod . Sticha theory woUld specify the psychological proceases that undierliI a sIt atton,
awareness, In two earl Lotr a rticlem I proposed a theoretic AI franework that focsned oi'
th1e role f loing-tnt r memory i itinontaoining altunt ion Awareness (2, 3),
The prl'senli palor
is more narrowly focused on a sar te* of empirical studies of the role nit notion 1it1nyplay
in situation awerenesis,
Slttiatioi awareness miy begin when a%limited "Aepliy"'' of
nteitoiln tws disirLhblottd
across the elements of a situation (i0, 13. 15, 18. 19, 2it).
lteretie attentiont L I lillitad, the person may allocate More Attention to annt e lements then others doptnding ulpon tie
priority hoe nalaigl
to each,
Priorities, in turn, mhoold Ibe determined by ihe degile in)
which each ,l tenant threa tano or cono ricintas to success fuo Lank com plet to (rompiare the
role of ali.ence In attention ellocatino disc,'sed by Wallnlet n, 17).
If thie c',la
ivlm of
the eLtuatton are aircraft, the higheat priority may be Assigned t, enemy airrraft thiln
Are attackLntg the pilot,
Friendly aircraft capable of eaststing the pilot may receive the
next highest priority.
Other Aircraft ehovtd receive only whatever ottention reIAitnilm
AVeAI Ih ,•e.
lhue differen tllal PitIncatiti l if a limited a pyltly of
ticti tt Ion)r IsA r,'fre ed I cI
en sit .altention arrndient.

Althotigh ijLuitmtvaly appeall

olg,l

iner. (H, 9) •tid Novoim (12,
14) have rocoi m t ly mmiiiI ml tIllii is I tmi it
l , The py tiive n I K•1-ii t I nit
atLLeitl otitil capacity in vIrtually unotiitlit,
and
itd ltihit eiplimruit 1lmit lii tmit amitpily util
dite to other fartors,
Itiret sugg4ests that what eo think or us4 "ttlentt
ts reonlty noont
eot of skillt
veedaed to perform at plmrtlCUlar tnsk,
Apparent
'rite in
I
it.
lelltn
itrIcNv
when tiose needed skiils are tint adeitntty developed.
Na von halIevee that seemIning tm In
to attenLtion appear when "ouLroimo conflict'' arise, between cmolnnnalit a
I of a copltiex tank
(c f, 1 i),
In esonic w.ys, these aetsertiona of liirct And Nsviin are dirftitcln
ti
rufatr
because they have been able to accouit for many of Lhe empirical data tiatinily tnkeln tr
support. thi, limiLed aillc)tly onsas ltit ton, What Itty be ntenclei 10 it dlhnotistrat lon oit
|Itte tta ll
roelicatton,
Realiocation malkes no sense If the attentional Aupply is nill minirnid,
Therefore, a damonltrtLiii1 of atteLntion rrullocatniui wituld No a tong waly towards mnppirittie tlnii ted cnpp y ai
e ilmpttionl
i tlm getd tle nantsllliitl

tll t

I lile en

tply it r

"Iali

The experietital
reported here specdfirally eauiutaed whether aLteLttiul is reallocated
from low- to high-priorlty aircraft when the attatoltnet dlentland is tccronmeet,
In asperimeonte I and 2, two independent air-Lo-air combat itillagameittel
we lc shown,
In each eollgaeMent, one aircraft was under atltack from one or more enemy aircraft.
Flubecte cntrollrad
the aircr'afL under attack [it onr it[ Lthe engtagamenima ("ri.levaiti"
uenal
mmnet) while the
computer controlled the aircraft under Attack In the other ("tirr.cae1alt" e•ulagemnt)t,
lbs
two experiments examined the effects of increnali
the nagreseivenass (experiment I) and
the number (experimenst 2) of enemy aircraft on the at locat Lon of aLttntiLon to the two
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that
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Nubjchi
weel Itetlite On tlc apeatidl location of' onte of Hihmaircroft,
WidthI acinIc .oritfwi wOO Itilcitleall
rotc thIs tact Wee rendom nu~ll the constraint thatý all seven atrccaft (aexcluinlg i-he6
embjwctt in) tenfted during each trial,.ITe
cuem
penme toeenr weiet t lieenhif. etI a cartIr
otin 1.Ito
eple
oainlc,
At the mommcct
of the fraes.e one of the ecrrmrcl; (referred Icocika
tprobe") disappeared and than reqyp careI
m a ba bo
i
boto
of
onuter
Ite
acreenl
Stbjetits macdcajoystick to move t re aircraft back ltotllle
lioetton, Scub jet!rIt were
able to contrgl the aircraft'el ccitt pioel location for thictleLst, Location error wee
measeured ac the Euclidiae dislencc
(in pixela) between ie eircrarft acndits tree locatiaon.

~cuitorrecu~lt

The exaprloent wee controlled by a Commodore 128 tonmtuter using ctCommodore 170)2
composite color monitor, Subjects controlled their eirtceft. Witica standard digital, twodiaens iotafl jnystttk beavin a fire button mounted on the top, Cbs saceejoystick was need
to respond to the spatial memory probes.
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Proceodure
Half the subjects were
nasigned to the aggressive enemy rcndititon
the rest were
easig nad to the passive eneny condition.
Subjects participated in the experiment during
three meacions, each about one hour In length. The first
session was simply a practice
session,
Data were collected during
*acnaone two and three only and then averaged ncruas
prior to analyala.
mesnionm
ResuIts nnd DiacusaI
from this.and

oni

thu

fat lowinfg experimentsL
were Annlyzed us ing t.he Innl l[tvart At a
Annulyaie of variance
approach Lo raIeiate
d mesteero
xaperImeni.o I desIgo
(lai
It,).
N,,trinilI zIng and varI1ance etahilhi1[zing trausfurniaLloas were not used (wee 6 Lilld 7).
Dait

As pradicted# FPigure I shows that there
wee an oversll effect of engagement,
F(2,131
8,27, p < U,005.
(All reported statistics
ere from a maltivari•te analysid of variance

(MANOVA)

approach

0 - PASIVEENEMIES

s

U

AGG•-AREISIVEIENEMIES

to repeated hasaureIa datal

sea 16 for a discusmion of this usei of MANDVA.)
In particular, subjects' spatial awarenswee:we
more accurete for enemy aircraft
attecking them than for aommy aircrFt tn t.he
irrelevant angag,:mInt ,
F(l,li)
1.44. p <
'phic gradient seems to support the

70
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hypothacis that ettentional prioritie

ere

0

affected by the degree of threat posed tby
aircraft,
Closer
namninntlon of thln figure
reveals osi unexpected result,
If attentionfl
allocation is prioritized hamed on Lhb degre
thei
all -airby
aircraft,
p
osad
of threat
craft.in ,
hs irrslevnatt eNgagemoent (three
enemies and one friendly) should
anve recaived the same amount of attention,
The'@
reas1on8is that irrelsvant entmy and friendly
aireraft are equally non-threstening to the
subject,
An a result, subjects
a
ewarenecs should have b.ea
unlaffected byE
whether the irrelevent, aircraft ware friend

/

g

FOE
RELEVANT)

PON
FRIEND
(IRRELEVANT)

AIRCRAFT
or foe. But this is not wh: t happened,.ENGAGEMENT)
Instead, spatial aeareness for the friendly
aircraft was mors accurate then for the
awareana liby enlngage.Spatt..e]
'Tbi'
I.'.jlINa.
It(,l4) - 8,C8, p < Ot,
enemies,
nud naIny aglgruseli.eltna
IIen
lrncatresult could mean that att•ent[on wia
ad to thin categories nf friendly anrd enemy
aircraft befnre it was allocated Lo IndIvidutl aircraft
within eafr caituegory,
S•Inct I lho
aalnlly catLgory was ILarger, the amount ni attsntiont paid to ndivaidual eneimy atrcirrni' would
then be less.
Experimlnt 2 was, in parL, ain attelpt to wee If this eovfie
r,,nld ha rmuillcatsd
F1gure I aIlnoo shows thu the criticael Internct kun bet wean aeggr'ea Iventoms And enigagaement is Iiesingi
that is, the attenitJon grnd lent wase unaffented by wheiher olentty airflltraf
were elgreesive or psasaiwv (p1)> 0,'
Perhaps,
0
'knawlnl
that an nircraft
netsiH n dIreit
threat is enough to attract* the sulbjct's full aIttntion
Itncreasing t e Intenaity o r hev
tihreat senmo
i to have little afroct note the threat has heani dentifier1,
lilt etrast lnli y,
figure I Indicates that apalisZil awareness witS more
tnUriute when ennrny iairrrlaft wrt'm
aggreaaive rather than passlve, Althiourgh thin afterit was noul atattaticile 1 y reli uhle CI
it 22).
'The maim conclsiJlon froro anperiairnt I IsA that the ntet)rm Irn grr idt ni pvittdlrII, Id y
I-h ettenttn IaiLlucaLion model exiats.
Al 1tOLiIghthe gradlilent oppeera to hoe it func¢i 1in 0'
threat posra
d to the suitaert, the expt riment ft llidI- prrdrtire avIrIer.i,
f orI' I, InII
IIitiIerit
It
sI
ilt)li1y itf al
uppLo
I ntit r(I.
oit t stvi
ait
r.It enu
t
itrt at
hIhi
,,IIs
m io wity io liem rs IrItilII lit,
apparenrt att-arllr.lr
gretdient. wee hilre to ditffterenttat
i li t i{n rr• l if Artl e fr l lio l
hlliltlr
i
r at
stropam yet tindefirraitd skill I titlt. ll.tcnc roll rIt, I,
aintpetri 2 won tirnileme
r r Ik
t Io
tn
"direrH
lhis nleed,
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ftiltt

Hilre

I hrom , If sub jet r.s ittlotI I. a tter i.i sint 1 t Ihe ho at a orf thit'0a 1 t, 1t.1-'1ii1t ti lletty It litire
rrceease sO,
cyst
atawaIrelless hliili dectelnsla lttr Ihy i rrelevaint nfii•gfettiant mtireI
harn Io
the resovent oirl,
The reaoni is thiat. nora snefookm
s attcinll
ttAr.
the Alo.lert Inrrasnmen thp
level of threat Lo the subjert hut tilerr enelies atnck ILnglb [s omter frIaPollIdy doneonot . As
a res:lit, sub (uarts nhi uditit l l ocate un I strearimed amount otf at tau1t toil
t
I)It lie relevngi Aonemiss hy AsaIphnit ing rIlryn attelit
t iit yreavi altls1y 1 tlitt elld io Ltire trrelImenf tlitt slmen
it|
Ii
anothe0r way, the attvhnlon taMrid els ahouldl get
terlsltr As enemiiy tnheItit r tacr reaImes,
t)

Met hod
The method ]or experiment 2 was the macnea. that for experiment 1 with the followinig
cheug as. First , the aggress ive- pensive enemy fmnniputat ion wae dropped from the exper imenIt.ISecond, the mummer of eoney aircraft in each ongagtmaent was varied from trial to
trial:1 there were three enemies in each engagement in one Lhird of the trials, two ens1
mieno in noiother thir' , and only one enemy in the' remaining third. Twenty-two subjec~ts
retnived each enemy number cune,ition chrne times in a randomu order.
Results and

Discussion

Figure 2 shows the soea overall effect ,f amuse&men
eprmet 1eni
F(2,19)
13.78, p < 0.0002.
As tn the first experiment, sUbiet
spatial awareness for relevant
amamy aircraft was more s';curate than for irrolemant oanmy aircraft, F(1,20) - 28.70, p<
0 .0001. But ýinlika In the first experiment, spatial awareness for the Irrelevant friendly
was not reliably more acciirsts than for the irrelevant eaneias (p >0.23), although the
means ware in the same direction. Thus, it asees likely that the amount of attention
elloculad to the irrelevant engagement Is simply distributed squally &amn& aircraft rsgrdleas of their category as friend or foe,
As the number of enemy tizcraft in-r
creased, figure 2 shows chat spatial awaremoma decreased in accuracy, cc expected,
F2,19) - 53.80, p
0.0001.
In particular,
epsitul awarenessa decreased when enemy number
increasea
from one to two, F(I,19) - 29.99, p
< 0.00011 and spatial awareness decreased
went from two ti
enemy- niumber
gain when
athree,
F(1,20)
30.UD, p <0,0001. Theme
results simply confirm the common Intuition
that loss attentio)n can btypaid to any one
thing as the number of things to be attended
Lrncrssees.
By itself, however, thin result
dosnot
mean that the -opply of arttetion in
Imted.
It may mean only that subjects did
not develop snam perceptual skill issued to
attend to several objects all at once.
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30
Emidenre for a limited attentional
lons appesr. however. In the rritical
supply
ntoerattlun between oeagsgment and enemy
I
I
number. The gradient from relevant to irrelrot
FOE
PMIND
sassy aircraft appears steeper givnc
"vIn
(ISLEVANT) (IRRELEVANT)
threet rather than two ones~ee, slthou~h th"
effect was only eo nrginal reliable, F(1,20)
1 .10. P < 0.10.
In contraest, the gradient
AIRCRAFT (ENGAGEMENT)
gIvan two enemies was the nacme 0a that given
one (p > 0.55). Evidently, when the enemy
number increased from omm to two, cub jects
Fisur
Spatial awareness by engagedid not reallocate attention from the irrelesent and enemy number.
near engagement to the relevant oraelrather.
they paid the sasmeamount of attention to setchengagement an before end simply divided
that amount across sore aircraft,
But when the enemy number increased to three, subjecta
took ussmof the attention prosnlonl) paid to tiheIrrelevant engagement and real Itrated it
,u the roeveant one.
Although the tinterattion just duecrib~d wupporte the allocatlon-by-threat hypothecis, the suppori is not as strong an aon sight like. Unfurtunately, the inisra.-tion is
weak,
Further, tie atteontion gradient. did not grow steeper as the enemy number increased
from floeto two.
JOneexplanation far this fect may be that increasing the enemy number
flue one to two smsply did not inciease attentiunal demand eouagh to trigger a repsilo,-ation of attention flow the irrelevant tu,relevant ouilagemrnt.
Logically, a reallocation
should occur onlysif.an ontresee in attention outstrips the amount of attention already
:Ia.loas01l.
rfti, overez.I deend on attention Iw fairly low so that there is &ore than
enough attention available, then a ilscIIincrease in diemand may not outstrip the a~uont
already a~lloc-ated--but a large in-reamee eight.. This line of reasoning suglgests that a
initeraction sight have been ui~tsinsld if the overall dtemand of the task for atteuistronger
in had t,.ongreeter,

4.

EXPtSIMENT

TtiePrevious two eat.-rimento examined allocation of attention to two;independent
coo relevant to the subjecut and one not.
In esporisant 3, only a siugia
-Wiadtssent wee Jused. to this enlilesment. two friendly sirtr~it (one -,,ntrntiid by the
oul iert.),ollgaed either inc or threw evoey ii.rcrolt,
II,addition, tiherswere several
.wut'al (flon-cu-osbaant) aircraft within the viciniity o-t Zhe alilgadeMeot,
Ancoiding to the
A'Iot mtioi-by-t !.runt hyputlicuniis.
mioutattentilu utuuti~be abt~ated to the enemy aircraft.
Plit uittelitiun ai
Al
11. I4
FIPis,04ll1.,ited t., theII ie
fi.rIiy
I,.
ue It 01I oiisisif IIh
iluble'
Ini teterodiil ill' valt
the e.'lwrt,.i~.
Iivei.
'
the pirenui trl oteni1,1,i groeripirt is
envaslemente.
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this: moat attention is allocated
least to neutral aircraft.

to the enemies,

somaewhat lee

to the friendly, and

Now consider what should happen when the enemy number increases from one to three.
Attention previouely allocated to neutral aircraft
should be reallocated to enemy aircraft
up to some limit.
Beyond that limit, the amount of attention allocated to Cny one enemy
aircraft
should decrease.
In order for this reallocation to occur, however, the overall
attentional demand of the engagement needs to be high.
In order to increase demand for
attention, eeveral simulated surface-to-sir missile (SAM) sites were dtstributed
throughout the battle area,
If subjects allowed their aircraft
to etray over one of these
sitee, their aircraft
was immediately destroyed.
Further, In order to avoid a confound
between enemy number and total
number of aircraft,
the total
number of aircraft
wae held
constant by varying the number of neutrala,
When there was one enemy, there were four
neutral.l but whea
there were 'three enemies, there were only two neutrala.
The manipulation of neutral number means that, as the enemy number increased, half
th attention previously allocated to two of the four neutrals could be reallocated to the
two additional enemy aircraftl two neutrals are "traded" for two enemies.
Of course, this
one-for-one reallocation assumes that neutral and enemy aircraft receive equal priorities
for attention.
If
enemy aircraft rte's!w
a higher priority than neutrals, then more than
half the attention previously allocated to neutrals will be allocated to enemies.
Thie
unbalanced reallocation means that spatial awarenems for individu%l neutrala should
decrease as enemy number growsl that Is,
spatial location error fir
cautrale should grow
even though the total number of aircraft
had not changed.
A potential risk inherent in
this prediction ia that a :eiltng effect may appear in neutral spatial location error.
That is, neutral location error may be so large in the firet
place that it cannot get much
larger.
In order to compensate for this risk, an additional mesaure of attention allocation was introduced,
As subjects allocate more attention to a particular aircraft, the association made
between that aircraft
and its
identity as friend, foe, or neutral should grow etronger,
Later, if subjects are asked to Indicete the PEN identity of a particular aircraft, ho.e
quickly they respond should be a function of association strength.
Therefore,
reaction
time to FFN probes should index the amount of attention allocated to individual aircraft,
slower reaction times indicating that leas attention was allocated.
If lace attention is
allocated to individual neutral aircraft
when the enemy number is throe rather than one,
then neutral probe reaction time should increase with enemy number.
Tht foregoing logic assumes that aircraft-FFN aesmc'.ation strength increases as more
attention in paid to the aircraft.
Some independent Leat of this assumption is desirably,
One way of testing the acaumption is to vary the amount of time that a particultr
nmicraft
symbol is anexided a particular FFN identity.
The idea Is that sl:craft-FFN association
strength should increase over time.
Therefore, a manipulation of FFN assignment duraclin
was introduced into the eapariment.
On half the trials,
the FFN identity of all but the
subject's aercraf, changed midway through the triall
on the othur half, FFN Identity
remained constant,
If nasocistion strength increases over time, then the probobility of a
correct response to FFN probes in general should increase.
Thus, the probability of a
corrett rasponse was eapected tu ha greater when FFN Identity remained constant throughout
a trial.
Method

Subjects were 24 paid volunteers
subjects had normal c•lor vision,

from the

Wright State

University

community,

All

Jrank Overview
in s simulated air battle, sub.jects controlled riieof two
friendly aircraft engaged
Inl tirmbat with either one or three enemy aircraft,
It there wie only one enemy aircraft,
thoe there were four neutrals; but if thiere were three enemy itrcraft, then there were
only two neutrs,,oa
As a result, the number of aircraft
in the battle wee held constant at
seen,
All aircraft
except tL'e subjecte' were computer-controlled.
Each aircraft was
reprtsented by its
own uniquely shaped symbol.
Friendly aircraft
were blue in color,
en•i,- aircraft
were red, and reutrni aircraft
were gray.
In one condition (Consistent
FPP), whiulh aircraft
were friend, foe, or neutral was citosiatent throughout s trial,
In
another condition (Variable FFN), the identity of each aircraft changed randomly at randomly selected Limes during each trial,
As in oaperImants
e
arid 2, each time en alrcralt wym destroyed,
it reappeared at
some tandom location oin the screen,
Because of the speed of the eimulatioin, both friendly
and enemy sircraft were c-nstontly being destroyed.
As a result of this constant deetruclottocoupled with randonm relocation, individual friendly and enemy aircraft
wets often no
closer to the subject than wars neutral air'raft,
Thus,
the potential confound between
FPN identity and aircraft
proxamity to the aubjert'e aircraft aymbol was minimised,
lr±anLemo.mt

aLa&lal
!2f

AwMrJ..sau

Spatial awareness was measured
menta I and 2, enrept that all aircraft

and AnL

-£tLk.LA3Ia•N
ttion ,1

trensth

siingI lir'ttinn prorhee in the same way in In experiturned white at the moment of the freeze,
This

I
was to prevent subjects from being able to "check" the FFN identities of the aircraft,
FFN mircreft-eseocintion strength was measured using similar probes that appeared just
before or just after the location probe (half the subjects received one order. the other
all of the airAt the fraess,
The FFN probes worked this way.
half the other order).
disappeared only to reappear at th- bottom of
craft turned white, end one of the aircraft
F, end I, meaning hostile, friendThree lettArt appeared above the probe (H,
the screen,
ly, and neutrel, respectively).
Subjects used a joystick to mova a pointer trom ioLter to
letter
and proeseds "fire button" to make their selection,
Subhetts' FF4 probe reaction
time wee measured from the onset of the probe display to the first movement of the joy-

stick.
In addition,' subject's F N probe responses were recorded as either correct or
incorrect, The aircraft tasted for spetial locstion wae not the same as the aircraft
Which aircraft wee selected for those teste was random with
teat d for F1N association.
the constraint that all six aircraft (excluding the subject'&) were tested during each
trial, The response measures were error an the spatial location task as well as reaction
time and percent correct an the PPN identity task,

The same equipment used in the first two experiments wae used here.

Subjects participated in the experiment during three sessions, each about one hour
in length. The first session was simply a practice session,
Dats were collected during
sessions two and three only.
During session one. subject@ received all four experimental
whether there were
conditions determined by the factorial combination of two variable.:
one or three enemy aircraft, end whether FFN identity was consistent or inconsistent,
Order efDuring sessions two end three, subjnrts received each condition three times,
fects were counterbalanced using a Latin square.
Results end Discussion
The results provide compelling support for the attention reallocation prediction of
the aLlocation-by-threat hypothesis,
Figures 3 and 4 display the effects of enemy aircraft number and FFN identity on apatial error and PPN reaction time, respectively,
Interactions are evident in both filures, end both were statistically reliable (spatial
error, F(2,21) - 5,32, p - 0,0141 FPN reaction time, P(2,21) - 7.05, p - 0.005).
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figU€•a, Spatial awareness by PPN type
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FYN probe reaction time by
FN type and enemy number.

When there were three enemy aircraft rather than one, speatial error for neutral
aircraft increased slightly but unreliebly (p > 0.41), euggeetinq either no change in
attention allocated to individ,tal neutrals or else a ceiling on neutral location error,
The FPN reaction time data favor the ceiling effect interpretation:
ae enemy number
increased, reaction times to neutral FFN probes increased dramatically, F(l.22) - 14.28. p
* 0.001.
Visual examination of the percent of correct responses to FPN probes revealed no
evidence for a speed-accuracy Lrade-off (see Table 1).
Thus, the increase in PPN reaction
time seems to indicate a weakening of the aircraft-PFN eeeocittlon for neutral aircraft,
and this weakening implies that lees attention wee paid
to individual neutrals as i)rnmy
number increaeed,
Attention reallocatlon does not seem to be the whole story,
reuction time end percent corrvct also seem to revesl a "reepnhae

however,
Tie FFN probe
prepsration" affect Hid4L

6.7

When there were four neutral& (one
wam not (but perhaps should have been) anticipated.
enemy), subjects may have been "prepared" to respond "neutral" to the FeN probe.
If no,
then responses to neutral probes would have been faster and more accurate than responses
When there were
to either enemy or friendly probes--juet en seen in Pigure 4 and Table I.
onli two neutrals (three enemies), this response preparation effe,.t should have "flattenled
outr so that neutral reaction times and percents correct should have been more like those
to enemy and friendly probes.
As saee in Table 1, this flattening of the reoponse preparation effect is just what h;appened to the percent corrert data,
But Figure 4 nhown that
in the reaction time data, the effect did more than just flatten outs it reversed itself,
When there were only two neutrals, reaction times were markedly clower to neutral probes
than to either friendly or enemy probes.
This reversal is what would be expected if en
attention reallocation effect were added to the flattening of the response preparation
effect.
FFN reaction times may sloe suggest that the amount of attention paid to IidJ vidial
friendly and enemy aircraft changed slightly as enemy number increased, but theme changes
ware not statistically reliable (,.> 0.171 see figure 4),
Spatial location error for
enemy aircraft did clearly increase, however, F(l,22) - 10.97, p - 0,003,
Evidently, the
amount of attention reallocated to enemy from neutral aircraft was not enough to maintain
spatial awareness at the same level as before.
T.blo I1.

Percent of Correct Rewponsas to FFN Probes by Aircraft Type end Enemy Number
Foe

Enemy Number

Friend

Neutral

1

61

57

87

3

66

58

61

Figure 3 also displays the spa tial swerenees gradient predicted by the
allocation-by-threat hypothesis.
In both enemy number conditions, spatial error for
neutral aircraft was greater than spatial error for the computer-controlled friendly,
F(1,22) - 49.97, p < 0.0001,
When there was only one enemy aircraft, spatial error wae
greater for the fr;indly then for the enemy sircraft, F(1,22) - 4,54, p - 0,034. There
wae no reliable difference in spatial error for enemy and friendly aircraft when ther
were three enemy aircraft, p > 0,13.
Thus, more attention was siways allocated to enemy
and friendly aircraft than to neutral aircraft,
When there was only one enemy, it received more attention then did the friendlyl but when there were three enemies, the difference in spatial awareness between friendly and enemy aircraft disappeared.
J•blq

.

Percent of Correct Responses to FFN Probes by Enemy Number and FFN Conssten~cy

frmEperiment 3

Consistent
FFN

Chanping
F N

Enemy Number
1

84

78

3

72

53

As noted earlier, the foregoin snlseassumes that
Iircraft-;FN association
strength grows with increased attenton,
The FFN probe percent correct date show. in
Table 2 support this assumption.
First, percent of correct FFN responses increased as
the duration of sircrsft-FFN associations increased (that it, when FN
iaainments remained consistent throu hout a trial rather then when they changed midway through),
F(1,22) a 36.52, p < 0,0001.
Second, FFN awareness wes better when there was only one
rather than three enemy aircraft, F(1,22) - 140,89, p < 0,0001. Third, increasing enemy
number increased the detrimental affect of re- eatigning FFN identities, F(1,22) - 17.84,
p - 0.0003,
The first result indicates that aircra t-asoociation strength did grow
stronger as the duration of the association increased.
The ssLu.1 and third results
indicate that aesocietion strength wee weakened as the took's overall demand for attention
increased,

5.

EXPERIMENT 4

The critical findings in experiaent 3 were as follovei as enemy number increased
from one to three, spatil location emnr for neutral probes increassd slightly (but
unrelisbly) end reaction time to neutral 1PM probes slowed down.
ecause the realloc tion
hypothesis is dependent on these results, I decided to make sure they could be replicated,
AccoCrdigly, I repeated experiment 3 with sight now subjects and analysed the resulting
data independently,

.8-

Means from the eight new subjects are shown in Tables 3 and 4,
Table 3 displays
spatial error and FPP reaction time means.
Table 4 shows the percent of correct responses
to FFN probes.
pabl 3.
Type,

Spatial Location Errors (SLE)

Enemy Number,

and FPN Probe Reaction Times (FFP RT)

by Aircraft

and FFN Consistency
Consistent FFN
Foe

Friend

Changing

Neutral

Pos

Friend

FFN
Neutral

Enemy Number
1

3

ALE
FFN RT

24
201

69
225

63
203

41
225

52
216

70
185

ALE
PEN RT

61
240

55
243

71
261

51
231

61
237

83
242

Considering first
spatial error, the data from experiment 3 were essentially replicated, but this time there was a complicating three-wiay interaction between enemy nu bar
and PFP consistency, F(2,6) • 22.15, p - 0.0017.
Whet: FPN identity was consistent
throughout a trial,
the spatial error data appeared in about the same form as in eaperiment 31
enemy number interacted with FFN identity, F(2P6) - 4.96, p - 0.054.
That is, me
enemy number increased, spatial location error for neutrals end friendlies was not reliably affected (p > 0,26) while the error for enemies increased, F(1,7) - 6.81, p < 0.04.
But when PFN identity changed midway through the trial,
an increase in enemy number led to
increases in spatial error for both neutrals and enemies: as a result, the main effect of
enemy number wee reliable (F(I,?) - 9.81, p < 0,02) while the interection with FPN identity was not (p > .71).
Why this three-way interaction appeared in this experiment and not
in experiment 3 is unknown.
Perhaps it should be regarded as n "fluke".
In any event, it
appears that the sesentiel fsature of the spatial swereness date from experiment 3 are
repstable:
as enemy number increases, spatial errors for neutrals incrsase slightly
though unreliebly while spatial errors for enemy aircraft
increase more dramatically,
As Table 3 shows, reaction times to PFN probes in general slowed down as enemy
number increased, P(U,?) - 5.99, p < 0.05.
Reaction times to neutral probes slowed down
more than those to enemy and friendly probes, however, producong a marginally reliable
interaction between snemy number and
N identity,
F(2,6) * 3.68, p < 0.10, As in the
mait experiment, examination of the correctness of probe responses by FFN category showed
that the interaction wes not due to a speed-accuracy trade-oft,
Thus, the second critical
finding of the third experiment also appears to be repeateble:
as enemy number Incresses,
the aircraft-PEN association weakens more for neutral air-aft
than for either friendly or
enemy aircraft,
Note that the response preparation effect evident in the third experiment
was replicated na well.

Table
.
Percent of Correct
from Experiment 4

Responses

to

PEN Probes by Enemny

Consistent
PEN

Number andi PIEN Collw,

Iny
ln

Chan ing
FPN

Enemy Number

1

93

86

3

81

19

Finally, the three effects observed in the FFN percent correcL daLa of the main
experiment were also replicated, again supporting the logic that aircrnft-FPN association
strmngth grows as the amount of attention allocated to individual aircraft .Lncreuases,
First,
FPN awareness was better when there was only one rather then three enemy aircraft,
FC1,7) w 53,81, p w
,0002,
Second, FFN awareness suffered when aircraft
PFN identity
changed midway through a trial,
C(1,7) - 24,19, p < O.UU0.
Third, the detrimental esffct
of inconsistent FPN assignments was aggravated by Increasing enemy number,
F(P,7) - 11.81,
p - 0,009.

6,

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The present results support the two main features of the proposed attention allocation mode].
Firet, by showing that attention is reallocated as threat Intsnsnt1
Iincresses, the results support the hypothesis of a limited supply of attention.
Second,
in
order to allocate this limited supply of atbention across aircraft, subjects priorities
aircraft
based on the degree to which those aircraft
threaten or assist
the subject,
In
all four experiments,
the spatial awareness data showed that mrre attention was paid to
enemy aircraft that directly threatened the subject then was paid to other aircraft,
Experiment 2 showed that the resulting attention grmdiant steepuned as enemy number incressed:
when attentionnl demand was increased by Increasing the total
number of air-

craft, subjects seemed to increase the amount of attention paid to direct threats by
reallocating attention previously paid to other aircraft,
Experiments 3 and 4 provided
additional support for the reallocation hypothesis by showing that lear attention was paid
to individual neutral aircraft when the number of enemy aircraft increased--even though
the total

number of aircraft

had

not changed.

To the extent that the data demonstrate the reallocation of attention as the threat
increases, the results support the hypothesis that attention is limited, not unlimited, in
supply (of., 10, 13,
15, 18, 19, 20).
Of course, most people know from daily experience
that they seem to "run out" of attention if they attend to too many things at once,
But
science and common intuition do not always coincide.
Hirmt'a notion of attention em a
skill
(8,
9) is sufficiently flexible that one might imagine people acting as if they were
alloceting e limited supply of attention until they developed some necessary skill,
One
might test thim poesibility by giving subjects extensive training in the sir combat task
and smeing if the reallocation effect disappeared over time,
But whet if the effect did
not disappoer?
Would that prove that attention was not a skill
or just that the skill

needed more time to develop? It is just this flexibility in the attention-es-a- skIll
hypothesis that limits its usefulnems am a scientific theory--a criticism that ham also
been leveled at limited capecity theories of attention (8, 9, 12, 14),
In any caee, the
results here are at least consistent with limited capacity theoriar
and seem difficult to
explain from other theoretical points of view.

Apart from general support of a limited capacity model of attention, the results
specifIcally support a model in which a limited supply of attention is allocated to task
elements according to their ability to contribute to or threaten tark success.
Spatial
awarenem
in the simulated combat task wee beet for enemy aircraft that threatened task
sucsees, somewhat poorer for friendly aircraft that contributed to task success, and
poorest for neutral aircraft that had little
impact on task success. Although this differantial allocation of attention is not really eurprising, it may hilp to explain some
things that are surprising.
For example, consider the Iranian airliner inadvertently shot
down by the US5 Vincennes during the Iran-Iraq War,
The attention of Vincennes personnel
wee allocated to forcem that directly threatened their safety.
No attention was allocated
to the fact that e civiliun airliner was in the area.
When the airliner wee detected on
rader, it was confused with a hostile aircraft pertly because the information that would
have identified it es neutral was ignored,
From the viewpoint of the present attention
allocation model, this neglect of neutral information was completely predictable.
In
order to prevent similar occurrences in the future, something is needed to counter the
natural tendency to ignore information about neutrals during combat.
Unfortunately, what
that something may be is not yet clear,

7.
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ABSTRACT

"TheMMA Joint Venture (MMAJV) isa collaborative resaarch project between Brtish Aerospace,

Forrntil
QE Sensors, Secretary of State for Defencs (RAE) and Smiths Industries
Defence Systems, GEO Avilnios &A
Aerospato and Defence Systems, The Joint Venture Isa three phase programme, the objectives of whilh are to
(I)

establish the functional requirements and feasibility of a device(s) such ae the MMA,

(i1)

to prmm the iechniques for accomplhihlng this Ina raopd prototyping environment and produce a sat of
functional specifications,

(1i1) to cptimles the MMA functionality and develop the MMI on a real-tiem Mision Capable Simulation (MOB).
With the ever.inoreaslng trend towards complex Integrated avionics systems and the increased level :And
capability of threat antlolpated in future hostile smenriae, the requirement for the pilot of the single-ealt ailrraft to
maximlee hie shuatlonal awareness at all times must be one of the prime Issues In driving the development of su:h
systems,
This paper outlines the requirement for the MIA and Introduces the major functional areas of sensor fusion,
shuatlon assessment, dynamic planning and the Man-Machine Interface, The paper also dhwousses some of the
Human Factors Issues associated with the Introduction of an Intelligent Mission Mangeniment Aid (MMA) and the
Increasing need to promote situational awareness. Issues relating to the design requirements and evaluation of such
systems are also discuseed.
I

INTRODUOTION

it Is undoubtedly true that the operational requirements for future military aviation, and especially the future
single-seat fighter, are becomlng Prorsively more demanding, Treditional isles are being extended and the
scenaro Inwhilh aircraft will be required to operate Is likely to be characteriled by Increasingly hostile end capable
threats. In an effort to moet this requirement avionissystems are becoming Increasingly saohlsticated and Inte.
grated and the pilot Is required to manage these more capable systems In an Increisingly difftuit and unpredictable
soenario [t).
In contrast to these requirements we seem to hear more and more about the failures of sophlstleated and hIghly
Integrated systems not so much because the system falls to function, but because it does not produce the perform.
inca expected of it, Under these conditions the pilot (or operator) Is oftsn cited as a major or contributory factor Inthe
failure and the net result Is a Ioes of confidence In the overall system,
In reality this may be ao much a reflection of the design process as an Indlicment of either human or operational
aspects and It Is in this sense that the requirement for 'situailonal awareness' Is a fundamental aspect of system
delsgn. Unless the designer can Identify the requirements of the system controller •the pilot . it Isditfficult to define
the detailed functlonail speolfications for a device such as the MMA,
We may define situational swareness as the pilot's everill sppreciation of his current 'world', This implies
both sensory processing and Infeerencingan the part of the plo since
n his apprcliatlon of the 'world' will be determined,
In part by his previous experience and•kno
wledge, An awareness of hhi own state es wsll a the stats of his aircraft
systems, stores etc. and the currant mission stutiton are sil components which contribute to his overall situational
walrense. Situation awireneas is,in this sense, a Gestat which is glreatter than the sum of the parts, An Implication
of thhis i tflat Itis dffcuit to messureas
e
lobal metric and is I~mited In its utility as stool to predict performance,
Indeed this ties inwith relality it isdifficult, even for the pilot himself, to pred situations which will result ins iess or
mrtts gaee
of aitustUonoi swarenes, A•numbeor facto~rs such as an Individual pilots susollepblity to various stress.
nl tihskl/ineants, his physiological sttet, current ilvel of t~raining, datewill oHlaffeta the way In which he allocates his
aetoniand the amount of resource that a particular suituti dilawndLs This, In turn, affects the sped and
ascurasy with which he pVercev$s the world. Indeed, such Is the dynamic nature of situational awareness that It Is not
clear thit the seie lose of situalltonal awaenoss would occur In successive and idential mission siualltions,
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Nevertheim, pilts put wafin Importance on their ability)*o maintain an overall situational awareness and
there lean undoubte reoquifrmement to understand what factors contribute to this state, to Identify their relative Importand thue to ensure that the avionic system enhances the pilots situational awareness at any Instant Intime.
*am#e
This, Inturn, reflects on the deeign promes. There leafundamental need to understand what Information (as opposed
to datal) the pilot needs Ina particular mission context, how that Information Isperceived and how itcontributes to his
overall situational awareness. This puts the emphasis Inthe initial design processes, at least, on the user require.
mente -a pilot orientated approach.
MMA APPLICATION
The overall ojective of the pooyngphase, Isto demonstrate the malr functions which contribute to the
In n Intagratedfsln After consIdeiratlon of a number of possible missions and scenarIos it
concept of the MMAA
wae decided that to most fully exercise the MMA's functionality the Initial prototype. should operate Inan air-tc-ground
role although the capability to carry out alr-to-air missilone will be Incorprated Insa later phues. Inithe afr-tciround
scenario the MMA will carri out several mIseloons within the aorment NATOstrucure and demonstate its ability to
respond to Intelligent hostile threash. These are primarily 00 VCAA (offensive oourter-mir'eountsr-al, attack) and Al
air interdiction) missions.
These missions are strike missions against some strateglcsactioail tavqget such as alit latd/alrcraft, FOFA
(follow-on force attack), command and conitrol centres, eki. They are ideally carried out by asmell group of aircraft
and are similar Inthat they are principally stealthy missions demanding minimal use of aotive sensors, cooperation
between aircraft, and a high degree of preoplannlng of all mission phases to and from the target The Importance of
gop operations Infuture scenarios Isunquestionable and an Important aspect of the MMA's operation will be to
Inrt0 ac with other MMAs to allow Intelligent target handoff, attack sequencing and communal pipnnlng of resource
deployment,
3

located Inthe European Central Region and ItIs
The scenarios are based on a 100 x200 km gaming ware
sensors
Intended that the MMA should demonstrate the ability to produce a single view of the outside world through lite
Inaddition, the MMA will demonstrate the ability to 'repair' the
of Inspection.
capabie
Is
which
plan(s)
mission
a
'Ind
plan as a function of infoirratlon updates or unforeseen events.
MMA
SYSITEIIM REQUIREMENTS AND THIIE
3
FUTURE111
through alogirsily ordered serise of phases
progresses
often
development
design
and
system
Sophisticated
each of which build&on, and Ismore detailed than, its predecessors- top down approach 12,31. From Initial concept,
therefore, the design and development process generally proceeds as InFig 1.

10Objiecyes

Functlinal Decomposition & Specification
11"

-0' Missicii Analysis/Took Definition
01
Ma ~ ohine Authority Allocation
10Definition of Information (Display)
and Control Requirements
Evalua~ion
Fig I Typical design procmss
Inpractice this Istyicaly an Iterative process where evaluation may result inarevisiting of any of the stages
aboveIt (as illustrated inFig 1)-even to the exter! that itmay sometimes modify the objectivesi
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-icMiet4
of each stage
~
prehsneteIpiddpnec
W
Mis~ htti
~
snt
~ opeeyteal
~
ant its predecessor may be oGnlyprillyl true. itIsdifflli, lor example, to predict the effect on performance of
alcating piow aufthrit to seIfi takeunctlone without an understanding of the pilot Information and control
rqirements, This, Inturn, meure significant evaluation or research. The nadequacies of aTop Down (or
BotmUp) approsach are leg.~ sue by the need for a Imsn-Inthelbocp' system. Thus.a flexible mbrture of
epprooheeIs
rquird wih a ignifiantly greater emphasis on the Human Fsactors aspects of the system early Inthe
agreater prospect of satisfying the customers needs and
which has
result In.a product
shoulddoollgnrvrdeslgn
process, theThis
desinminimises
process,
This approach Isreflected Inthe MMA design process.
also
iterative
4

MMA CORE FUNCTIONS
Reognoption of the neeld for a more ollcorlensatod approacih haa been embodied Inthe MMA Inthat the Manwith the
can pMoed
Inparallel
M#achne WItefae (MMI) dvlopmen hall been Identified asaseaiarate activity which
drVersInt
knpotn
p rottynof the majr functions. Thuw the human factors design oonsderatonsSarsen -"ta
and Information display requirements have
design of I e MMA btall rather than vice versa, Considration ofthe MMu
Included examination of fundamental humian falctrs aspects such as the pilot need and benefits of processed sensor
Information, Potential problems associated with linowledge database$ of tactins and assessed threat values, the disploy of optional plans including advice on tactiall routeing, the use of resources, etl.
This approach has led to the production of a series of Human Factors guidelines for the MMA 1I1 and to the
Sensor Fusion, Situation Assessment, Dynamic
as Illustrated InFig 2, vWe
derivaion of the four major functional aroeas
Planning, Man-Maschine intrface.
These core functions of the MMA pwroid a tactical plan to the plot, which he may, wholly or partially, accept or
reject, This tecitlial plIan Iedesigned to satisfy the mission objectives. Itaddresses everyapc of the mission and
Isvisible to the pilot through his copkpi display suite. Alternative (and presumably less favourabis) plans are produced anid displayed at the pilot's request, There are four main processes Involved Inproducing this tectical plan.
Sensor fusion takes data from a number of sources Including the on-board tactical database and combines Itto
This Iscombined with Intelligence data from the
produce a single fused view of the outldeo~ world -the Alpha meoen,
taking account of the
premIssion brief database to produce an assessed view of the slluation -the Bets meoen,
This
assessedi
view and the overall mission objectives are used
mission
phases,
current
and
future
objectives of the
to producesa number of tactica options- the pars (or gammas). Finally, the MMI function prioritis.s the Information
presented to the pilot and manages the displays and muftif unction controls.

FigS
MMA cor luac'osA
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7.4
COrrelation Involves the correlation of tracks Into postion. and where poesibe velookles, by the alignment of
references framee, and the subsequoen
da from senmrs with differean socureolo aWd dilffer.nt temporal and spatimli
combining of fta6a Into a single resolved track with a confidence Interval, Socondly, attribute fusion Isthe Identill.
cation of targets, using snsot data such as Radar or IR signatures, along with contextual and hlstaicOll Information
from the tlactial database to eparate and Identify targets which ire poss"y spoaillyi Indlstinguishable.
The output from senr fusion Isthe Alpha scens consisting of a list of outside world 'objects' with the
positions, velocities, associated confidence Intervals, Ildntifioetions and stlatus where appropriate,
4,

Slluatlon assesement

The Alpha one Is passed to the Situatlon Asessment function to produce a Sets soone which contains a
thrsat.piortlied list of objects. This is a multl.stags proess In which firstly the known frinly cet are filtered for
esparate prcessilng, u ilthough they may not presmlnly constitute a threat, their presence can Influence the overall
assessment of ft threat nvllonmment,
Then, the remnining hostile and unknown objects are evalisaed for thread eW target potential, This evaluation
resuIts In Inherent threat values being assigned to these objlct• based on Identitioftion of the thrtflarwe1t and its
current roiation to the MMA aircraft (og status), These threat values are an Integral iprt of the Bets acene which Is
displayed to the pilot and are also used in the Planner In 'costingl the proposed plan(e),
Thus, the situation asMessment process resulits In list of objcts which, In combination with the recognilsed
friendly objects, constitute the Bets scene. The output Bets seone is of the same format as the Alpha scene, but with
the addition of a Wehrst* value, priority ordering, and the masking of the uncertainty attached to the original reports,
4.3

Dynamic planning

Thi Islthe heart of the MMA which oonstructs tactical plans (Gammas) including a Gamma* option (the most
f ivourblee
a
plane re buInfrom the Beta seone Input, which provdes the plnner with the 'currant
eltuation', and from the
obee
ps.milon brief The fial Gama' pnodued contains

mouch more then1,
just a popose route, for salmple, the proposedI empioyment of weapon end countermeasure

systemsl, and the throe~dhnenslons tactical1route generated by the threat avoidance function, which are fed to the
appropriate alrersft systems,
The Planner constructs the tactical pliana (gammas) In a data structure whose entries represent parameter
values for that stage of the mission and followinmg that particular plan. A search performed through this structure,
using techniques appropriate for dealing with a dynamilo situation, provides the gamma'. This gamma' isoutput to the
pilot or him to acept or roject before being passed to the aircraft systems, The Planner also has responsibility for
monitoring changes in the Beta scene and progress on the plan with a view to 'repairing' the plan when approprliale.
The Planner evaluates optlons for an Attaok,tDfenoo strategy, These options take aocount of the mission
objectives, potential target and threat values and the current status of the aircraft's weapons and countermeasures,
Small seal tooatial re.routolng In the air, for threat and terralin avoidance IsIncorporated at a low level In the
gamma(s), The output isin the form of a list of threat-avoiding waypolnts for utililation by the navgation system.
4.4

Man-meahlne

Interface

The man.machine interfale for the MMA Iscontred around the Pilot Interface Mansger (PIM), The PIM may be
considered as s number of functions which 'organilse the information required to be presented to the pilot at anry time,
The core functions of the MMA will provide a wealth of Information relating to the current situation, proposed
MMA actionaolutions, status of systems and uesito the pilot, and the PIM wlll priorities this Information according to
the pilot's ourrent objactive, The Information required for display Is auheduled according to the pilot's ourrent talking,
which will be monitored by the MMA, This scheduling function will continually assess the allocation of task between
the pilot and the MMA, and will display the approprlate level of Information,
Another Imorflant aspect of the MMI will be In ensuring that, apset from the level of Information displayed auto-

"mallcallyto the pilot, he can osilly and naturally access lower levels of information to explain, or qualify MMA advios/

plan%, etc. This will be particularly Important inthe evaluation of the MMA, and In pilot tralinng, In order to boost oonfld.
once and acceptability of the system.
As described earlier, the pilot will be provided with an assessed view of the outside world, the Beta scene,
provided from the lituallan assessment funotlon, Overlaid on this will be the selected plan or gfamna' and the assool
ated status messages and pilot action commands, However, the ability of the pilot to Interrogate the system to a lower
leve! (g the Alpha smene), to aaoeptdreJeot options on the gamma', to ask 'what if type quesllons, and perhaps most
notably, to override the MMA are very Importlanl human factors considerations for an MMA almraft,
I

HUMAN FAOTORS DESIGN OONSIDIIUIATIONS

The a has already introduced the notion that there Isa need for a shift In the design emphasis of seophIstl.
owtd and hihl Integrated systems towards a polotorisntated approach and outlined the reasons for this shift. The
MMI stherefor of fundamental Impeorinoee i the MMA,

The overall ?above of the MMA Isto Increase the situational awareness of the pilot (and thereby Improve
overall mission .~fftveinese) by.(1) providing him with more complete and higher quality Information (eg fumed sensor data).
(11) by presenting him with options for dealing with situations using Iniformation which he may not have readily
to hand (a#tactical moutllg options),
(ill) by monftorlngitnforming him of situational changes and system trends as required (eg changing threat
status, projected out-of-llmlt system parameters).
The overall objective of the MMI Isto precent the Information which the plict needs Insa fashion which Isreadily
usimiluted end to alow him to Intesract with this Information Inawa2 which isappropriate and natural, This knpilesoa
cer1tain degree df machine intelligeonce, for Instlance, Inthe aemu cdisplays management, automatic dispmensin of
Implies a requirement for InferentIall procesese since the MMA should-inter*
expendablai abuntermeeurec fte Itasoe
pret both the pilotrs current and future requirsmenta through a knowledge of his goals (eo miseion requirements at
various levels), an evaluation of his needs (op pertinent Information to maximise his situational awarensess), and
Interpreteton of his actions (eg intentlonal deviations from planned tactical route).
8.1

Oltuatllemal awareness

This Isone particular, area Inwploh the MMA presents novel Human Facltos problems. The Information which Is
being presented to the pilot at any Instant Intime isnot u predictable so has traditionally been the came and hits
eossentIal to ensure that this Imachlnemsnsgeooment' of the presented Information serves to enhance the 11f1tuatlonal
Awareness of the pilot rather then to d~rads Itby presenting, Informatlon which Isrjnexpecotednot required or by
chning the character of the displayed Information (eg revising the tactical route) without prdmlng the pilot or requestIng his acceptance.
Another aspect of this problem Isthat of Ilot confidence, Traditional systems are predictiable Inthe sense that
Isrelatively simple to prove the system
there islittle Inthe way of Intelligent automation. Under those clroumetencee Nt
and pilot confidence Israpkid established to whatever degree Isappropriate. since system performance expetslions are well understood., Incontrast, the llMA will have a much larger degree of autonomy. Indeed, there will be
ocoamlons when the system puts value jdements on data at hditsdaposal (eg dynamic threat assessment). Under
thses circumstances ItIsmuch more difficl to selablish pilot confidence Int a system slnce he Isno longer sure of
machine performance. Further, Ifhe Isto acept advice from the system there will be times when he wlill not under.
stand the reasoning which hoe led the machine to its current decisions, This Isan Important aspect of the development and *valuatlon of such devices and Isconmidered Inmore detall later Inthe paper,
1.1 Knowledge ellc~alitIon
The process of knowledge elicitation hus received much attention Inrsoent years and neither the effort Involved
nor the necessity for aformal approach ahould be underestimated. There are a number of leveis of machine Intsltgeo
u nw lede ellobltatn Isa fundamentall Human Factors Issue whoth,4r we are dealing with 'Artificial
?Moteliec or Intelligent automation.
Intelligent automation refers to situations, such as displays management, where the knowledge gained by the
designer has been used Inthe design prmoaes to determine that apeill o events will occur under aparticular set of
operational conditions. The number of parameters Involved Inistisfying some criterion Isusually fairly limited and
determined simply when the pareaeter(s) are enabled or reach some threshold value.
Artificial Inteilligence techniques, however, are typically charecterised by the urn of a number of 'rules, or
complex conditionals which are evaluated to determine an eppropriate response to partioular situations, These rules
are eiheor onmtalned as an Integral part of the continlling software or set aside Ina rule base (as Inan expert systemi).
Inthe military environment thers are at least three levels of knowledge silokatlon. At the technical level the
respective technologists are an Important source of knowledge relating to present and future equipment caprability -so
own and pocaibl enemy equipment, Aircorw
that the machine can qualify data Itreceives with knowledge of both kms
are also an excellent source of knowledge relating to operational Issues and tactks so'thatl the machine can ofter
of knowledge elicitation Inthe protooptions,
eto,
A
third
uspec
on
it
understanding
of
reaaonable
advice based
typing ofFuture systems IsInthe forecasting of the operators role and how changes may Impact system design. The
Human Factors specialist has an Important role Inthis respect since he has agood understanding alfthe human pwo
esoses
and the methods, both objective and subjective, for Investigating them. Inaddition, his view ot the operator's
rol snotrsrce by current operational or doctrinal cenalderatldon, These three aspects are very complementary
area IstMe natural focus for this activity reflecling the Increasing need for a more pillot.
the Human
and
design11actiors
approach.
rorintated
1.8 Man-meehlne authority
The MMA will affeet all the majr avlonic systems of future airmraft (including the pliot 1)and the relative level of
authority between the Pllo and the MMA (or btcomponents) Isof fundamental Importance Inthe design of the overall
system. Although the MMI will be acrucial Issue Indetermining the success of the MMA a more basic Issue, at least In
terms of the overalli systm do&ign, Isthe man-moahlne relatllonship Thus, ftisetargolaid that the allcation of
function between pit. nd maclhine wilbe hisrooerloid by a e&Win degree oIfltixb~ilty,to cater for situatlons where
the MMA may reoeve the pil ot
ea particular task (or vice vmers), An example of this Isthe MMA SfIlOx 111espene
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funcion whore the MMA ha: the authority to deploy ocuntermeuuree and, ultimately, manoeuvre inresponse to a
threat to which the pilo either cannot or does not have time to respond. Alternatively, there may be occaOsons when
the Plot requires manual control over a function which Isotherwim under control of the MMA, #g cockph mading or

deployment of countermeasures, In any event there will b6 a need for some reversionary capability at least until such
time as sufficient operational experience has been gained to prove the MMA's long term reliabillty.
The design of inherent flexibility Into the allocation of function has obvious Implications for the Situational
Awareness of the pilot, How does the pilot know the current atoostlon of function? The design of any such flexibility
potentially meane that the pilot has to keep a mental track of relativo responsiblities, ideally, without any extra
cognitive loading, Such a feature may affect his ability to anticipate the actions of the MMA and reduce his Situational
Awareness, for example, Immldlately following an unexpected action or message,
go the Issue of Man.Machine authority lI a fundamental Issue Inthe design of an MMA and ,loarly the province
of the Human Factors epie1llat, The Joint Venture isdevoting oonsiderable effort to this aspect of the design and tile
concepts embodied In the prototype design will be evaluated during the Mislion Capable Simulation phase of the
programme.
8.4

The allocation of funotlon peardox

In endeavourlng to define the allocation of function between man and machine ItIs obviously Important to
develop an undersltanding of the capabilities of future systems, However, itis also Important to understand the caps.
bulllies of the pilot and balance the strengthe and weakness of each, Indeed, the level of allocaltlon of function may
well affect the way In which information re presented to the pilot (og in hi level of abstractness),
8.4,1

Levels of task abstraction

in developing a strategy for the allocation of functlon it Is necessary to consider which tasks are beat sulted to
the MMA and which to the pilot how the allociatlon of authority for these may be Influenced by the operational context
and the need for duplication of runctlon between the pilot and the MMA, In modelling human performsnoe ItIe convenil.
eint to consider performance based on different levels of activity or response, These levels are often described as
activities based on:

(is Skills
b)Knowledge
al

Inference,

(a) Once skills have been developed through extensive training end practioe there Ie natural limit to the
aocuracy of that activity which Is detormined by fatoare ouch as human sensor performance, reaction time, manual
dexterity as well as environmental factors such as V' loading, etc. Fti 3&shows the typical relatlonship between
processing resouroo and performance and illustratie this natural limit to human performance which Is largely
unfllected by Increasing the amount of resource allocated to it but which can be elevated to a degree by praclice.
This Is partkiularly characteristic of 0111l
based performance , Itis generally overloarned, more or less Instfincltive end
does%mt roquIr a great deal of high level cognitive processing, T"ypicll exampile of thess skills might be flight control
or weapon aiming, -They are, however, susceptible to disruption from competing teske which may unexpectedly
assume a higher prlorith, Unlike the machine, the human operator is very poor at multiplexing between tasks. Where
there is a requirement to multiplex. proessi.ng of one task Isoften deayed, until e hi•gher priority one has been completed, In many moes the requirement for the pilot to multiplex often results In a lower quality performance irrespec.
tive of response time. This is not normally the cass with a machine,
Machines, on the other hand can normally perform these tasks with an accuracy which is only effeotively
limited by the resolution of the sensor data power/speed of the proceesor, ate. For example, modern aircraft are
demonstrably good at flight control or terralnafollowing tlaks, Although it is diffloult to demonstrate a machine which
leams in the traditional human sense (•g through practice) ItIs likely hot, unlike their human counterpart, their per.
formance will continue to Improve with future hardware/software developments (Fig 3b), Thus, mechines are, argu.
ably, better sulled then pilots to tasks charactoerled by this level of octivity especially where there is a frequent need
to inultiplex between talks,
(b) The next level of activity Is that based on knowledge or previous experlence. FResponses to threats are
tlypiclly based an the use of knowledge of systems (Ig efects of countermeasures). Humans are generally good at
this hsiel of Activity, Paradoxically, their performanoe {0e response time) often Improves with Increasing amounts of
data,

Machine performance, on the other hand, Is usually adversely affected with Increasing dait, Increasing the
knowledge held by the machine Invariably Increases system response time, In addition, the quality of machine ral.
potase Isdirectly dependent on the success of the Human Factore specialist in diltilling the appropriate information
from the lexpert and synthsolsIng a reprellntative rule set, In an application such as the MMA, where conciuslons
are not slmiply corrte or Inoorrect but may be best estimates, this activity is a cornerstone of the entire system,
(o) Inforenolng lI the ability to roach a decision or to take a course of actiom based on Incomplete data and
requires
of reasoning
prjection
outcmes
aosble
solutlons,
Humans
are pag lcu.
on'1UnOlrtlifln
estimates
to aIternatve
put confidence
(a• or
a vallueludgement
to makeabout
itlls the orability
activity,
at thiselevel
arly goodsm,

data) which isoftn critical indetermlning the sucoes or failuler of a mission and is the primely reason for the

00nkiiluN exlstenoe of the mainn.the.loop, Once again, human performance often Inoreases with Inorsailnb
amounts of data,

'
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Fig 3 Man and machine resource-peformanoe relationship
ItIsoften difficult to assess machine performance Inthis area since the criterila for the assessment ere often
uncertain. Thle point Isdeveloped later Inthe paper, However, the MMA programme Isparticularly concerned with
a number of hiher level functions which require both knowledge and inferenlin , Inferencing is an
the taken
MMA sinoe
it may
well have
informatlon
to the In
pilot
or of
which the pilotallf
has not
sUfilcient
account
due aces
to high to
workload
and awhih
lack Is
of temporaly
situatlonal denied
awareness,
addition,
machines
are
completely
Impartial.
They
do not exhibitm
ental and
'setstheInweighting
the came way
as is typioai of human p1rocess
lng which affect both the wy inwhloh intormation
is perceived
itii assigned.
ftisinthis areaIhat the relationship between the man and the machine ismoat complex and
this is reflected in
the Intention that the MMA should be a pilot oid and not a manager, Thus the MMA provides Advice to the pilot, which
he must then Interpret end place his own value judgement on, unless the situation dilotate otherwise,
1.4.1 Flexibility and the allocation of funatlon
Given that the Instantaneous workload will, at times, be such that human performance will bo degraded, there Ia
oonslderable potential benefit to be gained from the presence ofa machine that can minimise the overall workload level
by:
(a) Inoreased use of Intelligent automation especlally Inthe eytoms management area,
(b) the use of Artificial Intelligence techniques to monitor the overall situatlon end evaluate options or
courses of action which, for whatever reason, the pilot may not thoroughly consider such that Itcan cue
the pilot or Intervene wren appropriate,
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Ofthe workload levol/taak structure were predictable at every instant in time during a mission, and the perform.
once charaoteristics of the human were known in detail, allocation of function would be a relatively simplistic task.
Unfortunately, neither of these are true. The Instantaneous level of workload is not generally predictable and therefore
there seems to be an Inescapabte requirement for some level of dynamic allocation of function within a device(s) such
as the MMA. This, In turn, requires the MMA to be capable of Inferenring and monitoring the overall situation whilet the
pilot retains ovMrl control under meet ciroumatanoe. In order to carry out these functions the MMA has am Implicit
requirement to continuously evaluate the current situation.
Although the allocation of authorit over functions has to retain a degree of fiexblblity,hI is envisged~ that tas ke
which may be adequately cehracterisad by 'intelligent autc.ralion' would be moat suited to bel l~ocated to th~e MMA

allowing the pio to alloe more of his reeouras to decision making base ens heightened situational awarenofs.
These higner isvei atlvities would typlaly te account of advice Ored by the MMA, eg inrespc of alternative
tactical rutes, Thus, the pilot and the MMA form an Interactive, Integrated and omplerentary relationship.
I

MMA EVALUATION

1e
The problems of velldallnglevaluating Al sftware are well recognised, Although the softwar iessentially
deterministic his
performance may not be predictable in a practical sense Inthat the rules (or sondltionais) which dotermine the outcome of any particular procese wre both complex and numerous, Traditional validation techniques are,
therefore, often not very productive or sufficient. In addition avionics systems such as the MMA will be providing
advice to the pilot Inareas where the pilot may not have aufnlcient Information to adequately assess the accuracy of
the answer or where there may not even be a'correct answer (eogdtalled tactical route). Successful Integration of an
Intelligent planning aid such as the MMA requires the acceptance and confidence of the user and itis Important, therefore, to develop an understanding of the criteria by which the performance of such a device can be measured.
isvels at which performance of the MMA may be measured and we may rater to these as
There are tdleast ywo
the functional level and the operational level. Inthe MMA Joint Venture these correspond broadly to the prototyping
and MOB phases of the programme.
6.1

Functional evaluation
The functional level of evaluation Is conoemed with assessing the degree to which the MMA software produces

a correct and high Integrity response to any particular sat of conditions. Traditionally this has required testing to
demonstrate that the various functions perform to the original specificatlon. Inthe case of such a sophisticated

avionics system, however, itIs likely that the original speolficalion will not be suffioiently detailed to allow an adequate
assessment In many respects,
Inan operational situation ItIslikely that the MMA will have accoss to Information which is not available to the
plot at any Instant intime. it Is also likely that the pilot will have knowleodge/expertilse which Is not known by the MMA
(eg InclMdual empoerisno). Unodr these conditions the MMA and the pilot form a very complementary pair whose
potential Joint performance would exceed that of each separately. However, since itIs probable that:
(I) the MMA will not usually produce a higher quality plan than the pilot when he has the time, experience and
apprepiate Information,
(11) the pilot will, on occasions, not be Ina position to evaluate an MMA solution, eg when the pilot Isresourcelimited or does not have Immediate aocess to specific Information known by the MMA,
h Ispertinent to question what Isan acceptable MMA decision, it Islikely that there is no learWcut answer to this
question since the criteria are likely to be situation specific. For example, ItIsrelatively easy to determine whether the
system has moded the cockpit correctly under any given set of conditions, ItIs much more difficult to determine
whether the system has established the optimum three-dimensional tactical route to the target or even whether it has
correctly ranked alternative routes.
Apossible solution to this Isto Invoke a aystem of performance measurement based on criteria which accom.
modate the degree to which the output can be shown to be satisfactory. To this and a set of criteria are proposed for
the acceptance of software such as required by the MMA which necessitates that it:
(t) has the required functionality,
(2) creates 'oorrect' solutions wherever possible,
(3) provides the pilot with acceptable solutlonrtoptions.
Thus, the software should exhbit the required functionality where itIs possible to adequately specify this under
the range of operational conditions expected (eg ocd*i madng). Where this is not posilble itis required that the
software crealte oorrao' solutions wherever possible (oe production of a true Recognised Surfae Piure). There
will be circumstances inwhich neither of these are poesibe such as when data is qualified with a 'value judgement'.
eq perceived dynamic threat value or perclved cost of resouroe deployment such as countermeasures. Under these
conditions it is suggested that the software should provide the pilot #th acceptable solutiona"optiono (as Inthe
proposed use of reeources). Using this type of approach it should be possibe to aptimise the performance of the
system and thereby maximise the confidenes of the pilot Inthe capabiity of his machine.
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0.2 Operational evaluation
At the operational level hii impo
s
ant
ts be able to evaluate the oivrall eyots, and thhis neeosarIly Includes
the pilot in the evaluailonf This providein opportunity to evaluate the syltem as a whole and to optimise the
efultency In a variety
sc areni. The basdbobjective of this level of evraluaton ii to establish whether an MMA eqouIppe
aireratitoe ar'milsion etfeative' than an sarie t witout an MMA. A fundamental issu In dminlng the relative
effIenoy
rcnfigunaonais
icthe
rmangnehip between the man and the meshins and,
a
ta lower level,
the MMI, of the alemAtove
end the Joint
will estflfisih
csiable
reltiRme
Msslohn
aeableof
Simulator
(MOB) embodying
MMD'. To
Thethis
octive.
of thisVentum
aim leion
flmitby are toa allo
the
objectve
opllmatlletonl
the MMuIMMI
pro)totype the
functions InsI realllstIc environment and to investIgate the relative efficiencfes of various methods of information
presentaion and pilotInterator0n with the system.
In ordarfor the MMA to perform lnaIrealletio mannerfII l'ilneed tobseue Ite decislenaon shriowiedgeof enemy
cepabllitee, Thus, In order to pilan .the most elffislent teotloal route It should have •seen to on~board databasI~es
conoenling Information such as surfaceto-alr missile site response times, ttics and commandend control net.
works, The simulation, Inturn, will need to reallstlcally modsl thes aspects of the se1naro (an,' incidentally realistic
"ensor performance, eto) and a great deal of effort Is being allocated to the creation of such an adequate test hamess
during the early prototyping phase so that the functlonal evaluation Is carried out under similarly realistic conditions.
S Aithough there lea large amount of development work, which neceslsarly/precede, this later programme phase,
the man-in-the-loop level of evaluetisn is progressively becoming a fundarmental aspect of system deVelOpment alsthe
level of system sophistication contlnues to increase, Indeed, it reflecs the increasing importance of the MMI, end the
relationship between the man and the mahie Infutur avionics systems, and underlines the neessity for a shlft In
emphasi aowards a pilot-orientated design approach.
7

CONCLUIION

Future malsions are likely to be oharacterlsed by an Increasing number of occasions which will seriously reduce
the probability of mission sueseas unless we can ensure that the pilot can react swiftly and effectively. This can only
be achieved by ensuring that the pilot can maintain a high level of situational awareness which implies t-•h an understanding of the ourrent situation, the history which has produced the situation and the Implications for the futurl
misslon situation.
Under high workload oonditions there Iean obvious need for an MMA which can assist the resource-Ilmted pilot
through dynamic management of the workload and provision of appropriate high level Informatlon/advioe by monitorIng, Inferring and planning.
The Integration of a device such as the MMA poses fundamental questions relating to Its operational valklatoun,
the man-machlne Interface and the relationship between the two. Indeed, there seems tobe an inescapable require.
ment for a degree of flexibility inthe allocation of function between the pilot and the MMA, Because of the sophistics.
tion of this dcils of avionlo devIoe(s) and the continued existence of the piiot-ln-the-ioop itIs argued that neither a topdown nor a bottom.up approach to system desin Is adequate and the case has been made for e shift in the design
emphasis towards a more pIlot-orialted appoach.
The specification of such a system Isdifficuit and it is less clear what performance is specifically expected from
the system, This raises basic questions about the cniterle for acceptable MMA decileonsaiolutlons and an approach
to this problem based on the degree to which the output has bean shown to be satisfactory has been suggested.
These Issues ae an Integral pan of the MMA Joint Venture programme. The techniques required by the vore
functions of the MMA are currently under development in the prointyping phase. it Isessential to develop an under.
standing of tha performance of such a ilus of avionio system in an operational context and an essential step in this
direction Isevaluation through a piloted Misnion Capable Simulation. The Mlselon Capable Simulation phase will allow
real-time oplimisation of the MMAJMMI functions In a realistic and Intelligent alr-to-ground (and subsequently an air-to.
air) environment. Using this approach it isantiolpatted that the MMAJV programme will provide an Invaluable contributlion towards the development, assessment end pilot Integration of sophisticated and Integrated systems such as the
Mission Managerent Aid,
I
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THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL STRUCTURE OF VISUAL ATTENTION
AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR DISPLAY DESIGN
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Brooks AFS TX 78235-$ 301
United States
summay
The ability to direct attention toward far vioual space while maintaining good spetial orientation in imperative for pilots of highperformance fighter aircraft. in actuality', this task is quite
similar to that performed during such everyday activities as
reaching and locomotion. A theoretical analysis of the three-imension~t). (3-D) structure of visual attention and its involvement in
normal perceptual activities leads to the conclusion that far attention is a) biased toward the upper right visual field, b) associated
with saccadic scanning confined to the Central 30 degrees of the
visual field, and a) primarily utili sod in performing 'local' perceptual processes. In properly designed aircraft displays, then,
far attention can berencouraged both by restricting local perceptual
analyses to certain rgions of the visual field, and by enabling
attitude control to be performed using mere *global* (ambient)
mechanisms.,
Introduction
The constant need to transition between the near (cockpit) and far (out-the-%Lndow)
environments has historically posd one of the m3'snerious ohallenreT--both from an
optical and attentional perspecotinve--facing pilots. The major "near* task is to perform
the instrument arose-check, primarily to maintain proper aircraft orientation, wh~le imnportant 'far' taskis inclde takeoff and landing, clearing, lead contact, and target acquisition. U~ntil recently, the transition process was made especially difficult because
both the pilot-s attentional and optical foci were forced inward by the need to maintain
spetial orienta tion via proximal cockpit instruments. Two display concepts hove
the transition problem. the head-up display (HUD) and the wide
to alleviate
attempted
field-of-view
(WPOV) attitudte indicator. The first of these is designed to promote a
far visual focus by presenting primary flight information (attitude, airspeed, altitude) on a see-through display located at optical infinity. The second approach,
typified by the Peripheral Vision Display El3, is designed to facilitate the use of
'ambient' resources to maintain aittituwe control, thereby allowing the pilot's optical
and attentional foci to be directed distally.
Unifortunately, neither of the above approaches has been entirely successful in
problem. Fiet, the HUD does not produce an optical focus
solving the
directed
at transition
infinity [.23, nor does it always result in a distal attentional focus [33,
several reasons hews been put forth as to why pilots' accommodation remains in the
vicinity of the aircraft during HUD viewing E2.33, including the HIUD's bold symbology
(which can be seen even if accommodation is slightly displaced inward) and the effects
of the HUD frame and windscreen images (which are not at optical infinity and may trap
the pilot's accommodation at a reduced optical distance). Also, occlusion and parallax
create the percept. that the HUD is much closer to the pilot than is the
clearly
cues
otside
world. Finally, the failure of current HUD synbologies to allow the pilot to
perceive orientation ambiently [4,33 me a frc his lttogt4S
focus to be deployed much
closer to the cockpit than to the outsiel wortld. TnL8is Anpjrtant sincet while
attendingI to a foveated tatget, we Ignore what is perceived to be the background even
when it is in the sMaptigil4 pa!#ne 1C).
On the other hand, most conventional wide IIrOV attitude diesplays have proven to be
unaccetable due to cockpit physical constraints, as Lillustrated byr:e nt flight tosts
of the peripheral vision Device V3). Ysny of the physical restric tin
may be alleviatod by the use Of helmet-mounted displays (lN 0)which can present WFOV attitude
symbolog ies in a relatively small physical area, as well &asan optical-infinity symbology free of *frma"e effects. But# even HND technology may, not completely solve the
transition problem without Proper symbology design.
*
*

In addition to optical refinements, then, a solution to the transition problem may
require a theoretical Imieorstanding of how near and far attention are ordinarily deployed during everyday taskis such as reaching And locomotion. The differences between
near and far visual perception may perhaps be best understood in the content of the
"Aocal-ambient' distinotion E83. for instance, humans and other primates generally
Ciaste &M search for objects located in
a r
apace using10 bR&I-Mm processing, while Continuing to monitor reach
am lo
tory behaviw
s-y-o near
Oontraryto opular belief,
mowe.
(Vienomtor) space in a more
is orfor=a within the central
(especiallysoduring
nua
a~sntprocoesing
vismal
field at near disparities,
that WIOV att tude dis lays may not be necessary in
order to solve the transition problem. Indeed, It is argus W. that a central display

-.2
has almost as greet an effect on our postural control as an equal-area peripheral one
E93, Before di ...
Uling how a knowledge of near vs. far visual processing may be applied
to Instrument design, the nature of near vs. far visual processirg (and their associated
neural substrates) Will be summarized below.
The 3-D Structure of Visual Attention

*'
*!

Based on both theoretical C1ID and empirical C11] studieis the structure of visuospatial attention in humans may be most ,acurately modeled using a cubic structure,
with major divisions located along the lateral (left-right), vertical (up-down), and
depth (near-far) axes.
In a liven depth plans the fundamental (and arguably the most
efficiently organised) unit oa spatial attention is the quadrant, with attentional facilitation falling off rapidly in both the vertical and lateral directions (122. The
quadrant (or cubic) structure also possesses an eoological validity, as exemplified by
the need to monitor arm and hand movements in a specific sector of the visual field
(i.e., the lower, contralateral, proximal visual quadrant) during reaohing.
The 3-D attentional structure manifests several anivotropies and inteUrdependenciea,
the most important of which is the bias of the near and far visual systems toward the
lower visual field (LV?) and upper visual field (MV), respectively (fig. 1 ). The bias
of the near system toward the lower visual field L predicted from the fact that peripersonal (i.e., visuomotor) space is almost exalusively confined to the IVY in primates.
The reverse bias of far vision toward the UVF may serve to counteract the LVF bias of
the near system, so as to prevent serious attentions1 and ocular biases from occurring.
Indeed, it has recently been shown that divergence and convergence accompany movement of
the eyes into the UVP and LV?, respectively [133. These tendencies may explain why the
resting state of acconcdoation (which is strongly influenced by vergence state) is near
the edge of paripersonal space
143, since ths
accomnumodativ distance would be
associated with the restLng state of the ayes at a neutral elevation.
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It appears that LVr and UVFprocessing exhibit many of the perceptual differences
expected of regions biased toward near and far visual space.
For instance, a recent
theoretical review E103 concluded thet LV? processing is more global and ambient in
nature, corresponding to the fact that we can perform various visuomotor tasks (e1g.,
reaching and locomotion through visual terrain immediately in front of us) in the LVF
without actually devoting a great deal of focal attentional resources to them, A principal reason why global perception is associated with near vision and the LVV is that
the images of the arm and hands are frequently optically degraded, due to the rapid
motion produced during visuomotor activities and the substantial diplopia end misaccomnodation created by fixation on more distant objects (e.g., the object being reached
for). In turn, this optical degradation mandates that the perception of form and motion
in near vision be carried out via 4dsribu
ptorec
es rather than analyses of local
contours (see Fig. 2), Convorsely, UV process ing is more detailed in nature, consistent
with the fact that images in far vision are typically smaller, slower moving, and less
retinally disparate. Ftar visual processing alsu requires focal visual attention to a
greater extent, since many aspects of object recognition (e.g., feature integration) require substantial attentional effort [15io
Thi principal caulomotor systems used in peripersonal space are pursuit and vergence, with the former almost always being accompanied by head movements,
These systems
also appear to be biased toward the LV• C16,153. By contrast, the exploration of extrapersonal space is achieved by means of sacaedito eye movement*, which are biased toward
the UVP C17.
It further appears that the functional visual fiold during object search
In eatrapersonal space in limited to the central 30 degvees, which also constitutes the
boundary fir most naturally occurring sacoesie (1, ) especially those which are not
aceompanied by head movements.
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analyss, whereas the large a In (a) end the. illusory.Xiengle
in (b) require that global Correepondences be achieved.
The differonces between near and far vision are Correlated with Gifferoncne between
the dorsal (occipito-parietal) and ventral (ooipito-tomporal) pathways of the primate
visual system (Fig. 3), The dorsal sys-em is specialised for prooeesing in peripersonal
spaes (e.g., global perception, visually guiaade reaching, pursuit and vergenae movements, etc.), and its neuronal receptive fields are biased toward crossed (near) diar[ClO. The dorsal system is also dominant in vestibular processing, one of the most
itiEs
important sources of information concerning the position of our head and body in space.
In turn, this vestibular specialisation may account for the parietal lobe's greater role
Given the above funcin spatial orientation and visually guided egolocomotion C19,203.
tional roles, it is not surprising that the attentional system modiated by the dorsal
analysis of the
on
an
system is biased toward the LVF and peripersonal space, based
"neglect" syndrome [•,2,13,
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reprohypothetical
.The
far visale1•
of nestand

in the primate brain.
ceoss.Lmg

The dorsal systen i a) involved
with near vision, b) specialized
for global/ambient proaeeaings ad
a) bised toward the LVF. The

ventral system is a) involved with
far vision, b) epecielimul for

UVP

local/focal processing, and o)
slightly biased toward the UVP.

The "LVP" .nd IUVVI iuking@

indicate the representation@ of
these regions in primary visual

A

cortain.
Conversely, the ventral system is specialised for processing in extvapersonal
visual search, local perceptual functions, color analysis, and object and
spae--e.g,
faoial recognition C103. Its neuronal receptive fields virtually always inclule the
fovea, are dependent co the animal's center-of-gase, and possess narrow disparity tuning
In Contrast to the attentional neglect which
oentzered around the plane of fitaticn.
results from pariseal lobe damage, the ventral system is hypothesimed to exhibit a
reverse attentional bLas toward the UVF [1911
In most humans, near and far vieual space may be further subdivided into the right
This may explain why the right hemisphere uses a more global
and left hemispheres.
procesing strategy than does the left one 2233. There is such evidencsuggesting that
the left hemisphere is specialumad for visual search and object recognition in extrapersonal spaes [233, while the right hemisphere is more crucial for vestibular rocessing
or
and the peripersonal attentLonal system that is biased toward the LVP [li3.
S
example, the paristal "neglect" phenomenon is much more frequently enounterod following
right-heomispheric damage Cl243). ines the left and right visual fields project to the
right and leoft hemispheres, respectively, the upper right visual field may, therefore, be
the Meot favored location while attenAing to far vision, whereas the lower left quadrant
may be mast cloesly entwined with near vision (see Fig. 1).
In summery, near and far visual processing appear tO be segregated into different
neural pathways and hemispheres. orseal brain regions (epecisally on the right side)
involved with near vision are specialined for global (ambient) processing, vestibular
Conversely, ventral brain
functioning, and smooth eye movements biased toward the LVF.
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regions (especially on the left side) dealing with far vimion are more involved in visual search, object recognition, focal attention and other processes biased toward the UVF.
The implications of the above distinctions for cockpit display design will be discussed
in the next section.
Implications of 3-D Visual Attention for Display Design
Am mentioned earlier, the fundamenael goal of cockpit display technology should be
to allow pilots to direct attention distally while maintaining good spatial orientatlon.
Based on the foregoing analysis, various design features that may facilitate this interaction are described below.
These are especially applicable to HUDNand HIDe, whose
infinity optics are explicitly designed to promote s distal optical focus.
First, displays should be arranged in a qý4jjn format, as befits the 3-D structure
of visual attention.
Those types of informatiodn- wih must be frequently checked and
whose processing requires focal attentional resources (i.e., altimeter and airspeed
readings) should be placed in the upper quadrants, so that the pilot can attend to them
without destroying his distal attentLonal focus.
it should be noted that such en
arrangement is violated by current moving-tape scales on the I-16 and other aircraft,
which extend into both the UVV and LVF.
Ideally, the most critical information
(altimeter readings) should be placed in the upper right quadrant, where far vision
appears to be most strongly biased,
This is particularly true when tho manual control
of altitude (via the stick) is assigned
tn the
ht, hnd, in order to take advantage of
E ,Sright
effects
compatibility
field-hand
additional
second, critical information should be limited to a maximum 15-doh
iiul
surrounding the center of the display, to coincide with the boundary atte-feature s4arch
field.
(In fa•t, it may be desirable to restrict most focal information processing to
still
smaller eacentriOc .tes, depending on the miss and other characteristics of the
Alphanumeric information in question.)
Beyond 15 degrees, humans generally make a
combined eye and head movement that is uncharacteristic of our far visual systemi
indeed, combined head-eye movements are rarely elicited frum "far" oculomotor scanning
centers such as the superior colliouluu in primates r26].
The 3"-deg diameter criterion
is particularly relevant for HMDm that are physically :pable of proesenting alphanumeric
information at much greater eccentricities. It is also applicable to the dimensions of
the overall cockpit instrument panel, which currently exceed this limit.
one way to
restrict the latter's expanse is via the use of several properly arranged multifunction
CRT displays.
Third, the t
f. i forj ton presented to pilots should simulate that which is
naturally enc
eed-wlRTEM Itendling to far visual space.
in distal space, we generally see smaller, slower moving, colored forms rather than large, rapidly moving images,
and this to the type of information which our far visual system s meet adept at
processing r103.
Thus, altimeter and airspaed displays should not conta'a a great deal
of movement, even though some "trend" indic tors are desirable. The ability to use a
combination of alphanumeric information (eg., in the upper right quadrant) and
motion/pictorial cues (e.g., in the lower left quadrant) may further tap into different
inter- and intra-homispheric attentional "pools" and thereby enhance parallel processing
over the entire display [27],
Fourth, ambient processing of spatial orientation information may be encouraled
either by placing lrge attitude di plays at more
ra retinal ecoentrioit es (as
is possible for
sIcor
by using ;ial perceptu
mb ogis- in central vision (as
would be required of current HUDs1
-i-scummed
earlier, however, a conventional
ddisplay that is of insufficient total area may not promote effective attitude control,
even if presented peripherally.
Indeed, it may be far less salient than a centrally
presented global diaplay, such as the one shown in Figure 4,
This attitud.
IndLcator--which is defined by illusory (global) rather than solid (local) contours and
is especially vivid when placed in motion--retembles current heed-down attitude displays
that are generally superior to the HUD pitch-ladder in conveying attitude information
[41, in spite of their small mise, It also resembles the global forms that are best
processed by the dorsal visual System [103,
pe
sto its see-through character (neceseary for HUDs and HHD@e), the global attitude indicator is arguably as easily processed
as
nead-down attitude displays that are composed of solid contours,
Certainly, the
similarity of its shape to that of heed-down attitude bails would facilitate positive
transfer between HUD and instrument panel crosaohecks.
The attitude display in Figure 4 alai illustrates another means of rendering the
attitude readout more ambient.
This approach is to use those preattentive cues which
ordinarily aid us in locomoting along the ground (especially in the LVF region ýust
outside the eonfinee of peripersonal space). luah eouogkcselly y
cues include
relative motion flow,
isas an orientation, all ofgvncR'f!alU
1e4ise in extracting the
shape, velocity and distance of objects against a textured back round (41,
Ideally, a
dislay symbology that depicts the aircraft's orientation reolatve to the ground should
renderthe latter using real-world cues such as perspective, maic and texture g!radient,
natural horimons, and motion flow. With slight modi ficatione, virtually all of these
cuss can be Included on current HUD pitoh-ladder displays without compromising their
"ee-nthrough" quality C41.
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Finally, a knowledge of how the brain processes certain types of information Auggets the type of K rno grew that should be incorporated into future attitude
dim.paya.
Ah diascuse
al lier,the dorsal visual Mystem is the site ot both near visual
procee-sing and visual-vestibular interaction An the brain. While not strictly linked
to nenr vw.ion, the vestibular sense contributes to many vinuomotor activities because
of its role in signaling the position of the body and head in space.
As such, it also
serves
to atabiliae the world, for without vestibular input, visual instability and
"field-,ependence" ast in [28].
Even though vestibular inputs (and dorsal brain areas)
are used to infer self-motion in a stable world, the depiction of orientational
(attitude) information in conventional displays assume@ that the world moves around a
stationary aircraft, Thia fundamentaI. incongruency lies at the heart of the "insideout* vs. "outside-in" controversy [293. The insde-out perspective--etandard on all USAF
alrctaft--depict., a stationery arcraft in a moving world (conforming to what is
transmitted by the retinal image), whereas the outside-in perspective depicts a moving
aircraft relative to a stntionary world (conforming to the pilot's perceptual
exper ience).
rven though the attitude information on current HUDs supposedly conforms to the image
of the outside world as transmitted by the retina, we do not perceptually stabilize it
because information in near vision is evidently not stablliced by the vestibular system
in the sm= way that far visual inputs are. In pert, this i becauae of motion parallax
(i.e., velocity differences between near and far objects during head and body translations), but it also derives from t10n observation that vestibular inputs are not used
to stabilime small, near objects that are contained in vehicles moving with us.
This
fine ing can be asl& y demonstrated in the oculogravic and oculogyral illusions, in which
cockpit images are percaLved to move an the same direci•on as the illusory self-motion
Thus, the "inuaid"out" perspective may be at fundamental odds with the natural
workings of our ambient visual system, consequently directing Inportant focal attentional resources toward the attitude display and away from the out-the-world snvironment,
However, the outside-Ln perspective should probably be liraited to the roll axis,
minces a) it is physically difficult to depict 360 degrees of pitch in a small, central
dieplayi b) tacks such as weapon delivery and lending may demand more "conformality"
with the actual retinal image in the pitch axis, as aircraft roll does not affect the
relative linear positioning of targat and aircraftti and c) the outsde-in perspective
has empirically been shown to be more effective for roll than for pitch
3
Conclusions
In summary, a Solution to the transition problem facing pilots may lie in an understanding of the way near and far perceptual and neural processes are normally carried
out in humans. The moat important elements in this interaction are the biases of neat
and far visual attention toward the UVP and LVF, respectively, and the different types
of processing performed in these two different realms--global/amblent (near) vs.
local/focal (far).
Uased on a theoretical model of 3-D attentione
the following
represent important guidelines for directing the pilot's attent',, t.oward far visual

space. First, primary flight displays should, in addition to bt ang collimated, adopt a
quadrant format, with important alphanumeric information (airspeed and altimeter data)
presented above the fixation point, Second, all alphanumeric and other information
requiring "focal' visual processing should be confined to the central 30 degrees in order
to avoid theoe head movements which momentarily disrupt the pilot's attentional focus,
and should not be presented using substantial motion, Third, attitude displays should
tap into more global or ambient processing by a) requiring Peripheral visual resources
to be used Whenever possible, b) using a global format when the display is restricted to
central vision, a) embracing an ecologically valid, proattentive cueing format, and d)
selectinga splIt frae-of-reference (e.g., outside-in for roll), which most conforms to
the way in which we perceptually stabiline the far visual world.
Prototype displays (originally designed for HUDs) which adhere to these guidelines
are shom in Figure 1. The quadrant arrangement, ecological oueing, global attitude
format, and outside-in frame-of-referenee lor roll are all apparent in these display:.
In many important respects, howver, these displays do not radically depart from previ
ous concepts or even current symbologiss.
Prelii ntary evidence indicates that the
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outse-in
displays

version ofe thu displays compares favorably to othe. current and prototype
in terms of unusual roll-attitudae recovery [323, and that thickened negative

pitch lines (simulating lirm grad-ents)
dise:imination of positive vs. negative

are particularly effective in
pitch attitudes
[33).
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A REALTIMEEVALUATION
OF THEUSEOF A PERSPECTIVE FORMAT
T0 PROMOTE
SITUATIONAL AWARENESS
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ASLTRACT
Networked date systems such as .TIOS (Joint Tactical Information Distribution System) promise a
mubstantial increasa In the amount of information evailable to aircrew Involved in air defence, Thie
will include more detailed information regarding relative heights of hostile and friendly airborne
units, Su.h information will be an important factor in BVR (TEyond Visual Range) air defence
nqgagamernts using miseiles such an AMRAAM
(Advanced Medium fangs Air to Air Missile). On the basic of
psychological theory it was predicted that a perspective display format, would alice a greeter volume
of situational awareness date to be shown intuitively than would be the case with a conventional plan
format, Specifically It should allow information regarding relative height to be more easily
comprehended.
A rial time, cockpit baeed, air defence simulation wee used to compare pilot performance using a
perspective situational awareness display with performance with en equivalent plan view display. 12
subje'ts were instructed to attack end destroy a constantly evading target aircraft that had to be
dietingtuiehed from a number of hostile aircraft. Performance measures showed that subjects had more
difficulty in learning to use the perspective display. However once they were familiar with thisformat
their results ware significantly bettiir than those achieved using the plan display. These results are
discussed with reference to requirements for air defence displays in general And networked date
displays
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SITUATION AWARENESS DISPLAY
1O` ARMY AVIATION

Christopher C. Smyth, Human Factors Zngineer
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Malkin, Engineering Psychologist
William a, Devellie,
Hurian Factors Engineer
V.,I
Army Labora.ory Comnand
Human Engineering Laboratory
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland, 21OES-5001
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SUMMARY
An air combat display concept is proposed for Army aviation helicopter cockpits.
The
offsets of the choice of the display eile, the display symbol mime, and the area of coverage
am a counterair situation awareness display are discussed, The display shows the tracks of
aircraft about the host helicopter an a Planar Position Indiostor (PPI) graph via the open
broadcast radio net of the division-wide air defense radar coverage,
The display is used to
alert
the alrorew to the presence of aircraft in the area and cue to the location of enemy
threats for the oountersair role.
It is concluded that with the relatively small display Bioso
used in helicopters, an
accurate determination of the position of enemy threats during air-to-air
combat cannot be
by an aviator from the PP! alone,
It must be interactive allowing access to detailed
information about a track of interest to be useful,

"made

INTRODUCTION
In early 190e, the Army indicated a need for a combined arms counterair approach to
accomplish the traditional air
defense mission,
In the summer of 196, the U.1, Army
Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC)
renamed the mission area that forms the basis for
developing air defense doctrine, training,
force structure, and material to the 'Counterair
Mission Area.'
Since that time. the name has been changed to the 'Air Defense Combined Arms
Initiative.'
Included in the Combined Arms Initiative
are seven primary functional areas:
infantry, armor, aviation, air defenm. artillery,
field artillery,
Intelligence and
electronic warfare, and command, control, and communications,
Air defense artillery
(ADA)
is the key player,
After ADA, the most significant contribution will come from Army
aviation,
This means that Army helicopters will engage in air-to-air combat operations to help
defeat the air threat,
As a result, the Army intends to mount Stinger missiles on some of
its holiaoptepr
currently in the inventory,
It
is envisioned that the Forward Area Air Defense Conmand, Control, and Intelligence
(FAAD OCl) system, now being developed. will provide the net required to link together ADA,
aviation, and other elements of the Combined Arms Initiative,
The key Information to be
transmitted is the relative
location of friendly and enemy aircraft
in the battle area,
Those helicopters equipped with Itinger missiles will require a cockpit display capable
of presenting FAAD sensor data to the aircraft, The information displayed is the 'air
battle picture' as provided by the FAAD mentors via the FAAD C!
system, The primary
purpose of this displey in to alert
and cue the airorew to the presence and relative
location of air threats on the battlefield.
The display can also be used to designate
threats as targets and to hand over targets for engagement,
Heading, airspeed, and altitude
data are available for each aircraft
on the battlefield
detected by the FAAD sensors,
In addition, bearing and range from our own aircraft to the
threat aircraft
and the time to first
launch can be computed by on-board processors.

PURNPOB
This report desaribes the air combat display analysis completed by the Aviation Team of
the Aviation and Air Defense Division at the U,I, Army Human Engineering Laboratory (HEL) at
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland,
It addressee the Issues of providing an air combat
display top Army helicopters.
The work wes in support of an October 1957 request by the
U.N. Army Aviation Center (UIAAVMC)
of HIL to examine the issues of displaying the FAAD
sensor data in the cockpit of Stingde-equipped helicopters,

BAONXUOUND
In this section of the report, we describe the PAAD 0'! system, the air-to-air
environment, helicopters, misqions, and the tactics, as well as the role of aviation command
and control, and the situational awareness requirements,

11)-I
The FAAD C2!

Syatem

The automated FAAD 0*1 system, presently being developed, will consolidate aircraft
short range FAAD
track information from an array of sensors within the division area!
sensors along the forward division area, long range, high altitude Patriot acquisition radar
eonsors in the rear Corp area, and the Air Force's airborne warning and control systom
(AWACS),
The coverage will extend over the division's forward and rear areas, and beyond
the division's forward-line-of-troops (PLOT).
The information will be correlated and each track classified as friendly, enemy, or
unknown according tel
eleactronic identification. friend or foe (IFPPI aircraft performanoe,
In thui manner. the FAAD
known friendly flight missions, and flight patterns and aotions,
myltem will distinguish friendly from hostile aircraft.
When positive identification tf
friendly or hOetile aircraft cannot be made, the aircraft
is categorimed an unknown.
The
FAAD sensors can aleo differentiate
between fixed-wing and rotary-wing aircraft,
The resulting airoraft
information (track location, identification, wing type, number,
ipeed, and altitude) is to be broadcasted periodically, along with air battle
status
condition. and alerts,
battlefield
geometry on an open net to the ADA fire
unite, the
avIation elements inoluding the aviation tactical operation centere, and air-to-air
combat
flight elements,
Situation awareiess will be provided to the pilote of all
8tinger missile-equipped
helicopters via the Enhanoed Position Location and Reporting System (BPLMB),
This system
hae been selected by the air defense community to provide the communication link for the
FAAD 001 network (OCeper and Socaerba, 19o6),
Air-To-Air Flight Missions
The air-to-air flight missions have not been fully defined, but several types are being
considered.
One miseion would be am mobile air
defende elements helping to defend division
asmte against enemy helicopter strikes behind the PLOT.
In this case, an air-to-air
flight
element would be vectored by the battalion's
air
battle management officer t.e intercept the
strike possibly in oonjunotinn with ground ADA elements.
Another task for an air-to-air team would be as escort for any of the standard
helicopter missionst
aerial observation to observe and direot fire
support as well as
gather and report intelligence information, anti-armor strikes, air assault troop ineertioni
end evacuations, and any air movement operations to relocate personnel, supplies, and
equipment.
The development of air-to-air
attack helicopters by the Warsaw Pact nations
necessitates the development of escort tactics for defense of these missiona,
Air-To-Air Combat Helicopters
The Army is considering two helicopters in the current inventory for the near term airto-air rolet
the OH-SOD, and the AH-04 Apache,
The airorafte would be fitted
with Btinger
heat-seeking mimsiles (Philips, 1986).
A prototype version of the AH-64A gun system,
coupled to a helmet-mounted display, is bein. devel ied for close-in mir-to-air combat
(Buresho Farlier, and Wilson, 1081),
The Army is developing the lightweight, multifunctional, high perfnrmance, etpeririental
(LHX),
scouteattack assault (BOAT) helicopter series,
One version is expected to be an
advanced counterair fighter equipped with an early warning system, a situation awareness
digital map display, and air-to-air fire-and-forget rmisiles,
Other helicopter models being modified or developed for the escort role by NATO forces
are the French Army's Gazelles and their successor, the Heliooptete d'Appui-Protection (HAP)
Version of the Praneo-0erman combat helioopter, and the German Army's planned BIN-i (vergion
301 5) for eOcort and anti-helioopter duties (de Briganti, 128B).
The hoviet Mil MI-24 Wind-I assault helicopter, employed by the Warsaw Past nations, is
reported to have an air-to-air
capability (farvey, 1SIS),
The Mil MI-2U Havoc and the
projected high-speed Kamov Hokum under development by the Soviets are reported to be air
combat helicopters, designed especially to shoot down the US,, AH-a4 Apache attack
helicopters because of their estimsted 16 tanks to one helicopter kill
ratio
(Berber, 1987),
Air-To-Air Combat Environment
The essential features of combat between helicopters nan be abstracted from known
experiments and simulation$.
The UI.
Marine Oorps'
Aviation and Tactics lquadron No. I and
the Utah Army National Guard Attack 4e*icopter Troop of the 163rd Armored Cavalry legiment,
participate twice a year in air-to-air
combat training exercises using Sell AN-i Cobra
gunships equipped with AIM-S lidewinder heat-seeking missiles (Iarber,
19871 "n1in', 1037e
In Europe, the French Army's Light Air Arm (ALATI has been studying air-to-air
coebat tor
several years using their Gazelles squadrons equipped with 20-mm cannon and Mistral missiles
(Cannet, 1005).
One )losen learned from these exercises is that air-to-air combat will be dominated by
the terrain which influence$ the flight patterns, the intervisibility, an.; the infrared
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The combating helicopter@ will be forced to fly map-of-the-earth (NOR) to reduce
eagnature.
fire. The NATO forces fly slowly anticlose to the ground, masking
dtoo tion ndhoah
maximu
oteain
Pre. and vegetation cover so am not to be mean.
In contrast, the Warsaw
ftc', forces te,,dto fly fast while, hugging the terrain contours, using their speed to attain
The actual opted at which the aircraft maneuvers will depend an the terrain. A
curprice.
clew spened woule be maintained over hilly country with doen.. forect; imauemtima
speed would be
attained over flat, featureless desert.
(Cannot, 19IS).

Caution would be necessary in pountainous country

The amaximuma range at which enemy helicopterscoan be visually detected depends upon the
terrain, lighting conditions, helioopter vise, and the optic. used, The detection range io
farther for an aviator who has been alerted and cued to the location oi the opp'.cing
aircraft. then the range foo &Anaviator merely dearohing for opponents. 'The a'-itien of a
the
display to the cockpit alerts the aviator and oues him
cituatioal
Fiectio to awareness
search for the target. It is by facing the probable direction
pproaoh of
the enemy that an aviator oan hope, to mae the etnew& before being coen (Gannet
mse).
The aviator who detects his advermery first, controls the engagement. Ac stotod by
Cannot (IS00), 'He ham the choice of bringing his weapon to bear and firing as coon an ho io
within rangei oi-of clocing the range still further and opening fire only when the enemy,
finally detecting him. begins to train his own weaponi or of macking himself behind terrain
and then ehoocing whether to avuid combat, wait in ambush or maneuver Into the enemy'.
Once the aviator has Identified the opposing helicopter as hostile, he must manuever
his aircraft to bring the enemy Into the lethal cone 6f hi. weapon system. The choice by
the U.S. Army of Stinger heat-cooking missiles ac offensive weapons limits the lethal sons.
The heiat-cosoking missile has a pro-launch delay which~ may prevent firing when fighting low
flying heltcopters in broken terrain.

missile will net manuever,

Furthormoare,

there is a minimum range below which the

The missile requirec high infrared radiation from the target In

order to allow lock-on at lenijrange (Cannet, 1018). For theme, reasons, the pilot must
select his approach, especially in broken terrain, and have the enemy in might at a range to
cufficiently aotivate and fire the missile.

The evidence suggests that a 'dogfight' scen¶ario Involving aerebatic flight between two

opposing he~icopterc is impractical. Helicopters will face several threats simultaneously,
Including air defense artillery and fixed-wing aircraft as well ac other holinopterg.
Hacking maneuvers will be more practical than aeroatnioc over the turopean terrain (do

Command and Control

The proper utilimation of command, control, and intelligence is naceccary for winning
the air battle. The maneuver commander imuct establish engagement measures against threat
The air dofense offioer will
be receiving threat aerial target information from the PAAD 001 network, It should be the
rosponalbilit4P of the air defense officer at a center location and level of command,
possibly the maneuver brigade commmander's tactical operations center (TOO), to oategoria*
and prioritize the Intelligence information received from the FAAD Cal network so that the
maneuver commander can make the right decision.
kelicepters and determine target, priorities within hi. sector.

In the cace, cf aerial threat. the maneuver commiander could redirect en operationally
from killing tanks to engaging the enemy helicopter.,
contoldttkheiotrut
Octhe order is received to pursue an air combat role, the attack helicopter unit
ocommander could direct all aicatt1oio the air defence not, thus allowing everyone
ithflight to maintain ituational awarenocc and the capability to receive cueing, The
aviation commmander would maintain his command and control an the unit'. internal
co mmunications network (Casper and Sacosrba, 1955).

Situational Awareness Display Rlequirements
The combat aviator depend. on the situational awareness display to provide information
of value on the tactical state-of -the-threat environment and his spatial orientation and
vocdition In that environment, The display muct provide Anformiation in a forwat that Is
useful to the aviator at each at&$* of target andagoaenti alerting, cueing, target
of fire positions, targett acquisition, identification, and engage fire,
.::io,.:o!ection
The calrtn
cnueing are perfornmed on the display, perhaps in conjunction with the
aiation coommand end control net. Target selection is made from the display or dictated by
co.mmeand.
The selection of f~iring positions during the combat mission Involves Many factors. The
aviator must consider the threat (weapons, radars, number of threats), intorvicibilitiec to
the threat, availability of terrain macking, weather, distance, fuel available, and
ingroscog1rede routes. The target acquisition in a visual process which orients the aviator
to the target from the display. Idontificatioc, atidd
engage fire follow visual acquisition.
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DINPLAY ANALYSIS
In this portion of the report, we describe a multifunctional cathode-ray tube (CRT)
combat display concept for Army air-to-air
combat helicopters.
We consider two display
formats:
(1) a far distance display for alerting and cueing, and (2) a near distance for'mat
for target selection aed acquisitlon,

Display

ntormation Requirements

General
Am mentioned previously, the Information displayed In the 'air battle picture' as
provided by the F•AD sensors via the FAAD C81 system. The primary purpose of this display
is 1o slept and cae the aiaeraw of the presence and relative location of air threats on the
battlefield.
In addition, the display can be usad to designate threats to targete and to
hand over targets for engagement,
Heading, airspeed, end altitude
information is available for eaah aircraft
on the
battlefield
detected by the FAAD senso.rs
In addition, beeping and range from our own
aircraft to the threat aircraft and the time to first launch can be computed,
Symbology
One of the earliest questions became the islection
of symbology to represent the
vvieous aropraft on the battlefield.
The FAAD sensors can differentiate
between fixed-wing
sajd rotary-wing aircraft.
To a degree, the sensors can elso distinguish friendly from
hostile aircraft,
When positive identification of friendly or hostile ai•craft cannot be
made, the aircraft in oategorimed as unknown,
Therefore, symbols representing fries. ly,
hostile, and unknown aircraft as well as fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft are required.
Symbology for this purpose io already in use by the air defense community and Is published
in DoD-ITD-1477 (Department of Defense, 1083).
The decimion was made to use the symbology
An DoD-NTD-14?7 as a baseline to determine its suitability for a cockpit display,
The
symbology will be discussed in the Air Combat Display Concept section of this
report.
Area Of Coverage
The question about the apea of coverage asks, if we have a cockpit display in which the
aircraft' symbol is located in the center, what radius or range from the canter should
be displayedl
The answer is related to the requirements for timely alerting and outing.
To
determine the area of coverege suitable for helicopter applications, an analysis of a
selected mission scenario was conducted, The results of this analysis are presented in the
Approach section of this report.

"own

Display Hardware Oharacteristics
Display siAe and resolution determine the effectiveness at providing meaninjful
alerting and cusing information.
Because of the limited cockpit panel space available in a
helicopter, four display aimes ire considered in that sectione
(1) a 3-by-3-Inch display,
(2) a S-by-S-Lnch display, (3) a 7-by-7-inoh display, and (4) a 9-by-B-inch display. The
resolutions considered for these display asies are 35 Paster lines per inch, appropriate for
7-by-S-font alphanumeric characters, and Of raster lines per inch, appropriate for detailed
map graphics.
These issues are discussed in greater detail in the Approach section.

loldier-Machine

Interface

For either of the displays Just mentioned, provisions and procedures must be developed
that allow the @rewmembers to interact with the air combat functions of tho display,
The
displays are used fop multiple functions, and it is important that the time end attention
required of the crew to Interact with the display be kept to a minimum.
The soldier-machine
intertfae mea given only oursory attention during this effort
because the primary emphasis
was on developing the display content.

ANALYTICOAL APPROACH
This 8eOtlen describes the Approach taken to address the issuso of area of
symbol aime and its effect on the display as an alerting and cusing aid.
Display Area

coverage and

of coverage

To properly alert and cue the air-to-sir aviator to the location of the enemy
helicopters, a proper area of coverage is needed,
The display should cue the aviator far
enough In advance se that he has enough time to select his firing position and Usneuver to
that position before the enemy reaches It.
This analysis Is based on a worst case scenario
in which friendly anti-armop helicopter.
or* assumed to be engaging a nalum of enemy tanks.

For
A flight of enemy helicopters in dispatched to provide support to the armored column.
this analysis, it As assumed that the enemy helicopters are contour flying at a speed of 10
knoto.
It tis
tlo assumed that a friendly air-to-air helicopter team, armed with air-to-air
missiles, is providing cover for the helicopters attacking the tanks and that the ai,'-to-air
hliceopters will maneuver nap-of-the-earth at a speed of 35 knots to an ambush site 5 km
away from the tank column to intercept the approaching enemy helicopters at a 5-km stand-off
ao
s
h ambush site, In 6.4 minutes, the
Pena , At 9 knots, it will take 5,4 mine
dtou nd pthe -ki
pt
kil. Whemsinse narisoancee tol he rnbUe w
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Display Area of Coverage
Friendly

Hostile

Nelicopter Forcq
Airspeed
(Knots)
361
49

Flight Time
(Minutes)
$,1
5,4
4.1

Helicopter Force
Plight Distance
(Kilometers)

Display Area
(Kilometers)

46.0
as's
22,5

ll0
110
so xx so
so N 05

In the remainder of this report, we assume that an appropriate sioe for the target
acquisition display Is a 36-km square. The selection displays a 13-km radius area about the
host helicopter.
The air-to-air combat aviator can see the tracks within the nominal 5-km
endgeagent range of hbi miseiles, He &lio sees the aircraft approaching his immediate area
in time to take defenve atilon.
this i the ochoice selected by the UIAAVNC, and reflects
the opinion of most helioopter pilots we interviewed,
As datermined from the analysis
above, however, the area may be too small fop tho aviAtl,oto have sufficient time to selest
his firing position and to manuever to that position durinS the alerting and cueing phase of
combat.
Display Symbol Sise
Using MIL-HDKX-759 (Department of Defense, 1975) as a guide, the display symbol used to
represent an aircraft track should subtend at least a 36-minute viewing spa at the
oroemember's eye in order to read the symhol and modifiers,
Our xperienAce has been that a
25-minute samed symbol would be preferred by aviators
in the high task loadings and
vibrations of helicopter flight,
The nominal viewing distance from the eye of the pilot to
the air combat display on the panel of moot modern helicopters is 26 inches,
The symbol
alls should therefore be 3/10-inch by 3/li-inch squared,
symbol Obscuration
Table 2 shows the aiount of display area that the symbol overlays or obscures for the
two &.Pas of coverage and the four display sinese
the table shows the 30-kby-S-km and the
SI-by-Sf-km areas of soverage.
The dilmLay siles are 3 by 3 inches, I by I inches, 7 by 7
inches, and P by I inches,
The table shows that the symbol can overlay from a .63-km
square of display area toea .0-ks square depending en the area of coverage and display
11met This would be the amount 0f area hidden from view on a digital map display, oiwall
as the uncertainty In the corresponding track's posmLlon.
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Table 2
Symbol Obscuration in Kilometers
Display Area

Display Size (Inches)

of Coverage

(KiLometaer)

5

56 u 56
6681
6

Display Area of Ovoelvrge

a

1,81 km
1,14
666 km

INSX a

?x

1.11 km
5.6

0,66 km

km

km

6.69 km
1.67 km

Resolution

Table 3 lists the display Ato& of coverage resolutien In meterst this is the distance
on the area of 4*vtnage between adjacent pixel points on the display. This to a measure of
the accuracy with which Item my be located on a digital map display.
The table shows that
the display area resolution can vary from 702 meotrs to 37 meters depending On the display
mise and resolution.
Table S
Display Area Resolution in Meters
Display Apsa
ot coverage
(Kilometeres)

Display
Resolution
(Linto/in)

65x 30
of

30965
so
5
35

o

96

Display Uime (Inches)
3 x 3

5 x a

7 x 7

9 x 9

a
III a
m
70e a
200 m

171
6
457
177

122 a
47 a
326.
127 m

go
37
264
O0

.
m
M
m

m
m
m
m

OLven the 3/10-by-5/l0-inch symbol aims, Table 2 show, the effect of the area of
ooverage and the display msie and resolution Un symbol movement,
For example, an aircraft
beihg traoked on a G-by-t-inch dimplay with Of lines per Inch resolution and a 66-by-SO-km
atea of coverage, must travel a distance of 177 metors for the cocresponding symbol to move
one pixel on the display.
Anjular Uncertainty
Table 4 lists the uncertainty in locating from the display, the angular location of the
track relative to the host aircraft, The anguldr uncertainty is caused by the sieo of the
symbol eonthe display, The aviator I. iasumed to be attempting to visually acquire the
track from the dimplay at the S-km range,
Table 4
Angular Uncertainty in Degrees at 6 Kilometers
Dimplay Area
oftoverese
(Xiloamtars)

50 x 50
of W o6

Display lims

(Inches)

S is 5

x 5

x 7

9 m 9

91.25
55.16

12.83
6
33,37

996
24.17

7.17
16.06

symbol Update Times
Table I Shows the times between symbol updates on the display so a function of the
relative speed of the airoraft being tracked, the area of coverg&$e and the display mine.
The table shows that a 166-knot track symbol would ohange position on the dip lay onus every
6.41 second to ones every ,I5.seconds depending on the area of coverage and the displa*
aims and resolution. The update times are lonier for slower tracks and show the uncertainty
In determining from the display, the speed of the en*my track relative to the host aircraft,

0Table

5

Symbol Update Times

(a)

Display Coverage Area:

30

(in

seconds)

x 30 kilometers

track
flight
speed
(Xnote)

Display
Resoluktion
LiAneed) n

30

36

,1. a
3.14
1.32 a

(Mi Display Oovrl.^ge Areat

Track

rlight
speed
(Xnots)
30

Display
Resolution
(Lines/in)
28

II
36
of

144

6 t 5

10.43 a

O0
35
06

.100

Display Size (Inches)
x 3

1 I?

11,66 a

4.21 a
1,1s
'
0,72 a

'70, a
3.04 s
'1.14 a
0.33 a

0 NO

6.14

I

2.30 0
1.04 s
0.41

&I x I0 kilometers

Display llee
3 x 3
40.23
10.10
S.38
3.2a

a
a
a
a

9 x S
29.56
11.45
5.63
1.05

(Inches)
1 x 7
a

a
a
a

21.60 5
3.21 a
3.59 0
1.30 a

9 x o
10.42 a
6,4
2.9? l
1.9 a

To this point, the approach has been to define the preferred symbol sia, and establish
two areas of coverag" that were analysed in terms of display miss and resolution. As can be
seen, Smaller areas of coverage presented on larger displays provide higher resolution
information to the operator. With an 8l-by-SI-km area of coverage on a 3-by-3-inch display
(35 linea/lnch), the symbol covers 6 km. and the symbol update time for an aircraft
traveling at 36 knots Is almost I0 ascends, illustrating the dilemma of attempting to
provide battlef.ield situation information within the constraints of existing aircraft panel
and display space. The alerting end cueing information is somewhat imprecise,
A solution
to this potential probtes Is suggested in the next seetion.

All COMBAT DISPLAY CONDBFT
The information presented on-the air combat ditplay is the result of sensor data
provided by the FAAD system. The FALO system detects aircraft tracks, aseisna
identification numbers to the tracks, and alalaifiel certain information about each track,
The basic air combat display concept to ahowA in Figure 1. The display is a plan position
indieator depicting radar-balsed information on a CIT. The conoept borrow* from ALP defense
fire units end is modified to meet aviation requirements.
The display is doslgned as & 'heading-up' display,
Am the aircraft turns, the display
rotates go-that the heading of the own aircraft symbol io oriented toward the top of the
screen. The number in the box t the top right-hand corner of the display shows the rand.,
in kilomntors, depicted on the display from the own aircraft symbol to the top of the
soreen,
The ring represents the maid-range point (in this case, 10 km).
In a final version
of the display, the displayed range or area of covera$e would be selected by the crew,
The own aircreft symbol in the creos located in the center of the display. Diamondshaped symbols represent hostile aircraft, circles are friendly, and U-shaped symbols are
unidentified or unknown aircraft. The symbols can be further modified to provide additional
infoPratLon.
The Symbol alone represents a fixed-wing airoraft, The symbol with a
horlsontal line &aroes the top represents a rotary-wing aircraft, A sinsei symbol indicates
that the track consists of a single aircraft, A double symbol indicates that thi track is a
formation of multiple aircraft, The number at the lower right aide of the symbol designates
the assigned track number,
The line ektending outward from the center of the symbol shows
the direction of movement of the track symbol,
Additional track information it available for presentation to the airorew, but
modifying the symbol to provide this additional information tands to clutter the dimplay.
To alleviate the potentAal for clutter, a track information line, presented in text, to
available for each track and can be called up on the display by hooking the track (see
Filier
2),
Hooking is the term used for Selecting or doolsatin hS a divan track.
In current
aircraft, hooking can be aocompiished by entering the track number
via a keypad,

.
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FIGURE 1.
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Another very important reason for providing the track information line an the display
Is the impreciseness of the graphic track information resulting from the large area of
coverage portrayed on small maroens.
The track information line allows more specific
Information about the track, (such as heading and relative location), to be presented than
is
is

possible with tbh graphic symbology.
Information included in the traok information line
track heading, airspeed, altitude, range end bearing from own aircreft to track, and

time-to-first launch.
It appe&Pr that the graphic display is better suited for providing general situation
"aPwoen"esinfromatLon While the toet Information line is bettor suited fot providing
specific or detailed information about a particular air track, When used In this manner. it
ia possible to present the Air battle picture on a small screen with an adequate degree of

utility.

DISOUNIKON
This display concept to an initial design and successive Iterations ape evolving,
Display capabilitles are limited to the technology available in current Army h.elcopter@.
Display Nine

is cuppently a limiting festor in providing a large area of coversge.

A primary challenge is attempting to depict an SI-by-SO-km area of coverage on a
nominal 3-by-3 inch display. Ac suglested by the preceding analysis, the air track data
become somewhat imprecise. The requirement for an SO-by-OS-km area in predicated on a
hostih aircraft traveling at a high rate of speed and a friendly aircraft traveling at a
very slow nap-of-the-earth speed,
If display Misi wag not an issue, this would be the boat
area of coverage for a maximum alerting and cueing distance,
It has been suggested that the
alerting of distant air threats be accomplished by a ground-based command poet equipped with
a large display screen, which would advise individual aircraft of Impending air threats
until In renge of the aircraft's on-board display.

RROOMMIIDZD

NUUANKOUWNTE

As a concept new to Army aviation, much can be done to refine and enhance the air
combat display,
The following are some recommended areas for additional evaluation and

analysis.
laturation/Olutter of

the Display

The number of air tracks that can be expected in a given 3S-by-35-km or 61-by-SO-km
area is unknown,
The number of air tracks will partly contribute to the saturation end
clutter of the display. Even a small number of tracks, if close to each o0•+r,
can create a
cluttered situation in which symbols or mymbol modifiers cannot ae interpreted,
However, it
may be necessary to use techniques that will filter
cut some or all the following air
track
data.
Ideally, these filters would be selected by the crew,
The air track data that nay
require filtering
rael
HKih altitude tracks
Fast moving tracks
Friendly tracks
Aeceding tracks
Tracks outdide the area ot interest
Analysis is required in this area to attempt to quantify the number of air tracks that
may be anticipated in various segments of the battlefLeld and to asaess display maturation
and possible techniques for dc-cluttorinl,
Track

Information Line

CuPrrntly, the track Information line Includes all information available rodarding the
selected brack,
On a small display, there mAY not be enough Space to present the entire
line of Antormition,
Porhaps, the crew doeo not require all the information presented on
the line,
At any rae , an analysis of the track information line should be accomplished and
the Informsaton most Important and useful to the mrew should be pricritised.
With prioritisation, each type of Information needs to be reviewed to determine the
appropPiate increment of presentation,
For instance, to provide adejuate cueing, should the
beaVing to track be provided to the nearest degree, B degres o
Ia
goreeo,
eto? Track
information line ..
tquirefents must be coordinated with operational aviators who have
experience wit0, o•, first-hand knohledge of, helicopter air combat operations,
sattlefield geometry
latktlfield
geometry such as division boundaries, air corridors, fire
nonem, and
friendly fire unit locations are transmitted by the FAAD Oil system, A determin&tios. must
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be
made aout eeomotry
how Much.is
battlefield

Soldier-Machine

itf
of this information
IN usefUl to the heliaopter arew.
to any,
be provided,
what offset is there an display eaturation/olutter?

If

Interface

The soldior-rmaohLne interface issues require much more attention before the air combat
display conept
a
an be suactnsfully integrated into an Army helicopter cockpit.
The
multiple functions en the ORTs create a complex and critical issue of identifying the
Specific crew inputs.
Thin essential recognition is required to retrieve the appropriate
information and change display functions quickly.
Audio and speech Display Techniques
An evaluation needs to be made to determine the use of audio tones or speech synthesis
as aids in sletting the crew of information eii the maroen. luch aids may be especially

helpful,

or even necessary, during periods of high visual task loading,

CONOLUSION
Thin report provides an account of the development of a display concept that alerts and
oues Army helicopter crews to the loeatiin of friendly and hostile airora'f
over the
battlefield,
The air track data to be dinplayed are generated by radar sensors and
transmitted by the FAAD C01 system.
The concept borrows from air defense fire units and the
symbology is found in DoD-ITD-1477 (Department of Defense, I103).
The area of coverage presented on the display was an important consideration in making
the displey a useful tool for alerting and cueing and, therefore, received conniderable
attention,
Although the mission analysis shoWs that en 6s-by-se-Mm area of coverage is best
for providing timely alerting and cueing, it appears that the symbol coverage and symbol
update raten annociated with thin area of coverage result
in information that in not of
sufficient preciseness when depicted on small dinplay mareens.
As an evolving concept, further analyses
will provide effective Alerting and cueing in
operations.

are required to arrive at a final design that
support of Army aviation air combat
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Los visours do easque
apptohohs possible. pour 4mdliorer I&
L:8 Aantanges potentials do r 0 type
f it dos contraintes d'environnement.
combat Air-Air,

SRNTWGNYAZIR FRANCH

sent satuollemont considlrds COMM* J1una des
conscience de is situation dos pilotes do combat,
d'Aquipatlent peuvent copendant Atre diminuds du
.lronaUtiquo, comm. lea accodlrations + On du

Une dtude expirimentae oen contriftivauso a ltd conduits pour tenter
dlivaluer 11imacst dos secal ration4 + Gos ur Is fonction do dlsignation du viesur
do cosque.
Lee roltautst montrent quo jusqulk + 5 GoIs15dlgroadtion des performances
do poursuite incusfactaur do charge demeure moddrle. Certaines limites dam vissurs
do casque apparaissent cspendant, Miles sent Assanhieilenlent lides sun carsatdristirpies
biamlosaniquom et aux modes fanctionnals do Is caordination ceil-tite,
1. -

AIMOZ2MI

La plupart des grands programme@ actuols d~aviona do contbaL privoient
Ilutiiisstion do visours do casque, an compldment des vioualisstiono clsoaiques,
L'idde du viseur do oxsoquWest on fait pan totalemont nouvello puisque
Certain@ avion. do Comibat an ROnL dl j& dotdo, parfois do longue date comma Is VTAB
on service our los P4-J do 10U.6. Navy.
In Pronce lea promibros dvslustions du visour do samque pour lea avioas
do combat ont ltd manlo,. done I* courant des annies 70. A catte Apoque, Men@ Is contexts
'ytimes d'ance esmentiaiiement sorteur arribro, lee Atudes on simulation do combat
do
pormis do conolure k 11intlrIt do as mad* do dlaignstion an combat edrion
ny
psantIa
Air-Air, Enrevanche, des diveloppaoments ultdrioure ant lt4 menls svea succbs pour
Los hllicapthres do combst, concrj'tisls au niveau du programme Pranuo-Ailsmand HP
HAC.
t lea performances sotualos
dloptraniquea
an matibre
rlsliols
n:oprogrbs
at Is programme ACT contient die
La situation
changl
radiosiement
des missiles an
lonrgins toute. lea provisions ndlossaires pour ILemploi dun visour do casque,
Coci nous amino & considlrar un premier point
ussusot
l~intdrit tdldquipaomnts came. is vissur dot
ddlpndant dam c roctlnintiques du systbm. d'armes auquol il ast Intlgl

itroitamant

Los systhmesc dAring. dos avions modern@@s ont dovenus si officacos quo,
rarindre do voir augmenter d~une monibre considdrable I&
peradoxalemsnt, on pout
probabilitl do destruction mutuulls des apparoils engagls done un combat (ni vainquourp
ni Vsa.ncu).
A as niveau, Is viseur do casoque conotitue Pun Ases moyons roo..ibles
so
pour fairs penohor Is balance. Le foatour humain reiprsnd donc ici tout.
signification.
Leos tudus d'empioi. tactique, qui ont ltd mones. en France our as sujot
ktionmontrd Los nombreuses difficultl. qui rlsident done i'intorprltation des
rdouLtats obtenus, Los probIbmeas d'homoglnlitl dans is population des pilotee amino
cnclusion gdndrsie quo, quell.. que soiont lee condition. du combat# lea pilotes
aaI
dlaegotion, caux qui sent naturelicment Is plus consciont do Is situation, arrivent
ont

In revanche, Ilutiiisatian du visour do casque *at pour llonsomblo do
d~un avantago certain. V'usous mn angle nlgatif, on pout ausai
I& @oure*
1: ppuauition
noidrer
uola
nank-possession do cot Iquipomont entrains un dlsavantage.

11-2
Ca dernier point c~ontribus mans douts A 6tablir Ilidio qua lam vimauri
do coaque vont sliniorire parmi les dquipnmonts incontournablei pour lem oioieh do
com~ot des onnios h venir.
L'utilliation do coi iquipoemnt., en particulier lore do combatAir-Air,
pose touteofis des problbmea auxquel. 1.. dtudes on simulateur de combat no pouvent
rdpondra. Ce sont euiontiallement lea aspecti lids aux contraintea biodynamiques
smagisse dos vibrations
rimultant des Avolutions de limvien. Can contra, ntea, qlil
ou dam Aco~dliations + am acutenues, affoetont I., dauc focticom du viasur do canque,
ddsignation dlobjectif. at prdsentation d'informationi.
Is LaborAtoije4 do Midecine Adrospatiale 416it
derni&roi anniae
intireamd I 1'i~flaot des aoodidrationS + ai iur Ii fanction do
aination des viseurm do caique. Avant d~abordor a. point particulier, noun
offactuaorn. on brof rappel don avantagem prdmentdi par Is visaur do CAIquA an terms
do consieince do 1. situation ainsi qua do& principaux problimei qui rdiuitent do
mon umplai.
Cox

~artLeulibromint

A

La possibilitd do pilotur "Ia tits harm dui cockpit" done low conditioni
critiques (banssaltitude, grande Vitnmne, combat) , tout on coniarvant lea informiationi
at Ia conduit. des myetimom coriotitue un ovantago fandamental pour
Is pilotage
our
10 m~ijtiol,
do la conscience do In situation (2). Lem vimmure collimatim tits-haute,
lids I 10 structure do lVivion, donnent catte poiiibilitA, main meulomont done une
mone rmestraint* h qualquem dimainal do dagrds. Cotta idne, lid@ d~uno manibre 9indrals
au vacteur vitals* do Pavion, roprinonts un intdrit fondamental pout, coitainam phases
do vol. Par Contra, dine I@ cm.Idu combat Air-Air, les non*@ dlintirit Aiupilots pouvent
no trouver krbnj
dloignden duiviseur central tits haute.
vimaur do amique (HK3/D) fournit au
Four HOLLISTER or coil. ( 4 )In
pilots train avantages principaux i
- Un. vimlimlimation de macours des informations prdmontdAosan tite-bdmia
au on t~te--haute, quel qua moit l'ondrott ci regarde I* pilots..
-

LA pomoibilitd do ddsignor des objectife pout I. iymthme d'armse..

- Uns visualidation duitypo tit* haut. mobile capablo do primanter toutan
lam information@ ndoemnairem 4 Ilattaque at h Is destruction do ciblei au aol ou on
Vol,

lua1
vimour do casque rap rdsento dgalemint
SHWUMAN ( 6
moulign
une, solution pour 1.pdataticn d'ifcrmaticns lorsqua 1s sibge du pilot. ont tr~m
ino nd.
Dana tou
lea cass con &vantage@ no pouvent Otre coneidirds comma
offaatifm, surtaut pour lam aviona do combat, qua mi l'snoombroment at Is maimse doe
Aquipaemntm damouront compatiblom ovec lea contraintoi biodynimiquam du vol.
Lleffat do cam contrminten au oourm du Vol grandos vitomia, boomms altitude
a dt6 rapportd, tent pour an qui concerne In fonotion do dimignation ( 7 ) qua calla
do primentation d~inrormations visuollam ( 3 ). Lorm dldtudem an laboratoirm confirmdum
par dam ommaim an Vol, TATHAM. a montrA quoainculi )an compoannta. bass* frdquonom
(infiriouro. k 4 Hs) affectaient I& prifdiciion do visdo. On utilimon't un. nidthodologio
du vimaur maui vibration pouvait 6tro
quo Is lisibilitd
montrait
Identiqua,
am4liorda anJARAET
augmentant
1s contraute
lumineum.
Lem problhmom pomim par leg dyolutions du combat Air-Air donm 1* domain*
visual nont loin d~avoir dti emsil bion itudid.a quo cowi rimultant de% Vol. tnctiquea.
L14tudo oxpirimmntaie qua nous primentonm a pour objet d~apporter qumiquam didments
dan* a0 domaini..

3.LiAtudo a iti
mandc our Is contrifugauso du
WAiopatialos du Contra dimmsais on Vol de ANITIONY cur orga,

3.1.1.

-

Laboratoire do Midecino

Platoforme dlexpdrionce

Uno mqaqutto giomitrique du ddsionstraotur Rafale, orticulio aototir
d~un mibge inclind 1 32n a itd uti 1 iso vour Los ommoim. Cott* maquattoa 0 td inetalliei

dane Is nacelle univeroollo do I& contrifu *Use qui pormot d~aocuoiliir des
*xpdrimentations onoombrantoo. Doo uommim do validations ont onsuit. it& ma~nds Bur
une maquotte du prototy.pe ACT' (auhgo inclini h 291).
La commands do pilotage mitude our I& banquette droite comports
un interrupteur permottant au pilote do valider Ion dvinaments. tUnavisualization
.entralo our un moniteur vid~o eat utilisdo pour prdse~ntser au pilots des informations
our le ddrcuiement des essajo at lea rdoultato obtonum. tinsvalve ant~i-0 pormot
L'alimentation do Idgquipomont do protection portd par 10 pilotl. Infin, un tribdmo
d'acadldromitres pleds prim do Is tits du pilots purmet is mesure do* troin composantus
dlasodldration Jx, Jy, J1.
3.1.2.

Diopositif do prdsontation do ciblo

-

tin dispositif optiquu h 2 dogric do libertd mO par do@ maeturs
un rayon Laooi He-No our un doran himisphdrique do 170 am do
projotto
a0soorvis,
diamitre, Cot
doran *at approximativement contrd our Is pouition do is tit* du poo
Lo4MPlitUdo do d4placOMSnt auteri4do Paor1s SYStbtmo t do ±160 dogrdm on g1iicMet6t
at + 90 on site, Los vitoosss do ddplacumon t pouvent atto [ndre 7006/s an gisoumnt
at 20000/4 on sits.LA prdcioion do positionnumont do I& cible out do 12 minutes dangle.
tinorecopin do I& position angulairo du miroir do mortis, on @its at on gioumont,
out otilinds pour ddrsrminer Is position do Is cibis dan. 10 rapbre do I& cabin*.
3.1.3.

-

Ilispositif do meouro do Is position do Ia tito

Le visour do casgue 6lactro-optiquu THOMBON-CBF east utiuizA
pour ddtorminer Is position do Is tAt. at 1l.orientation do 1. ligno do visdo du pilots..
La prliciion do ce symthm~ seatmmillouro quo 0,3' pour I*& angles at quo I mm pour
1o translation&. La cadence dldchantillonnago rdolle eat do 20 Hs. Ceoysytbmo comports
deux triangle@ do diodes dmottricoo at 'invissur collifatA, tintdgrd done un ocaqus
OtitNMAt 458 modifid par Is@ main& du Laboratoirs. La Masoe du casque iquipd settdo
1380 9. Los captours sant conotitudo par doux barottos CCD disposase do part at d'autro
us Is tits du pilot* our un support. inddformable. Dane is disposition utilinde lore
duos ssain I. champ do monure couvrait approximativament + 60" on gisomont ot, + 600
on sitc,,
3.1.4.

-

Systimu inforrnatique dlacquisition

La gootion das expdrimentations, Is commando du dimpositif aptique
at 1.cquisition des donndensocnt assurdso par un clculateur DEOCLSI 11-73. Les
programmes d'application mont dorits on Fortran IV avac dos routines Assamblour, Ca:
programmes fonctionnont scum un oystimo dlexploitation RT-11-BJ.
3.2. - Protocol.
3,2.1.

-

Sujets

six
Bujoto
volontaires
exempts
d'atfuctionm
pathologiquom
dvolutivem (Ago 23-43) ant participd k i1expdrimentation. lie ant it& roorutds parmi
Ion personnels du Centre d~lscais on Vol at tout partioulibroment au main do Is section
dos perachutictom doessajo. Touc los mu jets avajunt uns expdrisno* prialable do Is
aontrifugauso. 1I.adtaiont, erk nglo gdnlrale, rdaimtants Aux offoto dos acedldratiorm
do Coriols. Laroque as n'dtait pan 10 can uho prophylaxis anti -naupethique a it&
utiliode. Uinedouxibma oxpdnimsntation a dtd mondo ultirieurement avoc daux pilots%
do chaienin,
Ella avait pour but do valider quolques points prdcim dos premiaer easais,
3,2.2.

-

Conditions expdrimentales

Chaque aujet a offactud un total do six lanoements comportant
chacun traim montdoo on acodldration. Le nombre total dlessain a dtd ddtsrmind par
Ie combinsimon des conditions dlaccdldnation ot do@ diffdrontes trajuctoiras do ciblos
prdaentdos. Avant chaque lancomentp uno acquisition dn rdfironae A 1 0 dtsit off octudo
pour ohaoune do. tra jootoiroc dtudidos, Dans touc loo cas, is position initial, do
Ia cibie ot Is trajuotoire suivi. itaiunt totalopiont prddiatiblos.
3.2.2.1.

-

Trajootoiros

Train trajoctoires nnt dtd utilicdes pendent lea onsais. La durdo
do chaque trajoctoirs not do 10 oscondes.
La trajeatoiro n' I so compomo do 2 segments
Is premisr part
do + 506 an site at - 01 on qisement Ile ciblo so ddplagant jusqu'&k un point 300
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-ANDOetS

auantitptits

Los rimultats obtanum, prisentdsaen terms dlioart quadratique moyer
d. pouruuits, ant 4t& ramsemblds pour lea difitrentes configurations d'accdldration
dana lea figures 4 h 7. 11l magit 11 do velours moyannes ol~tenuansti~r 6 sujets. On
note tr&m pau do variation pour Issi velours d'EQM on gisoment, & laexception de Is
trajoetoir. 1 (fig.5). Dane co darnier cam lam velours d'EQM qui, an rbgle gdndrasl,
sent preohes doeI degrd atteignent. 1,30 & 0,6 0/s.
In revanche, pour as qui concern@ lea velours obsorvdas an site, on
variations plus isiportantes pour lam trajectoires. Olobalement, lea
poursultes of foatudes & 3 et 4 0 no Prdmentent quo pou do diffdranee avea lam risulteto
do rdtirence. Lea velours moyannom obserVdoo & 5 0 sent canhiblaeont plus 4lovdeo
pour Is trajeotoire 2 at @Il. atteint, 1,30. comme pour Ie* wdoultate ebtenuo avec
does ciblas stationnaires (5) as sort lea variations d'seodldration qui ongmndrent
lam H.Q.M. lop plum importantg. Caux el ddpassent qdndraeoment 1,20 dam 0,4 0/s pour
atteindre 1#8' & 0,6 Ga/ pour la tralectoiro 2 (fig.61

relbve doe

S.

-
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!

Dane @a fonction do ddsignation d~objectif, 1. vimIour do copque no pout
eantribuer correctament k l'amdlioration do I& "conscience do 1: situa tion" quo dans
1. mosure ob Io difticultd do as miss en oeuvre neabiro psi lea avantages qu'i2. mpperta
par ailleurs,
A as titre, lam rdoultate obtorus an oontrifugause mentront &ncam
elairemont quo, done 1.i domaine d'acedldratien considdrd,
Is ddgradation des
pert ormanoes do poursuite domouro relativement modird..
Encore taut--il quo com
perortrmance@ sicint compatibles avea lea oaractiristiquan dos armaments employds.
Notons Lai quo lisisrdsultato ant At4d oxprimde on terme dl~cart quadratique, paramitre
class quement utilili
pour dvaluor in perortemancep maim quo lea velours ex trAin.. do
Ideaart inmtantang pouvent Itre bsaueeup plus importantea.
Or pout censiddror quo cam deart. slaccroinsont iyitdmatiquament I partir
do 3 a et pour des taux do variation mupdriours & 40,4 C/o.
Lam rdmultito qualitat±if obtonue avoc' 1. ehangoneint do direc+.len do
Is trajectoire I inontrort asee. bion lami Unites d'une poursuito avoc un rdtieulo
lid & le tits. 11 no taut anrsfet pae oublijr quo cam tra joeteiro. dtaitnt. tot lament
pridictiblom, on pout done ponsir qu'un avian capable doeffectuor ur cohngaeinnt rapids
do l'oriontation do son oeatour vitococ pomorait dam problimes ausil bion avoc un
visour do easqiqu
qulavoe lea moyens classiques do ddaignation.
Do mrime 1am r4multats ebtonum svec lee trajoetoires sortantos dornnnt
matibre I rtifoxion. 11 oat an offit surprrnant do constatei- quo, lore da:Cquieitiono
rapidso, doe oilbo oxcontrdds k 30, on Si to it on gisomont sont g4drarlement attointoo
sons pro lhnio,
La limitation observdo done I& partio torminslo do Is peursuito d~un.
cible dvaiuant lonteomnt oct mane doute lids k llinclinaison du m"Y. it do i'appui-tito.
Mi cette inolinaison out globalomont favorable I llacquisiticrn de ciblmo dvoluart
& fort mite, ello eamblo ici poser un problimo do mobilit4. Pourtant i& pourmuito
do ciblac cortantise constitue trio cortainomont uno configuration ao combat tout I
fait possible, eurtout done dos conditions do combat du type 'deux contra plus de
doux".
Cotte probldmatiquo do combat muiticiblo I courts distance cotiatitue
tric lartainemont un point dlintdrdt pour lea vinoura do oamques, Los acquisitions
oftoetudea Montrant quo Is ddplacoment d'un point & un autro, mime scum tactour do
charge ant rdalied avor une prdaision relativesmont bonne, & condition d'avoir une
idA. prdcico do is looslimation du point d'arrivda (aiblo. prddietibloe). Au eam o
eatto information do localisation sorait fournis au moyon d'une figuration visour,
il conyiendtait done do slassuror queoalgle-ci eanduimo bWon & une 4valuation proisim
du diplaememnt angulsiro k otfaetuer. Rappolona ici quo, par ddfinition, lae mouvomonts
balisitquumi no peuvont Strip interrampus par un. bouclo do ritroaotion. In fait, on
observe asoes triquomment dos ddpaiiemonts d Iobjoetitm, muivic do rattrapages, qui
no peuvont qulitro prdjudicioblos & uno censcieneo do Ia situation optimal*.
Enfin, pour cloro as ehapitre at minai quo
1* souli gno BARNEIS
(l),
10s vissur do oan ue fait appal 4 uno action "non naturello', dona fa occur. ch il
physioloqique
do eouplage coil-tats. cotte limitation
el 00deanimes.
& i'ona~ntra
vs
inhdronte
ou prinaipe
du viceur do casque it~cito done ALpourcuivre lea ef fortsaon
matubre d,utii IsNtion du regard plut~t quo do i& tits.
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CONCLuIoN

Pour do ncmbrsux autours, 1. viaeur do casque
dlamilioror la cons"i.ncs do la situation du pilot* de combat.

constitue

un

moyon

A c6tA d'avantagesa
vidents, on oongoit bion quo l'uti.1.tstion d'un
oyotbme lid I la tito puisse, du fait des acodldrations ronoontrdau au combat, pordre
une pattie do mon officaciti.
Les expdrimontations menies on aentrifugeuxo ent permis do mottre en
Avidence certaine points qui peuvent ocontituer une limits d'emploi do as type do
aystime. But Is plan quantitatif, l. digradation doe performances do poursuite reote
rolattvement modfrde. CsttQ digradation @at plus sensible loreque llaocdldration varis
avea dos taux diovis quo lore do poursuite aveo une acudliration + Os 6tablia.
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THE SIMULATION OF LOCALIZED SOUNDS FOR IMPROVED
SITUATIONAL AWARENESS
Peter L N. Naleh
Human, Factors Division,

Meision Management Department,
Royal Aerospace Establishment,
Farnborough, Hants, UK

It Is argued that, in everyday life, the directlonal information available In sounds is
automatically Incorporated into the listeners overall awareness of the situation. The
absence of such cues In the aik-borne environment must Inevitably Impoverish the data
base from which the pilot builds his appreciation of the situation. Experiments are
reported, whioh Indicate that modifying cockpit sounds, to give them a synthetic
directional quality, would indeed facilitate spatial appreciation.

INTRODUCTION
Much of the enhancement of a pilot's awareness of his situation Is attempted by supplementing the
Information from his own senses, with that derived from 'artificial' senses, such as radar. However,
while efforts are being made to give pilots more than five senses, there seems to be a certain amount of
neglect of one of the originals • the sense of hearing. The neglect Is not of course complete, since
auditory warnings have. been deveioped (eg 1), and Direct Voice Output (DVO) may be expected to
become Increasingiy Important, Nevertheless, Ifdeveiopments were conflned to these areas It could be
argued that the restriction would be analogous to constraining pilots to use their eyes solely to watch
flat screens: in each case spatial appreciation Is rendered if not Impossible, at least very difficult. This
paper will therefore report upon some preliminary Investigations Into the feasibility of employing stereo
sound In the cockpit. With positive results, the ultimate goal would be for all signals passed to a pilot's
headphones to be given a directional quality, In this way, warning sounds would Indicate the direction of
the threat, and radio messages from a wing-man could appear to originate from the appropriate location.

*

The advantages of using 'three.dimensional' sound cannot be taken for granted. However precisely
the required auditory characteristics are synthesleod (which Is itself a problem, to be addressed later),
the resulting signal cannot be without a degree of artificiality, since directional sounds, such as
warnings, are not ,maturally present in the cockpit (2), Whereas the directional Information of a sound in
an earth-bound situation will be readliy Integrated into the overall cognitive analysis of the situation,
the same may not be true for Inappropriately Incorporated air-borne sounds, This possible difficulty
may, however, serve at an Indication of the potential value of iocalizable sounds. Just as they are in a
sense artificial, so too is much of the visual Information presented to the pilot, Apart from his direct
view if the world (which may also be removed if cockpits ever become enclosed), the rest of his
knowledge is derived from characters and symbols, displayed on screens, Incorporating this
Information into a general awareness of a situation of course encounters the same problems as those
postulated above, for artificial sound. Part of the difficulty lies In the n•ad to translate from a screen
to the real world, but a further problem is the lack of redundancy, I do not refer to redundancy within
one modality, for that cn be added with colour, shape, size and so on. The redundancy which Is missing
Is Inter-modal,: or between the senose. In everyday situations it Is the norm for sight and hearing to
provide complementary information about events and, as is the nature of redundancy, It Is ikely that
the combined Information leads to faster responses than v.
e triggered by either stimulus alone.
COnsequently, it Ie worth considering that in the oockpit, ailth... both visual dtel~ays and stereo sound
have their weakneses, together they may significantly enhance the assimilation of Information. The
first experiment to be reported examined the extent of any interaction between inter-modal spatial
Information.

,
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XPIRIMENIT I
If it Is contemplated to use stereo sound, as an enhancement to visually presented spatial
Information, then It must be demonstrated that the audio material Is readily analysed, along with the

visual counterpart. A useful evaluation technique for such a situation involves the application of the
Stroop effect (3), In Its usual form, the Stroop effect Is demonstrated by asking a subject to name, as
quickly as possibile, the sequenoe of Coloured Inks used to write a list of words. This Is not generally a
very difficult task, unless the worde themselves are colour nmOes, not matching the Inks In which they
are written. In that situation the subject's response rate Is slowed, and there Is a considerably greater
error rate. In attempting this exercise; the subject 1i, of course, trying to avoid assimilating the
textual Information: It is not relevant to'1the talk requirerlients and only serves to make the activity
more difficult, Neverlheless, the obvious confusion suffered'by the subject provides clear evidence that
the words are being read. Although the proclse mechanlisme Underlying the confusion are still a matter
for debate (op 4, 5), Nalsh (6) has shown that a lack of complete understanding does not preclude the use
of the effect, as a tool In other Investigations. The rationale behind using the Stroop effect In this way
Is as follows: If a source of Information can be shown to Interfere with responses to other,
simultaneously presented Information, then the Interfering material must have been receiving analysis.
Moreover, since It may be presumed that subjects will have attempted to avoid the interference, It
must be accepted that the analysis was automatic. It follows that, If It is not possible to Ignore
Information when It Is damaging, then It will certainly also be processed when it is potentially useful.
This principle was employed In the first experiment, A more detailed description of the
methodology, together with a complete analysis of the results, will be presented elsewhere. In the
present paper, sufficient details will be given to make the technique and the relevant results clar.
Method
Subjects were required to respond to a series of composite lltmuli, generated by a computer,
which also monitored and timed subject responses, Each stimulus Incorporated the concepts of LEFT,
RIGHT and CENTRE. presented In four different ways, On each trial, one of these words was displayed
upon the computer vdu, appearing either In the centre of the screen, to the left, or to the right.
Simultaneously with this visual presentation, subjects heard one of the words left, right or Centre,
spoken over stereo headphones, (The voice was recorded as dlgiltied speech, stored In compuler
memory and replayed via a digltal.to.analogue converter,) The speech was also presented so as to
seem to come from the left, the right, or the centre. During a sequence of trials, all possible
combinations of these four attributes were presented to subjects. Consequently, In some coaes the
composite was entirely congruent, I# the text, its position on the screen, the spoken word and Its
perceived location all conveyed the same concept. On other oocaslons, one or more of the Components of
the stimulus could disagree,
For each trial the subject was given a cue, displayed on the computer @Qreen, Indicating to which
of the four' aspects of the stimulus the attention wee to be directed, The subject's response was made
by pressing one of three touch pads, placed In a row and corresponding to LEFT, CENTRE and RIGHT,
Thus, for example, on a particular trial the subject might be given the cue TEXT, and be presented with
the Word 'right', printed to the loft of the screen, while hearing the word 'centre' In the right ear. The
cue would direct the subject to respond on the basis of the printed word, and hence to press the right
hand button, In this example, the auditory location (although not the spoken word) would agree with the
selection of 'right', so that one other attribute was congruent with the target. In general, 8, 2, 1 or 0
other attributes could agree with the required response,
Results
It was reasonable to expect that the extent of the congruenoy betwoen a target attribute and the
remalnln$ three components of a stimulus would affect response times. Figure I summarlses results,
which are the mean reaction times of eight subjects, to stimuli of Increasing degree of mismatch. As
can be seen, the expected trend Is largely present and Page's L Test shows It to be statistically
significant (p w 0.01). Clearly, complete congruency between stimulus components (Is all three non.
target attributes congruent with the target) leads to the fastest response times. Even the presence of a
single mismatching component produces a marked slowing, Responses are still further delayed, If only
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one or no other components ogree with the target, although thee two situations seem to produce equally
slow reactions.

R.T. (me)

1300.

1200

1100
02
No. of Items Incongruent
Figure I

Effects of Increasing Inoongruency upon reaction times

The above results demonstrated that a single incongruent element within the composite stimulus
would Impair response times,. Since attention fends to be directed to a modality, It was predicted that
the single mismatch would be most damaging when occurring in the same modality as the target, For
example, suppose a subject were Instructed to respond on the basis of the spoken word, It would then be
plausible to euppose that an Incongruent location by ear would be more damaging than either a
mismatching screen location or printed word, The prediction wes oupported, with mean response times
to same modality mismatches being 128 me longer than mismatches In the other modality, The
difference was significant (p c 0.025, 1Tailled),
Disoussion
The results arv a strong Indication of the desirability of representing spatial information by
combining as many congruent stimulus attributes as possibis. This Is not unexpected, since, as was
pointed out In the Introductlon, It Is the normal earth.bound experlenos for visual and auditory
information to convey the same 'messag', Perhaps of more Interest is the finding that a failure to
deliver congruent information Is most damaging when the mismatch occurs in the target modality, The
Implication of this Is that responses to auditory signals In a cockpit would be significantly faster, If the
sounds also conveyed an appropriate dirctional sensation,
Having concluded that there are potential benefits to be derived from the use of localizable sounds,
attention must now be tumed to the question of how such sounds should be produced. At first, this may
seem a relatively trivial problem, since there Is no reason why a pilot wearlng headphones should not
receive a stereo pair, rather than an Identical mono signal to each ear. However, the directlonal
charactltriltlot would have to be synthosized, since auditory warnings and messages in the cockpit
environment are not intrinsically Iocalizable, Warning sounds could In principle be recorded In stereo,
for play.back when required, but a problem would arise when the pilot turned his head, Since the sound
source should seem to stand still, It would be necessary to modify the signal, to represent a new
direction In relation to the head. The required head position sensing Is achievable, but are a multitude of

recordings, for every possible head angle, a feasible opliom? Ifven If the answer were OYea, Itwould

not be a technique that could be used for radio messages, which, being unpredictable, could not be pro.
characteristics, It Is necessary to examlne the precise nature of the direction signature carried by
natural sounds, and which It would be hoped to reproduce,
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Auditory leocllzetlen cues
The nature of the ouee which enable the direction of a sound source to be perceived have been the
subject of research for a coneiderable time (7). Good accounts have been published of the mechanisms
Involved (soe for example 8), and only a brief explanation will be given here.
The brain utilises two classes of Information, which the eare extract from a sound; temporal and
spectral. Figure 2 represents sound waves approaching a listener from front right. It will b seen that,
when the sound first started, the vibrations of the air must have reached the right ear before the left,
side of the head the delay to the distant ear Is of the order of 700 lpL, It Is also apparent that, ae well
as the time difference at the start of a sound, the same disparity Is continually reflected in the phase
difference between the two ears, Hones, at the moment represented In the Figure, the right ear Is
experienolng a maximum In air pressure (a wave crest), while for the left that particular creat Is yet to
arrive, The brain uses such phase differences for direction estimation, although It only does so for
sounds with frequencies lower then approximately 1500 Hi. This restriction arises, since at high
frequencies the spacing between wave creatc Is lass than that between the ears, so a given phase
difference could be produced by more than oni, sound direction. The lack of sensitivity to phase at
shorter wavelengths thus avoids the problem of ainbiguity,

tti

Figure 2 A representation of sound waves passing a listener
Although higher frequency sounds cannot supply useful phase Information, they do give rise to
inter.aural spectral differenceoý Figure 2 also represents the shadowing effect of the head, with sound
waves to the left, away fiom the sound source, being of smaller amplitude. In other words, the left ear
signals a quieter sound than the right, This intensity difference Is also used by the brain, and
Interestingly, it complements the phase cue by becoming unavailable at wavelengths longer than the head
width, This Is beoause sound waves bend round obstacles smaller than their wavelength, so casting
negligible shadows. $Ince most sounds (apart from pure tones) comprise a mixture of frequencies, the
preferential shadowing of the higher frequency components gives rise to a difference between the
overall speotra received by the two ears.
As well as the spectral offsets of shadowing, the pinnao (ear flaps) cause more subtle modification
of the received sounds: an effect also monitored and utillsed by the brain. The way in which this effect
Is brought about Is shown diagrammatically In Figure S. Sound waves entering the ear may do so by

passing directly down the auditory canal, or after reflection In thN folds of the outer ear. Eventually,
waves from the different routes join together, an-i wlol mutually Interfere. The Interference arises as a
result of phase differences between the waves, caused by the different path lengths covered.

Figure 3 Section through pinna, showing direct and reflected wsves
The resulting combined wave may be of high amplitude (loud), if the waves happen to end up in
step, or may be effectively absent, If there le a half wavelength discrepancy. In a complex sound, of
many frequencles, the net result is that some components will be received with much more Intensity
than others, but which ones are affected, and by how much, will depend upon the angle at which the
Incident waves strike the pinna. The process Is directly enalogous to the colouring of white light, when
It Is refleoted elmultlaneously from the upper and lower surfaces of an oil film on a puddle.

V

Right
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4 Time (me)

Plgure 4 The sound of a 'clap', recorded at the left and right ears
Figure 4 reveals the combined effect of the mechanisms described.

It shows the waveforms

recorded In the left and right ears of a listener, when receiving the sound of a single hand clap, The

sound originaled from the front-left of the listener, and It will be seen that corresponding features In
the two waves arrived earlier In the left channel. It Is also clear that the overall amplitude at the more
distant right ear was reduced, and that there ia a particular reduction In the higher frequencies,

revealed Inthe smoother outline of the right waveform.

The simulation of loellasetlon
An Ideal simulation would attempt to syntheelse all three of the above cues, for presentation to
the listener, but they are not equally easy to generate and may not all be essential. The temporal
disparities (onset times and phase differences) are the easiest to create, since It Is only required to
Introduce a delay In the signal pith to one or other ear. Of course, for real.time changes, the extent of
the delay would have to vary with the simulated head/source angle, but modern digital techniques can
readily achieve the desired effects, It Is Interesting to note that commercial recording companies avoid

temporal differences between reoorded stereo channels. since for play back Yin loudspeakers the timing
effects would only be preserved for listeners sitting exactly midway between the speakers Such
recordings rely only upon the amplitude differences between the left and right channels. To simulate
these amplitude differences Is slightly loes simple: overall amplitude changes are easily Introduced, but
it wIll be recalled that shadowing is most marked at the higher frequencies, so there is a need for
selective, frequency dependent attenuation, The subtle oolourations of the sound Impaoed by the ear
flaps represent the greatest challenge to simulation, There would be a need to process left and right
channels separately, paising each through a comb filter, with ever.shifting pass and stop bands, The
temptation Is that, if any cue Is to be omitted, then this should be it, Unfortunately, the effects of the
pinnse are Important, and without their sound modifications, sources tend to be perceived as being
lateralisod Inside the head, rather than appearing to exist at a point outside the observer (9, 10, 11),
Nevertheless, since It seemed likely that even a rather unsophisticated stereo simulation would be
better than none, It was decided that an initial exploration would not attempt to mimio pinnase effects,
Moreover, the grosser spectral effects of head shadowing would only be represented relatively crudely,
The precise nature of the sounds used, and the means of synthesailng them, have been reported (12), but
the significant features of the experiment are described below.

Flgure I Arrangement of apparatus In Experiment II
EXPERIMENT II
Rationale
The experiment was designed to determine whether stereo warning sounds would eliolt faster
responses than simple, 'mono' sounds. Figure 5 conveys the nature of the set.up. Subjects sat at an
Apple computer, which controlled the administration of a simple tracking task. The hoop, around the
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subject'e head, supported eight, equally spaced light emitting diodes (LED@), and from time to time.
while the subject was tracking, an LED was turned on by the computer. Having detected this, the
eubject was required to enter 1he LED's number (I to 8) on the computer keyboard, Tho time from
switch on to entry was recorded automiatloally, and the LED was extinguished. The subjeot wore a pair
3f headphones, and a computer-gonerated warning sound could be delivered over the 'phones, when an
LED was lit. These sounds could be given a synthetic directional quality, Intended to convey the
sensation of coming from the direction of the Illuminated LED.
The sounds consisted of brief 'bleeps', comprising a range of frequennies, As In Experiment I, the
signals to the two ears were Independent, and were sent from the computer, via dlgital-to-enalogue
converters, It will be seen in Figure I that an arm Is shown, oonneoted to the headband of the subject's
*phones. This was a pivoted arm, which did not greatly Impede the subject's movemonts, but supported
a polelotlometer, used to monitor head position, The computer used the direotion.of.regard information
to manipulate the sound, so that Its direction would seem to be constant, even when the subject turned
to find the LED, The phase characteristics of the sound changed smoothly with head movements, That
Is, the timing differences between the two eare faithfully emulated those to be expected from a real
sound source. However, the changes in amplitude of the different components, such as would have
occurred through head shadowing, were only made In rather coarse steps. Only eight digitised versions
of the sounds had been stored, each with a different spectral composition, Consequently, Instead of
changing smoothly with heed movements, the tonal quality of the sound could only be altered in discrete
steps, every 21.5 degrees of head rotation.
Method
Subjects sat at the computer and, following Instructions and Initial practice, began to carry out
the tracking task. This required the subject to use a joystick, In order to keep a cross In a moving
square, on the computer vdu, Throughout the experimental period tracking performance was monitored,
Once the subject had Lc-)ome familiar with the traoklng, the first LED signal occurred. The choice of LED
was random, each of the eight being used three times in a block of trials, Once the subject had
extinguished the light, by typing Its number (which was printed on the hoop, beside the LED), there
followed a random Interval of between 4 and 1k seaooids, j,,afroc the next LED wee turned on, Tracking
continued during the Inter stimulus intervals, Three types of trial block were used: with no warning
sounds, with oentralleed bleeps, or with localized warnings, In the case of the oentral bleeps, the two
"ears received Identical signals, which did not change with head angle. Subjects were Informed prior to a
block whether sounds would be used, and In the localized condition were told that the bleeps may seem to
come from the light direction,
The order in which the three conditions were presented was
oounterbalaneed across subjects,
Results
Not surprisingly, the tracking performance was poor In the no warning condition, since subjects
were required continually to look away from the task, to check on the LEDs, Performance in the other
two condtlioihe was bWler, with no signiflcant difference between them, since in either case a subject
could concentrate upon the tracking task, until a warning was given, The times to respond to the signals
are shown graphically In Figure 0, Responses In the silent condition were predictably slower than In the
warned conditions, but of more Interest, responses following localized warnings were significantly
(p -c 0.01) faster than with central bleeps.
Discussion
At just over 300 ms, the time saving when responding to localized warnings was not great,
Nevertheless, one third of a second Is not a negligible Interval, In the cockpit of a feet jet, An
examination of individual responsee revealed considerable inter.subject differences, and indeed,
differences in response times to different locations, for a given subject, This effect must hove bean
due, at least in part, to the nature of the localization cuss. For the experimenter, the directional bleeps
permitted large time savings, because he had considerable experience of the stimuli, but some subjects
appeared to gain relatively little from the directional warnings, particularly for some directions. The
experimental subjects were deliberately only given praotioc with the tracklng task, since In everyday
life we do not normally practice our sound localizing skills, The fact that some benefited lose from the
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dirctional sounds may presumably be attributed to the laok of fidelity In the spectral cues, although
there are doubtless also Individual differences In the ability to localize hatural sounds.

3,

Silent

Centred
Warning

Directional

Figure I Mean signal response times In Experiment II

Taken togethet, the results of theme two experiments are a strong Indloation that Imposing
synthetic direction cues upon sounds will feciiitae the acquisition of spatiil information. Moreover,
even rather crudely represented localizing cues can begin to yield these Improvements, It Is to be
expected that a refinement In the quality of cues will lead to a greater improvement In performance.
However. this prediction needs to be tested, and research is now progressing, using a dummy head, with
microphones In Its rubber sers, to produce the required auditory stimuli,
The experiments reported In this paper have concentrated upon determining response tilmes to
discrete events, since this is a useful moans of evaluating subject/stimulus interaction, However, if
situational awareness Is truly improved, then, although reaction times to specific stimuli will of coure
be reduced, this will not be due simply to the nature of those stimuli per so. The Improvemlint will
result from the general enhancement of situational appreciation. In these prollmlnary studies, such an
overall effect could not be achieved, and ha demonstration will have to await a larger gsale simulation.,
It will come about as a result of imparting an artificial directional quality to all auditory signals. In this
way the pilot would receive frequent reminders of his orientation, with respect to signal sources both
within and outside his cockpit. Early results of tests with the dummy head offer some support for this
statement. Bubjects listened to a series of sounds, whioh had been recorded In stereo, via the dummy's
ears, Localizing accuracy was assessed, by asking subjects to mark on a plan the position from which
each sound seemed to come, These positions were later compared with the actual locations during
recording, The test was repeated, In two conditions. In one, the sounds were produced just as described
above, but during the other trial they were accompanied by a constant 'bleop', from a fixed location,
marked on the plan, This background noise, although Irrelevant to the task, provided a reference point •
effectively Improving situational awareness. The location Judgements were significantly more accurate
under this condition.
All the results reported In this paper are encouraging and, although ears will never be as Import.
ant to a pilot as eyes, one looks forward to a time when the human can be Just a little bit more like a bail
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SUMMARY

An initial version of an Acoustic Orientation instrument (AOI)--in whic
irspeed
was displayed as sound frequoncy, vertical velocity :toamplitude modul atinratte,and
bank aniaa right-left later&lz taion-- was evaluated In a T-40 (Link OAT-3 ) moinbased 1a4mulator. Fifteen p.ilots and three non-pilots wars taught to use the AOX end
flow simulated flight profiles under condiLons of neithr visual norauditory
Instrumenta tion (NO INPUT), AOl igasol
A)
T-40 simulator Inatrumuentation only
(VISAL)
and 40 imultorinstrumentation with DI signala (BOTH). Bank control
under Ad1 aonditions was significantly better than under the NO 114PUT condition for all
flying tasksa. Bank ccontrolI
under VISUAL conditions was significantly better than under
the A81 condition only during turning and when performing cmitam ncomple seondsr
talskaThe pilots' ab ility to use the AOI to control vertial1 vlcity end airspeed was
less %apparnt,
However, during streight-and-loeal flight turns, and deso rits
the A01
proie the pilots with sufficient information to ma~intain controlled fliyht, Factors
of potential.importance in using sound to convey aircraft attitude and mnot
cr
Information aro discussed.
INTRODUCTION

Sptial Disorientation (50) is one of the maor casual of military aircraft
accidents; according to the U.S. Air Force 1InsPection and Sofet Cantor it has naused
or contributed to approximately 14% of allI
09SA class A soldden a from 19810
through
1986.
In 1968 for example, it was contributo0ry in 12 class A Mighspa,. 9DIs also a
problem in oivtl aviationd;,it causes 145 of fatal general aviation accidents (1)and
12% of fatal airline accidnts (2). Commonly So occurs as a result of distraction or
teask a4turation, when the pilot's visual systemris occupied with proceassas other then
spatial orientation, aunh as searching for othe aircraft or examining something in the
it is interesting to compare the percmntage of operator-error mieheps caused by 50
for different fighter/attack aircraft,
percentag is oetri etai
ee
aircraft, SO accouints for only 19% of F-4Theauidents
an 205 sof Inl
ocridnt nutwfr
35% of r-16 accidents (3). in many respects cur most modern aircraft give less warning
of a change in attitude than older models because of the loss of auditory and other
non-visual cues. Amtf-A Pilot reacooilass changas in airspeed by the noiex of the wind
rush as speed increases,
aThe responsiveness of the f-A conrols also changes with
airspeed, In the F-li the uit cockpit gives much less warning of eirspeedochanges;
The f-li control input is vi ressure sensors to the flight compute ("fyeb ie)
giving the io
mims tactLis oraprori~oceptive feedback, Me alcom' 'o~ntracs the
richness ofthen sensory e Cprinc of th Wright brother flying eaposed ý;othe wind
nnd elements to that of Othe
modern f-l pilot relying onlyla
on cantral vision to obtain
attitude information from a 2-inch-diamete r flig ht inst rument (A). The reduction In
variety of sensory inputa leaves the vi-lual modality to carry most of the information
load.
Thu apace available for visaul instrumentation is elseo restricted In containporary
fighter aircraft, 'the ewitch from the two-seat F-A to the s~ingle-seat F-13 ;and
F-16
halYet the number of available Cockpits for instrume0nt 1lacement, end seating tha pilot
high inthe aircraft his further toitricted the avais,1e instrument panel area ofthei
contemporary fighter. Par example, the F-A attitude Indicetor Is larg ( 12.1 cm in
diemeterj and atjust be low d agn eye level, In the F-l5 and F-li theego tuet
ore simaI
ar (7.i6
cm and 5.1 cm in diamtr repetively) and placesd lower (33 degrees
end 23 degrees below debign aye level, srespecmtiey) than in tef-4 W.)
Thus two major pro~blama in cockpit design which predispose to spatial disoriontationare
eavyvisal erkiod a iodeus
d
t attitude displays. A potential solution
for these problems Involves the use of oher samsciry modalities.
Investigators havs
shown that the pilot can handle more Information by using other seamcry modalities to
au plement vision. There is a aignificant increasae in processing caact If both
Inputs and outputs ore on different modalities; I.@., speech res ponsetoaudt or nu
adManual response to visualtinput (6). An obvious example La teilot flying an
instrumentapproech andasmultaneously talking to Ai raffic Centrel Auditory signals
are effective for werni~ng;--th:,average reaction time to auditory signals Is 1/6 second
compared to 1/5 second fo vIsua nput (7).

By inrluding directional Informa~tion In acoustic signals delivered via pilot
headsets, the numrber of possible uses of acous3tic Inputs In fllght Is Increased (8).
sp lay the direction of
Acoustic signals using sound localization, for exatpla, could
threats or other targets (9)(10). Spatial Information delivered by auditory cues may
be ;rcra corpetling than visuai Input and produce less Interference with other Inputs
The Possibility of using acoustic signals* to convey flight control/petfotrmance
InfIormation wonsdemonstrated In flight eearl as 193 d 2). In 1903 ForbesI
demonitatotd that auditory signals for at leesst three controi/perfortmancio p1relneters
(for esge'ples turnM rta1,tbenI4 angie, and airspeed) were needed to melntslfl controlled
straiipht-and-lave flgh in an aircafIt sinslator. After traloning Ifortone hour pilots
were uAble to attein perforrrmnoe levels corparablet to those ob tained with vi&sual
instr~siwntz (13). Neither of the above Investigators provided Information concerning
the vertical motion of the elr'2reft (i.e., pitch altitude or vertical velocity). In
1948 Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory evaluated the feasibility of using acoustic
arma tioan(I4).;in 1952 Hunphrey desigonedea systemn
signals ,to present ,glide path Ionfo
usin acu tic sign9al tprovide altitude information end course guldence (15).
Sound proved to be mo~st useful and was easy to learn, when It represented only one
dimension of aircraft attitude (I65. Ellis used pulseI rate to present sfre psd
Information to ailt subject performing a visual trackIng task In a lIgh simrulator
(17), This was th frt study to quantify perforrrance when cacustic signals were used
statistically, He1 performahnce wit I1niflrnti better with
and to analyze resul,:ts
Heero
utaone
the sound presentation alone then itho th viularpeIIs
evalIuated pilot perfortmance with aural Input, visual Input, and both Inputs combined to
control of a sIngle parameter (glide slope) (18). After only 20 minutes of practIc',
his pilots showed no significant differences In performance between the different
dIsplay mades.
None of thq above investigAtors, evaluated a systan capable of providing aircraft
control through a vaity of traneuvera such at turns, deacents, etc. Neither did these
hofhse
acoustic sIgnails on the abilty of pilots to
investigators evaluate the effect
Ed that thes audItory signal
taks, although Forbes derronstre pciial
c~kpi
the
perfrm
ilt
exnpe th
did not Interfere with rdito trrsisln.Hsre,
froi distracting talks In order ttet th acustic dvice.
We were Interested In the pairing of acoustic signal paraerters with aircraft state
parae-rters. OeFlorez, Forbes, Hutrphroy, and Cornell ail used same variation of
Intersural Intensity differances to convey Informaution about turn or course deviations,
S~ound freque ncy (eursi pitch) was variou iy used togindicate bank angie (13), altitude
(Is), or deviation from glidesiop.t (I4). Forbe suggeste0d usn sig1nals that "sounded
Ike the behavior of the s~rploane" such as a putt-putt sound for aiYrspeed. Other
investigators (eg. o-ebrook), howeverhv been successful In UZIn sounds
bracd "All(Idit deh") for
to aparaeater; forelth
arbtrril (asined
above glilde slope and the Niarse code "IN'"de dit") for below glide siope.
Acoustic signals have been used. operationally only to present pllots with
informration on a aigi fiht pae-a Er arl low frequency/rrediun fore0quency
Lode
navigationesinal rp raentad course dev tion with an acoustic Ilgnali a Nlorsem
"A"
fr one direction and a Iviarse
code "IN"for the other. Thes s)mignls would fuse Into
The F-4 currently
aircraft was on Courtse (I9(2)
Ha when the
tedystone
r
a anof1,1020
angie-of-attack
(AO) aural tone Indi~at ion. Changes In both pitch and
Incorporatt
helping pi1src ia: dangerously, high
pulse rte ainica te change in ACA, thusI
pproshe
ACA's and also assisting the in maintaining cons tnt AOA on fIna
To free the pilot's visuai systeil fromt the task of constantly moanitoring aircraft
thm nlInt with eemritory snittlal nrlant~itonn
attitude and inotlon, wm nrrnvtiph~l
informatio0n by means of a corpernentry, flight Instrum~ent 'called an "acoustic
orientation Instrumeant" (Z00) The purpose of this Investigation was to evaluate the
ability of pilots to use sound signals to heop control an aircraft inffI ght at times
when the ir vision is ocupied with tastoks other than primary aircraft aontrol. The
promise Is that the aoddItional aurcily presented aircraft control Information will help
pilots to fl wlkh greater precision and safety as they will be less like.ly to beconme
Thinsstudy wanstdeal nedto examnine, In a flight simnulator, the
spatially
pilots to use an nstrumeun tha encodes aircraft flight pararnsters Into en
aIit of disriented.
acoustic signai for controlling aircraft attitude and notion.
tuATEMiA.S 90 S&THMS~
erformed by the subjects In the USAF School of Aerospace
maeuesT-40er (Link
lIgh (USAFSPMI)
GAT-3) fIIIht sinsdtotor equipped with an Acoustic
Nudicine
Orientation Instrument (AOI). This siruNsIetoraincorporates motion with up to 13 degreess
13 degrees of right and left
nf nose-u p and atelagrees of nose-down pitch rot ation enrdm
roll rat in, It emrploys the usIual washoutI washbok, and scalIng connon to
sophlottcated mct Ion-based flight sinuiaetars. A'rbint noise levels In this simulato r
H (78
were meaasured with third-octave bands. I.eveis peae t2 z(2d)ad1
From these measure-wunts we
da). Above 120 Hz noise levels steadily decresU.i
determined that a reasonable operating renge--200 Hz and above--w&3 available for
suprothreahoid use of the acoustic device without overstinulatlon.

The AO0 converted aircraft flight data into auditory information by shaping an
acoustic signal delivered to the pilot through earphones. The AUI was controlled by the
relatively slowly-varying analo s lgnals from the simulator; these signals also
controlled the roadings on the traditional dial indicators for Instrument flight. For
this experiment the AOI mapped the changeg in three flight parameters upon dirffrent
dimensions of one acouatic signal.
Airspeed was represented as frequency (rapetition rate) of a square wave whioh
increased as airspeed inoreased.
The squate wave is opecated upon to construct the
other acoustic signals. The mean or center frequen.y of the acoustic signl.
repcesenting aitspeed wee monotonioally related to alrlpaid: e.g., en airspeed of 100
knote would create a 100-Hz acoustic signal, and an airspeed of 800 knots would crests
a 2,000-Hi signal,
Sank angle was Indicated by intersural intensity diffrenoes--the signal amplitude
in the ear on the same aide as the direction of the bank was increased and the
amplitude in the other ear was decreased. The simulator control signal for bank was
used tq control a digital attenuator in the ADS to reduce the aooustaI signal to one
ear.
Interaural intensity differences ware not sufficient to allow suitable
discrimination of bank angles over the deoiced full range of ÷/-30 degrees of simulator
bank. We therefore set limits in the AC! so that the nt eraufrl intensity difference
reached its maximum at +/- 3 degrees. For simulated bank angleester than 33 dsgrees
a "waverIng" sound was created by modulating the Square wave amplitude to warn the
pilot that the bank angle was extreme, Aural presentation of bank anle information
required tereophonic earphones: we used conventional Koss K-6 "hi-fi" phones.
Vertical velocity wee represented by modulating the amplitude envelope of the
square wave. When altitude was naither lost nor gl ned there wea no temporal modulation
o tthe acoustic signal. When vertioal velooity exceeded 100 ft/min amplitude modulation
(AM) wea imposed upon the signal. The re
of change of the signal amplitude was
proportional to the vertical velocity. When the simulated aircraft descended the
amplitude nf the signal became greater in a crescendo fashion. When the sound intensity
reached a predetermined maximum lavel, the intensity returned to a predetermined
minimum and roes again, thus generating a sawtooth modulation of stimulus amplitude. A
climb caused a decrescendo signal with the rate of fall in signal amplitude
proportional to the scent rate o? the aircraft.
Fifteen pilot volunteerst either military or civilian pilots with an instrument
rating, were selacted to parlcipete in the study. Medical requirements Included the
possession of a USAF Flying Class 3I or en FAA Class III medical certificate and an
affirmation by the pilots that thuy had no symptoms referable to balance and hearing.
Three non-pilot subjacts were also instructed in simulator flying and tested. All of
the subjects were allowed to praotice flying the simulator ad lib both with and without
the A01 until they felt oompetwnt to fly the simulator under both conditions. Moat of
the subjects practiced a total of about two to three hours, The actual experiment
consisted of a simulator flight lastlng approximately one hour.
Variables recorded included airspeed, bank angle, vertical veloofty, altitude, and
heeding. Airspeed bank and vertiual velocity had acoustic analogs, whi41 altitude and
heading did noa. fhe voltage signals representing each vioable were sampled at 200
masa intervals, converted to appropriate units (e.g. ft/min for vertioal velocity), and
printed cut. For staetistia
l snalysea, the moen squared error NHSE) and mean absoluti
error (MAE) of deviation from deeIred values for each of the flight parameters of
interLat wear calculated for each critical I- or 2-minute segment of the protoeol.
ExoeriM!nt ,J
The purpose of this first series of experimental simulator flights
was to evaluate-the ability of pilots to use aural signals to perform a variety of
flying tasks.
Each subject flew a series of basic aircraft control manuvers which
includad straight and level flight, a level right turn it 30 degrees of banka
nd a
wingc-lavel descant of 1,000 ft/min.
m
loh of these maneuvers was flown for two minutes
under each of three experimental conditions:

I) Nelther visual nor auditory instrumentation (NO INPUT)
01o)
gnalstonl
AOl ci imulato
T-4O
r instrumentation only (VISUAL)

(2
(3

xel1jimyn.,.J. The purpose of the second series was to evaluate the ablitLy of
pilo " to use aural signals, alone and in combination With visual signals, to control
the simulator in straight-and-level flight while distracted by secondary tasks, There
warM two separate two-mtnutme protocols involving the addition of
aeond;azy task#
(distractions).
Each protocol began with a one minute segment 'of straight end level
flight, During the second minute of each protocol one of two tasks wes introduced. The
first teak required responding first to a radio call to change a radio frequency and
then to a request to change the transponder coda (RADIO).
Accomplishing this task in
the T- 0 involved bending nver and to the right to the lower p•o•tion of the console
between the left and right seats. The second teak required looking up a radio frequency
in a flight publication and changing to thaL frequenoy (LOOK-UP).
A general ANO VA was
performed testing the Intersorton of tick perlormanre with the various conditions.
Danm rally, flying performance vts signifiaently eorie during aecondgry etakperformanl e
I•
eit her task a frequmno y code was dialed incorrectly, the inside observer
repaited the frequency or coda to theaubjpct until it was entered corrc tly.

13-4
Effectivenels of task perforlmance was measured by the time it took to correctly
complete the task as measured by the Inside observer.
Each of these protocols was
flown for two minutes under eagh of four experimental conditions:
III Neither vlSuelnor Auditory Instrurmntation (NO INPUT)

(2)AOl Ii
qna

onl

Al

3 T-40 sinmulator ]nstrumrentitlon only (VISUAL)

) T-A0 simuletor lnstrunentatlon and AD1 signals (BOTH)

F

Each of the

ubjoctls were presented these various conditions (NO INPUT AOII

VISUAL, and bflOT) In a differen orderb slected randomly, without replsoonunt
24 possibilities to minimize poasibie order effects.

orn the

The Shapiro-Wilk To t for normality showed the rmien absolute error (NOE) and the
mean squared error (NWE)values for the 18 subjects' performance metrics to be
tosntially normally distributed. Examination of the distribution of Individuals that
the three non-pilot subjects' NAE and MSE performances were distributed differently
from those of the pilots. This was confirmed by Box-Jenkins plots to detect outliers,
which confirmed that these 3 subjects ,,inny cases fall outside of the normal
distribution formed by the other is sub acto. Thus, for the statistical analysis
presented below only date for the IS pilot subjects were used.
The NME and standard deviation (S5) for each combInatlon of condition end flying
eek are shown in Table I for Exper~ment I end In Table It for Experiment 2. The SD's
of both the MNE and the WE1 vered merkedly between the various conditions tested,
making statistical Inforance tasting with the MAE and MS4 data somewhat difficult. The
standard deviation, of the performance data wets highest for the NO IN"JT conditiun
became progiasiveliy smaller for the AMI and th VI SLAL condition and ware smallseat
for theaOTH cnndit Ion, The SD of the NE for bank control under 6he NO INPUT condition
was In most oases more then 1o times that under the VISUAL condltion, and the So of the
NiM for the NO IN~UT condition was In most cases more than 100 tlrn
that under the
VISUAL condition, Theme standard deviations were mrch more dcotesarble after a
logerithmlo transformation of the pwrformence data. Logeritirnic transformatIons of the
MAE's and the MSE'I for eacn pilot subject were used for each of the specific
task/conditlo oobrinatlons. Two-way analysis of variance procedures ware used to
compare the conditlons for each experiment.
Follow-up Duncan's n'jltigl Irange teats
were used to determine specific differences In the conditions for *sa task.
RifJ.lL_.t Floure 1. shows the effectiveness of bank contrml for the Initial
sarles o
TyTng tases (with no secondary Leeks added). Bank control was significantly
baler under the AOT condition than under NO IN"PLT for each flying task. Although
perlormance was sllliewhat better for the VISUAL condition than for the AOI, the only
statIstically significant difference occurred for the level right turn (Table Ill).
Figure: 2 and 3 show the results for vertical velocity and airmpeed. Error was
lees in the Al condition than In the NO IN"eT condition for both these variables. The
ADl condition wee associated with slgnlflcantly better control of vertical velocity and
airsped cduring descent end level right turn. For all three tasks, the error was lemat
for the VleUA. oondltlonm and control of vertical velocity and airs:ped under the
VISUAL condition was, in all cases, significantly better th4n under the AOI condition,
11g11=.L• i., Results In Experirrent 2, for control of ba nk, vertical velocity, and
alrspo-d were amiar to
ahosefrom Mxp rlment I. For Experiment 2 results for the
BOTH condition are also shown, and performanoe after the addition of secondary tasks
(Mintrentions)

Is veiiIjet"I

,

Figure 4 shows the results for bank control In the second experiment.
As In
Experlnunt 1, bank control was significantly better under the Aoccondition than under
NO INPUT for all flying task, lank control under VISUA. conditions
appeared
somewhat
better than under AOI, but the differences were not statistically l gn licint except
during the L lD P task, lank control was better under the BOTH uondlIton than under
VISUL except during performance of the LaX-UP task, but these results did not achieve
statistical sIgnificance (Trble IV).
E Figure I shows the relative effectiveness ot vertical velocity control for
Experiment 2. Control of this parormter was signiflcantly better under the AOl
condition then under NO INP4UT for cnmeof the flying tasks. For most tasks, however
vertical velocity control was also significently bettor under the VISUAL condition Ihmn
under AOI, Control under the BOTH condition was slgnlflcantly better than under AOI In
every Calo.
Figure d shows the relative effectiveness of alrspeed control during this
upnrlmint, Airspeed control under the Aol condition was signlfiantoly better than
under NO INPUr for the lock ug task, Noroover, control under the VISUAL condition was,
in
signif~canly
th evon
AO I
ely evry case.catter then under the AoI condition, end MOT1H was better
Figure 7 shows the effects of the various conditions on socendery task perforrmnoae
as measured by time to task Co•pletion,
The ANOVA showed signiflont dlfferences

The mean absolute

TABLE I. Performance of 15 pilot subjects during Experiment #1.

error (MAE) end standard deviation are given for each combination of parameter and
condition.
NO INPUT

AOI

VISUAL

level flight

13.4+3.96

2.7+0.42

1.8+0.20

right turn

22.8.2.70

10.002.3$

3.1+0.26

desoent

22.1÷3.16

4,6+1.38

1.9.0.18

BANK (degrees)

VERTICAL VELOCITY (feet per minute)
721.149

485+68

225+24

right turn

1670+118

1047.123

225+38

descent

1049+87

611+53

223+21

level flight

AIRSPEED (knote)
level flight

13.9+2.14

10.9+2.60

4.6+0.92

right turn

32.2+3.75

22.1+3.37

4.7÷1.37

descent

22.9+2.12

16.7+2.79

7.3+2.02

TABLE ItI.Perfotmence of 15 pilot subjects during Experiment #2. The MAE and stenlard
deviation are given for each combination of parameter and condition,
NO INPUT

AOI

VISUAL

BOTH

BANK (degrees)
12.5+3.2;.

3.0.0.63

1.6*0.21

1,4+0.14

LOOK-UP

26.6+4.58

6.1+1.12

2.6+0.40

2.6.0.34

level flight

14.R+3.79

2.5.0.42

1.6+0.22

1.4+0.13

RADIO

21.7+4.S8

4.1.0.12

2.4+0.32

2.4+0.35

level

flight

VERTICAL VELOCITY (feet per minute)
level flight
LOOK-UP
level flight
RADIO

769+127

485+101

222424

205+24

1334+168

724.124

333÷46

381053

7784178

$59+129

18J+21

21'532

1019+200

721.132

406.72

336+10

AIRSPEED (knots)
level flight

=

9.9+1.88

B.6+2.23

3.440.68

4A4.6,20

LOOK-UP

2444.,35e

10.343.90

4,2+0.•67

4.840.95

level flight

10.1.1.96

10.1÷2.03

3.4.0.48

3.5+0.59

RADIO

19.0+4.25

14.B.2.98

4.3.0.73

4.4*0.89

-

-

-

--.--..

S........

.134

TAS•,
It I. Log&rIthmlCelly transforrmd NOE and NSE perforrrmnce data of 15 ploat
subjects for Expertiment 01.
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*Den 0l4
I~gnl~jnlnkiy better thenlNO IN=")
4 denotes
glnlcoanky better then Pal.
In no CAm do VISUAL And BlOTH differ significantly.

'4
..

. '•
,, :

between the four conditions for time. to task complet ion for the LOCK-UP and the R4010
tasks, Task performance was fastest under the No'42Ui"tT condition, This was an exeted
under the N~o
subjacts found that efforts to control the aircraft
since manyware
esult condition
r
onsequently they devoted all their effort to the
ia~i
uie
INPJT
was the longet
secondary task, Interes t ngI , fr ihe tSl3-UP task, performance tirna
under the BOTH condition. The mean time tocomplete thls task under the L30TH cond Itier,
A01 condition ( 50.3
(42.8 second$) Was sigmnficontly longer than under the VISUAL anid
The mean
slnd12.) secoonda( 4.05) aknd
the fNO ifPUTJ
condition M2.7 second )p.001).
time to cornploet
tIsts under the A01 oonditlIOn was not siignificantly different fron
toep late the toak was
that unidor the *ViISUAL condition, For the rA0010 task the thins
eqa.('7.' secands),cfor- themVI SIh1,:Ind SON4 condi t noti
a-ond was anifican Mi longer
frthove two bolidit ion thn fo
h
cn 1iPf
to 2.
e1ns)p'S
h

mea, tins to complte
ttha PADIO taok under the A01 oohdltlon (25,11
seoonds).was not
signif-leantly dIffrait from any of the other oondit-ions.

The acoustic Input Isclearly Influencing the oubjects' ability tb control flight
areates.
onkproved to be the paraneter mnoat amoenab le to control by acoustic cuest.
9kn polornace
asbetter In level fight11, however,,then'In a 30-dogree banked turn.
The bank MAE for the A01 condition was I %~o the levelIfor NO NPJT inLevel Fliight,
21% of It InDescent, end 44% of It InMight Turn (Table 1).
The effectiveness of Intertural intensity differences for co nveyingthinformation
about ar craft bank can be attributed to the sal~ence of variations Inth binaural
!Ignal and to the mapping of interaural Intensity differences upon bank angle, The A01
usod In this study was set so that_&a large chance In interauralthintennsity difference
r@ of bank. With further Increases Inbank
deres
+3 end In intgraural
betweenIncrease
woDuld
Intensity difterencel but at +/_33
was generated
i~ttle further
there be
g of IInteraura Inteansity
degrtees a warning sound was Introduced. If the ,sppIn
elf ference upon ban angnle were made to be a different function then the perfurrnancs
would aisc vary, accordin to the function. one should be abes
.o
produce a hinhly
discrlmninable region by makking the Intaraural Intensity difference partIcularly
detailed at a specified bank angie Furtr esloration could define the veluiss and
costs of different functions ,nepping interaurI intensity differences upon bank angle.
As noted aboveI Intersural Intensity differences alone were not sufficient to allow
discrimination of a wide range of bank angles. Ome might expect amo~re salient signal
to reduce further the NAE for auditory control, Several possible modifications to the
A01 could result InImproved iscl'rrImnation of intereural differences and, therefore,
bank angle,
dai &)otob help In
(1)The ACI dId not provide any Interaurel phase (tlnis
lateralizatlon. Additional la ter al tatloan cusng tcould be obtained by adding
Intersural tine delay.
(2)Appropriete filterInmg of the Input to each ear tooprovice three-dimmensional
localiasItion of sound, rather then mre
t lateralgastlon, could Imp~rove the ability Of
subjects to discrliiminte bank angle.
(3)Both looualization (leterelization) and~ontlficatlcn are better with complex
ugn
s elianc a of the Iim
sounds, The i ncre ased
siinmpI$
ral yintead
wsith spctno-is
i0nals th an
aproducedyby
of the square wave used In this study should result
inlrrpraved broadba'nd
locallittlon/latvril~zatlon,
(4)Tne variation In Intersur -l Intenalt dIfferences should follow a function
Intensity), At present enarphone Input voltage lisnapped as a linear function of bank
ends. A small chanein Interaural Intenusity around zero Intensit dfferoen produces

6~(fl)

alarge shift In la eral position ofI asond Image with the mnum of the shIft
depending on the Intensity of the stimuli, As thre
Image moves to aimore lateral
positilon, the function ihould become lee stp, in gaer ntrulitniy
diffroens are required to produce equa change in image positions at mrerlaterayl
locations,
No provisionufor ad uesting the Interaural intensity differences as a function
offrequency Is Included, If constent bank angle Ismnwn tained as airspeed Increases
lfrom low to high, the frequency of the squore wave Increases but the inerural
,
r Ins constant. Under these conditions the Image rroves toward
-inteneit
y differencs erm
the rhidline, A provision for adjusting the intersural Intensity difference as a
function of frequency should be added.

Vertical velocity proved difficult to control with the ADl Ionly. The NM~ In the AD[
50%
fordto was 67% of tAt with NO ii~Pjr for Level Flight, 63% for Ight Turn, slid
frDescent. We attribute this to two problems. Firsrt control of veortical velocity
arorerteri as opposed to using
the aircraft by using vertical velc Ity (a per formasno!e
Ic(acontrol poarmaeter) Is contrary to whet Istau gt Inbee c intruromnt flying
ýrinniSecond, thhe dsignal chosen to represent vertical velocity wsntes
Interpret Subet had sne difficulty in distinguishing bewn th sond tatoI*indicate
asceant and the one that Indicated descent. The sounds were described as
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and the difference between themeas "subtle". One subject stated that
and descant required a "double cognltive effort. First you have to
modifying clrim
decide what the signal rreans." This situation Is in contrast to that for bank control,
where subjeuts learned eanily (and renarrbered more readily) that Increasing sound In
one ear meant a banked turn in that direction.
Sarn of the limitations observed In controlling airspead nmy be attributable to the
ohrlaoterlltloi of the base signal. There was no apparent difficulty in dlaoriinlnatlng
the auditory pitch change of the square wmve when alrspeed varied rapldly; however,
I.a., there was sane evidence -for an
there nwry have bean sane lose of pitch trackina
steady audtllory pitch for a prolonged period. The NAE for the
inabilitytaorrintain
A01 oand tion woo 711 o1 that for thee NO iNOIN"conditlon for Level Flight, APHlfor
Level Fight Turn, and 73% for Descent. One might expeot ltqroved parforrmnce by
Incorporating a reference pitah to Indicate target irspeed and by providing a
tecrie
frme or rhythrrl structure for the prasentatlon a trto two signals, torgot
of sallence of the square wave signal
and vatlable, Habituation, adaptation, or 1I
mtay allow it to drop out of swarevmes with the Qvne'nds of another task, Althoufh a
square wave has a richer spectrum then a sine waVy, a noise bend presents a it 1i
richer spectrtnm nd can hove still Dreater salience.
Although the acoustic signals provided usable orientation infornmtlon to the pilot,
the addition of a secondary task itill caused a degradation of flying perforrmnce
(Table 11 and IV). Furthsrmore, the corbinatlon of the acoustic signaI with the visual
disp~layney even degrade par fo~i~i'~u of a secondary task, as evidenoed by the fato that
the
condition relulted in the silowest coreplet n of the visual task (LOCK-LP,
c
Figure 1). Several subjects spealfloally complained that the acoustic signal was
Thus the decreased
bothersone when they ware trying to accompllih the seoendery tasks.
condition might be interpreted as resulting
secondary task performanoe for the!OTfrom an additional perceptual load, This finding Is in concert with the known tendency
By
of pilots to decrease cockpit noise levels ouring periods of high visual loading.
tailoring acoustic signals to moet oriteria for IIudltory Comfort" aS will Is for
discrinmintlon such psrceptual overloading might be avoided. Highly relevant In this
rgalrd Is ongoing work In plychoacouttles on the oepabilltls of human subjects to
discriminate among aoviaex sounds and on the stim iul ohraeateristioe that parmit such
dlornminat Ions.
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1. Acoustic lignals can be useful Indicators of the orlentationsl itate of en
bank angle, ere particularly
,representing
airorafIt Intereural Intensity differencos
effective In this regard. Using acoustic sIgnals, a pilot can rm ntain level flight
with no other Input.
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2. Under conditions ofh:air workload when th: pilot must complete certain
s r equ ir ingo vi sa and cognitive a i it , hepresence of the additional
y t ans:
oda,
:s9
udito y sIns
a n compromise secondary took
r

~frmenoe.

3. The results of the present study indicate that the potential benefit from use of
of the Acoustic Orlentetion Instrument warrants continued exploration to define optimal
signals for providing auditory orientation information to pilots.
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WORKLOAD INDUCED SPATIO.TSMPORAL DISTORTIONS AND SAFETY 0O'FLIGII't
AN INVESTIGATION O)F COGNITIVE INTRUSIONS INPIRCEPTi AL PROCESSES
Christopher L.Darrett
LsAlamo&National Laboratory
and
Secott
A.Weapoerbor
Naval Weapons Center
Coda 3152. N.W.C.
China Lake, CA 93555
Uijoted States
SUMMARY

A theoretical analysis of the relationship between cognitive complexity and fie percepti on oftime sod
distaneis presnted ad eapermnmlay verifd. Complex tub iodueshighmrtessof mentlrepresntation
scale, the paccept otdistanicederived
which affac the aobjective wnit of duration end, throght tha subjective tirme
ntgrton). Tha analysis of th intiggelaticushlp of
r te
uesreqirig
viualcue
(Ie.,visal
dyami
fro
complexhtydistanice
tha
tuafictionofcoordve
tme nd hJctve disace yields the prediction
subecde
sausteeo
derivedi Dom dynamic visual ouss will belonger than 'haactual distance Whreas estimate&sbmad on
perceived temporal duration will beshoate than the actual distance.
h eut niae htdsac siae
re ovr h vrl akcmla
laIngtssI
secondary
ie eeudrsiae hl siae, Anvsa uawe vrmtnse.Ti
base on tmoa
This finding haa important implications for the aviation community, In high speed low level flight the
spatial and tempoal perception. If the complexity
aviators situational awareness isdependent upon veridicaol
ascimuated with =flying
high performance alinrft can induce opstio-temporel perceptual distortionq,then safety of
toea
situation where anaircraft
flighit could be iv ey cogmpmised. Thes perceptual distortions could leaid
aproaches closer than intendd toa target because the perceived visual distance was grester than the actual
to "pilot fescinstion" Incident where enalert pilot filet enairworthy
distance. Inthe extreme, this could lead
on tempovall cues (e,&g
weapons release) could occur sooner
aircraft into the targat. Inaddition, respompj baned
than istended whiefe would also compromilse mission safty and effectiveness, This finding suggests that factors
the incorpoaton of decision support eyeterkisln the cocl.'iO,
which reduce theicognitive load on the pilot (e.g.,
should lead totnrem accurate spatio-teniporal perception which would Also enhance the pilroes overall xltueti 6nal
kwafterss.
I. INTRODUCTION
Inthese Slight
Hi1gh speed low level flight israpidly becomingi atactical necessity for u~anv aircrft typ~es.
the diffirencc between anon tar et weapon ana ground Inpoot. Ithas long
regimes fractions of itsecond tmean
paindvrerole tn aircraft nmanual
been understood that motor and cognition related delays Inreacton lin con
control and it tag
snore recently been widely argued that Ire sireralaw wrla n somlxtCr
cause l one
of situational awareness (LOSA) which, Inturn, leads to poor aircraft cotldecisions Itd
the
case
that only alimited understandiltg of underlying cognitive processes exstes to describe, explain
however
ind predct cognitive influences on perceptual anti moto functonig re~evant to evistion. Perceptuttd Influence& on
asthe Illusions attributed to abnormal stimulation of the vesusdiuler tsiaem are rether hotter
oogniltion, ouchi
documented, Nevertheless, these observations underscore the importance of propcsuc of human coglnitive
funoctioning inIssues of engineering importance to aviation.
inth"spperaewpereptul. oinltive effect retlaed toeipIlts spatial orientation capabilities Is
ishrts
meltd
of irmnsta roprowsenatlo
theoredsalypidcefotfrtenii an exermnwi
through the iubjectiveo
ed wth teak comspluxity aerpredlted to affec the su~jective sens 6eof ration and,
asaesm
dfomdyansic cues, ks aftncion ofcoopitive
vsdhlv
0eW scale,
affet the wpiofaconatentdistance
actual dtistnce, leading tofth
;Aeve
isuol distonceisIspredicted to begrae than the
out' iplaxity, tht
se, o itied
ft Will Approach much close to atoacel pont titan the Intonstas
poks
ilitythatti erad
Under the same cognitive takdmnsmtepimlto derives tft is,at fiat can, idration, paradoxkical. Tht
prediction stats that perceived time Intervals will belonger than objective time intervals. ThereforeeWood on
i
fnrction ofcognitivo complexity) ees
(msa
duratirist estimates, one would tend to act too soon rasher than too leeo
found to hold Inthe enr'erment.
the case
with visual estimtates. Both of these heoretical rmolta aue
The diatmrcojdgsnent dlistrtion effeton eponds inftem ro the "pilot fmienauvri" rhennnlsnn siit habi
;Veorfcsnrnc aicaft operations, i apilot fk olnation incident in asntt piieI ;l~es an
been .tspart
of 1811
10o1,2
Oc qdyelicrft into the wagt h ieitrijdnetditr~sefc a l.be kl ueipared inshe
gViW
1setedsAnd fblkore Inavariety of circumstances that correspond to eittu~dona .,,) conditions that would
4sotio and air to air weapons miesas (Carson. 19411
be
poaledvA~ihigh mentali representation reatestush ase
pif tio~n id
dstortiongI n'ara poaon aeroften s''buted to a1,enesml*sa LOIAon the
load
ky ocgnltive " gainestn
ona
jaep"Onl distortions in u1ced
peartof ravis.m present study uses
nt .butabWe to
clmsai 8) Is
sOftn
g ed
ontatior. Alf
whighse
Isw sdadaot
sytem(e~., lar MMX14 06101 ngttssn k Kurt., 1900) or to degraded
dystnotons
vo u A

.

14-2
•'

visual Inputand
•1
(alI
getnts,
Ki and
am atths,&L.
19711
Tr|,•h
1990)
themInto
aUS
many
the
glround"
cases (MoNanghton,
in which the 198 1;
heplane
Aliasen
simply
"'Pilot
am normal
Inputs197/81
v suul
vestibular
also seeHaber, 1987' Tylier & Pury, 1971), The fact that a a"le percentage of SD incidents can not be accounted
for In terms dgrlded perceptual input leaves open the posslbilty that other cognitIve factors may be involved.
One factor that milght Influence a pilots spatial and temporal perce•ptIon Is the cognitiveprocessing demandq
associated with flying hi h performanoe airca.ft, There i• nlarge body of evidence Indicting that the perceptIon
of am . duragens is nl uenced by colitive fatoe eI.# Pasues, 19631 19831 Michon, 1965M19661
Ornetenl11969) in eneral,estimates of
temporal duration of art
interval incmase cncomitumtly with the
complexity of the titmuli thdt were processed dung the interval, ThIs finding is in agreement with the position
thatihe percept of duration Isbased on thesuccession ofement events or representations. That Is, the experience
Reed,. 1711i PrasseeIN 1963'. 1953; Ornateitn, 1989),
encodel ealperentill) eventi (a,if,fla'tte, 1985; loc AiMK
Judgments of apparnt
"Therialiahuevidence indicalti~n diet the perception.f temporal durations nluenses~e
l9S
Haung & ohias,1982; Hl~ason• 19301 Helson & .Kin;,
Sylveslter,
&k
Hansel
Cohen,
19351
(Abe,
distancel
isrirth1at cogni•tionnfuncesth1e prcept of btis spe alndtimeteexact
1931; Masehour 1964), Although it©
Ono, 1976•).
nature of this reintionslhip ia uncl]ear (cf, Jones & Haung, 19832Maiihour, 19814;

2. P'OR•M.AWNQ THE SUBJECTVE TIMrE SCALE
Inddesecton the iden of'cognition u arepresnting process and its relatlonehlp to pereived duraztion ar
nti reltioti
ato
of Conceptuelieal
ofntreating
to heone
.
to
of represntingis
The proces that
somesense
described.
sce corespondain
theibutluret
entailed
of behavior
the expetaton taken
aong tie stoma lsuch
o
thle
problem
to
is
relate
and
rocess
mationp
copn
and
(trsns)fbnmaton
a
thleory
amlountsl to(Cmep & Jef
oheaveewlln, .Tis inferene
19J'lPuhn, 19621 Randll, 1970), When
1971; Holand, et
nondemonit.atlve

cognition Isapproached In this fashk'n, aroughe statemeflt of what isdone bya cogitivye slystem isthatl it producee
forei
can bethloughtof u a codsp
ofre•preuntaton states
A sequence
sequences ofreNpresenLtaton samtes,
complxtyof• ea code isa functon,of t lengtah,
Including actions of salt end ohers, Trhe
hypothetical w~orld state,
Knargy Is required in der froa system toen.er intoerepresentaon s•tat ad is the meupre of work performed
by thP, t'eprenundn systm.: A rpreuantatiohta event i: the occurrec of a ,epreuntational stale ate clcckime
A power
ennetisteO a power requirement onfdie sys~tem.
prodXucedI
coordinate, Thle rate atwhicgh Ievets Iarel
ThusI, under the conflnrmaton~relsted time cOnstealnnia
reqttlrrntelnt islthe workload axp~elnned by the system11,
a hillier
impose
so
espected
carn
be
representation
complex
sI
more
observation,
under
event
Imposed by the world
work loadby requiring ahigher representationai event rae.
asthelpndremiefr the subective time salningz ftinto~n thalt isl
The following, liestof defirihions serve
tiescribed below, Thlese detfinitions can hefbmnallaed, but for the purposes of die i'ollowing• development, this is
entirely adlequate,
A"code element" islasymbol required fot' each re•lation explicidy prese~rved by a code
arrangement of code elemehts, tog]ether with the rules of arrangemzent and interpretation,
A'"•ods"ill an1
I
r1)Oto/
1,(e
relation preervhiti form,
sltructure" is a~ny
A "de.¢dipflve
'The ',complexity" of adescriptivestr'uctur isafunction of the number of' relations that; it explicitly'

ntreof

2,~~~~~~~
IE CL POMLIIGH
preserves. Notice that many relationsl thiy be tmnpltoitly presserve

SBB/IE

To "rpreont" ill soentode in1a descriptive ah~;sit',,
A•"rnpreaetatnnal event" iedefined as acode element occurrence at aIclock-time coordinte.~o
In thsscinteIe

fo!to

sarpeetn

roesadisrltosi

oprevddrto

f

to estimates of
het huinternal acc.'ss
A self-clocked event driven, reresentational lysesleonet
with
no homunctll|us
hasl
.That in,suchl a system
n eain
facpulKoa
ob
n events.
fraigsrcue
iae
extension in lime only asezquencee ofrempresentational
decie.iepoesorpann
azsysten
imagite s~uch
an
unit.
One*
subjective tmoraml"
acces to ueobjectve clock. An event occurrene is th~e
gIving• rstimates of Objec...ive time. ntetrlvais that valry st. opmpl exity uf thedescri ptive sltructure which exist
the number of rpresntatonal
during6 th, tim interval being estimated varied "thiswouid eIre cesebecausd•Ie
thiesubjective duration) entered into during shetime interval would vary with the complexity.
evelets, (ILe.,
the cu.mulative event functont isintroduced, (.seeP1i,1;
To formally chaunacirire diesubJgetve time scalel,
subiective awaheniss of the
n benoP
there~l ca~.
contnouatbecus
Barrett, 1985). The fuictiun in portry.•d as0
IX yed annon-dterlasng pec, usr en
ton ind no usoqiate expeulneg of dur~ann, lilpotrai
absennceo sereatar[lH
ubjectively equal
event occur'ence cannot nOur, lnate figure, itcanDbe ee that the time interval (sb) Isnil so
equaltime intevald (b,s) be utusthe nuniber of events indie time intervals are not the ilamn.
to tha corr'espondingl
oby, event function Isgiven
Por•rly, the oumulave

ab
pis. 1 noe cumulative event Jbitesion, RtCt

)X(rn
is atime scaling function whith
units, unit-time petr epresentation event. Notice that the Instantaneous
event rate, which isproportional to the workload on the system, isthe tims derivative of t(tO.

)X(t) isjust

this
time sciflinf; function that give# icunit slope, asinFig. 2, Thus, )X(t) isthe subjective time

KA,.ing function tot the event dhriven system,
NO(~t

unitslope

Pig.21 Time-scated cutnmuiatve event function,
The prediction concerning time intervals of equal subjective duration iswritten,
a qb
ROD~]I
wli(bhejil iffb xb
a a

(3

That Is.the paseepts of the intievalis (s~bl
and (b~oj
ame
eqtta when the measures of the number of'
representationu eventit
occurring InIntervals tie equal,
Therefore, whent 0 isilage, (that it, when thae
represetationall work-load anthe system islarg), time
Intervials will seem lonyer than when the objective tisainetovaie will be overestimated and actions sequenced in
the subjective time scio
0Will occur objectively sooner thean
Inalow reprountationtl event mae siwattidn.
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3. A PREDICTION CONCERNING THE PERCEPT OF DISTANCE PROM DYNAMIC CUES

This section will develop somie simple consequences of extending the alernentaiy relationship relating rate,
time and distantce to the case of subjective dititance derived from the roet
of change Inthe subjective semni-static
position Inthe subjective trn. scale,
that Is,
Djur5).

(4)

The uituation to be referenced isdepicted InPIS.
3.'Me two trajectories have time location marks Indicated
Inorder to show their relative positions and
separation distances at those marks, noe actual septtnation distance Is
denoted Do and the closure rae t ae
.
target

Pig, 3. Trajectories and closure distances,

InFig. 4,Dails plotted against time Inthe situation function, S. The time derivative of this function Isthe
actual closures rate.

Do

Fig. 4. The situation function, 1.
A thought exsperiment Ispropolaed where a"snapshot" Istakes at each time mark And
A"seniiAlstatl"
distance estimate ismeads.
These easimetes
ame
called somi-salati
because we acknowledge that there aredynsmic
cues available Inthe snapshot views. Some of these cues
areixplicitly availiable (e.g.,
blur), Others are
characterized bychanges that eliist ftin view to view, aI "0I48i relative size,
apipearance
of visual
details, etc, Since suchit list seems endless and because, 94 resturicton to ano-mqtory eaefog~ vieow
tolview,
smeems
too restrtativea, weallow all such aspects of the decision estinmate
lobe Made from sistroosciopIcviews.
All of this Infomitnion isimagined to becarried in thefunctionS, Sacb of the soml-static distance estimates Iis
plotted inPIg. 5,fitmung the semi-static psychophyaical function of the actual situation, F(S).
Prom the figues, the following relations and definitions are of Interest,

-

.F,........

F

Ds

Fig. S. The emiosmtac poychnphysical ilunation, P,

e to the noamed emi-static psyehophysical eotr,
eqa F- SYS

8 Isthe direction of F tdling a u a panunster,

y Is the compliance of F titing 3 as a parameter,

(P)

row

N

PS

Subtivating Eq. (8) into EQ.
(4) ind rearranging obtains the expression of the relationship or the
subjective distance estimate derived fom dynAmlo Inlbnnation,

in theait•aidon whne am is acamimed
with the actual distance associated with a subjectively constant
distance, intipadon of both sides &Mmamipulation yields,

X(t)"

)

-kokik'ysxp(.ý

(10)

n this eanlprecon, it ii appatent that as the ropremstadon rto gloebix, Do gets •rlarethan D, Itis
this distance pec•cptdoistortin proedition and the distotiton of the percept of duration fm Eq,(3) that IM tested
In the experiment danibed in the section,
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4.0, EXPERIMENT
4t.1

|niggAUSj~ltl

An ex mental
pardit to was
developed
to test
the conditions
theoretical where
predictions
derived cues
above,
In this
prdg1sbects
were requtd
estimatet
distances
under
the avai1ible
were
either
primarfll visual or temporal in nature. The distance estimation task required sub~jmt• to.judgie when a pip movingi
down a t:RT screen reached a predatamilned destination point. In the visual cue condition, the pip appeared
p
t
rout h its fig ht pth down theoscreen and don remained visible until It went off the bottom of the
sceen..In
te.tom
u econdition, the pip started at the top of the seten which allowed subject to estimate the
pip's velocity but then disappea
artway to the drstlinen, ro,
In the visul cue condition, distao
estimates could be based on visual
anfmation
bo••n thepip was visible ditrini the psiod when the response
had to be made (Ie.. ao p
roaerad
he
edpand pised the estiLnation point). On the other hand, in the temporal
cue condition, there was no v Iainfometaion present during this res nsa period which Insured that the
Judgment would be based on timiln cues. The distance estimation = 0n both the visial and temporal cue
,onditions) was perfortmned under four different doegre oes k loading in order to create varying dgres uof
overall task loading in ordr to crea•t varying dop•ges ofoverall task complexity. This resulted In the following
four conditionst (1) distance estimation only (baol).( di
esta oinatlot
and a cognitive tMat inessment
task (cognitive) (3) distance estimation and a ptursutt tracin tak (tracking), and (4) distance estimation
comblned with both the cognitive and trking tasks (overal), Thus, the paradigm allowed for the assessment or
the accuracy of stpao-teaporal perception wh Is the cognitive and/or motor contplexity of the tasks vuied,
Based on the preceding theoretical development, it was predicted that distance estinates in the temparsI cue
condition would be shorter than the actual distance whereas estimates in the visual cue condition ruald be longer
than the actual distance. Furtheannor, this spedo-temporsl distortion effect should Increase concomitantly with
IncreAses in overall tsak complexity. The experiment evaluated both pilot and non-pilot populations, It Aipossible
th-t pilots, who have a tremendous degree of experienoe with tasks in which the estImation of time and distance Is
critical, would be more ccurate in their percepdon of dime and distance under conditions of high cognitive

loading.

4.2.Matha
4.2. . ithlicts. Two groups of elght subjects each were uwd in this experiment. The first group
consisted of ellht naval pilots currently statoned at the Naval Air Development Center (NADr), All ofth pilots
were currently qualified, although on different platforms (Ie., P-3, helicopter orJet), The second group consisted
of eight, non.pilot, male employees at NADC. All subjects participated individually in a single experimental
session lasting approximately one hour.
U
-tAM Stimuli. The presentation of stimuli, control of timing intervals and recording of
data were alcarried u on an AMIGA 2000 microcomputer with a Commodore 1084 color monitor,
42,1. Prased.ug, All uf the tasks were presented within a whole-screen window on the color monitor,
The window was black with white borders and measured 26 cm wide by 17,.5 cm high,
Each task was first practiced in isolation, During the practice session subjects received S minutes of
practice with the tracking task, 20 trails on the cognitive threat assessment task and 30 trials on the ditance
estimation task (I1 visua cue and 15 temporal cue), There wcre r toao 180 experimental ials, Thest
consited of 30 baseline trIals (15 in each cue condition) and 50 trials (25 in each cue condition) in each of the
three loading conditions (cognitive, tracking end overall). Each of the three tasks will now be explained in more
detail,
h .4.;1.t DItIMN
ant 14timaon Task, The distance estimation task required subjects to estimate when a pip
(a white c~ircl ammurtnI05 cm b diameter) moving down the center of the window reached a destinatioc point
ht w located 14 cm rom the tolý of the window (approximately throe-fourths of the way down tie screen). A
lne representing the destination po nt and the location of the 1 when it was stopped wer shown to subjects after
each rsponsedurng te pratce eon to faciliate learning he ppPropriate distnce. During the test session
only the location at whic the pp was
ped was Indicated. Both the velocity of the pip and the point at which it
ap..
(in the
the dstace
visua ce
condJtion)
temporasuchcuascondition)
varied
randomly
counting. were
In the
temporal
cue whi%;h
Insur.d that
estimates
could disaeed
not ibbased (in
on the
a statey
condition the total flight time of the pip (Le.,,the time the pip require to travel f'm the top of the window to the
deseination point) ranged between 4 and 10 seconds. This fight time was broken into two stions dependent
upon whether the pip was ins blanked (invisibh) or unbianke (visible) state, The pip started out at the top of the
sreen in a viible state and travelled downward for between 2 and seconds, At a randomly determined point
located in the center one-third of the window the pi was blnked and then continued to move down the mreen
for
2 toi second peried before reachingi the deltiniltion point.,Ifthebpyp was not
by r nse it
continued downward for 12cm beyond the destination point (well teyondthe bottom of escreen). -e visual
cue condion was similar except that the pip started in a viible state at a randomly determined point in the center
third of the sreen (orresponding to the point where the pip was blhukd in the tamld cue condition) and then
cntinue to travel downward or between 2 nd seonds befe reaching the deaitlon pi" Again, the pip
would continue for an adito
I cm. or Until stopped bye response, The velocity of the pip was varied
randomly between trials (subject tc de asove time constaints) in both the visual and tampora cue conditions,

~other

g,,T.ask - The truacking task was a one-dimensional pursuit trecking task in which subjects
attemp~t keeplInncncurs within a rectangular box that served as the target.
qeA I
.......
ts required subjects to decide whether an array of
btwen fr ad eight Symbol$ reprserlted e th or non-throat situation. The symbol set was comprised of
four unique cheracts (. A&. , A) Two or the aymbols were designated as frielts y (+. A) and two were
designated a hostile (*, &). One of the symbols in each set was anPdgnd a value ofl and the other symbol was
assigned a value of 2. If the sum of the hostile symbols in the aray was greaster than the sum of the friendly
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warn
ncet-threeL The amount of time that the Armay
athrea otherwise Itwas acue
aymbolstenheryreesnd
tempoWaconditions the threat arry wus presented during
Inbot the visual AMd
v~iibl was onstolled sMotha
the final 2tol sewonds of the pip's flight, No feeodback was presented for correct responses, but incorrect
indicating an error,
responses were followed by ashort auditory toneo
in
4J.Resull . 'ho data Inboth the temporsl And visual distance estimation conditions were Assessed
to
ctby subtracting the pip flight tilmi (i.e., the
that were computed foreachi
terms ofldifrnce wcorses
ohilJpatually
the as esotsresponae) (Am the dime
und!si
isAt.ure
tr po1th pipe
ftneteete
mut
slan
wed
yi Edaitidmsm (in obtdal)whereaperdlictasateof
destination. Thi
to reach the
rectived atscore of 0,underestimates resulted Inanegative score and overestimates resulted InApositive sects,
conductedto Insuethcsatioac on ordordidnot umisseeleea Thsasyl n~ata th.t the 0Mw ef
wu nonslgnficant, <L.and order did not Interest salgnlfoay with the other variables (all! -:1.7
Ithe mumas of subjet's mea difference score
order for all tsrthe Antalyses,
TIls allowed us to 9oltapee across
also
oflotsubject type was
subijeote
rM. I e fets
c iity condition sAnd
A",rsont inTable luafianction ofea
29) which
type id not Interact with the ether vaiabless, (sll vFaendssibict
4 1.4. tP1(1,14)-91,
ificant
onign
aual
or temporal cue
And nost-pilots
dd not diffe Intheir estimates oftdistanc ineither the
IIndlats
that pulot
conditions,
The effeoct of cue type was highly significant 1(1,14) w32,1, 11c,0001, Thulreflects the fast that distance
estimates Inthe temporal cue condition were always shorter than the Actual distance whereas estimates inthe visual
typ yts
cue condition were always longer then Actual diestnes (mePIg. 6). There was Also asignificant cue
type interaction, E5l,14)%6.7, -401. An analysis of the effect of cue type Withisubteai level of task aloding
3,240.
a4c
of
the
fousr
loading
conditions
(allV0
1515)
significant InEach
indicated that cue type was highy
of tenpora cues, 1(1,15) a4.7, a
only significant in hocaseo
.001). However, the main effetof task load WAN
< .05.

BASILINC 0O05tIT1V3

?liACON2

OVERALL

Anction of condition.
FIX, 6, Mean Differenc WIscANa fu
tp)
(collapsed MAcros
ub~ject
of the other task
In order to assess
the affect of task loadling thebaseline condition was compared to each
lording conditions for both temporal snd visual judglments, Inthe case of temporally bsasd judanients, the
baseline condition did not differ significantly from tither the cognitive cosditfon.!~ )l4,.2,o
h
trucking condition,J!(I,lS)2.27. ,,I . Iudgment tiesin the baseline were significantly shorter thaii thoea
ir.
the overal condition, !1.15)
154,p 4.01, The same pattern was
present for visual cue Judigments Inthat the
baseline did not diffetignificantly from either the coignitive condition, J (1,15) a 2A4,:P.1 or the tracking
condition, ~(,54.However sthe
judigment times linthe overall condition were ailpinan~y ionger thant cuM
.05,
inthe basele condition.0,1(3) 0 g,3. IL<4
Inthe stacking; task the dependent
Analyses were Also conducted onperformance inthe loading; tasks.,
the center of the target boa. The effect
absolute errM(inpixels) between Mhcursor And
mseasure was the Average
subject
type
did
not
Interac
sgicantl~y wilth theother
et~
geWas
nonsignificant
R(1,14)4
-C,
sad
ofsub
vaIab
Es,
a -cs1.6ii : .2,indicating that pilote and non ap tos
did not differ, There wus ahighly significant
90001, indlcating that stackinS perormance wes wruse inthe overall
effect of task load, 1(1,14) 8.357.p
w80,9.
arrrm
condition (mean erro - 132.7) than inthe tracking conidition (moean
sessed
interms of the percent correct, Once again, the eftet of
Performance, on uth
cognitive teak Weeas
subject type wos
nonsignificant,E1(1.14) - IS, *k>.1 and subjet type did not Interact with other variables, sallsf
<I, The only significant effecot was that of teak loaid, V1l,14) =5.G, ig4.05, reflectin tho fact that performance
35 percent correct rsepectively).
inthe cognitive condition (W0And
was worse inkthe overall condition than

tlenlsuftno. The preunt expisprient evaluated whether cognitive processes influenced the perception
of time Adistance. Speolficelly, the study assessed whether perceived distances based on dynamic visual (.Uea
(those requitin raeiio to)differed fromn percepts based
on temporal cuss And Isso whether thtis
difference
visual cues end temporally based
cuest
produced opposite effeoct on perceived distance. That Is.Estnimates
based
on
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dymnmic visual earn wan aiwass longer than the aetusal
distance whomea
atinmas based an atmpotral cues were
aways shuter than theactual a uos.
Tha finding~ts stautgA
support for the prediction that subjects
woold repond too soon when thesratisnates were
oae
n dinilng cuss and too late when their estimatesa were
based an dnnsmio visual cues. The spatdo-ternposrall distortion affect (i.e., the diffeence batwaen visually based
and temporally based dlitance astinates) was signiflcant ineach of the task loading conditions, including the
baseline con2tion. Cognitive processingu load was also shown tohave an effect inthat the spetlO-tanp0arl
distortion vias larger Inthe overall condition than Inthe baseline condition, However, the fMct
that asaubitantlal
paral,jdfaotns tt was aeetntebr condition raslta inthe baseline condition not
fne results also Indicated that pllcarad non* Dotsdid notftrln mmofftheac umycethafrspsis
ald tern" ralWitdg
iet.It wee
axettels that th3e
0lofutv
,
01 o liex
en with test 111 an
th t rl~e7jixtc
talaillaehae
would~~~~~~~~~~
envionmet
,~ginh~rlatiadl
agien sejet) rthe tha th twodin a n ec
HdT~,eW~d~peS
1m
i aued'u sIen
disaneju
ly stisthe1
W. te
thpew

Infpluec naitr
a tihat
stualoa
f t mat
wrnio
vpe
yia on takpoe
requlestht
deontrte
connt
itvsorcaa
he
of bghtmonddsas
an
thsefets
shul als
oFroms
fisprriemooeuncip
es beexecsibletedo
theor
picllt pproechethe tafget
whiomlex
usf routofwm ntheoki
visual cues. As the cogniflve workload increases on targat approach, two, sifuts would beexpected. First motor
responses bebed
on timing cues should be executed too soon (e.g..
a rmt ur wepo relase) u tit aviator will
perceived distance
the ditrI~on
the case.
elapsed
time has
feel thattomore
"sujetively
will lead ths aviator
appmoech
closer
to thethan
targetIsactually
than intended
whichSecond,
jeopadzes
mission in
saehty
and
inthe
extreme could result Inaground impeact.
Furthermore, ItIsunhlikely thet the aviator would beaware that his
percept was Inaccurate (i~e.,
aType I LOSA; Brnenso,
1978) and therefore it Isunlikely that the effsets could be
compensated for,
The fact that spatlo-tatupora perceptual distortions sam
induced by the complexity associsted with piloting
modem, hlgh-perftrmincs aintcraft suggests that factors which reduce cognitive processino demanda should also
lead
toea
more veridical perception (D t,1988), This provides ageneral retionale for diteincorporation nf
dynsinlo decision support systems (D08Sin salvanced cockplic ts.Treduction inthe
cognitive load on the pilot
engendered by such systems would beexpeuted to enhance the alrerw's situational awareness and
concomitantly
Increase both tisalon effectiveness and sRarawsafety.
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EXPERIMENTAL TESTS ON THEW1NIMAL VISUAL ACUITY
REIJUIR&O
FOR SAFE AIR CREW AND AIRCONTROL
PERSONNEL
PIRVORMANCI

Prof. Dr, 3. DRAEOER/Or. mod.R. SCHW1ARTZ
Homiturg
University lye Olportmeflt
Nottimistr, 82, D-Homburg 20
'Germany

Summoryl
National and international directives opacity minimal requirements for corrected and uncorrected
viaua IAcuity in military as Will as civil. aviation, Tha~ is astriking dif'farenoe between the
corrected visual acuity and the minimal visual acuity opecified4 asa lower limit. Doesthis minimal
importance? Thepresent experimental study concerning military
have any functional
louity
the eaos
with theminimal requirements on visual acuity wnhIt* iiarnntes
intensively
mamla
pilots mctwelly
operation of an aircraft. The in~vestigation revealed that the ap.cf1.d visual aouity withouot
in all directives is natacceptable as a lower border limit ror safe operation
Correction Ns a1titall
mimim@J
of an aircraft, It. would therefore be possible to doisense completely with affeoifiod
it allt mes, considering
uncorrected viouNl acuity values. However, a Iaimlwearing of visual aidst
ipsairicu
conditions must than be guaranteed. For air control personnel the
cockpit enlvironment
additional atudiesm
weexamined
uncorreoteod visual acuity should not have further ,ignlficazoo, Ini
themiinimal requirements for thsradar controllar. Whl eucing the visual acuity In defined steps
the radar controller had to recognize critical situations during a simulated oppranch, For the
special aituetion of thetower mantrollar a visual acuity of 1,0 is required. Ourtests with radar
wean 0,5 end I,0 had ro signiricant influence an
controllers reveal that a reduced Uisual acuity bet
tito railure rateo. The visual sovlity in that range is not ae important as for pilots and tower
personnel,
specific minimal Visual requirements with andwithout glass

are india~pmeneble fra sofe operation

outthe:03a. connaction between flight parformances
of am aircraft. LORENZ, 1943 (1)already pointedi

rltional atmndardo Include specific
and visual acuity, Not only the ICAC but @Isn the diffarennt
study on
minimal vioual acuity volume., It is most surprising thatno experimental scieintific
was
acuity has hearperformed until mow, For this reasonAira study
visual
mininmal
needed
artJixlly
forcet
And
oondu~tod
in cooperation
between the Homburg University EyeDepartment, theGermsan
LuFthansa. In a jet aircraft simulator of theDarmani Air rcfoe we examined theminimal visual acuity
needed fordiffeorent
flight condition. and operational functions durbg instrument flight and visals
flight, where the pilot obtains moat opitical intormetirns by looking out Of the window, the
to Identify different types
transition frommnelog to digital displays or hamd.op-diaplays requires
dioal
enue,
or optical Infovaiations very quickly. Additionsal demands forthe pilots eye are ojhenginq
directions, brightness levels aend coloura nf important fli
vhL informations, There is no doubt that
At present there are different
such Complex visuaul
requiremen~ts need specific visoal 1limits,
motional and international directives sa shown in the following incoeaf
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Besidee
Commercial
Air Lines
much stricter
qualification
vplues.of Particularly
in
Europethose
thestandards
entranct teats
for civil
pilotshave
require
an uncorrected
visual souity
1,0 on both
eyes (2,3). If one looks at the standards forMinimal visual acuity one should ask which objective
criteria have bean used to establish these requirements, For example commercial nircraft pilots
wearing glasses should have a visual acuity of l,0 in both eyes but en uncorrerited Acuity oF only
0,3 hae been considered to be sufficient too,Even worseeParechutltms (Cat. III)for instance
have to select very quickly a safe lending point (4) under elmilar visual requiremente (s.c. 0,1).
Also glider pilots (Cat. 111) have to organis. every phase on their Flight without using an

instrument From take off, estimation of flight path and looking fora suitable landinm
point under

the ieans
category for the unoorrected visual acuity. The acopted large differenoe between the
limits for the correlted end uncorreoted visual acuity levels can only be explained by the
amsumption that a pilot dove not only carry along a spare pair of glassaein any case but ha also
is able to put it on immoeditely after logm of his glamlls It less
of en emergency, The impoire•©c
of the uncorrected visual acuity liv/l will 6ppelr in a quite difFerent light if you consider the
glider pilot in turbulent sir or even the parachutist whoomsglases are swept from his nome, Im
ha limit for the uncorrected minimal viusul acuity really the limit of a certain visual level to
terminate a flight or is it limply en alibi value of no functional importance? If we easumathat
this value should be of some, how.ivor little functional impartance, it is worthwhile to look at it
in more detail,
First we performed experimemtol tests which ahould quantify the relation between visual acuity and
flight performance, I military pilots whose visual acuity was reduced ir.defined steps by ic
called "Bangerter foills hat to accomplish special tooka during a simulator program. Another teot
wee performed by com•ercial pilots in a similar way, We noted specific observation, all
opsrstional errora, tha required time and finally an overall eValuation of thu respective
simuleaor million, The Military pilots wire e•amined in a Tornaldo simulatnr with digital and
mnalogindi•stors, Similarly, routine actions had to be eccomplished. Sudden temergencels
as angina
failure, temperature problsmo, pressure decrease in the hydraulic syitem e*t. were integrated in
the simulator program to be bilesto oheak the time needed for reoignition, allocation and inition
of counter measures under aggravated vision conditions. In addition to monitoring the external
areas through the windows the instruments had also to be monitored at distanoe between 76 and *0

cn,
A very high visual acuity levelof about 0,1 was needed for the correct rending of the moving map
display intdiotoer, A visual acuity lsvsl of even 0Oi is needed foradjusting specific instrumentm
which are important for approach. For rather mianmtial funutionm a minimal visual acuity of 0,6
moetly was sufficient, the pilots stated that in caos of am emergency they still regard a visual
acuity level of 0,6 as sufficient for terminating a flight afely, Tha weapon 8yatem operator who
is fully dependent on the pilot, however, required a minimal visual vauity of 0,
In expiatio withttLufthm o perfod similartaste anm m•mial

Aircraft (S

7). In ctruttoa

?Tornh

colit, wuwr the iivthael indiootons mr relatively clsarly Ararnged, the cocpit of a B 747is Mill Mor
Jntiomlud• with r
to e available a*. The6 tant
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a diatirct pry .Auilpidot
n 0=a
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with optimal =nretian glossa opapiate their
prodyM is,
44id,
had baom
worm at =mtfbrrimt
reguarly to t used to tham.
At First only gloso of VAILIX type sera Lod. the

Vlealn
U.tY was reduced with Bongertir foila, All teat xubjootm had a corrected visual acuity of
at legaL 1,0, The pilots partloipating in the study conducted a total of 21 teat flights of 1.1l5
mim, duration each. The tested minimal visull Acuity lavele were between 0,1 and 0.5, The
mulator program was conducted under no-wind-oanditionms at a visibility of 2.500 m and a claud
base of 1.000 flet,ri&rt atep of the simulator prugrem was looking thropqh. the check lists. Alt
routine actions were aeomplished, Then a manually operated AMr.approech was carried out and
various emergency situitions wers proved, for instance on unexpected Moving object an Lhe runway.
The results of our atudioe revealed a minimal acuity level of 0,4 to be able to make at least
rough interpretations of the oharts but only when using an additional %pot light, Even a visual
acuity ,lvel or 0,5 did not allow the reliable reading of fimndetails of the approach charts, On
the other hand the ON1 coordinetse mould already be entered at a Visual acuity -level of 0,3, LVln
nt a visual acuity level of 0,ý the OME. ould only be imtetrrbted. This was alto true for the
roadability of the fuel gauge indicator end the hydraulic system, A visual acuity level of 0,)
barely allowed the reading of the sitrsped indiostor, heeding Indicator endaltimeter. This would
aporoximetely be the minimal Islual vauity level required for lending on aircraft under extreme
emergsnoy conditio•n.
This limit would only be true for an approach whioh is .ompletsly fsilie
to the pilot bacause exactly the double visual acuity level is requirsd for reiiding thl
indisptnalble approach charts, end this should basically constitute the Value of Lhe mitniral
visual acuity in case of an mergency, An uno•rreoted visual aoulty love; of 0,) certainly as not
sufficient for serely ?lying and l•nding aircraft under complicated conoditions. This lsad& to the
quostion whether it is helpful to specify the unoorreoted visual moulty In etsinlrdl. In Flat,
such uncorrected visual aouity levels should allow safe opmration of an aircraft,: and in this
eai, howevor, they should be eet much higher than it his beon the practice, IF We cbmpletely do
wLthout liemita
for the unoerrected minimal visuel acuity we at leaat should have limits fnr the
correcting glasaem, Such a neo procedurs would require that theme corre.Lnind glasses, if required,
are pe manently worn during flying operations,
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15.3
In ths ermoomore attmntion needs to oe extended an the specific deaign of speotacle frrmes than in
preently the cae for pilot' glasses. Furthermore "human rnctoe dolein" is needed riot
only in the
orangement or the pilot's meat, in conrormence with body shape of the seatbelts, in the cookpit air
oonditioning system but tither alma in the logical end optiocl arrangement or inatruments and
operating controls in such a way that elso the senior preebyopic pilot is able tu eare operating him
aircraft without wearing complex special purposeglasses,
Par the tower controller who has to oblerve the sir apaNe and the apron the requirementa of the
minimal visual acuity should be elmilar to clame I pilots. Limits for corraction values of the glasses
are not important.
In our studilo we onlt exmined air treffic radar control personnel, In cooperetion with the Federal
Air traffie Control Agency outs tudies were performed at the radar simuletor of tha Munich Training
Center, The average distance between the controller's eye and the diupley ranged fron10 to 90 cm.
810)0(11nl, that wee used for our studdleaImage
Further
technical
details
the
Tl;efunkon-Monitor
rlpotition
froquincyi
30.60ofhi.
Every
10 *so the target position is r•lloollizd, The size of a normal
target label

is 2,0 mm, in ceseof in emergency designLlion 3,5 mm, corireponding to 915-111

angular

minlutes.
11 teste subjeots took pert in the study, 2 in the age about )0 years and 9 in the @ug about 50 years,
with adequete
xperienosm in flight control performance, All teat subjeot, had a oorrected or
Unoo0rioted visual acuity of at lea•t 1,0, Similar to our teets with pilate the visual aculty was
reduced by defined blurrimg the teat subject with "Bangerter foile"', The reduced viUsal acuity wes
controlled before and after a teat for lech eye separately. Using different 'Bangerter folilo"
we
achieved a defined reduction of the visual acuity between 0,5 end
0. During the 15 min,
lamidator
run 5 different oriticel events had to be Identified, We difrerantitsd 3 categoris at' recog1iitiont

1. Indication of danger immediately rooagniled
2. Indiomtion of danger delayed but without lerious coneiquinoes reoagnized
1. Indimction or danger not or too lte recogniged
The followinq typical indications of danger had to be recogniredi
1. target label with ident mods (blinking)
2, thange of target lehelwith end without trenspender code
3. Change of target label tn emergency indication
4. Loom of targ•t
S. Repetition of danger Indication with different targetm,
As expetsted the failure role of each teat pereon Inreeased by reducing Lhe uvauol unuity We round a
great variation between different teat persons. For ewxmple an older tent persmn with a redurad visual
acuity to 0,5 reoognisod sil 5 indications of denner without any delay while other tant peronne with
unblurred visual aouity of at least 1,0 did nut rocognlice
1-2 indicatiolms or danger, the viuaul aculLy
I1 the examined range seemednot to be the only inmportant fattnr rot vare radar orntrol pirfuriminum.
AIln profeemional expesienic and mental eweroneis are playin
+inportant rols, Fran our result we
conclude that a v suelaruity of 0,7 end a correction limited to - 59 dpt (ilmilar to •lose II) are
mufFicient for n ave radar air control performance.
In the future also olour diarlminmntion bocomia
more Important using new radar monitoring systems with colour coded Informationa on high resolution
diepleye. rurther studies an this new field are under investigation end we expect to present
additional remulte on the next AGARD
Melting.
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La vision an champ visual limit deviant habitualle avaO ltecplo± do SYatiMes
apt1:ondquss mantis -out is caogue, Pour 6valuer %,influencaedoujo 4 epositila our I&
performance desa oprturn, Los effatm do pluniaurs niveaux do restriction visuella out
un. tiaha do traodtnl itaiuc-manual at our Is cooordination @oil.tate ant Mt tootdo.
Glgradla q'aand Is Champ visual diaponibla oat petit
ant modirdment
pec
120La
(2O~
mna rorm.'O
eta ailiards
an champ interm~diul.:. 170.).
'angiina Ge cotaGgrdte
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done Ia mine an Jou do m canisams adaptail anuro-monsarieleu
niacsitla par I& restriction du o'hamp plut6t qua dana I*@ eastrantes biomlaaniquesmeamiss par II litude du mouvement do Gable, oat aipeat ant GonfortA A 1AMrA ae
d'nl
madifications do Ia coardination acil-tlte lilac & La aort*
restriction 9uchamp.

La situation Ge visin avoc un acn~ham
iiti deviant do plus an plus Iriquents on
milieu mLILtaire, avec ilutilisation do dispositLf optroniquae aimoaila aux systimeaa
doormne.
Cortaina do dse dimpositif aannt mantis our Ia casqu* do l'oplrateUr. 21 PoUt
aaorm m'agir G~un. restriction physique, camsn calls rimultant da 11emplai do dimpacitifa
G'aLde A Is vision nocturne, ou G'une restriction "gonationnelle" Wel I Vamplai dGun
visaur do caique. our I*plan physialogiquat utkdouble problbme cit poali
I& vision plniphlriquo interVient done IQ: proocamue dfanientation iali.L
Glprivation du champ visual piriphinique provoque una situation priacoup na pour Ia
cansalanca edo I&ituation. L1UNOWZTr soulignait ii y a qualquei annisa qua Ia Conduits
Ge nuit dtait partioulibroemnt dangerouse car Ion donnlga 4'oriontation lids* 4 1&vision
piriphditlque itait conaarvlaa alarm qua Is yisan Centralia itait Glgradle. A 11hauro
eatuella, &you Is: diapoiltifs do
Ga aida & Iavision nocturne pour Ion h~licoaptftes at
tea avions, Is mituation oat inverse., La visan contraIs sot carrectament maintshua,
male mu prix dfune diiparition dos rifiranaes dGariantation do I& visin psniphiriqus,
aI
a mitation dluchamp do yuain awine 69aliegnt Gas perturbation impartantac an
tarmac do coordination osil-tite at collicita fortamant ta plasticitl do: noun ayst~mas
Iapliqudi done catta actS.vit6 MGUT~HIS, 1967).
Laprimenta ituG. avait pour abi catif ao
Geoteatr Ion egfets Ga l'umplituds du
chalop do vision done Geux types de tiahes, pourauita visueheapea paraI
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ifgdvntes conditions Gaexcentricitl da La o'±ble. Da~na u'nporemiiser
tampa, noun Aven@ cianaiddriIsaparformance rialiala an tractinq manuel5, puim "Cus aetMM*1
Lntlfessia Aux miodifications Gu aauplaga cail-tlta enregistrlim dana ION Gil fdrntea
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aujet., La oujat a pour tiahe Ga mainktenir Is rlticiula autour dr Ie cible en mauvoernt,
Las dcarts instantanifa able rdtioula most enregiatrla nu jours do chaque asuai, Ile
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2.2 Protocosl
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Sumary
cognitive
The u+m of the study wan to eojaulate which relationships exist between arousal,
functioning and generalised a*pectaney of control in a group of air traffic controllars
lATC),
in
uonditiona of single and dual tooak. Furthermore, under the same conditions and baaed on performance
outcome, it wan atteapted to evidentiast eventual tiffarenoeain cognitive functioning whict, could be
related to the diversity of professional ATC skills.
Our data show that arousal is increased in the dual-task, N2 peak latency is positively aorr~ateo
to arousal in both task*, c-rrelatse Inversely with perceived control In the single task and relates
inversely with aotivation in the dual task, and adjusted aroumal correlates with perceived control.
Pinally, K2 peak latency appears to be sensitive to ATC skill.

Introduction
Air traff'
ontrollers (ATC) are individulls who Ire forced to deal with ocgnitively complex
situations
f.. professional reasons. Using the parameters of information processing theory (-mttorn
recognition, stimulus evaluation, response salection, observable behaviour), it can be suppor
-.
st
ATCs perceive a set of stimulations which are simultaneously nodifiso and subsequently c.,.
j;
thus, the most correct response in a liven situntion will be chosen on the basis of the prlleli1ted
date organisation. AT+a are subdivided into three categoriest
1) tower controllersl
2) approv1hting controllersl and
3) aria controllers.
The letter, although being assigned v particular duty, have slam professional qualities
to deal
with tower control and airport approschingi thus they reprisent the subgroup of ATCs with the broadest
capacity c, intervention on air traffic. Therefore, it can he said that the area controller acquires
an experience which allows him to resolve the entire rangs o0 problems poled by air traffic control,
The question thet might be asked at this print, Is whnthe' acquiring this experience in translated
into a different information processing capacity;
does knowing how to deal with situationrs
characterised by a higher number of variable$ results to changes in the choice of operational
strategies, based on codification cad olaosificetion of joining stimuli?
ýf a laboratory paradigm is used, it is poasible to focus on more than one levels of investigatior
to try to respond to this question, A first level to V:<ua regards the evaluation of subjective
behaviour in defined performance task$, A second level concerns the analysis of stimulus-evoked
cerebral
bicolectric activity oallctated with the ongoing performanca,
which permits to explore
perceptive meohariame. A third level is representod by the evaluition of the level of arousal (tonic
otate) and of the dogreo of activation (phasin reaction) in various situationsl in this way, it
is
puossiolo to measure the physiological cost of tot uougitivt functioning. Finally, ir we assess the
porcoiv~d oontr.4 of resIty expressed by the subject, we may test response outcome expectancies based
on passed experiencOs, By correlating data stimming from the above levels. it Is perhaps possible to
extrapolate more precisely on the relationships between psychometric parameters and behaviour,
modulating in the swAetimu su4h relationships by means of informations on cognitive funotioting and
state of individual activation (iL. Analysing in detail same aspects of the above,
it
shoold be
emphasised that cerebral evoked putentials repremsnt a means of studying information processing theory
as applied or pere-ption, Thanks to defined experimental paradigms, the electrocartical correlates of
some initial phases of information processing have been identified (2)t
I) selective ttnotlon is correlated to the negativity of processing (post-stimulus latency from 50 to
several hunirej mesc)
(3), otherwise termed negative difference wave (Nd)
(4)1 often,
attention
modificatiOns ore aarrelatou to the effect on the Hl compponent (post-stimulus latency 100-140 meac)

+
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because the latter tend, to overlap to the negativity of processing (5,8).
2) Th#,N2 component (pOst-stimulus latency of about 200 mesa) is subdivided into a mismatch negativity
(MIe), correlated to physical changes of the stimulus (6,7,) an N2h subcomponent, related to
expectancy mismatch (8) and an Nb subcomponent, which Can be related to the classification of the
stimulus (0). Oveorlpping with Rge, ti the the negative deflection NA, corresponding +4 the ph&** of
pattern recognition (stimulus *odification) (9),
3) The P3 compOhent (post-stimulus latency 25"-$00 matc) wou, d relate to working memory up-date (10)
and to global evaluation of the stimulus sitwation (a).
In the dual task paradigm (whOd the subject is isked to follow two inputs) (11) and in the cose of
the "oddbeall"paradigm, where one oa the tiquiftd perfommace is the identification of target stimuli
interspersed in a series of standard stimuli, the analysis of corubral potentials evoked from target
stimuli permits to evidentiete the particular sensitivity of the P3 Component to the quantity of
perceptive reoiurses direated at detecting the target stimulus (2), This means that the more ditficult
the concomitant task, the greater the P3 wave ,•hain
(12), which amplitude will diminish as a function
of the quantity of perceptive recourses withdrawn from the subject. On the other hand, it Is ooomon
sense that the Irformanos Is better when only one talk is underiallen aOd especially when the
cognitive load in less, pointing at the preseno of a defined aný limited quantity of energetic
resourses (13).
In information proceesing thaories, a central aepeot is represented by the idea that the
performance of a piven task depends on the employed procemsing estatginis and on the degree of effort
or on available resources (14). Processing -:truoturea compote for those limited resources and this
explains the performance deficits observed in the dual tssk paradigm (11). To assess the quality of
information processing, it is necessary to know the organism's quantity of available resources,
The
physiological energy level (arousal), which io translated into both behavioural slid psychic energy, in
determined by the entity of bodily metabolic activity and is expressed hy brain blooleatric activity
(15),
The arouseal level or an organism indicates the quentitative limits of a behatioural response
and, In the same time, its emotional state, The conscience level and emotional arroussi are intimately
related (1S). This entaile that when e dual task parsdigm is used, it is important to analyse not only
the activity
of the pruceseing struotures which compeote for available reecuses, but the subjective
siotional st•te as well, This is suggested by the time-known inverted U-shape relation between arousel
level and performance (11), The arouseal can be ssesseed in three ways (1)1
1) As a tonic state; in thih Caes it is analysable by means of serial sampling of physiologicalbiochemical and behavioural pavameters, and parameters related to solf-evaluations during the steadystate phasee.
2) As a phasio reaction correlated to avetesl in this ones it is subject to evaluation on the basls of
psychophytiologicml variable modifications te.&. heart rate) versus a base-line condition,
3) Am a trait, i.e. reactivity pronenSesl in this case the relatively stable predispoition
to show
higher degrees of activation and/or reaction under certain experimental Conditions is studied by means
of questionnaires,
As indicated in this iemt point, the subjectlive emotional state refloeted cn the arousal level
dqpends on certain personality characteristics (10) and also on how the subject faces reelity (17),
Whereas the corrolations between physiological reactivity and personality questionnaires art modest
and in many oases nonsignificant (1,17), the importance of the role of psychological variables,
such
as perception of control and outooms expectations, is Inoreasingly recognisel
as being in a position
to explain In a more complete and refined way several observable behaviours end their underlying
physi.nogioal resactions (17,18), For example, a recent study by Ulleperger at &1. (19) showed that P3
wave amplitude increases with increasing tasi Complexityl this appears to Correlate with the subject's
evaluation of toSk difficulty, This evaluation is based on a subjective reference system calibred on
the esperienoe of how much energy is necessary to correctly resolve a basic task, This stresees the
importanOcOf subjective evaluation on the degree of activation, which is in turn responsible of some
observed modiiCestions of evoked potential components, In this light, a construct which revealed to be
interesting for its implioati•n*
is that Of Rotter's locus of control (20).
Thmis refers to the
goneralised expectancy tending to perceive the positive reinforcement of a subject's actions either as
depending on his/her own behaviour (internal locus of control) or as the result of the action of
forces whloi are beyond individual control (external locus of control) (21), Zn the above definition,
the term generalized expectanoy refors to the concept that expeotancies are transferred from one
context to another on the basis of previous experiences, Thus, gonereliied expectancy increases with
increasing individual experience with respect to a given situation (21). Therefore, an Individual who
perceives reinforcement as depending either on his/her own actions or on rms/her relatively permanent
Oharac•tristics,
will present gtieralised expectanoies of internal control,
in abheo words the
perception that events are under his/hEr own control, Furthermore,
"nthi construct of the locus of
Control,
two dimenslone are contained (24)1 locus of Causality, relative to the establishsent of 5
atimtilu-respoeSe
Contingency
("the reeponsability for what is hsponning
is
Mineot) and:

controllability ("is the event controllable by myself or not?"), this last aspect is particularly

interesting,
because it influenced coping modalities, Por example, individuals with a prevalence of
internal locus of control appear to adopt a behaviour which is oentred more an the task than on the
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emotion (23), thus they perceive leasstreams and perform better. To summerrie, if the subject believes
himself to bo capable to deal with a given situation, the strategy he utilisem in resolving the
inherent problems is that of concentrating on the specific problem (in•reased arousal with no, reported
i's~em (10)). It the subject believes himself hot to. be able to ompletely Control the situation. then
the coping.mode ity is based on the manegament of emotion (inroaseed arousal, but only when the goal
Wvaenceis high; this is reported as streaful (17)).
in eonelusien, cognitive evaluation results -in energy mobilistion (which entity Isa function of
te goal vale og), Which WIll or will not be expqnded for the solution or th9eproblqm posed by the
event depending on the subjqotive expeotanoy of control.
Aim of this study, conducted on AT0s involved in a dual task, was to clarify some problemel
1) Which to the relationship between arousal end cognitive functioning, asexplored through Uhe N2
Component at cerebral eeOnt-related potentiels (IRP)?
2) Which is therelationship between control oxpeteanaies (perceived control) and cognitive function
(No of IRP), whenthe affect of the arousal level is excluded?
3) Whlch is the relationship between arousal and perceived control it intereubjeotive differences of
cognitive funaltionin (No of IgP) are eliminated?
4) Are differences in ATO skill in handling cognitively complex situations refleoted on cognitive
functioning (NIof IP•) in the context of a dual toak experimentsl )aradifm?

Materials and Methods
The study has been divided in two partt
a) We attempted at elucidating which relationships exist between arousal, cognitive funotioning mand
generalised expectancy of oontrol in a group of ATCo, in conditions of single and dual tasks.
I.
b) Under the same conditions, based on performanoe outcome, we tried to single out eventual
differences in cognitive functioning which could be relatsd to the diversity of prnfesasional
experienoe.
The cuaetask to which the subjects have been subjected consisted in the identification of target
acoustic stimuli randomly inserted in a series of etandard acoustic stimuli (oddball paradigm) and an
arithlmetic task of serial subtractions. The resu|ts regarding the dual task situation have boen
ompoared
with those regarding a single task condition, in which eubjects wore simply required to
identify target aousetic stimuli in a similar to the previously mentioned oddball paradigm, The
evaluation of the arousal was carried out through monitoring heart rate during the entire session, The
evaluation of cognitive functioning was carried out by considering the NO peck latency of the cerebral
evoked potentials asesociated to acoustic target otLmul.i, The choice fell on the NO dompnhenfL for the
following reasonse
- it io associated, as in the case of the PS component to target stimuli (7)1
- by increasing -*action time,NI and P3 latenoies increase in an approximatively measurable way (7)1
- NO reflects, aS we described previouely, a deoeisial process, correlated to sensory discrimination
of expected stimuli (detletion Of physical Changes of the stimulus and classLfication of the otimulus)
(94);
- the No component io responsible for, cr initiates In parallel, theneural activity which relates to
motor responses and to reflex processes in the P3 Component (25)1
- N issensitive to the nature of the classification task (24).
Paychometric evaluation focused on anslysing state
anxiety before and after the experimental
session, in order to have indication on the initial level of anxiety, on its eventual modifications
during the course of the session and on its relationship with the recorded arousal, The determination
Of the locus of control allowed us to analyse the role of perceived control •u the tonic state of the
arousal and on the type of phasic reaction under conditions of simple sold dual toekl furthermore, it
permitted to test the significance Of perceived control allthe process of sensory discrinination of
eUpsoted stimuli (NO peak latency) In both conditions,

Sample
Twelve healthy, right-handed male ATds volunteered to participate to the study (age,mesn 91.581
S.D. •.8). Aix lubjectsl
skilled in ares control were classified as skilled, whereas the remaining 6,
whoonly had tower and/or approaching prooeduro experience, were classified so less sktIled. Moreover,
S no-.ATO subjects or coaparable age and aouio-eultur&l level (non-skilled) were used as the Control
group, in order to reveal more clearly performance and cognitive function lifferenoes in dual task
conditions (point (b) of the experimental design), Iseluse of technical problems inherent to heat•
rate recording in 9 ATCs of the lees skilled group, the analyses regarding arousal were carried out on
10 TOM,.
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Data colloction
Ag/A&Cl electrodes at the ind
Heart rate hen been recorded by poaitluning two pregelled
inters4tal spae on the left parasternel lineand at the 5th intercostal space on the left h6Miolavioular, ain. An Oxford MedilOg 9000 apparatus haebeen Used foer reoord~g On a TDK-SA 90 tape
(high bia, 70 MiuvlaeO IQ).
b6ileotric activity ham 4en recorded by means of A&/ýAOI e*letrod**, positioned on 17
TO, C3, Co, 04, T4, TO, P3, Po, P4, TO, 0., 02)1 for the purposes of this
leads (07,r1F PIao 4,1
study, only Vhq gotivity rescorded
at go his *beenconsidered, ibeORIANthe latter to *one f th. leads
where tn1 N2 OW•1pflndt if beet Vitltalised (7). 0oular movement monitoring bee boen carried Out by
above the right suppeo'bital ridge. Referehoe waslinked bimestoids. The time
placing al AI/AId
:onstant wes 0.9 asee thehigh frequency response was 50I1s, 1hanks to a elight ebsirion, the
filter WasintrodU4ed, Sensitivity was 5 MLroValts per, m, Cerebral
impedance Was I Kohn, A aotch
presented
WPe were obtained by means of acoustic t•nes(intensity 72 dB HL; plateau 30 mies)
binaurally through earphones. Target stimuli (freQuenay 1000 Ha) were randomly interspersed between
the standard stimuli (frequoticy 1W Hs). The number of tUrget stimuli ranged randomly lu-16c the
probability Of their appearance wasabout 1 every 6 standard stimuli, The interstimuli interial ranged
randomly l000-AO0 maoI
To evaluate state anxiety We Used the 20-item X-1 form of the State-Trait Anxiety =nventcry ($Wea
X-I), a 40-item, self-rated questionnaire (26). To anslyme control expeotanOies, Ratter'- Internalwas used (20,21).
External Locus of Control Scale (VIC), a self-administered caale,

SCerebral

Procedure
rision tonk plsas between 09,00 t,and 14,00 hi it consisted in the following
The axperimental
phass•
I) Arrival at the laboratory; hahituation to the setting,
2) Ileotrode plaoement for the recording of arousal,
3) Ilectrode positioning for electrical cerebral bloactivity reoordingi during thi.phase, the LO was
filled out,
4C Once th" subject was prepared, he at conmfortably in on air conditioned, dimly lit and noise-proof
environment, Aftar having completsd tne STAX, the subjects roil2 trials, each conrlsting of Only 2
target stimuli, snothat the ýubjeot Oould learn to identify such stimuli.
5) The single and dual teskd were thereafter presented in a random order, the subject stay:.ng with
lyis closedl he wag asked to oount the peroeived target stimuli in silleneand, in the oese of the
dual task, to perform simultaneously his arithmetic task (serial iuttraOtiotu of 7 from a three digit
starting number), always silently. The duration of the task depended on the time necessary ho present
the target stimuli (d-B minutes),
6) The slubject was asked to.present the results and was inforned4 on the oarreotness of his
performancel finally• he filled out the STAI X-I for a second tine,

Data processing and statistical analysis
Hqsrt rats has been analysed off-lin9 on the Oxford Medilog 9000 apparatiji (time constent Oi1 seos
high frqquency out-off 30 Hal gain x 2) by two raters blind to the results, Thetime needso for taek
perfornaneO Wassubdivided in epochs of 16 sec eachl the number of QRS complexes per epoch was thence
d~trmrinsd and expressed as beets per minute (bpm). Yinally, the piesn
heart rats has been calculated
for the entire duration of each of the two performances by summing data relative us lsparate *poch$
(tonic State), The mean bPmvalue of oight 18-leo epools has been eionsidered as basetlnel
'or this
calculation
e chaose 4 spaOhn30 min and A epoohs 15 min pro-SP reoording. To evaluate changss in
arousal (phasic reactions) during thevarious phases oi the session we calculated percent changes of
mean heart rate values with respect to baseline,
Avoraging for obtaining IRPs was carried out'"on-line. Similarly, every SIP undorwpnt smoothing
computed on 6 paints, The sampling intearval was 2.5 mlet for %period of 1000 moog post-stimulus. Meall
values of reoponses to target stimuli (SIRP) were oonoideredl the N2 peak latency was separately
identified by two raters blind to other resulti, To identify suoh latency, we considered
the N2
component as the moat negative peak comprised in the 2M-300 mese post-stimulus interval$ furthermore,
we tried to eontiom our hypwthesie an the bUi@ of the opatio.tomporel moa of the evoked cellebral
bic-oectric activity, To e-eluate.the performanco on 1ho arithmetioel task, we orealurqd the number of
Operatione per minute, given the reduced numarosity of our sample, we chose to prefer non-parametric
ltatisti•al analysis, eventually -0g persmstrio techniques to confirm our evidence, intra-group
rcaMpArisens were madeby using the Wilcoxon Nstohed-Paire ligned-Ranks test (17) and ANOVA
1-way for
randomised blooas (20). for inter-grolip comparisons, we used the Mann-Whitney U-test (27). To
calculate correlation ooefficients, we used the Spearman
rank testl the significance level Or such
coeffiofents was detrsilnqd through ptudont's t, which is pfeasiblto apply when the experimental
samplo. is equal to or more than 10 subjects 17).The evaluation ot pelrformano *hange in passing
from thissingle to the dual task, wet made thr0ugh the Ohi-Squarf test (27). Ws sought top a
reglession
line bqtwofn the NA peak latency and arousal (hearc beat) so that we cmuLd us@ analysis of
eovarianc9 and adjust values, thus to exclude the effset of amusal on cognitive functioning and vies
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17.5
versa (25). Finally, we used simple linear regression analysis to evaluate the relationship between
Arousal modifications (phasic reactions) and cognitive funotionina (29).
The out-off point for
statistioal signifioance was assumed to be p 0.05, two-tailed.

Results

Duel

task performanoe yielded a highly significant inorease in heart rate with respect to,.isle-

ling (Wil*OnO•n| rank test, leO, p 0.011 ANOVA
I-Way, r30,33, p 0..1) and to. the single task
situation (Wilaooonts 1-4, p 0.01 ANOVA
1-way, P.13.93, p 0,01) (rig, 11 Tab. I).On the contrary,
single.talk performence did not indues significant heart rate modifioation* with reepeot to. base-line
(Wiloomon's 1.20, nonsignificant (n.sa)l ANOVA
I-way, P42.15. n.e.) (Fig. &I Tob.I),
The identifclation of target stimuli was rendered more difficult by the Simultaneous performance
of mental erithmetic calculation; the number at errors is signifieantly higher (chi squarem.S041
p
o0.0) (Tab, 1).
No significant differences were. found in the N2 peak latency between the dual and the
ingle-otaak
conditions (Wilooxon's T.l1, n.s. ANOVAI-way, r.0.435, na.s)
(Tab. 1).
The level of state anxiety did not change significantly during the session of IMP recording
(Wilaoxonts T-141 n.e.) (Tab. 11).
Na peek latencies and heart rate were positively oorrelated during single-task
(Spearman's
rho.0.l1, ta4.087, p 0.01) (rig, 9) and during dual task performance (Spearmants rho.0.M5, t.2.515,
p
0.05)
(Pit. 3), The spplication of co.variance analysis end of the method at adjusted Y (2s)
teet
permitted to-veluate the relationship between the I (external control) seals soors in totter.'
(Tab.
11)
end the. HE peak latieny, oxcluding the effset of arousall these two variables were
positively correlated during slngle-task performance (Spearman's rhO.0,714, t.2,8U,
p
0.05)
(Pig.
4), whereas during dual toeek performanoe, no. oarrelation was evident (Spearman's rho.0,173, t-.0,47,
n.a.). Adjusting heart rate values as a function of the N2 peek latency (thus excluding from the
relation the effect of cognitive functioning by applying the method of adjusted Y) an inverse
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correlation between adjusted heart rate and E scale scores was apparent,
both during mingle-task
performance
(Spearman'u
rhc.-O.689, t--2,619, p 0,05) (Fig. 5), and during dual task (Spearman-*
rho.-O,745,
t.-3,190, p 0,02) (Fig, B). No correlation was apparent between pre-ARV recording state
anxiety, and heart rate at bare-lino (Sperm'nr's rhc*0,441, t.l13,
na,), during single-task
(Apoarmianl rhos0,14,

t-1.834, nd .)

and dual-taek performance (pearman's

rho-0.039, t.0,1,

n.m.).

Moreover, no correlation was apparent between self-rated state anxiety prior to.
tsok performance and
dqgroa of arousal modification (activation) with respect to bmase-line
during aingle. (Spearman-#
ft.~O.A*.te0.811, n.d.) and dustl
task performance (Spearman's rh@.-0.316, U.-0S, ne.)
similarly, no correlation $merged between the I scale secret and activation (eiilglemtashi
$0eariman's
'?hoeO,l6, UsO,468, n.m.1 dual task$ Wpdmrmanlo rhoe-O.222, t0.,644. n~s.), A significant
regression

liJlar

was

instead present (ANOVAl-.way,P7.81, p 0,08) between

Ng

peik

latency

and

aottvetion (correlation colfficiont.-O.703) only in the dual-task condition (Fig. 7),
In the intergroup comparisons between skillOd and lose skilled AOe, no.differenosa emeraed when
evaluating:
- baseline arousal level !Mann-Whitney's U-0, n.m.)1
- arousal level during sigl|o1-•tsk performance (Mann-Whitney's U-?, nM.6)0
- I scale scores (Mann-Whitney's U.11, n.e.).
- arousal level during dual-teask
performance (Mann.Whitney'a U.10, n.e.),
- N2 peak latency during dual-task performance (Mann-Whitneyl. U.14, n,.e),
The only statistically significant difference in skilled vs, lees skilleu ATO camparisons regarded

N2 peek latency during single-talk performance. Skilled ATOm had shorter N2 peek latencies compared to
loes skilled AT~a (Mann-Whitneyto U-3.5, p 0.02). The altenpt to clarify which In the role of
iporIene

oancognitive, functionIng (NI peek latency) in dual-tesk porformance was countered

by

the

:'act
that only 6 subjects out of 1o performed correctly on both task@. However, even in this damse,all
interesting, although non-significant, datum emerged (Tab, ItI); N2 peak latency was Iona in skilled
ATCa with respect to theether two vubgroupa, and )svein the les, skilled, as compared to the nonskilled (non-ATWO),
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significant data emerging from this study, are the following:t
1)Arousal is incoreased
with respect to base-line only during theo
dual-tass
porformanoce.
2) The simultaneous performance of mental computation leads to decreased detection of target stimuli.
3) N2 peak latentcy
ispositively Correlated to thepresent level of arousal, both during mingle. end
dual-talk performance.
4) When the effect of the intersubjective differences in arousal is excluded, the 112peak latency
Correlates inversely with perceived control only during simple target detection,
5) Including the effect of the 'cognitive functioning, variable, arousal is positively correlated with
perceived control in both experimental phases.
6) The magnitude of activation with respect to base-line io inversely related tothe Ng peek latency
only inthe dual-took phase.
7)N2 peek latency in measurs which Is sensitive to the degree of AfTexperiencs. it is lese in
skilled ase
Compared to ths less skilled during singlq.taek performanceg at the sameperfiormance level
in the dual.!task and within the range of values shown, it isminimal for the skilled, intermediate for
the loesskilled and maximal in thensn-skill~d,
The dual task condition dptormlned, go already deeceribied in literature (30),
an increased aroausal
and a reduced performance quality on target detection, The necessity to share the available energy
between the two,tasks, explains euch a readuation,
The cognitive evaluation relative to.the
coantrollability, of theexperimental situation mayexplain the different levels of arousal found in
this study, In fact, from the present results it maybe concluded that the higEr the perceived
control expectancy, the higher the arousal level in both the single- and dual-task situations. It is
probable that individuals with a higher Seneralised expectancy of control are more activated to
confirm thtir capacity to.deal with reality. The physiological cost of a similar cognitive functtioninge
would consequently be higher In individuels exhibiting a higher perceived control, However, the
existence of en inverre correlation between the N2 peak latency and perceived control might indicate
that subjects having an internal locus of control poseess different modalities of facing pr'oblems.
In
fact, individuals with a higher expectancy of control would tend to resolve pro2blems, whareas@
those
with an external locus of Control would focus en emotions which are determined by the situabions they
are Confr'onted with ill), Thie not only worsens performance, but probably also interferes with
learning, This last consideration is based on the evidence of a study by Oaillard at &1.(31). These
authors observed that practice increases the speed at whioh stimuli are classified after codifiostioni
the effects of practice bae"om
evident RO) memec
after stimulation and are therefore reflected on the
N2 componpnt characteristics, If experience speeds up stimulus quality scannilng
and reloulte
in higher
PercSiked controlO,
than, gsenoralginig, we should obtain a reduction in Not
peak latency as a function
of thq extent of pearciwed control, Our rqsults eupport this hypothesis, since this negative
corrplation occurred inthe singleo-task condition, In the dual-took Condition, the activation (phasic
remotion) was conspicuous, thus probably obscuring such correlation, To further complicate the
Pieturf. is Our result Of A negative correllation
between HP peek latency end ths activation relative
to. the dual task paerformancts,
The existence of c~positive correlation between the level of arousal
(tonic state) end Ng peak latency in Vither teank conditions appears to. indicate a worsening Of
ecognitive functioning when the organsoom's energy isnot directed, through a phasic reaction, at
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overcoming at, environmental challonge,
The importance of experience in information processing is evident ir we consider that the process
of stimulus quality dieckimination is faster in skilled ACTi, Given the small numerosity of our sample
it
is premature to. draw definitive conclusions, Nevertheless, our results hint at N2 peak latenoy
being a meman of differentiating betwoen.skilled and Loes skilled or non-skilled subjects and prompt
at ifeqetieting thoroUghly this poift,

conclusions
in
Wrom a methoddlogical standpoint, this study was an attempt to. 94hifvo an integrated approach,
ordsoto. I#plorg eimultanqouely pasyhom*triO (locus of control and state anxilty) poychophyaiologioal
(lIP and roumsal) and ýjhavioural variahleso(performance). Such an approach is limited by the absence
of csmprehensive theoretical construota, comprising all investigational levels, The utility ot studies
to ceorreotly define discriminant functions which Oouid permit to differentiate
of this kind i
individual behavicura iiidifferent contexts,
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uri copapteu
mecur do
Ce llactomitrhe,
capteur comptabil ice lea d~placernentm A partir d~une didtectiori ,i'ccihdrations, uit
au-Is
dtd utilsia.
pflotos Pout
paramitre parmit do aulvre sur dos ennitglitroments do longues 1wrdes I# 'lrirouhemertt ras cycliks activitdwropos.
difitilrenteo,
Cos meaurse physholotilques ant dtpl *onregistreat our doux centrahes d'acquiaition mlnheaturimsplo
fourniscent deum typos do t.iltemonts
1290E,ItsfriqUtnce desniouvementi oaculalsres it Is lifiquence condlaque corit ehrlregitrds Soul forma anahcglque
Sur unic bande maalndtilque. lenreglstrour uthllhid *st un MEDlLOCI-M011, fitK4 It l c~elnture du sujet,
douaurn*e eurreglatrour eal uric centrals clactquicltlon iiumirique VILALOO PMS-1 our lequil Is frsiquonce
-It
cardisque it Il'actornirle sent enraisltriles. C. systeimi 4at igalamn 11#6 If Ia cehnture du Aujet.
ha rdquence des mouvementa oculahies at do Is frlrquenrce cardlaque
Lea donnidisa naloglcques do lIEEG, dItse
cant numdnisples apria re.[ecure cur une pletino OXPORDI-P54 it 60 folm Is vItesic d'lntegistrement. Lis logiclels
divlyoppis permettent doi rialhaer I
dana la bande D.)-310 HY,sur des pirlodoo doe2 1160 seroiides,
do 'BHEG
spectral.
susi
nlyie dea
Un
ricultats soui formres grephlut..., reprdsontsnt N'volutlor, des rythnes alpha, Wer,delta it thita,
una iddlton
ou coura du vol Icallse ddtltion pout #tns riallsle, tout forma ds puissiance absolus et puilatalce relative pour leg
dlffdrentes band.. de friquence, ou do rapport de spectrea,
uisddltlon do la frilquence it do I& durde deccllgnementi dec yeux,
Un
*une Analyst cpiwctrale do Is friquence cardlaque Clarnhaband* 0,001.0,5 11t,
*Ut. ddltlon tote forms ~raphique do I-6volutlor du spectre partlcUllhhiment da~tslaIbarndis 0,001-tI,0. Hw,
0,05-0,131 Hi it 0,11-0,1 A,.
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observatlnn tieol[a
tAchi at 0~ l'nvlronnerrnint eat eriechuit.
Parallilhement sux misures physiologlqui. urine
bhalo~iquo dartcs hemtrieun oti
Cats
obuirvatlono demaiurent It CompliMent Inditipenceble du recuell des pAraminbtnem
ellas perniettenit d'AlImn~ler do l'analyie, l*% migmenta pour locquela Ilactlv~tlt physique ntertirf~e avec Ii W~hat,
nicheaurtout de carect4naisr Il'invlhrrniment du pilots, sot,itca t Is tiche dlani laqualee I to ongaigd. Celle
observatlon sat rdalelstle A 'aide d~une grille do coda&# mist au point lor. d'itudesa ntirhourcc (9) ot adapt4e aux
doecotto recherche (ilgitrv rio 1). Le9vlrorntoment du pIlots sit ddflni par Il'ervlronniment
particulerm
benolno
I gone do contr~lo rider, olirvoellhnce rader, impace llbre, alntl quo per Itts rcnd~itluns rititiorolofil.
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a rdgiorr survolit (zone etpiontique h foible trafic airian, zone torrestre & trafic adrien foible ou
nimportent).

Copondant, cortainel, tendancos pouveni ftre digagies i
prantl~re concerne Panalyses des cormun nIcattIons qul mantre quill existe c~ilnportantes modificastions dons an
nature o1itans In dur~e des communications melon I&phase de vol dons laquelie le pilote est enugag. Le silence
tend &augmenter au court du Ypiat deviant pripahdbirant lors dos pheases
do creimiire (figure no 2). Par allleurs,
lei commutnuications entre lei milrnbroa do Il'qulpaile samrblent *tre plus importantes lors doyous do )our que lore
dor. vils do muit.

-Is

lomI

W~NTEEitulI

colo

mtd.

oprilhdstmid
cotntnunication.
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I&
IAeo
tendalnto, qu out itre diflatie conrerne lio p~riacles do repos yeux ouvortS Oilssii~d ilMn
plumnonbromaserade. phases do vol doc-roilsiro. l'orali~lelme~nt, on voit usie diminution amuck
nettp do Ia
dapprocheo t do dsscurnte (figure it' 3).
veille lor. de coo phase., pull unt augnionlation eorades phtasem
. Pisramitres phyfalololquem los Velours
6 temtpi do laetatndtrie oi d eia friqitOnvo ar-dlaqUO,
AIn de diternrilner its variation& ou coturm
Aon
kot`1prillriltioasum lornie 41histograrmmn. Los valours mointregroipdsies par clause i
frilquence cardioquo ii
*anita 170 at 200 bottomenia par minute t classes do 10 batternenta,
* ntris 10 at 163 battements par minute t classes do !1 battemants,
actomoltrio
* ntrf 100 at 200 impuisions par minute 0115cmas
do 50 impulsioms.
a ntre 30, at I00 Impulsiono par minute t classea do 25 Inpulions,
orintre 10 at 50 Isipulslona par minute t classes do 3 Impu Isonk,
*antrao 0 at 10ICMpUlalohil par minute t classes do. 2 inpuisionm.
A luvhamon do. trocilm, on pout constator qua leacycles iwttIvitds-repoh sont asimemnt Identifiables stir It
restitution des enragiaromensti
dlacloni~trio, let pu~niodos do reops 4tovit caractirinlos par uno baiseo tirb notto,
vitire line dlipapritiant conmpl~te dos mouvomanta dui poinott pendant le somineil (i,4ure n" 4). 11Pi postpsiblte do
c Iottra titlidre dloblactiver deuprivations pavtilolis de uNomrei, dont on salt par oilkaurs qu'alles pouivont Induire
does
aionnolonces diurrnes ensituation monotone, Lemoscillationa Jo In friquence cardinque mnayonno montobsetviem
o'n limaisn attic des probsm diactlvlth physiqUe, du lflaitgo proprerotnat dit, ainsi quo pour leafluctuations i long
terms dues out rythmas circadiano. Cotta diude do. fluctuations circiodionties sore coniplitill, pour In suite ueie
vols, par un 10CuLi1
arn continu do It tempirature -orporelie,
-Analyse
spectrabl. des actlvitia BEG ait ROQ
doLe calcul dei, spoctros do puiasance, dolE110 a itil rdalsili pour dabsu~quences do30 macondesevi qul parmit
dod~tecier dos phirodes dli POVIgliI&he doCourtok -durdes. Los figurom no3 at
morntrent rospactuvenronl um
atl dbut d'un vol Nord-Sud do witulrt un spectra enragimir# our Ia milmno sulet I heuro 30
spectra do puissance BEG
apriu It dicollagei. Oli note urn sujtii'ntation Importantp dio In puissance don% Is bondao do frolquence alpha vintre
cot doux piriadej. Cotte augmentation do 1apuissancO alpha soruitrotiv;o
pr piriodos tout toi long du vol canine
5
Consitatio
o ilnill
n ia hdontlioa m01st
It- mrontro I'lvolution des aplectras au coura d'un vol do hUIt (figure rs 7) Lm
aortd~un vol tranmmiridlon dr' )out, ce vol itant consirutif a un repoo lormdiune waleoduranit lequiel I@pilate a
dprtontPit ivud ifatlons dons I& band do fridquonce alpha apris quastre heurom vol
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LLa~re n16

%preIre de puissaoie dkoPEECG
pour le inme pilote et le m me vol de null, apr~s I heure et 30 minutes de vol.
On niotera laugmnn-nutaton de puissance dariO to bande alpha.
I a alyse par band. de fr~quenc~e mornre eganoiernet pour un autre vot Nord-Sud, une uugrnontatior. de la
puissacenr det rythnnes delta, thfta et bilta 2 heures 30 apris le d~but du nut pour le ropitote (figur', n6 9) et pour
tO).Cott aunetallorn de la puissance totale dij spectre peut tire inteipritiee
(Iguin
to incgntcen
unnebannssde lit vigilance. 11 eat donc Interessant d" corastatrr que coltt hypunvigilanre intervient au m~me
moment, pour deut iermbires de I'tsqulpage. Lei tradcs du commandant de bord, pour ce vot, ne peuvont 4tre
p41~entes en ralson dL problimes iechni~tivs apparus lort de Ilenrogistrentont (important% parasites lids 1 urn.

~

Utw~ balsse do la lriruonco dies clignernents oculacires est 4gAlenlent constat~e parallilement A des
modilelatiort de 1tic tlvli EEG, notammennl lots daugnsontatinrns du rapport alpha-delta et aipha-thtta.
En reournni oa petit formulor lei remaruluei sniVanInes5
Ie recuell des ictivitis ELL et LOG prus scIles~tueor de miani~re accsnptabie diins desconditions rdioles disVol,
-des fluctuatlons de Ilaetivit
EEG pet-vent Wte misomern6vidence sur lei Ppectrel. de puissance principlaement
pour len bandes alpha et delta,
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- los augmentations

trbs nettes des rapports alpha-th~ta et alpha.deltal qui traduisent lei modifications de
'actvation du pitote, me.etrouvent priflrentiellement dons lea vols de n ut et dons lea val de jour consicutifs ,
une privation partlelle de somnmeil,
- oes phases pour lesquelles Lu baissL de vigilanoe estt La plus marqu6e, ont i16 Ldentifldes principulement pour des
adquences dlactivltl do surveillance au court des phirws do crolsilres.
CONCLUSIONS
Cotte phase prllimInalre a permis dtaborder elamntlellemant lea problimes do mithodes lI1s Aux
onrelistrements phyalologlques effectuhs on ambulatolr au coura do yoal do longues durfes, Capendoint, unse
premihre analyze montre quIll exlite d'lmportantes varlatlons dana lei spectres dIEEG quantifiT et dans lo
frequence des mouvementa oculalirem, Des alternpknces de phases durant losqueltls les pliotes prqisntent une
lance 61erda avec des phases do somnolence ont 016 obmerviem pour cheque niembre doe Idquipage, Lea
vations do sommeoi au cours des escales ont des riperculsionm aUrIL comportement del pilotes. En partlculler I1
do vigLlance paralt plus prononcde pour let vol. quLmulvent une sult aVOc privation doe ommeol, mime aIlc
vol ant effectui durant Ia journ6e.
La aeconde 6tape do cotta recherche, quLsa dirotle actiiellement, porte sur 30 vole long-courrlers, L'analyse
des donnies sara centrde sur L'dentillcation des phases d'hypoviglience, La ripdtltLvitd do Cosphases, lour
interaction avec lea tichem et lea actLvitdi dempilotes, aLnsl quo sur 'effet cumuli de Ia monotonle, dci "Jet-Lag" et
de In privation do sommell,
Los risultatm attendum devralent rermettre dlitablir des recommandatIons relatives aux horairms At I
i'organaatlion du travail des iqulpages. Par exomple, des periodes de sommell de courte durde avec une p4riodlcltd
at une durde & ddfinlr pourraient 6tre propoieeh dans La but de maintenir i'efficience de chaque membre do
Iliqulpage.
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Performance capacity under hypoxia conditions was determined in 48 subjects exposed to a simulated
Iltitude of 25,000 feet (7,50 mts..). The method was a modified Toulousa-Pieron Teat (TTM) and a Digit
Span Test (IDE), completed at 3 0onditions. Grornd Level (OL), rL 250 and Placebo (PL). Maximum hypoxia
time we. 4 minutes and it was measured every 30 meo. We obtain the Direct Partial Score (DPS) S time.
through the 4 min,, and the Direct Total Score (DTS) by the Tolousa application formula, Significant
decrements in test performance were found by comparing CL - PL 250 and FL 250 - PL in pairs at .001
confidenat
level after point 90 see. time for DPS.
We got similar resulta for DTS. For DTS, the
comparativa analysis of the average values were aleo significant, The application of the 7TT it conidlered
a. useful, aimple and profitable in the eveluation of Attention Capacity of the aviator under hypoxia
conditions. The "Incapacitation Curve" is a term which expresee., in a quantitative and cronological way,
the psychomotor performanoc,
Soth, the T•N and DTS, are between each other complamantary tools In the
evaluation of the peychomotor pilot efficiency.

The quantitative evaluation of the intellectual and psychomotor performance
valuable data, in the determination of the affect. of hypoxia (1.2).

of

the flyer

is a

Although this information has been uceful, the results have often been contradictory (6,7,8),
Seni"tive methods of measurng cyaten error, uming qualified pilota in both real and aircnrat
limulators, have been developed (2,S), but very little date is available on the critical time, referred to
as ti1 t
a of Useful Punotion, am a point or decay along the progressive performance deterioration, which
rofle te the pilot's Intellectual estimation under hypoxia conditions.
O'Connor (6) described the Performanco Rate me the ratio of task units completed in a unit time under
hypoxia conditions over task unit time completed per unit time under non-hypoxia oonditions, The result,
an index value, is a metric, which would permit comparisons of different teaks sensitive to hypoxic
conditions.
The reaction capacity ageinst any imposed talk, is a complex of factors, which Included reasoning,
psychomotor end a viuali factor. Tha reasoning factor aims to diacover rules or principles in order to
arrive at a solution. To help such a factor perceptual and paychomotor supportis necessary.
The aviator mout be alert thoughout the flight, in order to prevent any contingency, accident or
inoident. He should recognies any etimuli from the surrounding space in order to make, control and direct
a movement (final integration of an elaborated answer), accurding to the corresponding stimuli,
More
recently sraelliand *1. (4) in a new approach to the TUC eveluation at 25,000 feet, studied the looa of
minimal attentive capabilities, manifeated by the inability to add two-dilit numbers correctly,
The Toulouse-Piaron Test (TIM) measured the suatained attention fatigue resistance, psychomotor
factors and pereonality.
Fatigue realatence ia defined am the capacity to perform a repetitive and
routine took with an acceptable output.
It is a useful test in order to evaluata cognitive end payochomotor
Which, demanqA conatant attention and fatigue resistance,

aspeact in

The teat is easy to Uarry out and free of any external inolcluoqn.,
tt,,4ma,,e
point in topological factors, active perception and static visual faotwu":ý
..- *

a variety

imporut
.
1

of tasks
saturation

The Digit Span Teat measures the Attention Capacity and Distraction RAtsitance of the subject, The
tiaskis intelleotual and it does •otofter any emotional link. The teat could been indicator of the pilot
ability or intellectual skill Under hypoxia condition.
This paper reporte our experience, in a two complementary test whioh allow
evaluation of the "Performanoe Capacity" of the avietor under hypoxic oonditions,

simple and

objective

A standard altitude ohamber (ITO APT? iUM} wea used, the comber can accomodete 10 trainees Jn the
main compartment and two in the R/D oompartment plus 2 + I inatructor,
An Oxigon system is supplted to
each individual throughout an Owigen automatic pressuro-dcnand regulator.
rourty-oight healthy airorew

members were chosen with an average age of 23,73 + 3,53, weight 72,21 Kg + 8,02 end a height of 175,67 cm
+ 7.05. The study was carried out at n simulated altitude of 25,000 ft. (7,620 mts,).
Thin altitude wee
chosen taking into account the pressuriostion profile of most of the fighters (22,000-25,000 ft.), end the
minimum altitude in which Decompression Sickness starts to be significant.
The study was carried nut under three different conditions:
1)

At Ground Level (altitude - 602 mts,)

2)

At 25,000 ft,

3)

Placebo or Control Flight (P4) at 7,620 mta. (FL 250, not reel), the real simulated altitude reached
Was 1,500 mts. The time and prooedures of this flight were similar to the FL 250 profile.

(7,620 mte.)

(01),

(simulated altitude in a decompression chamber). (FL 250).

The Placebo flight established which emotional and stress factors are linked to the experimental
situation. These Factors could be evaluated separately from the stresm factors strictly associated with
the ?L 280 flight.
A denitrogenation period of 30 min, followed an ear end sinus check at 6,000 ft (1,524 mrts., Ascent
end descent rates were 4,600 ft/min, Oxigen masks were removed and the Oxigen supply switched off before
starting both tests in conditions 71 260 and Placebo, The evaluation was made by the application of the
Toulouse-Pieron Test modified for this purpose, and, in a two-minuts Interval, the Digit Span Test,
The Toulouse-Plron modified test is one page form that includes blocke of 400 figures in pairs, one
par for each condition. The teak consisted in locating end marking among the elements of each line, the
figures equal to the pattern. Bach line has 10 figures to mark, and their distribution Is randomiged. The
task should be done in the shortest time possible,
We have considered the total number of lines completed at a time
proportional lines completed every 30 seconds.

limit of four minutes end also the

Sooree ere obtained, taking into consideration the proportional periods marked by the trainee every
30 seconds, called direct Partial Score (DPS) and the total number of lines completed in 4 minutes, celled
Direct Total Score (OTS),
To get the Scores we used the Toulouie-Pieron formula:
DP8 - Possible aucosees scores D0T - Possible succles, scores -

(errors + 2x omissions) every 30 sec,
(errors + 2x omissions) in 4 min,

The Digit Span Test includes three blocks of numbers, one for each condition and divided in two
parts, The first one consists of repeating series of numbers, announced by the instructor, The second one
is in an
myersorder. The test started with a aerial of three digit numbers, the nu.-ber of digits is
inoreased in each number line, until a maximum of nine, The test in finished when the trainee failm twice,
The second pert proceeds in the same way until a maximum of eight,
We obtain two tipes of final scorest
1)

Direct Boore

t

X * V

2) Tipioal Sor*ei Direct application of a Table,
Stetistice were made by the SPBS PC, We studied the intralubject varimnms analvis, considering the
condition Altitude and Time, We made the comparative analysis of the mean scores in each condition, and
the comparative analysis of the mean partial scores in successive pairs,

KNOULTA
TOULoOURi-PIgRON MODIFIED TESTi
We have seen how Time and Altitude have a global efecton each subJect and is Significant in relation
to the Altitude (.001 Confidsnce Level), to the Tinm (.O0) and also to the Altitude-Timn
relationship

(.001).
The comparative analysis of averages at each condition shows a significant decrement in teot
perfommsne
I•ycomparing in pairs, Ground Level and FL 250, at 0ot confidence level after point go see.
for Dirlth
,
SPeemedol
mignificant differences by comparing in pairs 01 and PL, only at the
beginini of t
tst.
(See Figure I and 2).
For DTB we found similar results in GL-FL250 and rLR2O-PL at .001 confldence level, end the condition
L2560presented the lowest rasult. The comparative analysis of the average values in pairs of suocesive
acores in each condition sill
make it possible to identify the evolutionary course of the DPS throughout
the time, It means Lhat we can ubserve the point at which a significant change occurs In the score
pattern,
Figure 3 shows the evolution of the scores in each condition, We see how at rL 2bO there wee a
constant decrease of the veralglvalues in relation to the time, after point 60 see,
We observed how at UL scores at 30 see, and 6O moo,,
they are lower than the following ones,
Something similar it happens at r1,250 and Placebo, At the end of the Placebo condition we found a
significent smore decrease,
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DIGIT SPAN TSSTt
The comparative analysis of the mean average values in relation to the three conditions studied were
aignificant for Direct Scores (6e. Figure 4).
- OL-FL250
- OL-Placebo
- FLRSO-Placebo

I
i
i

The Typical Socore
- 0•4-0LSO
1
- OL-Placebo ,
- FL.250-Placebo :

minor than .001
minor then .01
minor than .001
show statistical differences,

and results are much more similar to Direct Scores,

minor then ,01
minor than .05
minor than ,001

The analysie of the time factor under the CL condition, shows a high confidence level. It is
neceseary to use the evollition of the ecores through the whole Toulouse-Piercn teat, in order to evaluate
the real significance cf such results. There Is no differences after 90meo, time. We should attribute this
to the normal learning offset at the beginning of the teat.
The evolution of the time factor under condition rL250 shows lower euceecive scorea, this is more
manifested after 10 aee. It
could be maid, this evolution describes what we could call the
"Incapacitation Curve."
O'Connor (6)
by one trainse,

found similar results but the method he employed is

much more elaborated and performed

lsraeli at al (4) described the lose of minimal attentive capabilities by adding pair. of two digit
numbers at random. They also found a drop of probability after 180 see, and it in very evident at 240 sec.
We have coneidured a time limiting factor of 4 min, which means a drop of 40% in the score
evaluation, in relation to GL and PL., determining factor to assume that performance capabilities are
impaired.
The analysis of the Placebo condition shown a similar Pattern to OL conditions, but scores at 210 and
240 ae,. are lower then we found after a pealed of 90 sec. It could be due to diatraction and fatigue
factors, aomething we should take into consideration after a prolonged time islide the Altitude Chamber.
The loak of global atatiatical aignirieant difference between
psychological or stress factors linked to the experimental situation.

the 06 end PL

pattern exolude

any

In relation to the Digit Span Test we observe that its evaluation is exclusively linked to the final
ocors. There ia no time limit, but the test we. finished in lse than three minutes, We found significant
differenose
in the comparative analysis of each condition, The fact of the 'nul hypotheeis" does not occur
in the comparison of GL-Placebo, which means an emotional and probably fmtigue factor at the end of the
test,
According to Zimmerman (9) this teat is a food indicator of the audio-verbal attention capacity
skill to face a simple toak.

and

We understand that the modified To,,louse-Pisron toot and Digit Span toot is a useful simple and
complementary tool in the evaluation of the "Attention Capacity' of the aviator under hypoxia conditions
and measures in a quantitative, global ane cronological way the psychomotor pilots efficiency.
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EFFECTS OF UHORT"TERM WBIGHTLEBSNRB8 ON ROLL CIRCULARVSCTZON
by
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SUMMIARY
Roll ciruularvoction is an illusion of self.rotation about the fore-aft axis experienced when a stationary aubject In exposed to a visual field rotating in the frontal
plane.
n theae experiments, sub•jets have been asked to estimate the strength of this
phenomenon while undergoing visuai stimulation In the upright and supind positions, and
during parabolic aircraft flight. The results indicate that the silady roll componant
of vection is not affected by the magnitude or direction of the gravity vector,
The
unpredictable and sudden loss of this compelling illusion could contribute to serious
episodes of pilot disorientation.

ZNTRODUCTZILO
The work described in thin paper was conducted in sup port o an experiment to be
carried out during the first
International Nicrogravity Laboratory mission on shuttle,
That experiment will measure the relative contributions of vision and vestibular sensory
information to spatial orientation, and how these contributions change during prolonged
weightlessness. The present artiole will not deal with the neurophysiclogy of space
flight, but will desoribe the phenomenon being measured (circularvection about the roll
axis), our studies of it, and how it could contribute to spatial disorientation in pilots.
Circularvaction is a compelling vestibular-like sensation of self-rotation experienced when a stationary subject is exposed to a rotating visual environment 41,3),
Roll
circularvection is experienced when the visual field rotates in the frontal plans. Typically, if the subject is upright, a paradoxical Illusion of steady roll rotation combined
with static roll tilt
results, If the subject is supine, and the field rotates about the
gravity vector, only rotation is perceived and no tilt.
As a purely subjeotive phenomenon, roll ciroularvection has been difficult to quantify, even under laboratory aonditions.
In more operational environments, thoss data
which have been collected have tended to be quite variable, forcing the use of measures
such as latency of onset, which may or may not correlate with strength of vection (5,7).
We have attempted to develop more reproducible methods of measuring veotion for the
space experiments, Zn the process, we were surprised to find that vaction was moat easily
obtained and qtuantified when the rotating stimulus did not occupy all of the subject's
peripheral visual field (4), end that the steady roll componevit did not appear to be affected by the magnitude or direction of the gravity vector.

METHODS
The experiments ware conducted in 2 stages.
Initially, ciroularvection was muasured
in 20 subjects who were tested in the upright and supine positions,
The same experiment
was then carried out on 5 subjects (one of whom had bcen in the first group), comparing
the response obtained during parabolic flight to that measured in the upright position
while theairura t was stationary on the ground.

FIGURE 1,

Subject restrained in seat

with thu visual st mulator and box with
ciroularvaction-indicating crank in
position,

20.2
OurinV all experiments, the subiect wA fightly rostrained in a special eat by
means of a 4-point harness and head straps (rkq. I). The teot war AlMo imoured to the
seat base for tests in the supine position. A dome-shaped visual stimulator was positioned with ito rim 75 am ahead of the subject's cornea, so that it occupied about 140*
,ew of the outside world
'his provided the subject with a limited
ot his vinual tLield,
beyond the rim.
The inner surface of the dome was constructed of white fabric printed
with many randomly-p;aced coloured dot
(19 mm diameter),
The visual stimulus consictod
of continuous rotation In either direction at 30, 45 or 60*/sec. This continued for 40
sea in the first oet of tests, and 18-20 sea in the second, the latter being set by the
Dome velocity and direction, and subject orienduration of each sera gravity parabola.
tation, were randomized in the firat experiment.
This was not feasible in the aircraft,
so a fixed sequence of teats was repeated 3 times.
The subjeot was inatrueted to stare at infinity (not at the much oloser surface of
the dome), don't blink and don't move the eyes, When the dome was rotated, and vection
began, the outside world as seen with extreme peripheral vision only appeared to rotate
In fact, any other objact fixed
with the subject in the direction opposite to the dome.
in the field of view would have behaved the me way I1).
The nub eot was Instructed to
rotate a crank attached to a 360• potentiomte"r, matching the speed of rotation of the
crank to the apparent speed of rotation of the outside world.
To measure the response in the supine position, the entire apparatus and subeoct
While tactil, cues and the view of the outeide world must
were tilted backwards by 90'.
be different in the two positions, at least the subjects were always fully relaxed and
in the same posture.
The parabolic flight experiments were carried out in the NASA KC135.
This is a large, transport category aircraft which provides 40 periods of weightlesnness on a typical flight, each lambing up to 25 eec, roenerally, 18 to 20 sec of that
time are usable for testing,
The seat was bolted to the floor of the aircraft during
theme maneuvers.
Control experiments were oonducted under the same conditions, but with
the aircraft parked on the ground.
During the first set of experimente, dome and crank angular position were recorded
directly by computer, which elsa provided cues for beginning and ending the test stimulus.
During the flight experiments, dome and crank position were recorded continuously on an
FM tape recorder, and played back into the computer at a later date.
The stimulator was
turned on by the operator as soon as steady weightlessness was achieved, and turned off
just prior to pull-up.

RESULTS
All subjects in both sets of experiments experienced strong roll ci•cularveotion
which had a very sudden onset, However, as reported previously (5), vection ir not a
particulerly stable phenomenon, having a variable latency, variable strength, and ocCUsional "drop-ovts" during which it suddenly disappoard for a period of time,
The latter
could be provoked by blinking the eyes, changing the directLon of yase, or moving the
limbs or body.
Distractions such as unexpected movement in the eubjent's peripheral
visual fild,
or a sudden noise, had the same effect,
Figure 2 is an example of the results obtained when the iubject was upright amd the
dome was rotating at 302/soc in the counter-clockwise direction,
Cumulative angular
positinn of the dome (lower curve) and the crank (upper curve) have been plotted as a
function of time.
The dome completed approximately 3. revolutions during thie teot.
An
example of a drop-out is seen between 16 and 23 see.
To begin the analymis, up to 5 megments of S sec duration wore defined during which
vection was reasonably stable. Vection mtroogth was determined in eanh of those segments
by fitting linear regression lines to the dome and crank data and comparing the elopes.
Saturated (1005) vection would indicate that the crank was being turned at the nmem rate
as the dom-,
If multiple estimates of percent maturation of vaction were obtained from
a single record (am in Fig. 2), they were averagedi. Latency of onset nf vection was
determined separately uaing expanded and differentiated plots,
Figure 3 summariese the results of the first set of experiments, averaged acrosu all
20 subjects.,
he latency of onset of veocion has bean plotted above, and the percent
saturation of veotion (strength of vmction) below, both as a function of dome rotation
Speed, Risuits with the aub oct upriyht have been plotted on the left, and those with
the subject in the Iupine position on the right.
he results of olockwise and counterclockwise rotation have been plotted mep rately.
The arroa bars represent one standard
error of the mean.
The dashed lines hale been added to facilitute comparisons between
graphs.
Neither the latency of onset of vection, nor its strength, was affectod by lthe
direction of dome rotation,
Onset latency was also independent of stimulus angular velocity, Vection strength, however, appeared to fall off at the highesr rotation ratea,
possibly refkcting saturation occurring at thnae angular veiocitive
(12), In most oases,
indicated veotion magnitude exceeded the stimulus angular velocity, ae indicated by %
saturation greater that 100.
This may be a systemat•c overestimmttion hy the subjects,
perhaps related to the apparent counter-rotation of dome and peripheral field,
It may
,lsoreflect the appli atkon of slie-diatance scaling to rotary motion, in which cane a
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near object viewed while focusing at a distance would appear to move (rotate) more rapidly
(5).
Whatever the explanation, it indicates the great strength of the illusion.
Vection
onset latency was both longer and more variable when the subject was supine,
However, the
strength of veoction was not affected by this change of subject orientation.
The demonstration that the feeling of steady rotation was not dependent on the orientation of the subject relative to the gravity vector was unexpected.
However, since the
vestibular labyrinth can detect linear accelerations in any direction, perhaps the presonce of gravity is more significant that its direction.
Therefore, the experiment was
repeated in a second group of subjects, comparing roll circularvection experienced on the
qround with that generated during short-term weightlessness.
Figure 4 presents the results of this second set of experiments, averaged across the
5 subjects.
As before, latency results have been plotted above, and vection strength below.
Control results have been shown on the left, and those obtained in weightlessness
on the right. The results of clockwise and oounter.clookwise stimulation have been combined here, since the previous experiments demonstrated that direction of rotation was
irrelevant.
The data presented in Fig. 4 do not show significant differences between the
steady rotation component of roll circulervection measured in weightlessness, and on the
ground.
Within the limits of theme experiments, the phenomenon appears to be quite independent of the linear acceleration environmsnt.
There were some differences between the two groups of subjects, however.
Figure 5
nompares the control responses of the first group (on the left) with those of the second
group (on the right).
The results of clockwise and counter-clockwise stimulation have now
been combined for group 1. While latency of onset of circularvection was identical in
the two experiments, the strength of ciroularveotion was not, averaging about 35% less
when measured in group 2.
This is probably a physiological differences as the experimental equipment, procedures and methods of analysis were identical, and the one subject who
was part of both groups produced closely similar results in both tests.
While it is
difficult to identify a precise cause retrospectively, it may be important that the average age of group 1 was 23.6 years (U.K. of mean 1,5) and that of group 2 was 45.6 years
(S.,. of mean 3.5).

DISCUISION AND CONCLUSZONS
Roll circularvaction, as studied in these and other experiments, is a very compelling
yet very labile phenomenon, which has a very sudden onset, and an equally sudden and unpredictable end.
The drop-out of vection can be triggered by a wide variety of internal
and external distractions.
Vection tends to be strongest when some, but not too many,
fixed objects remain in the visual field (1).
The steady roll component of veotion is
not affected by the magnitude or direction of the gravity vactor.
Finally, the ability
to develop veotion may decline with age.
There are some apparent contradictions, however.
For example, the present experiments
have demonstrated increased latency of onset of vection while subjects ware in the supine
position, whereas those of Young (6) have suggested the opposite.
The onset of vaction
can be delayed by many factors, and our subjects were definitely less comfortable in the
supine position.
in contrast, Young's subjects were lying passively on a foam mattress
while supine, but actively supporting themselves when tested in the upright position.
It is also evident that latency and strength of circularveotion do not correlate well,
The increased vection onset latency seen in our first group of subjects when tested in the
supine position was not accompanied by a change in vection strength,
On the other hand,
while there was no difference in latency when both of our groups of subjects underwent
control tests, vection strength was significantly loss in the second group,
It seems
clean that latency, and strength, of circularvection are Influenced by quite different
factors, and of the two measures, vection strength may be the more revealing.
Now do theme findings relate to the flight environment? Consider the situation of a
ilot spinning a high-performance aircraft, in a steep nose-down position.
At some point
begins to stare at the rapidly rotating ground.
He would have a variety of fixed obJects in his visual field, such as his helmet, the instrument panel, parts of his canopy,
and an on. Within seconds, he could develop vection, and actually see' himself and his
aircraft rotating (as well as feel" it in a veastibular sense). This would happen regardless of aircraft attitude, and since he would probably be relatively young, the vection
would be particularly strong,
Uventually, he would generate a control movement to initiate recovery, or shift his game to his instruments, thus inadvertently producing a distraction. This could suddenly stop the vection, and the aircraft would be "seen" and
"felt" to stop rotating. These powerful (but false) sensations could lead the pilot to
believe that the spin has ended, and he can return to straight and level flight.
If the
aircraft is low, continuing to descend rapidly, and the pilot's control inputs are now
aggravating the continuing spin, a serious accident becomes a very real possibility.
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We believ thot training paradigms to vividly demonstrate to pilots the need and the way to mainteiO
spatial orientation awareness during tormation flight will reduee the inoidsnos of these ver costly
aishaps. Several training paradigms are under development usind the bywiaaN, a cockpit Mounted an a
ahort-arm centrifuge. The pilot controls both pitch and roll ae of the Dynasis oookpit to Maintain the
position an a "win Airorraft" projected onto a visual surround, Pilot's attention Is intermittently
distracted from the lead alrcraft and from attitude display(s) by simultaneous performance of other
cockpit tasks. The orientation experienoed by pilots is controlled by varying Information in the Visual
surround and in the onboard Instruments (4noludinS a Maloolm Morison) and by controlling the direction of
the gravitoinertial field of the short-mre centrifuge.
A second stege of our research will investigate new concepts In displays to improve pilot orientation
awareness, The inevitable distraction of visual attention, which acoumpanies emergency situations,
engenders oonoideration of peripheral vision and nonvisual channels to conv•y airoraft attitude and target
information and maintain spatial orientation awareness.

Whensan firet entered the aeronautical environment, he encountered the challenge of "cloud flying"
frequently emersing inverted, often with disaetrous results, With Sptrry'o Introduction of the grrostabilised artificial horison, it was believed that pilons trained in instrument or "blind" flying Would be
immune to aircraft attitude disorientation, The mishaps continued despite efforts by human factor
engerers to redesign instrument configuration and displays that permitted the pilot to visually interpret.
aircraft orientation with improved acourecy and rapidity, and despite development of regimented training
syllabi including the use of Link trainers. The orientation information processing demands plaosd on the
pilot by the Introduction of faster moreagile aircraft including acrobatic helicopters, and ever more
demanding mission requirements including nap of the earth, night and all-weather environments will only
Increase the likelihood of orientation error mishaps.
Numerous survey@ (1-3) spanning the past 30 years and all branches of the United Stoaes Armed Forces
indicate 4-10% of Class A mishaps ( 00,000 dollars damag or loss of life) and 10 to 20% of fatal mishaps
Were a direct result of inadequate spatial awareness.
lsed on a review of disorientation training practices utilizad in NATOcountries, a llA AOARD
working group made specific recommendations directed towards improving ground tralnilg, training in fliht,
and
rsearh and developsent program (4). For gpound trainn, it was suggested a device with rotational
freedom In the yaw axis alone would be adequate. The panel felt that demonstrators with yaw and pitch
capabilities would not be cost effective at that time. Shortly thereafter, the Royal Air Force Institute
of Aviation Hedicine developed a rotational disorientation demonstrator that was accepted with such
enthusiasm that a second device was trrout on-line to permit all student pilots the opportunity to receive
disorientation training, The U.S. Wavy, which developed the 10 place Multiple Station Disorientation
Device (HAD0)to provide disorientation famillarioation training to student pilots and flight officers, has
now extended instruction to include all airorow. A recurrent training schedule ensure@ most experienced
pilots are routinely reminded of the hanards of disorientation.
Althoug both devices are excellent demonstrators capable of generating a variety or compOlling
spatial orientation illusions, they do not demonstrate to the pilot his degradation in performance or
reduoed ability to maintain control of an aircraft during situations in which spatial disorientation is
experienood. Disorientation trainers with the pilot directly inserted into the control loop permit the
pilot to experience the correlation between his fliglt inputs and the sensory feedback from notion and
visual cues, In addition to the poesibility of developing strategies to cope with aircraft control under
the adverse conditions of spatial disorientation,
In the past, sensory motor rOsearch was not only split into sensory and motor divisionsl
but even the
Individual sensory systems were examined separately without concern for interaotion. Hans-Liuks Tauber (S)
indicated the fallacy of such dissection when he no aptly expressed, " , . . , Our brain needs to process
the &sensryinput and eatract its relevant features, but it also suet compensateoontinuously for its own
motor output and tab•e the anticipated consequences of its own future actions into account. The unity and
stability of our perceptions aight therefore be more understandable if we were to trees the Information
flow in the central nervous system not only in traditional fashion, from sensory to motor regions, but in
the reverse dirotion as well, so that intended and potential movements are seemto enter into the
structure of our preeoptiLas.0
Our porseptions of motion end heoce spatial orientation are strongly
influenced by the feood forward" awareness of permitted degr•s oft freedom of Motion and expectations
(reafference) when we initiate motor programs to control notion, The active control ot our positiaonin in
space through direct machine feedback maythus produce a markedly different perception tuan that
experienced by a passive observer receiving the Identlcal physical stimulus. ror these reasons sad also in
pursuit of stratsgies and techniqueo, to overcome disorientation, we favor development of man-in-th op
disorientation trainere to supplement Current training regimes.
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in feedback from motion-control actions in flight. and in simulators, we have strong
reservations about the transferability ot behavior change it rigorous man-in-the-loop orientation training
is Instituted. Weare optimistio about enhanced teaching impact when seasoned pilotsacieyxprne
1oss ot aircraft control, accompanied by' training on strategies to maintain control. Thus, we are sanguine
about the development and close@
examination of closed-loop motion platforms.
differences

The United States Air Force hemexpressed an interest in obtaining several ot theme
now generation
spatial orientation trainers to minimise disorientation mishaps through education and training. The United
States Navy in considering A multi-axis training centrifuge for dual utility in 0-toleratice and spatial
orientation training. In either situation, because It appears that the multiaxis trainers with limited 0
capability will soon beIn our inventor-y, there is a requisiote for training papadigms to match the expanded
capabilities Or these devices.
Tho newgeneration spatial orientation trainers have design limitations that are constantly being
improved wr up~graded. Unlimited roll, pitch, and Yaw oapab12ihiss require giablkst which in turn
necessitate visual displays within the capsule In lieu of a gimkal-cluttered 3601 visual surround system.
Tho slectronto visual displays are presently restricted to a 1200 horisontal field of view with the
anticipation ot an expanded field ot view inkthe near future. 4elmet-muinted displays mayeventually
permit the ful surround design desired for simulation of air nombat maneuvering. At present, paradigmsl
have not been developed that permit large excursion of hoead
movements due to limitations of available
Visual displays,
The LACIAN
working group recommendations (4) tor in-flirht training included *pilot recovery tram unusual
attitudes in the presence of disorientation and other stresses.' A further recommendation was to increase
the realism of airborne instrument training by' including external visual-search tasks. It is now possible
to include thease flight training recommendations into the newgeneration ground-based simulators under
highly controlled reproducible conditions at vision, aotion, and workload shreal -- albeit aross-coupled
(angular Coriolia) effects rtmain an onwanted Intrusion.
Procedures and bLitisl Observations,
Our research approach Is essentially a two-stage program. First, wewill develop several man-in-thsloop soenarios for spatial orientation training dealing with disorientation flight conditions we believe to
be most frequently encountered and/or eont dangerous. Second$ wewill use the man-in-the-leap scenarios
developed in stage one to evaluate the effectiveness of new infursation channels in maintaining veridical
spat ial orientation awareness.
The facility designated as Dynamsia was developed to augment existing NAMAL
facilitiese for research on
spatial awarmness, Dynamic (8) consists at three main ocoeponentel a motion system, a visual surround for
presentation of earth-tixed or moving targets, anda computer system, The mction eystem is a short-arm
centrifuge that provides yaw-axis rotation of an ott-center cocokpit housed In an aircraft-like fuselage
that is capable of motion about its own pitch and roll axes. Thecomputer system provides capability for
presenting a variety of visual displays on two scopes (Cobthrodo RayTubes) in the cockpit Instrument Panel.
Currently available scoape
displays include an Attitude Direction Indicator (ADZ)and five tests of
cognitive performance. A functional Malcolm Morison can also bedisplayed corona the faos af the panel.
Thmmain axis of the'rotary device is centered in a 90-ft diameter white visual surround for presentation
of patterns and targets external to the cockpit. The overhead projector set displays earth-fied soone"
and Patterns on the visual surround. AnNon,board" projector set can project targets at difter'ent aingular
dimphocemenhe relative to the subject in the cockpit. Notion oharaoitaristion about pitch and roll axes and
chenaoe in visual displays (cockpit and external target) are under computer control, In the cockpit, the
"Nbilot" can fly by Instruments
snd counteract computer control at the motion device. The computer provides
immediate assessment of 5 man-in-the -lop" performance.
The two scenariois selected for development on Dymnsim were formation flight and the "leans."l The moat
frequently reportsd torm of spatial disorientation (9) is the *Luean." Formation flying, which has for the
past S Year@ acciounted for the most Class-A Pilot facitor mishaps In the United States lavy (10)0 is the
best maneuver to examine spatial awareness because It involves a hilh-intensity pilot workcload with
attention split between aircraft, cockpit, objects In apace, and the Bearth.
Twoscenarios for demonst"atton of the leans are being compared to asicertain their relative
eftentiveness. In the first, a Dynamist pilot is placed in tangential forward-facing configuration at
constant angular velocity with the Winge level. Thepilot perceives a roll to outside af turn #And
is given
the ocontrolm and attitude indictator to be madeaware of the leans and to correct his attitude by
instruments, He Is then given visual reference, which facilitates correction of attitude error and reduces
the loans, In the alternate leans demonstration, the pilot at constant angular velocity is appropriately
banked such that his I-exis is aligned with the resultant of the grevitio-inrtial force (i.e., perceptually
straight and level). Whengiven the controls and cockpit instruments, the pilot must then oancentrate on
overoomini not only the diecrientahion associated with theo lemarns
but Also that produced by rolling to
suprigta noa plane perpendicular to the plane ot rotation. Dturing corrective actions,
the visual
surround is presented to reduce the leans end facilitate overriding the leans.
Formation flying as a wingmsan is a skill that demands such complete attent ion of the pilot to his lead
aircraft that little oil no time cambe devoted to monitoring his own instruments. With little opportunity
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for instrument
moeheaeokp
the wisgman tend. to ausvisum
Is study state flight that the leand aircraft is
Straighit ald Is"%l, Particularly whom
deprived of visual reference to earth as during formation flying In
weather or at night. The formation flying ecmasric Is accomplished by Projecting Saba the 3600 surround
the wind aircraft on which the Bluynts pilot tries to maintain a constant relativ, position. In20D5
scenario, we oommeoos rotation with the pilot pre-positioned in roll so that the resultant force slips
with tahe &-eaxis only after a constant velocity is attained. The pilot requires about 40 seconds to teel
straight end level, apparently refloating a IMt effect (11).
In mother moae realistic scenarop
we maintain S-azis elighwant throughout the Initial acceleration
end ceostast veloeaty. Nare, we fl"aw enountered the leasm apparently from wearoy of the actuial roll
during the Initial aduelermtioa. Weanticipate that this can be corr'ected OFPresenting a veridieal
external referamoo. Then, bWreducing chamber Illumination and by projlecting an aircraft imaos onto the
surround, the pilot so"n paradise hismself and his companies *Part 1. level flight. Frequient bot emull
ohms"0 in Pitsh 404 roll of the pilot's Goodept generote relative mVOeset Of the wing aircraft.
Maintainiing position demands ftaLl attention from the pilot to override computer generated pitch and roll.
When, the projeeted airoraf S is directly off wing of the Dyfasim pilot, large Smai-ehirts (And large head
movements) are wasoostated while transferring attention between oookpit end target aircraft. These
introduce a combinatiton of aozoseoupled angpilar acoelerations and G.exmeas effects either of which can
induce nausea In some subjects.
Two options for reducing this unwanited disturbance are lowered #-ipAlar velocity and changing the
average aingular position af the ooomotnin aircraft to a more forward -sctor, thereby reducing the arc of
gase-ehifis demanged from the pilot. Redmaond angular velocity reduce& the magnitude of the orientation4
error that the pilots will experience and say reduoe the Impact of the training. Weare currently wo,41 .ng
on an aooeptable compromise between offset angles and angular velocity.
tn these scenarios, after the pilot has developed the erroneous perception or straight and level while
flying the Dynasim, we can suddenly provide altermnatng glimpses of the wingman and a veridical visual
reference quickly followed by demand to fly by Instruments In breskoff fromn formation flight, The
introduction of sudden breslioff, a phenomenon not Infrequently encountered in formation flight, then places
the pilot perceptually in a pitch and roll not matched by Instruments, which requires considerable mental
effort to maintain straight and Level flight.
At this writing, we are developing prototype training scenarios in stage one of our Program.
Performance assessment during the scenario development will lead naturally into stage two, which consist.
of evaluation of now whompts in instruments displays.
The Dynosta by virtue of its unique disorientating capabilities is a suitable device to introduce
pilots to new orientation displays heoause a comparison of the pilot's ability to maintain or recover
orientation can be made Under highly oontrolled conditions Including a standardised workload. Alimited
number of pilots hae" been introduced to the Malcolm Morison (a peripheral vision display consisting of a
gyro-stabilized laser beam projected onto the Instrument panel) Although the Dynastic has proven effective
as a tool to assist test pilots in the development of the skill necessary to utilize their peripheral
vision to monitor aircraft altitude, the Malcolm Morison has not been well accepted by the operational
community, There Was a tendency by fleet pilots to stare at the peripheral vision display utilising it as
an altitude indicator (JA) The introduction of any devise that involves a change in long-ingrained skills
will not he easily accepted by seasoned pilots. This Illustrates the value of developing training
paradigms to facilitate acquisition of new skills.
A drawback of flight simulators is the Opportunity to develop and adopt strategies, which although
effective in the simulator may prove to be disadvantageous on transfer to the aircraft, Although not a
strong stimulus in our scenario, the 0-excesse Illusion (13) may contribulte significantly to this
disorientation in commercial devices rated at I or aore Ce. When head muovemnts are disconcerting to a
pilot due to a combination of 0-excess amidoroas-oupled stimulation, the pilot will tend to avoid orminismie the action-generated stimulus by masking smaller head movements with larger deviationsi of PaSe.
Although still affentive in maintaining awareness under the condition presented by the Dynasim, such
movements are not necessary in the aircraft environment where the cross-coupled effects are reduced due to
the large turning radius and thue reduced angular velocity.

*

Workshops and symposia directed towards the solution of situational awareness (14p19) and spatial
disorientation repeatedly point out that the sensory channels of hearing, ambient vision, and
propricoeption hae" met been adequately Utilized. In addition, the utilisation, of nonfoveal sensory
channels to maintain aircraft situational awareness will release the central visual system to focus on
aircraft information that can only he obtained through central vision,
Host spatial disorientation accidents are not due to radical maneuvers, Rather, they occur whoý
period@ of visual distraction from Instrument scraning auch as during intense concentration on cool'pit
emergencies or external targets permit the appreciation of non-veridical tactile and vestibular at mcli.
The greatest coutribution to biologically improve aeronautical spatial orientation will be the presentation
Of attitude inforAmato via a se40ory ohennel that will permit continuous uninterrupted Accurate
Information in a form readily and naturally asmsiilated by the central nervous system to supplement the
Intermittent data available frem central Vision. In the day-to-day terrestrial environment, the vestibular
sand kinesthetic/tactile channels provide this Independent accurate redundant information, The diffioulty
&piarisein transferring to the aviation environment where beth vestitular and other proprioceptive Samoae
register Inaccurately due to the continuous fluctuation of the resultant gravito-inertial fwor as Nell af
illusions procheeg INprolonged rotations far outside the rang of natural motion esperienced an the
ground. Among the primary sensory ohannelo normally responsible for- orientation the vestibular system is
not readily aooessible, Which leavecs the kinesthetie tactile channel anA secondarily the Auditory system as
candidates to aid the visual system in orientation.

--
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The 41neethetio tactile systp
e hen proven the met difficult to examine end determine Ite relative
contritution to orientatino, Whereln the visua2 and auditory channels can be readily manipulated
including ahutting c or otf and the vestibular system contribution determined using labyrinth-defective
Individuals, the Iniasnthatio tautile system cannot be easily Isolated or manipulated even in animals
without redically altering the biologioal system. Indeed, the omnipresent kLnesthotic taotile information
interacts so richly with the vestibulae auditory end visual systems that it is often the confounding
variable in psychophysical studies on orientation perception.

Slevel

On larth, the vestibular system standing alone can only asoertain orlen'ttion of the head, but when
acting in conJunctIon with kiniesthetih
and tactile information can readily orient the individual to his
body and earth or tha vehicle into whiSa he is strapped, This clone relationship beginning even at the
of the firet coentral nervous system relay susepas
the opportunity to intluenoe or override the
erronecs
aeroeuti•al vestibular information with artificially applied veridlial tactile inputs. The
k4inthetto tactile systll, whiOh we. once heavily stimulabed in the eviation 6avircneent, hu been
progressively isolated over the put.50 yeas. with theIntroduction of closed oockpits, reduced toree
feedback an control, secondary to ily by wire technolog, and signiticant reductions in vibration levels
with seat and airfra•e design Improvements,
For this reason, the tactile channel Is the most logical
choice to introduce supplemental orientation Intormation.
One primary purpose in developing the two spatial disorientation paradiam. is to permit the evaluation
of the effectiveness of nonfoveal sensory channels in maintaining situational awareness either alone or in
cOmjloatifn With standard dispilys. tI particular, a one-to-oe napping lcr the external environ•- nt onto
tactile fisldls i planned,
t1lising a combination of tactile Illusions to present and move the stimulus
with a limited number of stimulators. Although signal reliability and speed of roponees can be improved by
additional information channele, the possibility of multisenacry oontlict exists,
When will tactile
proprioception and/or audition enhance visual contribution to orientation perception, and under what
iLroueasanoes will saturation of information deorease porformance or approocation of orisntation? The
answere to these questions, to be evaluated In part on the Dynsiai,
will determine the products developed
for future man-aohine Interfeocs to solve or ameliorate the long-standing problem ot situaticnal

awareniess.

goomendations end

eobjetives

1. Continue ground-besed training ubilising desonaetati•n trainers (like MIDD) but with improved quality
of demonstrations. Motion stimulus should not evoke symptoms of mction siolnefss s FoOus verbel training
pattern on maintaining orientation awareness and disoriectatinn provention; avoid
musoment park"
demonstration. Training should Immediately precede inflight disorientation demonstrations with routine

scheduled refresher training every 3 years.
8. Develop
seonarios.
learning to
orientation

olosed-loop ground-Mased trainers that focus on the most li•elti
inflight diforisniation
Avoid rigorous eonditioning-type training because ot the possibility of transferring negative
the aircraft. More reoearoh Is required in this ares.
lUphasise the maintenance of
awareness.
ftis training should precede aerobatias and formation f Light training with

refresher training every 3 years.
I.

Use ma-in-the-loop

formation flight sOenario to develop prototype devices utiliing nonfcveollsensory

channels to maintain orientation awareness.
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